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Foreword

The International Congress of Pediatric Pulmonology (CIPP) is the only

international meeting devoted exclusively to paediatric respiratory

medicine. Over the period of more than two decades, CIPP has

acquired a reputation among practicing paediatricians and clinical

academics as the premiere forum for sharing the new information in all

areas of paediatric pulmonology. Through our continuing partnership

with Pediatric Pulmonology, the abstracts of important research that

will be presented in the 16th International Congress of Pediatric

Pulmonology (CIPP XVI) in Lisbon, Portugal (June 2017) will reach a

wider audience. The presentations cover a broad range of paediatric

respiratory disorders, such as asthma and respiratory allergies,

respiratory infections and their complications, neonatal lung diseases

and their outcomes, cystic fibrosis, sleep disorders, critical care, rare

lung diseases etc., with cutting edge information which is relevant to

both clinical and academic communities.

Professor Adnan Custovic MD PhD

President, CIPP XVI

How to cite this article: Foreward. Pediatric Pulmonology.

2017;52:S1. https://doi.org/10.1002/ppul.23725
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ABSTRACT

Keynote Speaker

E-Cigarettes − The New Smoking

Thomas Ferkol, MD

Washington University School of Medicine, Pediatrics Allergy Pulmonary Medicine,
St Louis, Missouri, United States
Email: ferkol_t@wustl.edu

Smoking is not safe at any age, and prevention in children and

adolescents has long been a public health priority. Tobacco use is

started and established during adolescence, with 90% of combustible

cigarette smokers in the United States beginning before age 18 years.

Teen smoking prevention strategies have been successful. Combusti-

ble cigarette smoking among middle and high school students has

dramatically declined over the past few decades. However, a new

threat has emerged − electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes). Indeed,

e-cigarette use in children and adolescents has become a major public

health concern worldwide.

E-cigarettes, or electronic nicotine-delivery systems, are devices that

deliver aerosols of nicotine andother volatile chemicals to the lung. Also

known as cigalikes, e-hookahs, mods, vape pens, vapes, and tank

systems, hundreds of e-cigarette brands with thousands of unique

flavors are now on the market. Sweet-flavored e-cigarette liquids are

themost popular, andmake theseproducts appealing to youths. Among

American high school students, e-cigarettes were the most common

tobacco products used, and their use has grown dramatically. The

United StatesCenters forDiseaseControl andPrevention reported that

e-cigarette use doubled among high school students over a one-year

period. More than 450,000 American middle school students currently

use e-cigarettes, four times the number of reported users the previous

year.Nearly twomillionAmericanstudentshad tried themby2012,only

six years after they were first introduced into the United States.

Historically, tobacco smokers were most likely to be current users of

e-cigarettes. Eighty percent of adult smokers who reported using

electronic cigarettes did so because they considered them less harmful

than combustible cigarettes, and many used them to reduce or quit

combustible smoking. E-cigarettes provide a user experiencemore similar

to cigarette smoking than other forms of nicotine-replacement therapy.

Peak serum nicotine concentrations can be achieved within five minutes

of inhalation. However, a third of adult e-cigarette users never smoked

tobacco or were former tobacco smokers. The most commonly cited

reasons given by younger e-cigarette users are curiosity, taste, and

perceived safety.Not smokingcessation.Anestimated160,000American

students who used electronic cigarettes had never smoked combustible

cigarettes, and surveys of college students showed that they were not

motivated by the desire to stop smoking cigarettes.

While e-cigarettes generate fewer toxicants than combustible cigarettes,

the aerosols are not harmless. Some flavorings are airway irritants and

have been associated with respiratory disease. In a recent study,

adolescents who used e-cigarettes had more respiratory symptoms

when compared to past or non-users. Nonetheless, many of the short-

and long-term health consequences of e-cigarettes are still unknown.

More worrisome, data indicate that e-cigarette use by adolescents

increases the risk of nonsmokers developing nicotine dependence,

particularly in children and adolescents. Teen e-cigarette use has been

linked with cigarette experimentation, and young people frequently use

e-cigarettes together with other tobacco products, establishing patterns

of dual use and not substitution. There are also concerns that nicotine

adversely affects adolescent brain development and leads to addiction.

The health risks of e-cigarettes have not been adequately studied, and

greater research, surveillance, and monitoring are needed. Until more

is known about their “safety,” e-cigarettesmust be treated like tobacco

products, with prohibition of the sale and marketing to minors, and

banning of sweet, candy-like flavorings. Some but not all countries

have begun to regulate these products.
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ABSTRACT

Post-Graduate Courses

#1. PEDIATRIC LONG-TERM NON-INVASIVE
VENTILATION DEFINITION AND SITUATION

PLTNIV: Definition and Situation

Martino Pavone, Renato Cutrera

Pediatric Pulmonology & Respiratory Intermediate Care Unit; Sleep and Long
Term Ventilation Unit; Academic Department of Pediatrics (DPUO), Pediatric
Hospital “Bambino Gesù” Research Institute
Corresponding Author: Renato Cutrera, Pediatric Pulmonology & Respiratory
Intermediate Care Unit, Sleep and Long Term Ventilation Unit, Academic
Department of Pediatrics (DPUO), Pediatric Hospital “Bambino Gesù”
Research Institute, Piazza S. Onofrio 4, 00165 Rome (Italy).
Phone number: +39.06.6859.2009 (2020).
Fax number: +39.06.6859.2300.
Email: renato.cutrera@opbg.net

Definition

Respiratory support can be distinguished as “invasive” and “non-

invasive”. The distinction depends on the interface used for patient-

ventilator connection. For non-invasive ventilation (NIV), gases are

conducted into the airways via an external interface. For invasive

ventilation (IMV), gases are conducted into the airways through an

endotracheal tube or tracheostomy [1,2].

Indications for and Goals of NIV

Non-invasive ventilation in children is indicated essentially for: 1) Diseases

due to increased respiratory load (intrinsic cardiopulmonary disorders,

abnormalities of the upper airways, chest wall deformities); 2) Disorders

characterized by weakness of the respiratory muscles (neuromuscular

diseases, spinal cord injuries); 3) Abnormal neurological control of

ventilation (congenitaloracquiredalveolarhypoventilationsyndrome) [1,2].

Non-invasive ventilation can alleviate chronic respiratory failure

through the correction of hypoventilation, the improvement of

respiratory muscle function and reducing the workload of the

respiratory system [1,2]. Goals of NIV are the relief from symptoms,

reduction of the work of breathing, improvement and stabilization of

gas exchanges, patient-ventilator synchrony, improvement of duration

and quality of sleep, improvement of the quality of life and functional

status, and prolongation of survival [3].

Patients and Interface Selection

Long-term NIV is applicable to cooperative and stable patients with a

certain degree of respiratory autonomy [1,2]. Usually, NIV is applied at

night and/or during daytime naps [1–3].

The choice of interface depends on the characteristics of the

patient (age, facial characteristics, degreeofcooperation, andseverityof

respiratory impairment). In children, interface acceptance is the first

step for a successful NIV program [1,2]. Nasal masks are themost often

used interfaces, although there are promising experiences with the use

of oro-nasal and full-face masks, nasal pillows and mouthpieces [1,2].

Ventilation Mode

Pressure-targeted ventilation is the modality most often used for non-

invasive ventilation [1–3].

Continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) support is based on

the delivery to the airways of a constant pressure for the whole

respiratory cycle. With CPAP, the work of breathing is entirely up to

the patient [1–3]. CPAP acts by elevating the intraluminal pressure of

the upper airway at levels higher than those of the critical transmural

pressure that determines the collapse of the upper airway. This

pressure keeps the airways open, promotes relaxing of the upper

airway dilator muscles, and reduces inspiratory muscle activity of the

upper airways and diaphragm [1–3]. CPAP prevents alveolar collapse

favoring alveolar recruitments and the increase in functional residual

capacity. Through this mechanism, CPAP improves oxygenation and

downloading the inspiratory muscles reduces the work of breathing.

Bi-level positive airwaypressure (Bi-level PAP) provides respiratory

support at twodifferent levels. Using bi-level PAP is possible, therefore,

to separately adjust a lower expiratory positive airway pressure (EPAP,

CPAP) and a higher inspiratory positive airway pressure (IPAP, PIP). The

inspiratory pressure enhances the patient’s spontaneous inspiratory act

[1–3]. Theexpiratory pressure allowseliminatingmoreeasily exhaled air

andCO2.TheEPAPplays the same rolediscussedabove forCPAP [1–3].

The tidal volumewill be generated as the result of thedelta between the

inspiratory and expiratory pressures [1–3].

In Pressure Support Ventilation (PSV) mode, the ventilator

ensures a maximum value of inspiratory pressure in the airways equal

to that set by the operator. This pressure support allows the patient to

achieve more effective breaths. The patient determines respiratory

rate, inspiratory flow and inspiratory time by determining the onset of

inspiration, muscle strength applied during the inspiration and the

passage to expiration [1]. The use of the PSV mode allows preserving

the patient’s spontaneous breathing while ensuring the reduction of

excessive work of breathing undergone by the patient. This mode is

preferable in patients capable of spontaneous breathing and able to

activate the ventilator cycles.

In Pressure Control Ventilation (PCV) mode, the operator sets the

maximum level of pressure that is delivered by the ventilator during

the inspiratory act, the respiratory rate and the inspiratory:expiratory

ratio (I:E), in the absence of respiratory effort. Breaths delivered by the

ventilator are determined by a pressure, duration of inspiration and

S4 | © 2017 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/ppul Pediatric Pulmonology. 2017;52:S4–S16.



expiration default. This mode is preferable in severely ill patients with

significant impairment of the muscle pump efficiency or ventilatory

drive [1].

Training Program and Discharge Plan for Long-Term Use

If NIV can be established gradually, an accurate clinical training session

aimed at the introduction of the patient and family to its practice must

be planned [1,2]. Training should start by using very low pressures and

when the patient tolerates pressures throughout the night, the

pressures can be gradually increased [1,2].

The choice of pressures is the process by which the clinician

searches for a compromise between defect correction (through the

increase in pressures), and the limitation of the side effects (with the

use of a pressure as low as possible, although still effective) [1,2].

Pressure requests depend on the individual patient’s current clinical

condition and must be obtained from the evaluation of its monitoring

[1–3].

Before discharge, the patient’s respiratory status should be stable

on the same ventilator, circuit and interfaces that the child will use at

home. A personalized follow-up plan must always be provided [1,2].

The optimal frequency for follow-up evaluations has not yet been

readily determined. These evaluations should generally be scheduled

more frequently in infants and younger children [1,2]. On such

occasions, the history and a complete clinical and instrumental

assessment (ventilator, circuits, humidification, interfaces) must be

performed [1,2].

Compliance should be systematically evaluated through the

internal memory of the instrument to verify the actual time of

ventilator use. This check also allows assessing air leakages, pressures

delivered and nocturnal SpO2 values [1,2].

Polysomnographic evaluations are recommended before initiating

NIV and discharging with the ventilator, and during each in-hospital

follow-up admission [1–3].

Pulmonary function tests, blood gas analysis, chest x-ray and

lateral projection of the skull, echocardiography should be periodically

repeated [1,2].

Situation

An increasing number of childrenwith chronic hypercapnic respiratory

failure are currently treated with NIV [1,2]. Non-invasive ventilation

allows preserving functions such as swallowing, feeding, speaking,

coughing, heating/humidification of the inspired air [1].

The introduction of NIV has reduced the number of emergency

roomvisits per year, tracheostomies, intubations and the length of stay

in the pediatric intensive care units. Non-invasive ventilation has

allowed early weaning from IMV and extubations. Non-invasive

ventilation has also enabled preventing vocal cord or trachea damages,

and reduce the risk of lower respiratory tract infections [1].

Convincing data have been reported from national surveys on

long-term experiences with NIV performed especially in Western

countries [4–7]. In the last years, new data have come out from

developing and Eastern countries [8–10].

Neuromuscular disease such as Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy

(DMD) and SpinalMuscular Atrophy (SMA), and diseases of the central

nervous system such as the congenital central alveolar hypoventilation

syndrome represent two main indications for NIV [4–7]. Among

respiratory diseases, airway malacia and obstructive sleep apnea have

been themost frequently treated with CPAP/NIV [4–7]. Children with

severe physical and cognitive disabilities are also increasingly offered

long-term ventilation to prolong life [4,6].

The survival is longer in patients treated with NIV than in those

undergoing IMV [4–7]. Usually, the median age at the beginning of

IVMventilation is significantly lower than in those treatedwithNIV [4].

Non-invasive ventilation has been successfully started even in children

under 1 year of age [6]. Data are available on the possible weaning

from long-term NIV, as well as on deaths during NIV (for example in

children in whom a palliative approach was taken) [4–10]. Children

with neuromuscular and neurological disease are least likely to wean

off from NIV. Children most likely to discontinue long-term NIV are

those with chronic lung disease of prematurity, airway malacia, and

upper-airways abnormalities [4–10]. Non-invasive ventilation failures

and consequently tracheostomy and IVM have been reported for

example in childrenwithCerebral Palsy [4–10]. A significant number of

patients with NIV have transitioned to adult care [7].

Compliance with NIV is a major issue. Data downloaded from

built-in software showed a wide range on mean nightly use [2].

Parental assessment of PAP use may overestimate actual home

ventilator use. In this latter study, patients with greater improvement

in apnea-hypopnea index were more likely to be adherent. Clinical

parameters and nighttime and daytime symptoms improved after PAP

therapy regardless of age or adherence. Treatment adherence was not

correlated with age, type of underlying disease, interfaces used,

nocturnal gas exchanges, and duration of PAP treatment. Children

who attempted to use CPAP at least 6 nights a weekwere treatedwith

CPAP for a longer time on the nights of use. Usage in the first week of

treatment predicted longer term use over 2 to 3months. A predictor of

PAP use was maternal education. Adherence was demonstrated lower

in African American children. Adherence did not correlate with

severity of apnea, pressure levels, or psychosocial parameters other

than a correlation between family social support and nights of PAP use

in month-3 [2].

Complications and Contraindications

Serious complications with the use of NIV are not reported in children

and adverse effects described are minor [1,2].

Mid-facial hypoplasia has been described mainly in patients who

started NIV earlier in life. Monitoring of maxillo-mandibular growth is

necessary in infants and younger children receiving long-term NIV

[1,2].

Swallowing disorders, personal history of inhalation from gastro-

esophageal reflux, paralysis of the vocal cords and absent tolerance to

NIV will contraindicate its use. Failure of NIV or a high level of daily

dependence from mechanical ventilation (≥ 16–20 hours) are indica-

tions for IVM [1,2].
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Sleep-disordered breathing (SDB) is a prevalent disease in pediatrics. It

is not a distinct disease, but rather a syndrome of upper airway

dysfunction during sleep characterized by snoring and/or increased

respiratory effort secondary to increased upper airway resistance and

pharyngeal collapsibility1,2. SDB includes a spectrum of clinical entities

with variable severity of intermittent upper airway obstruction ranging

from habitual snoring to severe obstructive sleep apnea (OSA)3,4. In

2016, the results of a European Respiratory Society Task Force on the

diagnosis and management of pediatric OSA were published5. The

main recommendations of this paper concerning severe OSA will be

presented in this summary.

In a first step, it is important to recognize the child with possible

severe OSA. Certain symptoms such as frequent loud snoring,

witnessed apneas, restless sleep and oral breathing are associated

with the presence of SDB. Young children and children with

underlying syndromes are especially at risk of severe OSA and its

possible complications. In the context of SDB symptoms and

underlying syndromes with an inherent risk of OSA, the presence

of failure to thrive and pulmonary hypertension are certainly

indicative for the presence of OSA. Polygraphy or polysomnography,

which is still the gold standard for the diagnosis of OSA, should be

performed to document the presence and severity of OSA.

Polygraphy and polysomnography provides us with the number of

obstructive events per hour of sleep (the obstructive apnea

hypopnea index, oAHI). Moderate-to-severe OSA is defined as an

oAHI>5. To date, there are no other screening tools that can

substitute polysomnography. However, some of these tools, for

instance nocturnal oximetry, have their value considering their

inherent limitations.

Moderate-to-severe OSA is an indication for treatment

irrespective of the presence of morbidity. Especially in patients

with underlying syndromes, treatment is a priority because these

children have a higher risk of developing serious complications

including pulmonary hypertension. In the Task Force document, an

algorithm is presented guiding treatment from the least invasive

(pharmacological treatment) to the most invasive (tracheostomy).

Especially in children with underlying conditions, it is important to

identify the site(s) of upper airway obstruction. These children

might benefit from adenotonsillectomy, although residual disease

is highly prevalent with the need for additional treatment including

orthodontics, maxillofacial surgery and non-invasive ventilation.

Because of increasingly available devices and especially interfaces

for non-invasive ventilation in children, this option is being

increasingly used in specialized centers. It is important after

each treatment and with increasing age to follow the child with

moderate-to-severe OSA to objectify if OSA is still present.
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Neuromuscular diseases (NMD) affect the muscle, the nerve or the

neuromuscular junction.

Respiratory complications are frequent in children with neuro-

muscular diseases (NMD). The incidence, age of onset and severity

depend on which disease we are talking about.

The respiratory “pump” includes the chest wall, respiratory

muscles and respiratory control center. Although there is sometimes

parenchymal disease, caused by frequent aspirations or infection, it is

the failure of this pump that most commonly causes respiratory

problems in NM patients1.

Respiratory efficiency is dependent on the balance between

respiratory load and respiratory muscle capacity, under the control of

the respiratory center. In NM patients, as respiratory load overwhelms

muscular strength, an imbalance occurs causing alveolar hypoventi-

lation2. Ineffective cough and reduction of ventilation leads to

respiratory infections, atelectasis and acute and chronic respiratory

failure, causing frequent hospital admissions and limited survival1.

Weakness of pharyngeal muscles can also contribute to sleep

disordered breathing (SDB)1,3.

Every child with neuromuscular disorders must have a respiratory

assessment investigating for infection risk, cough capacity, sleep

quality and the presence of SDB, the presence or progression of

scoliosis, swallowing difficulties and somatic growth4.

Lung function should be obtained in all patients that can cooperate,

including determination of breathing patterns and respiratory rate, lung

volumes suchasvital capacity (VC), total lungcapacity (TLC) and residual

volume (RV), measurement of maximal inspiratory (MIP) and expiratory

pressures MEP), cough peak flow (CPF) and sniff nasal inspiratory

pressure (SNIP)2. In some centers, invasive tests which require

esophageal or gastric pressure transducers, are also used.

Assessment of sleep disruption should be carried out regularly in

NM children since sleep disordered breathing and sleep fragmentation

are frequent. Patients with muscle weakness, moderate to severe

limitation of lung function (VC<60%), non-ambulant, with significant

scoliosis, suspected diaphragmatic weakness or with nocturnal or

daytime symptoms of sleep disturbance should have a polysomnog-

raphy (PSG) if it is available in adequate time. If it is not possible, a

nocturnal oximetry and capnography should be obtained at least

annually4. When there are doubts regarding oximetry or capnography

results, a PSG must be obtained.4,5

Diurnal hypercapnia or SDB are clear indications to initiate

ventilation, non-invasive (NIV) being the indicated modality. It can be

continuous (CPAP) or bilevel positive airway pressure, according to the

clinical situation. NIV reduces symptoms of SDB and morning

headaches and improves appetite, concentration and quality of life

and improves survival.7,8

Ventilationshouldbe initiated inpatients inwhomSDB is suspected

or diagnosed or in an acute setting, during an infectious or atelectasis

episode.6 In children with spinal muscular atrophy (SMA), NIV may be

used prophylactically, even in small daytime periods, to increase lung

growth and prevent chestwall deformities.7 NIVmay also have a role in

palliative care as it reduces respiratory distress and anguish.6,7

In children with great dependence on NIV, when this is not

tolerated or if there is bulbar compromise, a tracheostomy and invasive

ventilation may be considered but it should be carefully discussed with

the family and the children, and their preferences taken into account.6,7

Facial side-effects of masks, such as facial flattening, skin injury

and air leaks, are particularly frequent in NMD children and may

compromise the adherence to NIV9. It has to be promptly managed by

changing masks, skin protection and considering alternative ventila-

tion modes.

Airway clearance assessment is very important in the manage-

ment of NM children. Whenever possible, it should be quantified by

CPF. Manual cough assist, air-stacking maneuvers or mechanical

assisted cough can be prescribed according to child and family

preferences and disease stage.4 In children with recurrent atelectasis

or great difficulty in mobilizing secretions, oscillatory techniques may

be useful.4

Swallowing dysfunction and nutritional status evaluation are

essential in the management of NM children. Caloric supplements or

feeding by nasogastric tube or gastrostomy have to be considered in

order to improve somatic growth and respiratory performance.4,7 In

some diseases, such as Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy, overweight

may also be a problem and specialized support by a nutritionist ought

to be provided.10

Scoliosis and other orthopedic abnormalities are frequent andmay

compromise respiratory performance. Surgery may improve quality of

life although respiratory function and SDB should be assessed

beforehand.4,10

As part of a global management, chronic and acute pain, social

inclusion and school attendance are relevant aspects when consider-

ing these children’s quality of life and management.

Technological evolution of ventilators, masks and cough equip-

ment has eased respiratory management in increasingly younger

children, in amore comfortablemanner andwith a better quality of life,

significantly changing the prognosis of neuromuscular disorders, and

allowing many patients to reach adulthood. Transition to adult care is

now a reality in childhood NMD and has to be considered in each

adolescent patient.8

The complexity of these patients justifies their referral and follow-

up in specialized centers, where multidisciplinary support is optimized

for the overall development and quality of life of the child and family.
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Introduction

Central congenital hypoventilation syndrome (CCHS) is not an

uncommon reason for long-term pediatric home ventilation. Although

invasive mechanical ventilation through tracheostomy has commonly

been recommended in patients younger than five years for safety

issues, non-invasive ventilation (NIV) has also been reported as a safe

approach in small infants (1). Nevertheless, attempting non-invasive

ventilation in neonates and infants should be performed cautiously,

especially in patients having severe breath-holding spells (2).

Increasing knowledge in genetics, specifically the phenotype/

genotype relationship, enables identification of patients with milder

respiratory hypoventilation who can potentially benefit from a less

invasive approach from the neonatal period without life-threatening

episodes. There is a confirmed correlation between the size of the

PHOX2B expanded allele and the severity of both the respiratory

phenotype and associated symptoms (3, 4).

The incidence of dependency on continuous ventilation is lower

than 40% in patients with polyalanine repeat expansion mutations

(PARMs) and continuous ventilation is rarely indicated in individuals

with the 20/25 genotype. Only 10% of patients with a CCHS

phenotype will be heterozygous for a non-polyalanine repeat

expansion mutation (NPARM) in the PHOX2B gene. Continuous

ventilatory dependence is commonly observed in patients with

genotypes from 20/27 to 20/33 and also in individuals with NPARMs,

approximately 70–80% of them (3, 5).

Rapid-onset obesity, with hypothalamic dysregulation, hypoven-

tilation and autonomic dysregulation (ROHHAD syndrome) is a rare

cause of respiratory failure. Often reported as healthy prior to the

appearance of symptoms, patients with ROHHAD syndrome usually

present with hyperphagia and significant weight gain at around 3 years

of age (15 kg or more in a single year). Months and years later,

hypothalamic dysfunction disorders can be diagnosed: antidiuretic

hormone secretion abnormalities, central hypothyroidism, growth

hormone deficiency, autonomic dysfunction, etc. All children with

ROHHAD develop alveolar hypoventilation with a shallow breathing

pattern during sleep. An abnormal response to hypoxemia and

hypercapnia occurs during wakefulness as well as sleep, with half of

the children demonstrating abnormal breathing patterns when awake.

Ventilatory needs may vary over time. On initial screening for

ROHHAD, only 2/6 (33.3%) children had nocturnal hypoventilation

(NH). All children had NH at follow-up and required non-invasive

positive pressure ventilation (6).

Therefore, sooner or later all children with ROHHAD will require

at least nocturnal respiratory support. Approximately half of the

children with ROHHAD require round-the-clock mechanical ventila-

tion, some of them via tracheostomy (5).

Ventilatory Support in Central Hypoventilation Syndromes

Invasive ventilation

The main objective of ventilator support for patients with central

hypoventilation syndromes is adequate ventilation and oxygenation in

order to prevent adverse events due to hypoxemia/hypercapnia,

mainly during sleep. The ventilatory assistance required in central

hypoventilation syndromes has tremendous variability. In CCHS, for

example, although infants usually require continuous mechanical

ventilation, there are several experiences published using NIV in

patients with milder hypoventilation. Positive pressure ventilation via

tracheostomy is the most effective means to ensure adequate

ventilation when continuous ventilation is required. Other candidates

for invasive ventilation are normally childrenwho cannot tolerate or be

properly fitted with a mask (such as young infants). Additionally,

patients requiring very high ventilatory pressures, not very common in

these patients except for episodes of acute deterioration, should be

invasively ventilated. Difficulties with invasive ventilation are mainly

related to the requirement for a constant presence of trained

caregivers and the risk of death due to tracheostomy obstruction/

decannulation, thus there is an increasing demand from parents to use

non-invasive support in this population.

Transition from invasive to non-invasive

A few articles have reported recommendations on how to switch from

invasive to non-invasive ventilation in patients with central hypo-

ventilation syndromes (1, 7, 8).
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These are some reasonable recommended preliminary steps:

previous review of upper airway and removal of hypertrophic

lymphoid tissue if present, close supervision with several polysomno-

graphic studies during a one-month period on the non-invasive

support ventilator and the tracheostomy corked to ensure adequate

titration for the patient. The ventilation parameters for normal sleep

architecture should be set to achieve a minimum hemoglobin

saturation (SpO2) of 96% and a maximum transcutaneous carbon

dioxide (PtcCO2) of 40mmHg.

Obviously, ensuring patient collaboration is crucial as removal of

the interface during nocturnal ventilation could lead to severe

consequences. This tends to happen after puberty when the interests

of teenagers center on social relationships.

Non-invasive ventilation

□ Non-invasive positive pressure ventilation (NIPPV) allows

ventilatory support to be delivered via interfaces/masks,

avoids tracheostomy, and is especially appropriate for those

who require only nocturnal ventilation.

Modes and Settings

Many childrenwith central hypoventilation syndromes are not capable

of triggering the ventilator adequately during sleep, hence the selected

mode should guarantee a respiratory rate. A pressure-controlledmode

is commonly used because it fulfills the aforementioned criteria.

Unfortunately, if lung conditions change, the tidal volume delivered

could no longer be appropriate, so minute volume alarms should be

tightly set.

New modes which offer volume guarantee are available. Average

Volume-Assured Pressure Support (AVAPS) (Philips Respironics®) and

iVAPS (intelligent VAPS) (ResMed®) adjust the pressure support (PS) in

order to maintain a target average ventilation over several breaths.

AVAPS calculates the average PS provided to the patient during the

preceding 2 minutes in order to achieve a particular tidal volume.

During AVAPS titration in a CCHS patient, the inspiratory positive

airway pressure (IPAP) level ranged between the expiratory positive

airway pressure (EPAP) and 19cmH2O to ensure adequate tidal

volume, calculated around 8mL per kilogram of predicted bodyweight

under a constant rate of 16 breaths per minute (7). We also have an

unpublished experience with the iVAPS mode in a 12-year-old

teenager who successfully transitioned from invasive ventilation to

this mode. Theoretically, the advantage of iVAPS is the setting of

alveolar ventilation related to the patient’s height, such that its value is

adjusted and modified according to the patient’s respiratory rate to

compensate for anatomic dead space.

Nevertheless, thesemodes should be used cautiously because the

algorithms to provide pressure and respond to leaks vary greatly

between different types of devices. It has been shown that a 21–40%

decrease in tidal volume is delivered when random leaks appear (9).

□ Non-invasive negative pressure ventilation (NPV) generates a

negative inspiratory pressure around the chest to support

inspiratory effort. The use of NPV has been limited by

obstructive sleep apnea due to the asynchrony between the

opening of vocal cords and inspiratory efforts. NPV is used

infrequently since NIPPV is available. Nevertheless, a few

Ondine’s patients have been successfully switched from

invasive ventilation to NPV to remove their tracheostomy or

from NIPPV to treat midfacial hypoplasia (1).

□ Diaphragmatic pacing electrically stimulates the phrenic nerve,

generating breathing using the patient’s own diaphragm.

These pacers can be used for approximately 12 hours a day

and offer day-time freedom from the ventilator. Diaphrag-

matic pacers are not free of complications which include

equipment failure, infection and obstructive apnea. Usually,

patients are on day-time diaphragmatic pacemaker and use

NIPPV at night, although endotracheal intubation could be

occasionally required during respiratory tract infections (10).

In summary, teams managing patients with central hypoventila-

tion syndromes should be able to offer non-invasive ventilation

support in those patients fulfilling the clinical criteria for safety from

the beginning or during their evolution. Knowing the patient’s

genotype could help to make decisions regarding the respiratory

support required. Finally, negative pressure ventilation and diaphrag-

matic pacing, in spite of not being available worldwide, should be

considered as alternative options when facing complications with

NIPPV or tracheostomy weaning.
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Pulmonary tuberculosis develops through a complex interrelationship

of environmental, immunological and socioeconomic factors and

genetic susceptibility. The fact that nearly one-third of the world’s

population is believed to be affected with latent tuberculosis infection

although only a small fraction of the population develops active TB

disease during their lifetime, suggests that most individuals possess an

immune response able to contain or eliminate the bacteria, even after

exposure to M. tuberculosis.

The role of genetic factors in the susceptibility to tuberculosis has

been suggested by several epidemiological studies, such as high inter-

ethnic differences, showing in particular a higher prevalence of disease

in populations of African origin than in those of Caucasian origin. In

addition, studies of twins highlighted the importance of genetic factors

by showing a higher rate of concordance for the disease in

monozygotic (∼ 60%) than in dizygotic (∼ 35%) twins. Moreover, after

a first association reported in a Gambian population, a meta-analysis

showed that several polymorphisms of the NRAMP1 gene were

associated with pulmonary tuberculosis in African and Asian

populations but not in European populations.

The imbalance in the production of cytokines responsible for the

activation and deactivation of macrophages may be one of the possible

mechanismsforthisphenomenon.For instance, thepresenceof IL-10atthe

site of infection by M. tuberculosis appears to facilitate the evolution to

active disease, probably by the suppression of protective mechanisms

against the development of tuberculosis. Furthermore, cases of active

pulmonary tuberculosis showed significantly higher levels ofmediators that

impair the Th1 and innate immunity, including intracellular mediators, such

as the suppressor of cytokine signaling (SOCS1) and interleukin-1 receptor-

associatedkinaseM(IRAK-M)aswell asextracellularmediators (IL-10,TGF-

β RII, IL-1RN) and enzymes (indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase).

Studies carried out in Brazilian populations showed that 1) the

−871A>G and −336A>G single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were

associated, the first with protection to both pulmonary and extra-

pulmonaryTB, the latteronlywith thepulmonary form;2) anassociation

between GGAG haplotypes showed protection to tuberculosis infec-

tion; 3) the 139G>A and −939G>A SNPs were associated with

susceptibility to tuberculosis, and in particular with pulmonary and

extra-pulmonary forms respectively, and4) the−871A>Gand−336A>G

SNPs were associated, the first with protection to both pulmonary and

extra-pulmonary TB, the latter only with the pulmonary form.

Moreover, CD209 and CD209L polymorphisms were associated with

tuberculosis infection in a Northeastern Brazilian population, also

suggesting that variations in these genes may influence the protection

and susceptibility to infection caused by M. tuberculosis.

The polymorphisms of the HLA system have also been the subject

of numerous studies, the most interesting results having been

obtained with certain class II antigens. Polymorphisms related to

HLA-DRB1, HLA-DQB1, HLA-DQB and HLA-DQA1 genes were

associated with higher susceptibility to pulmonary TB. Conversely, the

presence of HLA-DRB1, HLA-DQB1, HLADQB1, HLA-DQA1 and

HLA-DQA1 genes demonstrated protection against PTB.

The above-mentioned findings suggest that the human genetics of

TB involves a continuous spectrum from Mendelian to complex

predisposition with intermediate major gene involvement.

The understanding of the molecular genetic basis of TB will have

fundamental immunological and medical implications, in particular for

the development of new vaccines and treatments. For instance, recent

advances showed that patients with IFN-γ production defects could

benefit from treatment with recombinant IFN-γ.
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Difficult-to-Control Asthma: Diagnosis and Treatment.
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Asthma in children presents high prevalence in many countries, with

important repercussions in school performance, leisure and emotional

aspects. It is estimated that approximately 5–10% of children with
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asthma have severe disease. Some children with severe asthma are

difficult-to-control, and some are insensitive to conventional pharma-

cological therapy (corticosteroids, long-acting beta-2 agonists, and

leukotriene receptor antagonists), representing one of the major

challenges in the clinical management of severe asthma. This group

of patients is classified as severe resistant-therapy asthma (STRA).

Severe asthma in children is strongly associated with the atopic

phenotype. Not all STRA children have a history of hospitalizations,

although theirdaily life is severely compromisedbycontinuousdisabling

symptoms. Specific questions with regard to disease control (GINA or

ACT criteria) are essential for correct detection of disease control. Any

child with uncontrolled asthma using high-dose inhaled corticosteroid,

and long-acting beta-2 agonist (LABA), deserves to be carefully

evaluated, with clinical follow-up of at least 6 months by a specialist

in the area for adequate diagnosis and management. A systematic

clinical evaluation toexclude the followingcauses is essential: 1) another

disease; 2) inadequate inhalation technique; 3) adherence-to-treatment

problems; 4) relevant environmental factors; 5) or treatable comorbid-

ities (allergic rhinitis, obesity, severe gastroesophageal reflux, among

others). In patients with the final diagnosis of STRA, the first choice for

treatment (Step 5 of GINA), associated with inhaled corticosteroid and

LABA, is anti-IgE (omalizumab). The second option, usually not effective

in many children, would be the use of daily systemic corticosteroids,

although many children have shown to be clinically resistant to this

therapy in thediagnostic approach and their use is also associatedwith a

number of serious adverse events. Omalizumab emerged a little over a

decade ago as an alternative for this groupof patients, showing reduced

exacerbations and hospitalizations for asthma. However, all therapies

for complex diseases such as asthma may present distinct clinical

responses, and each patient should be evaluated individually. Although

omalizumab is a high-cost medication, one recent real-life study has

shown a greater impact on prevention of exacerbations and hospital-

izations. In conclusion, difficult-to-control asthma in children requires a

careful systematic clinical evaluation by well-trained multidisciplinary

teams for reducing the burden of disease in this group of patients.
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Cystic fibrosis (CF) is a well-known genetic disease caused by CFTR

(Cystic Fibrosis Transmembrane conductance Regulator) protein

dysfunction 1. Previously recognized mainly as a pediatric entity, it

is switching progressively to a substantial condition for adult

pulmonologists, since many patients are living longer and becoming

adults 2. The consequences of CFTR dysfunction to the respiratory

tract include disturbances in mucocilliary clearance, and increased

susceptibility to acute and chronic respiratory infections, resulting in

neutrophilic inflammation and airway damage (bronchiectasis) 1. These

events may occur very early in life, which means that early therapeutic

interventions have potential impact for long term prognosis.

Cystic fibrosis used to be relatively unknown by health

professionals in Brazil, a situation that is changing rapidly in the last

years. One of the reasons for this change is the dissemination of

newborn screening (NBS) for several Brazilian States, which has

resulted in earlier diagnosis. The increasing contribution of newborn

screening to the diagnosis of CF in Brazil can be seen in Figure 1. From

2009 to 2014, 1,341 cases of CFwere diagnosed, 602 (44.9%) through

newborn screening. The increasing percentage of cases diagnosed

through newborn screening every year is noticeable, reaching almost

70% of all cases diagnosed in 2014 (Figure 1).

While we observed this impressive impact of NBS in diagnosis,

many caveats remain regarding adequate follow-up and treatment of

CF in the country. Many CF Centers do not have adequate resources

for CF care, and our National public health model (SUS) does not

recognizemany of the needs of CF patients. Therefore, access to drugs

and resources is delegated to States, resulting in substantial

heterogeneity throughout the country.

Cohort studies of CF patients diagnosed by newborn screening

have shown that early diagnosis may impact nutrition 3,4, and may also

facilitate the identification of lung disease signs such as bronchiectasis,

air trapping, and airflowobstruction very early in life 5,6. However, there

are few studies assessing therapeutic interventions in this setting, as

well as indication and timing for radiological and functional assessments

in infants and toddlers with CF remain highly controversial 7.

Since 2010, NBS was started regularly for all newborns in the

Brazilian State of São Paulo. A new outpatient clinic (ALAFIC) was

created in our Center to follow these patients, adopting a specific

protocol of clinical and laboratory procedures to maintain them as

healthy as possible. The first encounter occurred usually at 2 months

of age, and we found many patients presenting with significant

nutritional deficits: 44% with a Weight/Height Z score lower than −1,

26% with hypoalbuminemia.
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While significant improvements in nutrition have been observed

after pancreatic enzyme replacement and nutritional supplementation,

many patients manifested respiratory symptoms very early, with

significant clinical impact. At the first encounter, 20% of the patients

attending our Center presented clinical respiratory manifestations

such as cough or tachypnea. During the follow-up of the first five

years, 80% had at least one hospital admission, mainly due to

respiratory causes such as acute viral bronchiolitis. The mean age of

the first acquisition of Pseudomonas aeruginosa was 11 months, and

54% of the patients had their first positive culture before their first

anniversary.

The protocol for radiological examination in our Institution is an

annual plain radiograph, and a chest CT scan is indicated when

persistent radiographic abnormalities are identified, or when patients

remainwith persistent respiratory symptoms such as tachypnea orwet

cough. A total of 60% of the patients had their first chest CT scan

performed at three years of age (only one patient before one year of

age), and this procedure resulted in the introduction of dornase alfa in

75% of instances. Therefore, a significant and very strong correlation

was observed between the ages of the first chest CT scan and the

introduction of dornase alfa (r = 0.849, p<0.001). The need for at least

one hospital admission due to a respiratory cause was associated with

introduction of dornase alfa before the age of three years old

(p = 0.026).

Expanding the view to the Brazilian CF Patient Registry data, it is

possible to realize that the scenario for CF patients in the country

has much to improve. The 2014 Annual Report8 depicts a proportion

of 30% of children and adolescents (up to 17 years old) with signs of

obstruction in lung function tests (forced expiratory volume at the

first second − FEV1 − lower than 70% of predicted). Examining data

only from patients younger than 12 years old show 22% of them in

the same situation (FEV1 < 70%), illustrating a significant respiratory

compromise very early in life. The mean FEV1 value of Brazilian

patients in this age group was 86%, in contrast to the 2014 Cystic

Fibrosis Foundation (CFF) Patient Registry Data (United States) that

reports 96% 9. Another marker of CF lung disease, pulmonary

infection/colonization by mucoid P. aeruginosa, is reported for 10%

of children up to 12 years old. While this report is based only on

annual identification of this particular microorganism, it may be

considered as a surrogate marker of chronic P. aeruginosa infection,

representing an elevated rate in the current era of routine

P. aeruginosa eradication.

Fortunately, there are also some good news for the upcoming

future. The Brazilian CF Patient Registry (REBRAFC) is expanding

every year, and it now comprises more than 4,000 registered CF

patients in the country, a condition that may help to improve

knowledge about the disease among healthcare providers. The

Brazilian Cystic Fibrosis Study Group (GBEFC), a non-profit organiza-

tion composed of healthcare professionals involved in CF care and

owner/manager of the REBRAFC, is also working hard to improve CF

diagnosis through better sweat chloride testing (with financial aid from

the CFF), and also by supporting the most extensive genotyping

initiative ever carried out in the country for CF patients − aiming to

sequence the CFTR gene of 3,000 patients without defined genotype

(with a grant from Vertex Inc.).

In addition, the GBEFC is directing significant efforts to improve

CF care, by organizing the first Brazilian Guidelines for the Diagnosis

and Treatment of Cystic Fibrosis, a publication produced bymore than

80 healthcare professionals involved in CF care, from several Centers

throughout the country. These guidelines may help clinicians to

standardize CF treatment in different Brazilian States, and possibly

contribute to convince health authorities to expand treatment options

available for CF in the country, aiming at a better quality of life and

prognosis for Brazilian CF patients.
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In Portugal, cystic fibrosis was included in the newborn screening

program in November 2013, enabling an early diagnosis and

treatment, attempting to prevent/postpone its complications, thus

improving the prognosis.

From this moment onward, the manner in which we looked at the

children arriving at our CF clinic changed dramatically. The new

patients are no longer very sick children with families desperately

looking for a diagnosis and treatment, but generally healthy newborn

babies and confused parents who, until that moment, had not thought

that something was wrong with their children.

Health teams meet these “healthy” newborn babies and their goal

is that they remain “healthy” as long as possible. Generally, during the

following months, the main concerns are centered around pancreatic

enzyme supplementation and nutrition whose adjustments turn out to

be the major problem.

However, lung disease starts very early in the life of a CF patient

and I will present our experience with the infants that we followed

from the start of the newborn screening program.

From November 2013, 14 newborn patients started their follow-

up at our CF Center, 12 identified by the screening program and 2

following a diagnosis of meconium ileus. Almost all patients have been

diagnosed under the age of three weeks.

During their first year of life, 3 patients have been admitted for

gastrointestinal problems − the two patients with meconium ileus and

one with distal intestinal obstruction syndrome (DIOS) at the age of

5 months, who has been operated − while 7 patients have been

admitted for respiratory / lung infection problems − including, at a

different period, the child with DIOS. Only five patients have never

been admitted during their first year of life (nor have they later).

Among the patients admitted for respiratory causes, all but one had

respiratory symptoms, with or without troublesome infections, and

only one was admitted strictly in an attempt to achieve MRSA

eradication.

Excluding the two patients with meconium ileus who spend very

long periods in the hospital including the first 3 months of their lives

and could, because of this, have a different colonization pattern, we

have reviewed all the respiratory cultures performed during the first

12 months of age:

A total of 114 sputum cultures were performed. The most

frequently identified bacteria were S. aureus (10 patients, 31 samples),

E. coli (7 patients, 23 samples), P. aeruginosa (5 patients, 7 samples) and

Haemophilus spp. (5 patients, 17 samples). Of the 31 S. aureus isolates,

15 were methicillin-resistant (MRSA − 3 patients). Most P. aeruginosa

isolates were sensitive to the antibiotics tested.

The first S. aureus isolate occurred in the first 3 months of life in 8

patients, while P. aeruginosa occurred in 2 patients.

No S. maltophilia, A. xylosoxidans or B. cepacia were identified.

At the present moment, 2 patients maintain MRSA colonization

and one patient maintains P. aeruginosa colonization.

All of the patients are growing quite well and without major

respiratory complaints. They follow physiotherapy programs continu-

ously and antibiotic therapies according to infection. Dornase alfa is

started only after three years of age.

Epidemiology, Clinical Features, Health Resources and

Quality of Care for Community Acquired Pneumonia in

Children

Teresa Bandeira

Pediatric Respiratory Unit. Department of Pediatrics. Hospital de Santa Maria −
CHLN, EPE. Medical School at University of Lisbon. Portugal
Email: terb@sapo.pt

Community-acquired pneumonia (CAP) is a leading cause of morbidity

and mortality in children under five years of age. In low and middle

income-countries (LMICs) pneumonia still accounts for the leading

position as cause of mortality. In high-income countries, management

guidelines and vaccination, including pneumococcal conjugate vac-

cines, have contributed to changes in epidemiology and clinical

features, and pneumonia no longer accounts for relevant mortality. 1,2

Nevertheless and despite a significant body of relevant literature

and guidelines, day-to-day practice is influenced by factors related to

the child (age and clinical presentation), the etiology, the sociodemo-

graphic features, environmental exposures and geographies. The

expansion of vaccine programs including vaccines against measles,

pertussis and influenza as well as Haemophilus influenzae type b and

pneumococcal conjugate vaccines associated with social improve-

ments (exclusive breastfeeding for the first 6 months of life and

improved environmental hygiene), have all contributed to the

reduction of risk factors for the severity of pneumonia. 3,4,5

Pneumonia is also a leading indication for pediatric hospitalization

where variation of management may account for ineffective care. 6
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The optimal management of community-acquired pneumonia (CAP) in

children is controversial. Moreover, there is no single definition of

pneumonia in childhood that is sensitive, specific, and can be widely

implemented. 7

Clinical practice guidelines (CPGs) are useful for summarizing

evidence regarding a topic and for standardizing care, but assessing

adherence to a CPG for a specific patient is often difficult,

particularly if the guideline contains multiple branch points that

depend on the results of clinical, laboratory, or radiographic data. 8

However there is a strong body of evidence expressed in

geographically different guidelines, emphasizing the clinical criteria

for the diagnosis and for establishing severity both for the tackling of

procedures (general, microbiological and radiological investigations)

and for treatment. At the end of the day, the conclusion is that

current measures underpin the heterogeneous approach and

management of CAP in children, with the strength of recommen-

dations being generally low, reflecting the paucity of literature

studies in this area of pediatric medicine. 5 Most of this

heterogeneity is derived from differences in epidemiological data,

prevalence of comorbidities, vaccination coverage, resource avail-

ability and health service accessibility.

Quality indicators (also referred to as quality measures or

performance measures) are different from CPGs; they are specific

measures that allow providers and external agencies to assess the

quality of care provided for a given diagnosis. Achievement of these

individual measures can easily be assessed for the management of a

specific patient.8

As in other countries, Portugal has published a clinical orientation

guideline for pneumonia in children and also a panel of evaluation

criteria for CAP admitted to hospital, known as indicators that aim at

assessing quality of care across the health system with the purpose of

comparing results and providing access to informed health care.9,10

Whether most of CAP in children is managed in the community

there is a broad of evidence coming mainly from hospitalized children

explained by the fact that both the clinical severity and the resources

used are more considerable.

Children with CAP may present with a range of symptoms and

signs: fever, tachypnoea, breathlessness, difficulty in breathing, cough,

wheeze, headache, abdominal pain and chest pain. The spectrum of

severity of CAP can be mild to severe.

The most important decision in the management of CAP is

whether to treat the child in the community or progress through the

hierarchy of the healthcare system from primary to secondary or

tertiary care and refer and admit for hospital-based care. This decision

is best informed by an accurate assessment of severity of illness at

presentation and an assessment of a likely prognosis. Severity

assessment will influence microbiological investigations, initial antimi-

crobial therapy, route of administration, and duration of treatment and

level of nursing and medical care. 7

The prediction of CAP severity is the relevant question to be asked

and includes possible microbial etiology, the possibility of benefit from

specific or supportive therapy, possible benefit from experimental

therapies (i.e., for enrollment in clinical trials), and the probability of

morbidity or mortality.11 Most commonly, the question of location of

care (the major driver of the cost of treatment) has been the central

problem of CAP severity. Moreover, prediction of severity may reduce

broad-spectrum antibiotic use and decrease hospitalization among

low-risk individuals.3

Inmany cases, the question of treatment or prognosismay depend

more on chronic diseases, recent antibiotic exposures or individual

susceptibility (respiratory risk factors or vaccination status) than acute

physiology.

Although CAP is a well known entity, relevant questions such as

quality of care and severity of disease remain to be answered mainly

because of specific interaction with age and etiology of the acute

lower respiratory infections in children.

The future should include targeting an approach of practice to the

standards of care and to have precise indicators and models to predict

etiology and severity and ultimately become relevant with regard to

location of care and antibiotic selection.
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Acute viral bronchiolitis is one of the most common reasons for

hospital admission in childhood, with increasing incidence in the last

decades 1. While the overall mortality is relatively low, its high

incidence results in a very high burden, especially for low-income

populations 2. The main etiologic agent is respiratory syncytial virus

(RSV), although several other viruses, such as rhinovirus, influenza,

parainfluenza, adenovirus and metapneumovirus are identified in

these patients 3. Risk factors for severe bronchiolitis include preterm

delivery or chronic diseases such as congenital heart disease, Down

syndrome, chronic lung diseases and neuromuscular diseases − all of

which are associated with a higher risk of hospitalization, need of

mechanical ventilation and death 4.

Treatment of several diseases has changed dramatically in the last

50 years, but this is not the case for bronchiolitis. Although there have

been hundreds of trials of drugs such as bronchodilators, steroids,

antibiotics and other therapeutic strategies such as nebulized

hypertonic saline and chest physiotherapy, they all lack evidence of

significant benefit. Therefore, treatment of acute viral bronchiolitis

remains mainly supportive 5.

Treatment guidelines are published periodically, with the most

recent being the 2014 North American Clinical Practice Guideline

from the American Academy of Pediatrics 6, and the 2015 British

Clinical Guideline, commissioned by the National Institute for Health

and Care Excellence (NICE) 7. The AAP Guidelines designated

recommendation levels to illustrate quality of evidence and balance

for benefit and harm anticipated by its application in clinical practice.

The NICE guidelines adopted the Grading of Recommendations

Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) approach,

incorporating health economics for some topics. The wording

used in the recommendations (for example, words such as ’offer’

and ’consider’) denoted the certainty with which the recommenda-

tion was made (the strength of the recommendation).

Both guidelines had several recommendations of treatments to

avoid, in a genuine attempt to reduce unnecessary interventions

administered to children with bronchiolitis. The basic principle of

“Primum non nocere” is prevailing. The AAP guideline is significantly

shorter and more objective, focusing also on immunoprophylaxis and

prevention of viral contamination between patients and caregivers.

The NICE guidelines aremuchmore extensive and detailed, containing

details of the trials used for evidence-based recommendations,

resulting in a document of more than 300 pages.

Main Recommendations and Comments:

� The diagnosis and assessment of severity of bronchiolitis is

made by history and physical examination − assessment of risk

must also take into account age, history of prematurity or other

underlying conditions such as cardiopulmonary disease,

immunodeficiency or neuromuscular diseases.

� Consider the diagnosis in children younger than 2 years of age

with a history of upper respiratory tract symptoms (coryza),

that get worse and affect the lower respiratory tract

(persistent cough, wheeze and/or crackles on chest ausculta-

tion and signs of increased work of breathing (tachypnea

and/or chest retractions).

� Radiographic or other laboratory studies are not routinely

indicated.

� Hospital admission must be considered for children

presenting:

▪ apnea (observed or reported).

▪ persistent oxygen saturation of less than 92% when

breathing air.*

▪ inadequate oral fluid intake.

▪ persisting severe respiratory distress (grunting, marked

chest retractions, or a respiratory rate>70 breaths/minute.

*The AAP Guidelines recommend 90% as the cutoff value for pulse

oximetry (see below).

� Continuous pulse oximetry is not indicated for patients

admitted to the Hospital

� Donot use anyof the following to treat bronchiolitis in children:

▪ salbutamol

▪ ipratropium bromide

▪ systemic or inhaled corticosteroids

▪ adrenaline (nebulized)

▪ a combination of systemic corticosteroids and nebulized

adrenaline

▪ nebulized hypertonic saline (AAP guidelines state that it may

be used for patients admitted to the Hospital)

▪ oral montelukast

▪ antibiotics

� Do not perform chest physiotherapy on children with

bronchiolitis (NICE guidelines state that it may be indicated

for childrenwith comorbidities such as spinalmuscular atrophy).

� Regarding nasal (upper airway suctioning), only the NICE

guidelines recommend:

▪ “Do not routinely perform upper airway suctioning in

children with bronchiolitis.”

▪ “Consider upper airway suctioning in children who have

respiratory distress or feeding difficulties because of upper

airway secretions.”
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▪ “Perform upper airway suctioning in children with bronchi-

olitis presenting with apnea even if there are no obvious

upper airway secretions.”

� Oxygen supplementation is indicated for children with

hypoxemia, but the consensus state different cutoff values

for oxyhemoglobin saturation:

▪ AAP guidelines: “Clinicians may choose not to administer

supplemental oxygen if the oxyhemoglobin saturation

exceeds 90% in infants and children with a diagnosis of

bronchiolitis.”

▪ NICE guidelines: “Give oxygen supplementation to children

with bronchiolitis if their oxygen saturation is persistently

less than 92%.”

� Nasogastric or intravenous fluids may be indicated for infants

who cannotmaintain hydration orally (less than 50–75%of the

regular amount).

� Non-invasive ventilation (continuous positive airway pressure

−CPAP) should be considered in children who have impending

respiratory failure.

The inclusion of bronchodilators in the list of “Do not use drugs”

was surprising and certainly very controversial among pediatricians

and pediatric pulmonologists. The previous AAP guidelines published

in 2006 8 recommended a “carefully monitored trial” of bronchodi-

lators for children with bronchiolitis, which seemed to be the breach

for physicians to prescribe it. While bronchodilator use was definitely

not associated with a reduction in hospital admission rates or length of

stay, the belief that it could transiently improve respiratory mechanics

may be the reason why it was prescribed to more than half of the

admitted patients with bronchiolitis 9.

Regarding oxygen supplementation, which is undoubtedly helpful

and indicated for hypoxemic children, the new cutoff value of 90% of

oxyhemoglobin saturation and the possibility of avoiding continuous

pulseoximetrymonitoring proposed in theAAPguidelines areboth very

impactful. While a slightly different value was recommended in the

NICE guidelines (pulse oximetry of at least 92%), both guidelines

support the idea of reducing pulse oximetry role as a decision making

indicator for admission or discharge of the hospital. A very interesting

study carried out recently by Dr. Schuh and colleagues from Toronto 10

reinforces this view. They randomized childrenwithmoderate to severe

bronchiolitis presenting to the emergency department to either having

true oximetry values versus values that were artificially increased by 3

percentage points showed to the attending physician. Patients whohad

falsely elevated oximetry values were less likely to be hospitalized

within 72 hours or receive active hospital care for more than 6 hours

than those with unaltered oximetry readings. No difference was seen in

the frequency of complications or unscheduled visits 10.

Implementing these guidelines will be challenging in several parts

of theworld, but they signal a new attitude ofminimizing interventions

and reducing the role of pulse oximetry as the main indicator of

severity. This could be of significant impact for admission rates and

length of stay, reducing costs and the burden of bronchiolitis for

children and their families.
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The most vulnerable populations are those in developing countries.

Pneumonia accounted for 16% of all deaths in children < 5 years of

age − nearly 1 million −in 2015 alone. More than 95% were from

developing countries, most prevalent in South Asia and sub-Saharan

Africa (1,2). There were 0.29 pneumonic episodes per child per year

with mortality of 1.3%-2.6% in developing compared to 0.05

episodes per child per year and low mortality in developed

countries(3). Over time, the World Health Organization (WHO)

has developed an algorithm pathway to health care − based on

simplified premises tested and retested in appropriate settings(1).

Respiratory illness in children < 5 years is determined with cough,

and/or difficulty breathing, with or without fever, but pneumonia is

diagnosed with tachyopnea and lower chest indrawing(4). These two

signs have a high sensitivity, reasonable specificity, and found to be

a better predictor of pneumonia than auscultatory findings. Etiology

is rarely identified, but Streptococcal pneumoniae and Haemophilus

influenzae are the common infecting bacteria, then Staphylococcus

aureus, with RSV accounting for 15–40% of those hospitalized for

pneumonia or bronchiolitis(5). Epidemics of RSV and/or influenza

coincide with epidemics of Streptococccal pneumoniae. In those with

HIV, Pneumocystis jiroveci remains common, responsible for at least

25% of pneumonia deaths in this group. Pneumonia is classified into

3 categories; ‘nonsevere’, ‘severe’, and ‘very severe’(1). Treatment is

a compromise between that with the lowest risk of failure and the

greatest simplicity of delivery.

Hypoxemia determined by pulse oximetry is observed in

approximately 13% of children requiring hospitalization. A systematic

review of 12 studies showed children with saturations <90% were at

5.4 times the risk of death(6). Even in low income countries, pulse

oximetry is a relatively cheap and robust diagnostic tool. A recent

study using pulse oximetry measured hypoxia as an indication for

hospital referral and oxygen treatment resulted in a 35% reduction in

pneumonia-related case fatality rates. Treatment failure occurs in

9–21% regardless of the antibiotic used and is associatedwith younger

age, previous use of antibiotics, lack of breastfeeding, living in

overcrowded home, higher respiratory rate on assessment and

immunization status(7).

Pneumonia in the developed world is changing as a result of

immunization, emerging pathogens and drug resistance, with

profound differences between developing and developed countries

in the organization and efficiency of their health systems(8).

However, a significant burden of respiratory disease − bronchiolitis,

pneumonia, bronchiectasis − also exists in populations within

developed countries. Argentina, Australia, Alaska (USA), New

Zealand and Turkey have published high rates of respiratory disease

within sectors of the population, notably in indigenous children(9).

While geography and potential isolation creates difficulties in

accessing care for some (Australian Aboriginal, Alaskan First Nation

communities) in others, such as our own Maori and Pasifika

communities in New Zealand, other barriers occur. These popula-

tions also have more severe disease, and yet are less likely to receive

preventative care with, for example, lower ‘on time’ immunization

coverage, and less frequently given asthma action care plans. In a

comparison of indigenous children with chronic respiratory disease

to their national indigenous populations, and the national pediatric

populations for 3 countries − those with disease experienced

significant disparities in poverty indices; household crowding,

tobacco exposure, poorer parental education resulting in early and

repeated acute respiratory infections (10).

Effective interventions to improve respiratory health to poorly

resourced populations are grouped by WHO into ‘protection’,

‘prevention’ and ‘treatment’ (1). Protection includes the promotion

of exclusive breast-feeding for 6 months, adequate nutrition or

complementary feeding, and vitamin A supplementation. Zinc

supplementation is associated with a reduction in the incidence and

prevalence of pneumonia (11). Vitamin D deficiency is associated with

an increased risk of infections but supplementation to reduce infection

rates is inconclusive with research ongoing (12).

Successful prevention includes immunizations (pertussis, measles,

Hib, PCV, rotavirus), handwashing with soap, access to safe drinking &

sanitation, reducing household pollution, and HIV prevention. The

major success has been with immunizations. By 2015, 86% of the

world’s children received three doses of Diphtheria-Pertussis-Typhoid

reducing the number who did not receive these routine vaccinations

from 33.8million in 2000 to 19.4million(13). In the USA subsequent to

pneumococcal vaccination (PCV 7) introduced in 2000, rates of

invasive disease fell from 98.7/100,000 cases to 23.4/100,000.

Pneumococcal vaccination is in 128 countries with 32% coverage

contributing to a reduction in < 5 year age mortality from 12 million in

1990 to 6.9 million in 2011(13). Vaccine introduction is currently

lagging in middle income countries as they are less able to finance

national programs and have less access to external funding sources.
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Indoor pollution associated with increased respiratory disease

(wheezing and infections) are exposure to tobacco smoking, cooking

and heating with biomass fuels. Cooking with kerosene, for example,

was associated with higher rates of cough, bronchitis, sputum, and

chest illness in adults and children relative to cooking with LPG(14).

Respiratory infections have been associated with self-reported mould

in the home in both developing and developed countries. Indeed the

prevalence of respiratory symptoms was also higher in moisture-

damaged schools in Spain, the Netherlands and Finland(15).

Treatment includes improved care seeking and referral with case

management at health facility and community level, access to

antibiotics and oxygen, and continued feeding (including breastfeed-

ing). Trials continue to compare shorter versus longer courses of oral

antibiotics, reduced doses per day to improve adherence, and look at

bacteriostatic versus bactericidal antibiotics. First line drugs are

simplified; benzylpenicillin, amoxicillin, and chloramphenicol, or

amoxicillin plus gentamicin with severe disease. Shorter course, daily

azithromycin has also been explored. A mortality reduction of 36% is

attributed to this standardized management with the integrated

community care including a 13% increase in seeking care for

pneumonia in these communities(5).

Whole focusing on infection above, wheezing illnesses are even

more common as seen in studies from India and Brazil − where

bronchodilators where shown useful in children with a history of

wheeze, recurrent episodes of respiratory distress or the presence of

wheeze in the absence of fever.WHOdefines essential medications as

those that meet priority health care needs of the country. This list now

includes two inhaled corticosteroids and one bronchodilator meter

dose inhalers. The Global Asthma Network (GAN) is promoting that

children (and adults) with asthma need a reliable, uninterrupted supply

of quality-assured medicines, affordable over the long term(16). In a

survey GAN conducted in 99 countries, 79 had an ‘Essential Medicines

List’ with 62 including one or more inhaled corticosteroids, and 68

including a bronchodilator (GAN).

The future; a new ‘WHO/UNICEF Integrated Global Action Plan

for the Prevention and Control of Pneumonia andDiarrhoea’ describes

establishing healthy environments to protect children, and increasing

access to cost-effective interventions for both prevention and

treatment. Other initiatives include improvement in immunization

coverage with the UN ‘Global Vaccine Action Plan’ working towards

universal access to immunization by 2020, endorsed by all 194 WHO

member states. The GAN are also setting targets for asthma treatment

− recommending asthma medications are on essential medication lists

with appropriate dosing for children. New interventions are being

investigated including diagnostics, recognizing genetic predisposition

for the development of severe or chronic disease and new

immunizations. The final article in an excellent Lancet series in 2013

noted that ending preventable deaths (predominantly pneumonia and

diarrhea) in young childrenwithin the next 12 yearswas “ambitious but

achievable”(17). They suggested at a cost of $USA 6–7 billion,

significant further improvements could be made if coverage of the key

evidence-based interventions were scaled up to at least 80% and

immunizations to 90% for all countries − leading to 2/3rds reduction in

deaths in children < 5 years age.
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Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) is the most frequent cause of

hospitalization and an important cause of death in infants in the

developing world. The relative contribution of social, biological, and

clinical risk factors to RSVmortality in low-income regions is unclear. In

this presentation, we discuss the burden and risk factors for mortality

due to RSV in low-income populations. Our findings stem from a

prospective, population-based, cross-sectional, multicenter study

conducted between 2011 and 2013. Hospitalizations and deaths

due to severe lower respiratory tract illness (LRTI) were recorded

during the RSV season. All-cause hospital deaths and community

deaths were monitored. Risk factors for respiratory failure and

mortality due to RSV were assessed using a hierarchical, logistic

regression model.

Between 2011 and 2013, 2,588(65.5% of population) infants with

severe LRTI were infected with RSV. 157 infants (148 post-neonatal)

experienced respiratory failure (RF) or died with RSV. RSV LRTI

accounted for 57% fatal LRTI tested for the virus. A diagnosis of sepsis

and pneumothorax were the main determinants of poor outcomes.

RSVwas themost frequent cause ofmortality in low-income post-

neonatal infants. Respiratory failure and death due to RSV LRTI, almost

exclusively associated with prematurity and cardiopulmonary diseases

in industrialized countries, primarily affected term infants in a

developing world environment. Poor outcomes at hospitals are

frequent and associated with the co-occurrence of bacterial sepsis

and clinically significant pneumothoraces.

#3. Food Allergy
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Around 4,500 hospital admissions in the UK per annum are attributed

to food allergy, of which one third are due to severe, anaphylactic

reactions. Peanut is one of the most potent allergenic foods, causing

IgE-mediated reactions in at least 2% of UK school-age children1. In

young children, the most common food allergy is that to cow’s milk,

affecting up to 1 in 30 infants2.

Allergic reactions to foods are unpredictable, and accidental

exposures can result in severe allergic reactions, and in rare instances

fatal reactions. Due to the potential for life-threatening allergic

reactions (anaphylaxis) and the restrictions needed tomitigate this risk,

food allergy has a major impact on the quality of life, since for both

patients and their families the pressures of avoidance of implicated

foods and the fear of a reaction due to accidental exposure

significantly impair the quality of life.

Diagnosis of Food Allergy

Accurate diagnosis of food allergy is critically important. The double-

blind placebo controlled food challenge (DBPCFC) remains the gold

standard for diagnosing food allergy3, but the procedure is time-

consuming, expensive and patientsmay be at risk of severe reaction. In

daily clinical practice, diagnosis is usually based on a clinical history

supported by positive allergy tests (skin prick test [SPT] or specific IgE

in serum). However, these tests have low specificity, and while

“positive” test confirms sensitization, it does not unequivocally

confirm clinical reactivity upon exposure (i.e. allergy); as a conse-

quence, the utility of SPTs and sIgE to whole allergen extracts in

confirming the diagnosis of food allergy has been questioned. Cut-off

points related to the size of skin test wheal and sIgE titer which confer

high probability of clinical allergy have been proposed for some

allergenic foods, but these decision points may differ between

different populations or setting4.

In a population-based birth cohort study, using oral food challenge

to confirm peanut allergy, we have shown that the majority of children

sensitized to whole peanut extract do not have peanut allergy (∼10%

were sensitized to peanut using standard tests, but only ∼2% had true

peanut allergy)1. By measuring IgE responses to individual peanut

allergenic proteins (or components, so called component-resolved

diagnostics), we demonstrated marked differences in the component

sensitization profile between peanut-allergic and peanut-tolerant

subjects, in that IgE to peanut protein Ara h 2 offered the best

discrimination between peanut-allergic and peanut-tolerant subjects1.

In a follow-up study in which we compared the diagnostic perfor-

mance of IgE titers to the whole extract with that to different peanut

components (Ara h 1, 2, 3, 8 and 9) using standard ImmunoCAP™

method, we confirmed that sIgE to Ara h 2 had the highest accuracy in

differentiating between peanut-allergic and peanut-tolerant children5.

IgE to Ara h 2 >0.35 kUA/L conferred 100% sensitivity and 96.1%

specificity in diagnosing clinical peanut allergy. However, it is

important to stress that this allergenic molecule may not be the

best prognostic marker in other areas, were different allergenic

components may be more relevant. It is also of note that none of the

currently available tests accurately predicts the severity of allergic

reactions6. Given the heterogeneity in the recognition patterns

observed of different allergenic proteins in different populations
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and geographical areas, further studies are of crucial importance to

identify and confirm potentially clinically useful molecular diagnostic

and prognostic markers of food allergy6.

Management of Food Allergy

There is no curative treatment available for food allergies in the

routine clinical practice. The day-to-day management involves

avoidance of implicated foods, and the availability of rescue

medication (such as an adrenaline ‘pen’) in the event of an accidental

reaction. One approach to treatment, used in some specialist centers

in their continental Europe and USA, is oral food immunotherapy.

Oral immunotherapy involves administering very small but increas-

ing amounts of the allergenic food daily for several months. Oral

food immunotherapy has been shown to be effective for peanut7

and milk allergy8, but causes frequent (and occasionally) severe

reactions in some patients. Furthermore, milder reactions occur with

up to 80% of administered doses, particularly in those with

persisting milk allergy8.

Dietary avoidance remains the foundation of the management of

food allergies. However, it has to be emphasized that dietary

avoidance is not a treatment, but rather a management strategy

which is dependent on appropriate food allergen labeling9. Food

allergen labeling is mandatory for several allergenic foods, including

peanut, when used as ingredients in manufactured foods. This

requirement is now being extended to catered foods. However,

despitemandatory labeling, accidental exposures remain common. In a

study of ∼1000 peanut-allergic children, nearly half of them

experienced at least one reaction to peanut in the previous 12-month

despite dietary avoidance10. Another major allergenic food (milk) is

ubiquitous in human diet, and avoidance is very difficult, especially as

children grow older. In one study, cow’s milk was detected in 43% of

the bakery products, with 21% containing sufficient amount to cause

an allergic reaction in 10% of children with milk allergy11. It is thus not

surprising that 2 in 5 children with cow’s milk allergy will have allergic

reactions due to accidental reaction every year2. While some children

outgrow their milk allergy by school age, recent studies have shown

that up to 50% will continue to remain allergic into their teens and

beyond, and this group are at greater risk of severe reactions and

death2.

Epidemiological data from the UK, USA, Canada and Australia

suggest that a considerable proportion of childrenwith food allergy are

not diagnosed (and appropriately managed) by their primary care

physicians12. This suggestion underpins the urgent need to tackle the

problem of food allergies, and raise the awareness among health

professionals involved in the care of children.
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The importance of early childhood:

Respiratory disease in early childhood poses a huge burden to patients/

families and tohealthcare systems. In addition to the immediate impacts

of time away from school and parental missed work, there are the well-

described longer term clinical impacts extending into adulthood and in

some diseases, significantly impacting health and prognosis.

Response to Treatment Varies

A number of factors, both known and unidentified, may influence

response to prescribed treatments including, but not limited to:
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accuracy of the diagnosis; severity of underlying disease; technique

(e.g. inhaled medication); adherence and environmental influences

such as second-hand tobacco smoke, pollution, exposure to infection.

The ability to reliably assess response will allow individualized care to

be delivered: optimal therapies at required doses (but not higher) for

the necessary period of time (but not longer). It can also provide a

useful demonstration to caregivers that persisting with the therapy is

useful, thereby aiding adherence. Conversely, failure or an inability to

assess response can result in the wrong treatments, persisting ill-

health, drug side-effects, antimicrobial resistance and adverse long

term consequences.

What Are the Issues with Current Monitoring Techniques?

Disease may begin early in life, but remain ‘silent’; in contrast to the

ease with which airway health can be monitored in older children and

adults, there are few useful tools for very young children

– We rely heavily on symptom reporting, which is subject both

to under- and over-estimation.

– Clinical examination is extremely insensitive: in cystic fibrosis

(CF) for example, a young child needs to be quite sick before

signs are abnormal.

– Infection can go undetected leading to chronic modes of

growth less susceptible to treatment: sputum cannot be

expectorated spontaneously; alternative non-invasive culture

samples such as cough and throat swabs lack sensitivity and

specificity. The gold standard of bronchoalveolar lavage is

invasive and cannot be undertaken repeatedly. Indeed,

although useful at periods of clinical concern, regular use

has not shown benefit in children with CF1. The limitations of

sample collection also restrict any ability to monitor airway

inflammation frequently in this age group.

– Imaging: radiographs are blunt, whereas CT scans possessmore

sensitivity. Although they are used relatively frequently in some

centers, concerns over radiation limit their use in others.

– Physiology: lung function testing, the mainstay of monitoring

for older children and adults with lung disease is not easy in

very young children. Lung clearance index, which seems in fact

most useful in the early stages of disease2, requires significant

expertise and sufficient time to be performed well, so is

currently only available in a small number of centers, most

commonly on a research basis.

How Might We Do Better?

Consider doing easy things more frequently:

– an example of this would be sputum induction in young

children with CF or PCD; we and others have reported a

significant reduction in the need for BAL

– monitor drug pick-up rates. Although not absolute of drug

administration, this is a useful and easy surrogate

– further, the development of smart technology coupled with

inhaler/ nebulizer devices provides a real opportunity for us to

assess adherence to prescribed medicines and to tailor

interventions to best suit the patients and their family3

Alternatives to potentially useful tests which may be limited by their

acceptability:

– ultralow dose CT scanning protocols are being developed

which may reduce concerns over radiation; as an alternative,

there in increasing interest in non-radiation forms of imaging

such as MRI4. Protocols are being investigated both with and

without the administration of gases (hyperpolarized or simple

oxygen), which are likely to demonstrate utility in chronic

airways diseases

Novel approaches:

– breath monitoring for airways disease is beginning to show

promise. Initiatives such as BreathCloud (https://www.breath-

cloud.org/en/) may add substantially to knowledge around

utility of these novel approaches, which may ultimately prove

useful for even the youngest patients; we and others are

exploring the potential for breath and other non-invasively

obtained samples to aid in the detection of lower airway

infection5.

– CFTR modulator drugs have arrived, targeting the root cause

of cystic fibrosis at the molecular level. With the first of these,

ivacaftor, significant benefits on lung function and exacer-

bations was shown. Both of these outcomes are impractical in

very young children but as the drugs are administered

systemically, there are opportunities to assess the impact on

other organs: sweat chloride, weight and height, markers of

pancreatic disease such as fecal elastase-16. Indeed, these

assays are mandated in some countries as evidence of

adherence to this high-cost treatment.

In Summary

Childhood lung disease is of major importance not only because of the

burden to the child and family at the time, but also as it provides the

foundation for later, adult disease. It is therefore crucial that the right

treatments at the right dose are provided to the right patients at the right

time. Personalized therapy, as opposed to a ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach

is only possible when treatment response can be assessed accurately

underscoring the importance of efforts to further develop and refine

these in our youngest patients.
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interventions: A Summary
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Two major factors emerging during the first years of life have been

consistently associated with the development of asthma: wheezing

lower respiratory illnesses (WLRI) and early sensitization to aero-

allergens (1). Many young children present with WLRI before age 3,

but only a fraction go on to develop persistent wheezing and asthma

by the school years (2).

WLRI caused by both human rhinovirus (HRV) and respiratory

syncytial virus (RSV) increase the risk for subsequent asthma, but the

strongest link has been reportedwithHRV, especially among infants at

high risk for asthma (3,4). Whether the association betweenWLRI and

asthma is causal is currently debated. However, genome-wide

association studies have identified polymorphisms in a gene cluster

in chromosome 17q (5) and in the gene coding for CDHR3 (6), which

interact with WLRI to increase the risk for subsequent asthma. The

specific gene (or genes) responsible for the signal reported in

chromosome 17q has not been identified, but CDHR3 appears to

play an important role in the receptor system for HRV-C, an HRV

species that has been found to trigger severe asthma exacerbations (7).

Thus, genetic susceptibility to WLRI may be a potential link between

these illnesses and subsequent asthma.

Complex analyses of patterns of sensitization to aeroallergens in

early life have shown that a subclass of young children that tested

positive for specific IgE against multiple such allergens in early life

were at the highest risk for the subsequent development of asthma

associated with airflow limitation (8,9). It is plausible to surmise that

the persistent allergic inflammation, especially when it has its origins

before the age of 3 years, may be associated with airway remodeling

andmay thus predispose for the development of atopic asthma later in

life. The combination of WLRI with early sensitization identifies the

young children at the highest risk for persistent asthma during the

school years (10). These findings have suggested that opportunities for

asthma prevention could arise from interventions that prevent either

(or both) WLRI and early allergic sensitization and their consequences.

Studies of children raised in rural communities, and especially on

animal farms, have provided solid evidence indicating that increased

exposure to environmental microbes and microbial products during

early childhood has a protective effect on the development of asthma

(11). Of particular interest is the finding that these exposures do not

only prevent atopic asthma, but also transient WLRI occurring before

the age of 3 years, which is known to be unrelated to allergic

sensitization(12). The mechanisms through which microbial exposure

may prevent viral-induced WLRI are not known. However, a gene

expression analysis comparing peripheral blood of Hutterite and

Amish children showed activation of antiviral gene pathways in the

latter, who were also shown to be exposed to dramatically higher

home microbial loads than Hutterite children (13). Of interest, oral

lyophilisates of bacterial extracts have been used empirically for

decades in Europe and Latin American for the prevention of viral

respiratory infections. A recent clinical trial found significantly

decreased incidence and duration of WLRI among preschool children

with a history of recurrent WLRI treated with Bronchovaxom, a

bacterial extract, as compared with those treated with placebo (14) . A

large clinical trial is now underway in the United States to test the

hypothesis that bacterial extracts can prevent the development of

persistent wheezing in children aged 6 to 18months at high risk for the

development of asthma (clinicaltrials.gov NCT02148796).

Monoclonal antibodies against IgE (omalizumab) have beenwidely

used for the treatment of asthma, and have been shown to decrease

the incidence of acute asthma exacerbations, especially among

individuals with a history of recurrent exacerbations (15). In children,

administration of omalizumab has been associated with a significant

decrease of markers of airway inflammation such as exhaled nitric

oxide (16) These results have suggested the possibility that

omalizumab may play a role in the progression from early allergic

sensitization to the development of asthma by blocking the effects of

allergic inflammation on lung remodeling during the preschool years. A

clinical trial using omalizumab in preschool children with early allergic

sensitization is also ongoing in the United States (clinicaltrials.gov

NCT02570984).

In conclusion, advances in our understanding of the early origins

of asthma have opened novel and promising strategies for the primary

and secondary prevention of the disease.
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#6. New CF Therapies: Is this the Light at the End of the

Tunnel?
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CF is a life-shortening hereditary disease with relentless pulmonary

infection and malabsorption as the main symptoms. The disease is

caused by mutations in the CFTR gene coding for the CFTR protein

that mainly functions as an epithelial chloride channel. The ultimate

therapy for CF would be gene therapy, replacing the mutated CFTR

with normal CFTR copies. The large UK gene transfer study did not

show clinical efficacy, therefore, most efforts are directed towards

development of mutation specific therapies. The current CF drug

development landscape has expanded to include therapies that

enhance CFTR protein function by either restoring wild-type CFTR

expression or increasing (modulating) the function of mutant CFTR

proteins in cells. Grouping CFTR mutations into classes according to

the molecular mechanism by which the mutation disrupts normal

protein synthesis or function is useful, especially in view of

developing CFTR repair therapies. CFTR mutations are generally

divided into 5 classes: Class I mutations are nonsense mutations

resulting in incomplete mRNA transcripts and protein production.

For this class of mutations, molecules causing ‘read-through’ agents

allow ribosomes to continue translation through the premature stop

codon to produce full-length CFTR protein resulting in increased

normal CFTR copies. Recently a large, international, double blind

placebo controlled study with ataluren failed to show clinical

efficacy. Other drugs are in the process of development. Class II

mutations cause defected processing causing a production of a

protein which is incorrectly processed and fails to reach the cell

surface. For this class of mutations, ‘correctors’ facilitate Class II

mutant CFTR protein processing and increase the quantity of CFTR

protein at the plasma membrane. Orkambi shows modest
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improvement in FEV1, reduced pulmonary exacerbations in patients

homozygous for the F508del mutation. Class III are gating mutations

in which altered protein at the membrane surface has reduced ability

to support anion transit. Ivacaftor is a novel CFTR potentiator that

increases chloride transport by potentiating the channel open

probability of the CFTR protein. Ivacaftor has shown improved lung

function, weight, and patient-reported respiratory symptoms,

reduced frequency of pulmonary exacerbations, and reduced sweat

chloride levels to below the diagnostic threshold. In Class IV, CFTR

reaches the cell surface, however with reduced function, and

Class V is characterized by a reduced amount of normally functional

CFTR. Ivacaftor may increase the function of Class IV and V mutant

CFTR proteins residing at the plasma membrane. Thus, CFTR repair

therapies that are mutation class-specific can be positioned as an

advanced type of individualized personalized treatment, geared for

correcting the basic molecular defect in a specific CF individual.

#7. Preventing Food Allergy: Early Consumption or

Avoidance

Gary Wong

Department of Pediatrics, Prince of Wales Hospital, Shatin, NT, Hong Kong, China
Email: wingkinwong@cuhk.edu.hk

Food allergy has been considered as the secondwave in the increase in

allergic disorders around theworld following the first wave of increase

in asthma and allergic rhinitis (1). It is well known that the prevalence of

allergic conditions would follow the economic development in many

countries or regions. In the developed countries, one in three children

suffers from at least one allergic disorder and these include food

allergy, eczema, allergic rhinitis and asthma. Food allergy is very often

the first allergic disease affecting children. It has been divided into two

main categories − the IgE mediated and non-IgE mediated food

allergies. The exact etiologies are not known. It is interesting to note

that the natural history of different types of food allergies vary

dramatically. Egg and milk allergy in children tend to remit while

peanut allergy tends to staywith the subjects for a long time. Exposure

to microbes early on in life may affect maturation of the immune

system resulting in protection against allergies and may include the

protection against food allergies. The common allergens resulting in

food allergies in developed countries include egg, milk, fish, wheat,

peanuts and tree nuts (2). Anaphylaxis is the most severe form of food

allergy and can be fatal. There have been several clinical trials

investigating early exposure as the primary preventive strategies with

some success in high risk and general populations. The LEAP study

clearly demonstrated that early exposure to peanuts in high risk infants

dramatically reduced the subsequent risk of peanut allergy (3). The

PETIT study demonstrated that the combination of meticulous

management of eczema and a step-wise increase in the consumption

of cooked eggs could reduce egg allergy by one year of age (4). The

EAT study attempted to apply the same strategy in the general

population but it was rather difficult to introduce so many foods in

young infants such that the results in the intention-to-treat analyses

were negative (5). With the increasing use of genetic engineering

techniques, one may be able to genetically modify foods to reduce

their antigenicity but such techniques may also possibly generate new

food allergens (6). Further research is needed to develop primary

preventive strategies on a population level in order to maximize food

safety in order to reduce the morbidity and mortality related to food

allergies.
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Childhood interstitial lung diseases (ILD), also called “diffuse

parenchymal lung diseases” (DPLD) comprise more than 200 different

entities. For a pediatric pneumologist, it is very useful to have a clear

and comprehensive classification system in mind. This helps to keep

the various entities in order and to accommodate rapidly novel

entities.
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Disorders which preferentially manifest in infancy and childhood

(groups labeled “A”) need to be recognized every now and then, and

the pediatric pneumologist is expert for this. For the developmental

disorders (A1), novel molecular entities such as mesenchyme

homeobox 2 (MEOX2), T-box transcription factor 4 (TBX4) mutations,

have been described in addition to filamin A und FOXF1 deficiency.

Progress has been made in the group of children with chronic

tachypnea of infancy (A3), allowing differentiation in usual and

aberrant cases. Interstitial lung diseases related to the alveolar

surfactant region (A4) will be presented with respect to ABCA3,

SFPTC and MARS.

Disorders manifesting at all ages (groups labeled “B”) include

Hermansky Pudlak syndrome 2, mutations in stimulator of interferon

genes (STING), integrin a3 mutations and COPA mutations. Several of

such entities are more frequent in adulthood.

A brief algorithm how to use this classification and the European

management chILD platform where further help is available, are

demonstrated.

#9. Personalized Medicine for Lung Disease

Margarida D. Amaral
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Email: msamaral@fc.ul.pt

Cystic fibrosis (CF) is a major life-shortening genetic disease leading to

severe respiratory symptoms caused by mutations in CF transmem-

brane conductance regulator (CFTR), a chloride/bicarbonate channel

expressed at the apical membrane of epithelial cells. Absence of

functional CFTR from the surface of respiratory cells reduces

mucociliary clearance, promoting airways obstruction, chronic infec-

tions and ultimately lung failure [1]. To date ∼2,000 CFTR mutations

have been reported [2] but one singlemutation− F508del− occurring in

∼85% of CF patients worldwide, is associated with intracellular CFTR

protein retention and a severe clinical phenotype.

Major clinical advances in treating CF symptoms (with mucolytics,

antibiotics, etc.) have significantly increased survival beyond the

second decade (∼25 years in Europe). However, to further increase CF

patients’ life expectancy, CF needs to be treated beyond its symptoms

i.e., through treatments addressing the basic defect associated with

each CFTR gene mutation [3,4]. One new drug, potentiator VX–770

(ivacaftor/Kalydeco) has reached the clinical setting but only for ∼5%

of all CF patients, i.e., those bearing G551D and 8 other mutations

causing a similar defect in the channel [5]. More recently, a new drug

(Orkambi), which combines corrector VX–809 (lumacaftor) rescuing

F508del-CFTR to the cell surface with potentiator ivacaftor, went into

the clinic, following proven efficacy, albeit modest, in a phase III clinical

trial for F508del/ F508del patients [6].

As these therapies correcting defective CFTR become available,

we should quickly pre-assess how other CFTR mutations respond to

such new drugs. This is the way forward to extend them to more CF

patients, namely to those with ultra-rare (“orphan“) mutations in an

effective and expedite way. Indeed, for such mutations, “classical“

clinical trials are not possible due to low numbers of patients and their

geographic dispersion. It is thus crucial to use the above novelmethods

to pre-assess directly on patient’s cells/tissues how each individual

responds to these novel drugs. These can include a swelling assay in

intestinal organoids [7] or measurement of CFTR Cl- currents in

polarized primary cultures of nasal cells [8]. Such pre-assessment may

become a standard basis for a drug clinical use in a precision medicine

approach.
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#10. Novel Treatments for Acute Asthma
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Asthma is characterized by variable symptoms, usually incorporating

periods of relatively stable disease interspersed with acute episodes.

The predominant aim of asthma management is to minimize these

exacerbations, or ”lung attacks” as they can be lethal, impair quality of

life, and are associated with accelerated decline in lung function.

Although maintenance inhaled steroids can control disease and

prevent exacerbations in the majority of children, adherence to

maintenance therapy is poor (National Review of Asthma Deaths, UK).

Children do not want to / do not remember to take medicines if they

are feeling well, and so exacerbations on a background of poor

adherence can be even more severe. Before discussing novel

treatments for acute asthma, it is therefore important to emphasize

the need to optimize maintenance therapies for all patients and to

assure good quality patient and parent education so that optimal

adherence is achieved and asthma attacks are prevented.

Diagnosis of Acute Asthma

Asthma attacks may be very variable in both their presentation and

response to treatment. Although not novel, the importance of ensuring
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an accurate diagnosis of acute wheezing and an asthma attack is

essential. One of the known factors for a “high risk” patient with acute

asthma is the presence of previous severe asthma and / or

psychological factors and non-adherence to maintenance therapy.1

But, those with difficult asthma may also have a significant overlay of

dysfunctional breathing and this will become worse during periods of

worsening control and more symptoms.2 An important feature is to

question a diagnosis of acute severe asthma in the presence of

normoxia. A severe asthma attack in the absence of hypoxia may not

be an asthma attack at all. Acute asthma severity scores that can be

applied at the bedside and incorporate simple clinical parameters such

as respiratory rate, use of accessory muscles, heart rate and oxygen

saturations are reliable and reproducible between observers and

should be used both tomake an initial assessment of the severity of the

acute episode, but also to assess response to therapy.3

Administration of Bronchodilators: Route and Device

Rapid initiationofbronchodilator therapy isakeycomponentofmanaging

acute asthma.1 However, the route of administration and use of themost

appropriate device is also critical. If children are not hypoxic at

presentation, the most effective and cost saving mode of delivery is

without a doubt the use of a metered dose inhaler with valve holding

chamber (spacer). If nebulizers are used initially to administer broncho-

dilators, prompt switching to metered dose inhaler (MDI) with a spacer is

essential. Thirty-two percent of children hospitalized with acute asthma

were not switched to MDI and spacer, and this was associated with

significantly less being issued with asthma action plans and education at

discharge.4 Child and parental education, checking inhaler technique and

administration of asthma action plans for each child at discharge is

essential as theonlyway toprevent future attacks, andare as important in

the care pathway for an acute attack as the treatment at presentation.

Short-acting beta2 agonists (SABA) are the first choice broncho-

dilators and are often administered with the anticholinergic ipra-

tropium bromide. However, if additional bronchodilator therapy is

required, it remains uncertain whether this should be the addition of

inhaled magnesium sulphate (MgSO4), intravenous MgSO4, or a

switch to intravenous SABA. Current evidence from pediatric trials

does not allow firm conclusions to be drawn about the added benefit

of either intravenousMgSO45 or nebulizedMgSO46 for acute asthma.

However, despite this lack of evidence both are widely used as part of

the management of acute asthma in children.1

Failure of Response to Therapy

It is important to consider why children may not respond to

bronchodilators during an acute asthma attack. A prospective multi-

center study that included children aged 1–17 years presenting with

acute asthma has investigated reasons for failed emergency depart-

ment management (oral steroids and prompt administration of

bronchodilators) and requirement for hospitalization or prolonged

emergency assessment unit stay (>8 hours). 165/965 children (17%)

failed emergency department management. Interestingly, in addition

to exacerbation severity (oxygen saturation <92%), detection of virus

on nasopharyngeal secretions during the acute episode was most

strongly associated with failed therapy, and contrary to expectation,

young age was not associated with failed management.7

A particular phenotype for which we are yet to find effective

therapies for exacerbations is wheezing in preschool children. Children

under 5 years account for the majority (approx. 75%) of hospital

admissions for acute wheezing in the pediatric population, and this figure

has remained unchanged in the UK for over a decade. However, we still

have little to offer for either prevention of attacks, or the treatment of the

acuteattack in thesepatients.Themost likely reasonfor failed response to

therapy in this agegroup is thatmost, if not all, acuteattacks are causedby

respiratory infection, most commonly viruses7 which are known to be

associated with steroid resistance.8 Therapies that have recently been

investigated specifically for the preschool child with acute wheezing

include theuseof leukotriene receptor antagonists (LTRA). A large clinical

trial has shown that there was no significant reduction in unscheduled

healthcare visits between children that received montelukast or placebo

when the treatment was initiated at home by parents.9 However, as with

all aspects of asthma management, disease heterogeneity must be

considered, and there was a sub-group, those with the ALOX5 promoter

genotype, who did respond to montelukast during an acute attack, and

reducedoral steroidswere prescribed for themontelukast group, but that

was a secondary outcome.9 LTRA cannot therefore be dismissed for the

managementof acutepreschoolwheezingattacks, however theywill only

be effective in a proportion of children.

As it has become increasingly apparent, a similar number of acute

wheezing attacks in preschool children may be caused by bacterial

infection, as viral infections, the use of antibiotics to treat acute

preschool wheeze has been investigated. However, the choice of

antibiotic (azithromycin) that was used in the two large recent clinical

trials that have been undertaken, suggests the mode of action was

predominantly anti-inflammatory, not anti-bacterial. The data from the

trials have been summarized elsewhere,10 but it is accepted that

currently the data are too preliminary to promote the routine use of a

macrolide for the management of acute preschool wheeze attacks. The

data showed development of macrolide-resistant organisms, very

narrow patient populations were included, not necessarily reflective of

those inwhomeffective therapies are needed, and therewas no impact

in either trial on prevention of progression to a severe attack requiring

hospitalization, unscheduled healthcare visits, or on use of oral steroids.

Summary

The most important aspect of management of acute asthma in any

child is to review regularly and assess response to therapy. Severe

attacks should be treated with early use of intravenous bronchodi-

lators, although the added benefit of MgSO4 remains uncertain.

Finally, if there is further deterioration, then the institution of non-

invasive ventilation, or high flow oxygen via nasal cannula are options

that can be tried to avoid the need for ventilation, but the evidence for

their efficacy is very limited.
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The term “macrolide” is used to describe drugs with a macrocyclic

lactone ring of twelve or more elements. The non-antimicrobial

properties of macrolides were suspected as far back as the 1960s;

however, their dramatic clinical effectiveness in treating diffuse

panbronchiolitis has served to extend their use to a number of chronic

inflammatory diseases including cystic fibrosis, non-CF bronchiectasis,

chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and chronic rhinosinusitis.

Macrolide antibiotics administered in sub-antimicrobial doses improve

pulmonary function and decrease exacerbation frequency for persons

with bronchiectasis or cystic fibrosis. Data also suggest a beneficial

effect of macrolide antibiotics in the treatment of steroid dependent

asthma and COPD.

The effects of macrolides in patients with chronic inflammatory

airway disease are independent of antimicrobial properties and have

also been demonstrated in macrolides that are devoid of antimicrobial

activity. Immunomodulation, which differs from immunosuppression

or anti-inflammation, is a nonlinear resetting of the immune response

by modifying or regulating one or more function of the immune

system. We use the term immunomodulation to describe the down

regulation of a hyperimmunity or hyperinflammation without impair-

ing the normal immune or inflammatory response to defend against

infection. Macrolides accumulate within cells, suggesting that they

may associate with receptors or carriers responsible for the regulation

of immune cell activities.

Macrolides initially decrease, then increase, and have finally a

sustained suppression of cytokine secretions from normal human

bronchial epithelial cells through inhibition and activation of extracel-

lular signal-regulated kinases (ERK) and then reversibly retard cell

proliferation probably through ERK. Consistent with this, macrolide

antibiotics possibly reduce mucin production as well as neutrophil

migration by interfering with ERK signal transduction.
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Introduction

This review summarizes our current state of knowledge on pediatric

lung transplantation, with particular emphasis on information that is

useful to referring pediatricians.

The availability of lung transplantation has improved in recent

times. It is assumed that most − though not all − lung transplant

procedures performed worldwide are reported to the data Registry of

the International Society of Heart and Lung Transplantation (ISHLT).

Currently almost 4000 LTx procedures are reported in adult recipients

every year, which represents a two-fold increase in activity over a

decade1. In contrast, only 100 procedures are performed each year in

children. The commonest indications in childhood are cystic fibrosis,

idiopathic pulmonary arterial hypertension (IPAH) and obliterative

bronchiolitis2.

Long-term survival of lung transplant patients remains disap-

pointing with five-year survival approximately 50%. Outcomes

following lung transplantation are worse than for any other solid-

organ transplant with the exception of small bowel transplantation,

due to the lung having a) a large surface area exposed to the external

environment, predisposing to opportunistic infection; b) a high-blood

flow with increased exposure to circulating immune cells; and c) large

numbers of antigen-presenting cells and numerous aggregates of

lymphoid tissue. These factors all predispose to graft rejection. In early

post-transplantation, the greatest risks are graft failure and over-

whelming infection, whereas the commonest cause of poor long-term

outcome is chronic graft dysfunction manifesting as bronchiolitis

obliterans syndrome (BOS)1;2.

Which Children Should Be Referred?

Lung transplantation is indicated for patients with end-stage lung

disease when − despite maximal medical therapy − the quality of

life is impaired by severe respiratory symptoms and life

expectancy is limited. Waiting times are longer for small adults

and children and especially those with blood groups O or B. Many

children who could potentially benefit from transplantation will

die whilst waiting for donor organs. It is therefore important for

the referring center to discuss possible transplantation early in the

course of the child’s deterioration, and to refer early to the

transplant center so the child can be assessed many months before

listing is required. The assessment process involves a careful

review of the child’s history and physiological status, and also

extensive discussion with the child and family regarding process,

risks, and long-term complications and obligations. Early referral

will allow the transplant center to arrange additional investiga-

tions if necessary, and allow the child and family to make a truly

informed decision.

Contraindications to transplantation vary between centers. In our

center and most others, absolute contraindications are chronic

infection with Mycobacterium abscessus abscessus or Burkholderia

cenocepacia; recent malignancy; major dysfunction of other organs

(e.g. severe cardiac, renal or hepatic disease); active viral hepatitis;

severe acute illness; untreatable psychiatric or psychological con-

ditions interfering with adherence to medical advice; and full invasive

ventilator-dependent respiratory failure. Many other issues such as

(but not limited to) poor family support; long-term high dose

corticosteroid therapy; poor nutritional status or severe obesity; or

thoracic deformity such as scoliosis will be considered relative

contraindications.

Most children are now listed for double (also termed bilateral)

lung transplantation. Single lung transplantation is not recom-

mended for suppurative lung disease such as CF, and is challenging

in children with pulmonary hypertension. Heart-lung transplantation

is now rare due to donor shortage1;2, but may be the only option for

a child with severe cardiac disease and secondary pulmonary

hypertension.

Timing of Listing, and Organ Allocation

The ideal time to perform lung transplantation is as late as possible in

a child’s disease, but whilst they are still strong enough to survive

the procedure without unacceptable risk. In practice, the need for

cadaveric donors makes exact timing impossible, and different

centers have adopted different approaches to this dilemma. Our

own center policy, shared by most large centers in Europe3, is to list

the child when they have a predicted life expectancy without

transplantation of two years or less. Once the child is on the list,

there is a further challenge of organ allocation. A simple wait list

seniority system − where the child waiting the longest gets the

donor organ − sounds appealingly fair. Unfortunately in practice

such a system can lead to children being listed and subsequently

transplanted earlier than would be ideal4;5. Many countries have

followed the lead of North America in employing scoring systems

where adults are allocated donor lungs according to their predicted

survival benefit. These models are based on pre and post

transplantation survival data from large numbers of adults with

severe lung disease6. Such data are not available for children, and

the use of allocation scoring in pediatrics is still limited7. Most

pediatric centers will employ a similar but informal approach of

identifying the sickest children on their lists and prioritizing them for

organs.

Optimizing a Child for Transplantation

Whist listed for transplantation, the child remains the responsibility of

the referring center, but the transplant center may have some

management recommendations. In general, the transplant center will

ask the referring center to maintain the child’s cardiorespiratory

fitness, nutrition, and bone mineral density as best possible. Centers

have widely differing policies on use of 3rd or 4th line antimicrobial

agents whilst a child is listed, balancing the need to reduce infective

load against the risk of developing further antimicrobial resistance.

Supplemental oxygen and non-invasive ventilation are often helpful,

and tracheostomy ventilation − provided the child remains ambulant −

is only considered a relative contraindication bymost centers. Bridging

to transplantation via invasive ventilation or ECMO is more

controversial. There is strong evidence that adults and children who

are invasively ventilated in intensive care have poor post-transplant

outcomes1, whilst reports of excellent outcome post-ECMO bridging

are largely confined to adults who remain ambulatory whilst on

ECMO8.
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Peri- and Post-Transplant Care

Matching of organ to recipient is based upon body size andABOgroup.

Full HLA matching is not practical, but antibody testing for anti-HLA

antibodies is performed at time of listing, and identifies individuals for

whom further compatibility testing at time of organ offer is required.

Minor to moderate surgical trimming may allow donor lungs from an

adult to be transplanted into a child with acceptable outcomes.

Bilateral sequential lung transplantation is usually performed via a

clamshell incision with a sternotomy, although bilateral thoracotomies

without sternotomy can be used. Cardiac bypass is not mandatory in

adult patients who are hemodynamically stable, but commonly

employed in children. Either way, the operation requires mobilization

of a large surgical, anesthetic and intensive care team, lasts several

hours and usually happens in the middle of the night, due to timing of

donation and need for short organ ischemia time.

Mobilization and airway clearance are crucial in the early post-

operative period. In our practice, most childrenwill spend three to four

weeks in hospital following lung transplantation, but this can be

shorter if there is low risk of post-operative infection.

Substantial immunosuppression should be instituted immediately

prior to the operation. More than 50% of pediatric lung transplant

centers now use induction therapy with either polyclonal (anti-

thymocyte globulin) or monoclonal antibodies (such as basilixumab) to

induce immunosuppression at the time of transplant2. Immunosup-

pression then continues with three agents:

1. A calcineurin inhibitor (CNI) such as tacrolimus or cyclosporine

which downregulates cell-mediated immunity

2. A cell-cycle inhibitor such as mycophenolate mofetil (MMF) or

azathioprine with a more general immunosuppressive action

including against antibody-mediated reactions

3. Corticosteroids, which also have a general immunosuppres-

sive effect.

Each of the immunosuppressive agents also has its own spectrum

of side-effects. Tacrolimus has reduced the incidence of rejection but

it is profoundly nephrotoxic, and has neurological and diabetogenic

side-effects. The pharmacokinetics of tacrolimus are complicated and

require careful monitoring with frequent trough levels. Many drugs

with effects on the cytochrome P450 system can profoundly influence

tacrolimus blood levels.

Rejection was a common cause of death in the early years of lung

transplantation. With the advent of more effective immunosuppres-

sion, severe rejection has become less common, and is normally

treated effectively with high-dose corticosteroids. A drop in spirome-

try may be the earliest indicator of rejection. Children are encouraged

to perform and record spirometry each day with a home spirometer

and report an unexplained drop of 10% or more.

Obliterative bronchiolitis is seen in many children on lung biopsy

or autopsy in the years following transplant and is the commonest

cause of post-transplant death long-term. The clinical manifestation of

this pathology is termed BOS, which is defined and graded as an

irreversible fall in FEV1. It is assumed that BOS results from a

combination of lung injury and chronic immune rejection of the graft.

Our understanding of the origin of BOS has developed in the last

decade, and treatment of gastroesophageal reflux by fundoplication or

neutrophilic inflammation by azithromycin appears to reduce some

forms of BOS incidence9. In addition, many centers including our own

are now much more aggressive with treatment of bacterial airway

infection to reduce endobronchial inflammation. These interventions

have thus far made only minor improvements to international survival

figures, but individual centers following such policies are reporting

favorable results.

Conclusion

Lung transplantation should no longer be considered experimental, but

is now an accepted treatment for end-stage lung disease in children.

Outcomes are less good than for other solid organ transplants, and

management is complex. A better understanding of the development

of BOS is the key to improving outcomes further.
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Amajor change has occurred lately in our understanding of the natural

history and risk factors for COPD. For decades, COPDwas considered

a disease that started almost exclusively in the sixth and seventh

decade of life, and which was confined to individuals who were

particularly susceptible to cigarette smoking or exposed to biomass

smoke in poor countries. These noxious factors are known to

accelerate the normal rate of decline with age ((approximately

25ml/year) of parameters of lung function such as FEV1 and, as a

consequence, the affected patients eventually reach a degree of

airflow limitation that is associated with dyspnea and hypoxemia. The

corollary of this conceptual framework was that all patients with

COPD would show progressive deterioration in lung function with

aging. Recent longitudinal studies of individuals with COPD strongly

challenge this framework. It was first observed that only approxi-

mately half of all patients with COPD showed excessive lung function

declinewhen followed prospectively (1). Furthermore, among subjects

with COPD, two distinct groups were identified(2): one group showed

the “classical” pattern of excessive lung function decline associated

with cigarette smoking and these subjects had reached an FEV1

plateau in early adult life that was similar to that of subjects without

lung disease. A second group showed no excessive FEV1 decline with

aging, but was shown to have reached an FEV1 plateau that was

significantly reducedwith respect to subjects without lung disease and

to those with “classical” COPD. These results suggested the existence

of a new pathway for the development of COPD, one that was

characterized by insufficient growth of airway function during

childhood as a major predisposing factor. Prevention of risk factors

that may hamper the development of airway function, starting in utero,

thus becomes a major new avenue for the prevention of COPD, the

third cause of death among adults in developed countries.

Thorough descriptions of these risk factors have been recently

published (3, 4). In summary, six major determinants of lung function

growth have been identified. A large number of genetic variants that

influence lung function in older children and adults have been

identified by use of genome wide association studies (5). Unfortu-

nately, all these variants have small effects on the outcome and

therefore, it is unclear if they will be useful in a future preventive

strategy. Prematurity, and especially bronchopulmonary dysplasia

(BPD), induce significant deficits in lung function that persist into adult

life (6). Prevention of BPD will not only decrease morbidity and

mortality during childhood but also extend its beneficial effects to the

long term well-being of adults. Exposure to tobacco smoke in utero is

also associatedwith subsequent deficits in airway function that persist

into adult life (7).Deficits in maternal micronutrient such as vitamin A

during pregnancy and early life have also been associated with deficits

in lung function growth (8). Lower respiratory illnesses in early life, and

especially pneumonia before age 3, are associated with persistent

deficits of lung function (9), and these deficits are in part related to pre-

existing lung function abnormalities (10) and to the direct damaging

effects on the airways triggered by the infectious agent causing the

acute illness(11) . Asthma, especially when starting during the first

years of life, is often associated with airway remodeling and chronic

airflow limitation, and many patients with COPD have a history of

asthma starting during childhood (12). Finally air pollution has been

unequivocally shown to induce deficits in lung function growth: a

recent study of the effects of improvements in air quality in California

demonstrated significant increases in lung function in children living in

the areas in which efforts to improve air quality were the most

successful (13).

In conclusion, prevention of bronchopulmonary dysplasia, early

life pneumonia, asthma, and maternal smoking during pregnancy;

appropriate supplementation with micronutrients during pregnancy;

and improvements in air quality are all attainable goals that may

markedly decrease the prevalence of and morbidity and mortality

associated with COPD in adult life.
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Introduction

According to WHO, air pollution, including indoor and outdoor

sources, is the biggest environmental cause of death worldwide;

contributing to more than 3 million premature deaths every year. The

impact is more in the vulnerable and the poor, where major

environmental risk factors have been demonstrated. Women and

children living in LMICs have the highest exposure to household air

pollution, especially from indoor biomass fuel combustion. Globally,

nearly 3 billion people use biomass fuels such as coal, wood, dung or

crop residues for domestic energy production (either cooking, heating

or lighting) in homes with no chimney ventilation of smoke [1].

Exposure to toxic amounts of combustion-related pollutants has been

associated with various respiratory diseases, including lower respira-

tory infections (LRTI) in children. Interestingly, the use of biomass fuels

varies by location, culture and socioeconomic status, determining both

exposure and resulting health risks.

The effect of indoor air pollution (IAP) on children’s respiratory health

in developed countries is much less extreme and varies from those

observed in poorer homes in the developing world. However, there is

increasing evidence that other sources of IAP (e.g. tobacco smoke

exposure) contributes to respiratory disease in children in industrial-

ized countries. Gauderman et al. showed adverse effects of air

pollution on lung development in children 10 to 18 years old leading to

clinically significant deficits in attained FEV1 as they reached

adulthood [2].

Indoor vs. Outdoor Pollution

IAP is of equal or greater impact to human health than outdoor

pollution. It is associated with many health effects, including acute and

chronic respiratory and systemic disorders (particularly cardiovascu-

lar). The main reasons: the amount of time people (especially women

and children) spend indoors, thewide and range of household emission

sources, and the increased concentration of some toxic pollutants

indoors compared with outdoors. For many pollutants (e.g. biological

pollutants, formaldehyde and other volatile organic compounds), the

concentration is higher indoors than outdoors. Other important

sources of indoor pollutants are tobacco smoke exposure, household

cleansers, mold and mildew, burning incense, chemicals from aromatic

candles and mosquito coils. However, a limiting factor is that

information about indoor pollution is more difficult to collect than

outdoor pollution. Pollutant concentrations must be measured

separately in different houses, and it has been assumed that

observations made over a short space of time (or even on a single

occasion) represent habitual exposure.

The diseases caused by IAP impose great economic costs on

public health. It’s been calculated that people spend more than

80% of their time indoors, either, at home, school and the office.

Children on average, spend over 16 hours inside at home. Also,

pregnant women spend most of their time inside at home and,

therefore, IAP exposures may also be critical during the pre-natal

period.

Worldwide, environmental pollution is not appreciated, and in

most places not quantified as a cause of disease. However, given

that lung disease is a leading cause of morbidity and mortality

globally, the effect of air pollution on lung health is of great

interest [3]. Multiple early life factors can adversely affect lung

function and future respiratory health. Recently, Gray et al. studied

a group of infants enrolled in the South African birth cohort to

assess the determinants of early lung function in African infants.

They found that factors such as maternal smoking, maternal

alcohol and household benzene is associated with altered early

lung function [4].

In addition, an increased interest in ultrafine particles has been rising

due to their specific physico-chemical characteristics. There particles

are commonly known as nanoparticles (<0.1 um)), and due to their

small size they are commonly underestimated in many pollution

measurements [5].

Exposure to Tobacco Smoke

Tobacco smoke is a primary indoor pollutant in developed and

developing countries. The evidence for increased respiratory morbid-

ity from second-hand tobacco smoke, particularly in children, is

consistent. Although a decreasing frequency of daily smokers has been

reported during the last three decades in developed countries, in

LMICs countries it remains high. Data worldwide reveal high

prevalence of smoking in most LMICs, in particular, in the Asian

countries (67.3% in China, 54.4% in India and 73.1% in Vietnam).

Smoking indoors is an established source of particulate matter (PM),

nicotine, carbon monoxide (CO), benzene and other toxic compounds.
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According to Etzel [6], tobacco smoke is the number one cause of

preventable morbidity and mortality. Unfortunately, children exposed

to passive smoking have 57% more lower respiratory illnesses than

children without smoker, being higher if the mother is the smoker

(70%). In addition, maternal smoking also encourages children to

smoke, potentially worsening their health. Also, children who live in

homes with smokers are 50% more likely to become smokers

themselves.

Maternal smoking during pregnancy continues to be a large public

health problem, as exposure to tobacco smoke often begins

prenatally resulting in decreased lung function at birth, reduced

levels of immunity, increased hospitalization for LRTI, and an

increased prevalence of childhood wheeze and asthma [7].

A study, estimated that 40% of young children worldwide,

were exposed to cigarette smoke at home, and that this

contributed to 28% of under-5 mortality in children [8]. This

becomes important, as exposure to passive smoking increases the

risk of severe pneumonia in children, and is an independent risk

factor of poor outcome. A recent systematic review found a

significantly increased risk of pneumonia-related death (OR 1.5

IC 95% 1.2-1.9) among young children with cigarette smoke

exposure [3]. In another study, Do et al. reported that 81% of

children hospitalized in a city in Vietnam for pneumonia had

household cigarette smoke exposure [9].

Oxides of Nitrogen

Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) is an important component for both indoor and

outdoor air pollution. Indoor sources of NO2 include gas-fueled

cookers, fires and water heaters; paraffin heaters also emit NO2, and

small amounts occur in tobacco smoke. Research suggests NO2

contributes to respiratory symptoms in children, particularly asthmatic

children. Other studies suggested a 20% increased risk of LRTI in

children exposed to long-term NO2. Yet, exposure to NO2 varies

depending on the proximity of children to the source, and this is a

major difficulty in determining the health impacts and as it is difficult to

measure personal exposure.

Particulate Matter: Smoke and Other Particles

Socioeconomic status is a major predictor of exposure to IAP, as levels

of indoor particulate matter in developing countries far exceed those

in developed countries. The less expensive fuel options are generally

the less efficient, produce more smoke and may cause more

complications. Epidemiological studies have shown that approximately

75% of global exposure to PM is attributed to indoor exposures in

developing countries, two thirds occurring in rural areas, mainly from

household biomass fuel combustion. This type of pollution results in

substantial carbon loading of alveolar macrophages, and is a risk factor

of childhood pneumonia.

The increased levels of emissions indoors are associated with an open

or poorly ventilated stove, typical of most developing countries. These

fuels are usually burned in open fires for cooking, heating and lighting

in or near the home environment. In Guatemala, a parallel randomized

controlled trial (the RESPIRE study) showed a significant reduction in

severe pneumonia in children heavily exposed to wood smoke from

cooking, after a chimney stove intervention was placed to reduce IAP

[10]. Additionally, Heinzerling et al. reported that delayed installation

of a chimney stove intervention is associated with poorer lung growth

than immediate stove installation [11].

Biological Pollutants

These include indoor particles whose importance for health is out of

proportion to their concentration. These include bacteria, viruses,

animal dander, house dust, mites, cockroaches, pollen and mould

spores. Many of these biological contaminants are small enough to be

inhaled. Their importance to human health arises because of the

increased prevalence of allergic respiratory disease in children and

young adults. Sensitization is a key factor for the development of

allergy, and to be sensitized the individual must be exposed to a

particular allergen. In Costa Rica, Ly et al. showed in a multivariate

analysis that parental report of mold/mildew in the child’s home

(p = 0.04), and a positive IgE response to Der p 1 (p = 0.008) were

significantly associated with airway hyperreactivity in children with

asthma [12].

Fungal spores are another potential cause of symptoms in allergic

patients. Also, the occurrence of acute pulmonary hemorrhage in

infants exposed to toxigenic moulds is another example of the infant’s

vulnerability to an environmental hazard [6].

Formaldehyde

The role of formaldehyde in lower respiratory symptoms and asthma in

children is controversial. However, several studies have reported

associations between formaldehyde concentrations in homes and

schools with asthma, asthma severity, allergy and airway inflammation

in children. The principal source of formaldehyde in the homes are

insulating materials, construction materials, chipboard, plywood,

water-based paints, fabrics, cleaning agents and disinfectants.

Tobacco smoke can also make a major contribution, and other sources

include heating and cooking.

Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC)

VOCs are organic chemicals that easily vaporize at room temperature

and can be found in homes. Associations between measure of

exposure and poor respiratory health have been observed in infants,

preschool and school-aged children. Their sources include building

materials, furnishing, furniture, adhesives, cleaning agents, cosmetics,

the water supply, tobacco smoke and fuel combustion.

Conclusion

In summary, indoor pollution is a serious problem in LMICs; but its

importance in developed countries should not be underestimated.

Pollution-related acute and chronic diseases are becoming more

common, particularly in children in LMICs who are proportionately

more exposed to environmental pollutants. Global efforts to promote

improved programs of pollution control are needed. For instance,

specific interventions such as effective cooking solutions (as the use

of improved fuels, cookstoves), or heaters, and improved ventilation

can improve human health. Unfortunately, despite its enormous

human and economic cost, environmental pollution has been largely

overlooked.
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Air pollutants constitute one of the greatest health threats to

vulnerable populations including infants and children. The major

sources of pollutants are indoor exposures to environmental tobacco

smoke (ETS) and combustion of biomass fuels, and outdoor exposures

to combustion products from traffic and industry including fuel

production. Air pollutants comprise a heterogeneous mix of ozone,

carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), sulphur dioxide (SO2),

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH), lead and other heavy metals,

and fine particulate matter less than 10 microns in diameter (PM10) or

less than 2.5 microns (PM2.5). Particulate matter is released by motor

vehicles, particularly diesel engines, and consists of organic sub-

stances, nitrates, sulfates, elemental carbon, semiquinones andmetals.

Ozone is generated by ultraviolet light interactionwith nitrogen oxides

and volatile organic compounds. Exposure to pollutants varies with

locale and season. However, with the accelerated industrialization of

developing nations, there are more urban centers with toxic levels of

air pollutants. In 2016, the World Health Organization estimates that

6.5 million deaths (11.6% of global deaths) per year are due to indoor

and outdoor air pollution. South-East Asia and the Western Pacific

have the greatest burden of air pollution and are the regions with the

greatest morbidity and mortality associated with air pollution.

Air pollution exposures during pregnancy can have a major impact on

fetal development and the respiratory health of the child. During

pregnancy, there are physiological changes such as increased

respiratory rate and minute ventilation, and increased fat accumula-

tion that promote increased uptake and concentration of pollutants in

the body. During pregnancy, oxygen demand is increased; but with

higher concentration of circulating CO, there is less oxygen carrying

capacity, and a risk of decreased oxygen delivery to the fetus. Fetal

hypoxia can blunt alveolar development and promote primary

pulmonary hypertension. Some pollutants can cross the placental

barrier such as nicotine, while others may induce inflammation or alter

growth factor pathways. For example, PM10 and NO2 prenatal

exposures throughout pregnancy, induce changes in fetal cord blood

biomarkers with high fms-like tyrosine kinase1 and decreased

placental growth factor consistent with an anti-angiogenic state and

possibly placental dysfunction.

Several systematic reviews have identified some associations between

prenatal pollutant exposures and the impact on birth weight, preterm

delivery and respiratory disease. There is a significant association

between maternal exposure to CO, NO2, PM2.5 and PM10 and low

birth weight, and maternal exposure to SO2 and PM10 and preterm

delivery. Both lower birth weight and premature birth increase the risk

for decreased pulmonary function tests and increased respiratory

symptoms. Maternal exposure to CO, NO2, PM2.5 and PM10 are

associated with airflow obstruction in children starting at age 5 weeks

and persisting to 6-11 years.Maternal exposures toNO2, PM2.5, PM10,

and PAH are associated with increased risk for wheezing, cough, and

lower respiratory tract infection.

With improvements in quantitation, localization and timing of

pollutant exposures, there is an opportunity for more refined outcome

analyses. One epidemiological study, the Boston Birth Cohort,

followed 736 full-term infants and demonstrated that maternal

exposure to PM2.5 at a specific time period during gestation, 16-25

weeks, increased the risk for asthma in boys, but not girls, at age

6 years. This study demonstrates that there are gestational windows of

susceptibility for altered lung development resulting in risk for asthma

and there may be offspring host factors that mitigate this risk.

Maternal smoking during pregnancy is a large public health problem

with rates varying from 5-40% worldwide. There is strong epidemio-

logical data that prenatal exposure, not postnatal exposure is a risk
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factor for wheezing and asthma in offspring. Maternal smoking during

pregnancy is amajor cause of low birthweight and premature delivery;

both factors predispose to increased risk of airflow obstruction. The

impact on airflow obstruction is long-lasting and observed into

adulthood. Nicotine crosses the placental barrier and is detected in

neonatal cord blood. Thus, nicotine may negatively affect lung

development. There is evidence that maternal smoking during

pregnancy induces cord blood DNA methylation. In the Norwegian

Mother and Child Cohort study, DNA methylation at 26 CpGs affects

ten genes with important detoxification and development functions,

including AHRR, the aryl hydrocarbon receptor repressor, CYP1A1, a

P450 xenobiotic metabolizing enzyme, and GFI1, Growth Factor

Independent 1 Transcription Repressor. Importantly, the DNA

methylation pattern was confirmed in a separate validation study

supporting a conserved epigenetic impact due to maternal smoking.

Importantly, in addition to efforts to encourage cessation of smoking,

there may be therapeutic approaches to mitigate the effect of

maternal smoking on the offspring. A recent placebo controlled,

randomized, double blinded, prospective trial administered Vitamin C

to smoking, pregnant women to determine whether increased

maternal levels of Vitamin C prevented airflow obstruction in

offspring. Vitamin C administration did improve tidal lung function

measures in newborn infants compared to the control infants. This

intervention is currently being investigated in a larger study to

determine whether Vitamin C has long-lasting effects on protecting

lung function in offspring of mothers who smoke.

There are several complex challenges that need to be overcome to

make progress in studying the mechanisms of how prenatal air

pollutant and tobacco smoke exposure affect offspring. First,

pregnant women may be exposed to mixtures of pollutants with

varying concentrations, timing and duration. New models incor-

porating measurements from monitoring devices such as the

satellite-derived aerosol optical depth spectroradiometry have

improved the spatiotemporal accuracy of determining pollution

exposure. However, the complexity of multiple pollutants still

complicates the ability to model exposures or to attribute

outcomes to specific constituents. Second, many host factors

including socioeconomic status, maternal stress, and the maternal

genome, microbiome and metabolome interact with pollutant

exposures and together create the maternal “exposome”. All these

factors impact fetal development. Finally, it is difficult to separate

antenatal pollutant exposures from exposures during infancy or

childhood to determine the relative impact on lung disease in the

child. Alveolar development continues through adolescence and

therefore interactions between host factors and the child’s

exposures to pollutants and ETS may continue to impact lung

development, risk for asthma and lower respiratory tract

infections. However, this potential for new lung parenchymal

growth and lung repair also provides an opportunity to mitigate

early injury.
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It is not clear why disease severity differs among healthy, full-term

infants with RSV LRTI; however, virus titers, inflammation, and Th2

bias are proposed explanations. While TLR4 is associated with these

disease phenotypes, the role of this receptor in respiratory syncytial
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virus (RSV) pathogenesis is controversial. In this presentation, we

will discuss the interaction between TLR4 and environmental factors

in RSV disease and define the immune mediators associated

with severe illness. Two independent populations of infants

with RSV bronchiolitis revealed that the severity of RSV infection

is determined by the TLR4 genotype of the individual and by

environmental exposure to LPS. RSV-infected infants with severe

disease exhibited a high GATA3/T-bet ratio, which manifested as a

high IL-4/IFN-γ ratio in respiratory secretions. The IL-4/IFN-γ ratio

present in infants with severe RSV is indicative of Th2 polarization.

Murine models of RSV infection confirmed that LPS exposure, Tlr4

genotype, and Th2 polarization influence disease phenotypes.

Together, our results identify environmental and genetic factors

that influence RSV pathogenesis and reveal that a high IL-4/IFN-γ

ratio is associated with severe disease.

Treatment of Severe Asthma

#1. Markers of Severity in Difficult-To-Treat Asthma

Andrew Bush

Imperial College and Royal Brompton Hospital, London, UK
Email: A.Bush@rbht.nhs.uk

The WHO definition of severe asthma [1] comprises three categories,

each carrying different public health messages and challenges: (1)

untreated severe asthma, (2) difficult-to-treat severe asthma, and (3)

treatment-resistant severe asthma. Untreated severe asthma com-

prises children in areas where there is insufficient access to asthma

care, and will not be discussed further, since the solution largely lies

outside the hands of pediatricians. They should note the dramatic

benefits of making simple, low cost treatments widely available; and

the developed world needs to remember that for the vast majority of

children, simple remedies properly used are all that is needed.

However, it should be noted that there are few if any studies from low

and middle income settings of markers for a severe outcome in a

setting where adequate treatment is not available. Conventionally,

severe therapy resistant asthma (STRA), or treatment-resistant severe

asthma is defined as either (a) the need for high dose treatment to

control the disease, or (b) either or both of uncontrolled symptoms and

acute attacks despite high dose treatment (see Table) after reversible

factors have been addressed [2]. The defining level of treatment in

children is beclomethasone equivalent 800 mcg/day plus long acting

β-2 agonist and leukotriene receptor antagonist, or at least failed trials

of these agents.

Table: Conventional criteria for diagnosing uncontrolled asthma.

FEV1 = first second forced expired volume

� Uncontrolled symptom >3/week use of short-acting β-2ago-

nist and/or asthma control test <19/25

� >2 asthma attacks per year treated with oral prednisolone

� >1 severe attack, defined as needing hospitalization, intensive

care or ventilation

� Persistent airflow limitation (FEV1>2 Z-scores below the mean

after systemic steroid trial plus short-acting β-2 agonist, or

same level of FEV1 after withhold of short and long-acting β-2

agonist

However, although those with STRA have bad outcomes, in the UK

National Review of Asthma Deaths (NRAD), around 70% of those who

died did notmeet criteria for ‘severe’ asthma, despite death being rather a

severe outcome. [http://www.respiratoryfutures.org.uk/media/1531/

why-asthma-still-kills-full-report.pdf]! So markers of severity should be

considered in all asthmatics. A proposed framework for airway disease

comprises airway disease, extra-pulmonary co-morbidity, and lifestyle/

environmental factors, considering clinical traits, treatment (especially

what is treatable), and the expected benefits of treatment. I would also

add physician behavior, which had significant effects in NRAD. Since we

KNOW that most children with asthma are readily treated if low

dose inhaled corticosteroids (ICS) are regularly andproperly administered,

the focus should initially be outside the airway, rather than uncritically

adding more and more therapies. The subject has been comprehensively

reviewed elsewhere [3]; this abstract is necessarily selective

A. Extrapulmonary Markers of Severity

1. Food allergy: This is commoner than anticipated in children

ventilated for asthma in the Pediatric Intensive Care Unit

(PICU), thoughwhether causative or a fellow traveler is unclear

[4]. The differentiation of acute asthma from acute anaphylaxis

pathologically may be difficult

2. Severe atopy: As with food allergy, it is unclear whether this is

causative or a marker of STRA. Either way, children with

multiple aeroallergen sensitization with big skin prick test

wheals and/or high specific IgE are a high risk group

3. Severe asthma with fungal sensitization (SAFS): There is no

generally agreed pediatric definition; pragmatically, ours is

STRA (any pattern) with sensitization (SPT or sIgE) to any

fungus. Since allergic bronchopulmonary aspergillosis is rarely

if ever seen in children with asthma, we do not include in the

definition an IgE<1000, as do the adults. We have shown that

children with SAFS have worse inflammation for a given level

of treatment, thus putting them at greater risk of severe

asthma [5].

4. Obesity: There is evidence that asthma complicated by

obesity is pathologically different from non-obese asthma,

and is associated with steroid resistance and a greater

likelihood of admission to PICU. Certainly obesity is poten-

tially a treatable trait

B. Environment/Lifestyle Markers of Severity

1. Non-adherence: This is probably the single most important

cause of asthma attacks and a severe outcome, manifest by

underuse of ICS and over-use of short-acting β-2 agonists

(SABA). SABA over-use should be readily identifiable from

dispensing records. Detection of ICS underuse is more
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difficult; questionnaires are ineffective in our hands, prescrip-

tion uptake does not equate to inhalation, and electronic

monitoring merely means the device has been activated. This

is an area where smart technology is needed. Also, identifying

non-adherence is one thing; remedying it is quite another.

2. Patterns of seeking health care: Repeated attendance at

emergency departments, and failure to attend regular reviews,

is another concerning feature, likely a marker of a chaotic

family life and therefore poor supervision of treatment aswell.

3. Environmental exposures: Allergen exposure in those sensi-

tized is associated with steroid resistance, and with a viral

infection, a high risk of an asthma attack [6]. Passive smoking is

also associated with steroid resistance [7].

C. Physician Behavior and Asthma Severity

1. Asthma plans: Failure to have a plan for dealing with attacks

was another adverse marker in NRAD. Asthma plans have

been shown to be effective, and should be carefully reviewed

after an acute attack to determine if it was followed, and

whether it should be modified.

D. Airway Markers of Severity

1. Previous severe asthma attacks: The roots of these mainly lie

outside the airway, but it is quite clear that severe attacks

are the major risk factor for another severe attack and

death from asthma, as well as in the long term being

associated with an accelerated decline in lung function. A

severe attack should be a ‘never event’ and should prompt

the most detailed re-assessment of asthma management of

the child

2. Persistent airway eosinophilia: In adult studies at least this is

a marker of risk of acute attacks, and there is certainly

biological plausibility that uncontrolled eosinophilic inflam-

mation contributes to severe exacerbations. Whether this is

TH2 driven in children is dubious. Neither we [8] nor SARP

[9] were able to demonstrate that this was due to the

classical TH2 cytokines IL4, IL5. These two studies mean

that anti-type 2 monoclonal antibodies should not be used

uncritically; we need trials in children, and should not

extrapolate from adult studies

3. Absence of airway eosinophilia: We have no add-on

therapies for this phenotype, although possibly azithro-

mycin may help; the absence of treatment options makes

this a vulnerable group, for which more studies are

needed

4. Absence of intra-epithelial neutrophils: Airway neutro-

philia in BAL or in the submucosa is not a feature of

pediatric STRA. We have recently shown that the presence

of intra-epithelial neutrophils is associated with less severe

asthma, quite different from what was shown in adults

[10]; pediatric STRA is a different disease

TAKE HOMEMESSAGE The most important way of reducing poor

asthma control and reducing asthma attacks is NOT increasing

airway treatment or deploying the latest monoclonal but by

getting the basics right, including adherence and environmental

exposure, and having an effective management plan for attacks.

High risk patients are those who have had a severe attack,

overuse SABA, and underuse ICS. It is always best to KISS − Keep

It Simple Stupid, however experienced you are! And patients and

pediatricians should never take asthma lightly − it is still a killing

disease.
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Asthma and Allergies

#1. Allergic Rhinitis
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Allergic rhinitis is one of the most common chronic diseases in

childhood. The International Study of Asthma and Allergies in

Childhood reported an average prevalence rhinitis of 8.5% among

6-7-year-old children, and 14.6% for 13-14 year-old children1.

The burden of allergic rhinitis to individual patients and the

society is often underestimated, and there is a general lack of

data on the risk factors and phenotypes of rhinitis in childhood

and adolescence2.

Diagnosis of Allergic Rhinitis

The diagnosis of allergic rhinitis is based upon clinical history,

including type, duration and frequency of symptoms and exacerbat-

ing factors2. Most children and teenagers with rhinitis experience

upper respiratory symptoms including nasal blockage, itching,

watery rhinorrhea and sneezing, but some may present atypically

with cough or snoring. It is worth noting that despite often

troublesome symptoms, rhinitis is often ignored, and only a minority

of symptomatic children have appropriate diagnosis and manage-

ment plans3. Examination of nose is essential in the diagnosis of

rhinitis, and should always been carried out2.

Atopic sensitization can be ascertained using skin prick tests or

measurement of allergen-specific serum IgE. However, both these

tests can be positive in the absence of any symptoms, and positive

skin test or IgE does not confirm the expression of rhinitis

symptoms upon allergen exposure. In allergen-driven rhinitis,

symptoms have to be seen in association with allergen exposure2.

The data which demonstrated that quantification of atopic

sensitization by using the titer of sIgE antibodies or the size of

skin prick test wheals increases the specificity of these tests in

relation to the presence and severity of rhinitis4 have in recent

years changed the way we interpret the results of IgE and skin

tests, with a move from dichotomization (positive/negative test) to

quantification (IgE titer and skin test wheal size)2. Measuring

sensitization to allergen components (component-resolved diag-

nostics) may more be informative than standard tests using whole

allergen extracts. However, the potential value of component

resolved diagnosis in the diagnosis of rhinitis needs to be

established before it can be considered for the routine use in

clinical practice2.

Other investigations may be required to evaluate other possible

diagnoses (e.g. measurement of nasal mucociliary clearance, nasal

nitric oxide, nasal endoscopy, acoustic rhinometry etc.).

Management

Management strategy for allergic rhinitis should include avoidance of

relevant allergens when possible2. Oral and intranasal antihistamines

and intranasal corticosteroids are the first-line treatment of allergic

rhinitis, with intranasal corticosteroids having the greatest efficacy.

Add-on treatments may include oral leukotriene receptor antagonist

and intranasal cromoglycate2. In patients with allergic rhinitis over the

age of five years who are inadequately controlled using standard

pharmacological treatment, allergen-specific immunotherapy can be

helpful and should be considered.

Allergic Rhinitis and Asthma Presence and Severity

Amongst school-age children, allergic rhinitis frequently co-exists with

asthma3, and it often precedes asthma development5. There is a

mounting body of evidence that patients with both asthma and rhinitis

have more severe lower respiratory symptoms compared to those with

asthma alone. For example, amongst adult patients with asthma, those

with comorbid rhino-sinusitis have considerably poorer quality of life,

and chronic rhinitis is an important co-morbidity of severe asthma6.

Similarly, in children with asthma, allergic rhinitis has an adverse impact

on asthma control7; in addition, children and adolescents with

moderate/severe asthma who are treated with inhaled corticosteroids

and have concurrent allergic have increased use of emergency care

services compared to patients without rhinitis8. Among children with

asthma recruited fromthehospital asthmaclinic, thepresenceofallergic

rhinitis has been shown to have a significant adverse effect on asthma

control, evenwhen asthmawas considered adequately controlled7. In a

population-based study, we have demonstrated that amongst children

with asthma, the presence of rhinitis has significant adverse effect on

asthma severity9. Among asthmatic children, those with rhinitis had

more frequent wheeze attacks (2.4-fold increase in risk), more severe

attacks of wheezing associated with speech limitations (3.4-fold

increase in risk), more frequent visits to the family doctor (9.5-fold

increase in risk) and greater school absenteeism because of asthma

(9-fold increase in risk)9.

Can Treatment of Allergic Rhinitis Improve Asthma Control?

In a study from the Netherlands, treatment of allergic rhinitis with

intranasal corticosteroid reduced the adverse effect of rhinitis on

asthma severity and control7. Similarly, in our study described above,

adjusting for the use of antihistamines did not change the association

between rhinitis and asthma severity, but adjusting for the use of

intranasal corticosteroid resulted in a small, but consistent reduction in

risk9. These observations are consistent with findings in a retrospec-

tive cohort of older children and adults, which showed that among

patients with both asthma and rhinitis, those who were treated for

allergic rhinitis were significantly less likely to visit emergency

departments or be hospitalized than those who were not treated10.

The results of the above studies suggest (but do not prove) that

amongst childrenwith both asthma and rhinitis, appropriate treatment

of rhinitis with intranasal corticosteroids may improve asthma control.

The definitive answer can only be obtained in appropriately designed

randomized controlled trials; however, there are as yet no such long-

term trials in children. It is however of note that a 4-week study among
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children with mild/moderate asthma and intermittent allergic rhinitis

has shown that intranasal corticosteroid may improve exercise-

induced bronchospasm11. In contrast, a double-blind randomized

cross-over trial amongst adults with asthma and persistent allergic

rhinitis did not demonstrate any steroid sparing effect of adding

intranasal corticosteroid to low dose inhaled corticosteroids on lower

airway outcomes12. Recent meta-analysis of 18 studies assessing the

effect of intranasal corticosteroid on asthma outcomes in patientswith

allergic and comorbid asthma concluded that intranasal corticosteroid

may improve some lower airway outcomes, but that further studies are

needed to confirm the role of intranasal corticosteroid sprays as

therapy for asthma outcomes13.

In conclusion, allergic rhinitis is common, and is an important co-

morbidity of childhood asthma. All children with asthma should be

assessed for the presence of rhinitis, and appropriately treated to

alleviate both upper and lower respiratory symptoms.
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#2. Is Asthma over Diagnosed?
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Asthma is themost frequentlydiagnosedchronic condition inchildhood.

Globally it is estimated that 334million people have asthma1. Given the

frequency with which an asthma diagnosis is made, on the face of it, it

would appear that diagnosing asthma is easy. However, most asthma

diagnoses aremadeon the basis of symptom reporting and there is little

objective evidence to support the diagnosis of asthma. This leads to

both over and under diagnosis of asthma and delay in a definitive

diagnosis. There is no other condition in children in which treatment is

started in so many with so little objective evidence. Whilst symptom

reporting is clearly the starting point which suggests the possibility of

asthma, symptoms are insufficient on their own to confirm a diagnosis.

Symptoms are nonspecific and some, such as cough, a feature of normal

childhood viral infections. Parent-reported wheeze could mean any

respiratory noise from the upper or lower airways; some cultures do not

even have a word for wheeze and yet great weight is put on this item in

both clinical practice and epidemiological studies.

Objective Tests for Asthma

There is no single gold standard test for asthma and the positive and

negative predictive values of each test are far from optimal.

However, that is not to say that NO tests should be undertaken,

rather that testing is carried out in those with a suggestive history in

a logical fashion to demonstrate one or more of the key features that

characterize asthma as a chronic inflammatory disease with variable

airflow obstruction and airway hyperresponsiveness2. Objective

testing includes measurement of peak flow, peak flow variability,

spirometry, demonstration of reversibility of airflow obstruction,

exhaled nitric oxide (FeNO), induced sputum or tests of airway

hyper-responsiveness (such as methacholine or histamine chal-

lenge). Some of these tests may only be available in specialist

centers; however the ability to measure peak flow, assess variability

across a 2- to 4-week period and record the response to short acting

beta agonists (SABA) should be available at all levels of care and

measurement of FENO is likely to become increasingly available. The

absence of variable airflow obstruction AND inflammation should

really call into question the diagnosis. A trial of treatment may be

helpful in some cases, provided that there is clearly documented

evidence of response and deterioration on stopping.
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Accuracy of Diagnosis

In a retrospective review of over 650 Dutch children diagnosed with

asthma, the diagnosis was only confirmed in 16% (diagnosis was

confirmed by presence of documented recurrent wheeze and dyspnea

and demonstration of reversible airflow obstruction by spirometry and

if needed additional tests such as histamine challenge)3. Twenty-three

percent had probable asthma but no confirmatory test; 54% were

deemed as over-diagnosed. The remainder had never been diagnosed

with asthma and were prescribed an inhaler for another (unknown)

reason. A Canadian study recruited 102 children with a diagnosis of

asthma and 52 controls and carried out objective testing4. A diagnosis

of asthmawas confirmed by clinician assessment plus either reversible

bronchoconstriction or a positive methacholine challenge. Forty-five

percent of cases were overdiagnosed and 10% of symptomatic

controls were underdiagnosed. However, it should be emphasized that

these studies were cross-sectional and as previously stated there is no

single gold standard test for asthma. It may have been that the

diagnosis was correct when made and the child had grown out of their

symptoms or given the variability of asthma assessment on a single day

is unlikely to be sufficient to exclude a diagnosis in the context of

suggestive symptoms. Nonetheless, these studies highlight how

infrequently objective testing is carried out and the important of

reviewing a diagnosis.

Why Does it Matter?

Misdiagnosis of asthma has the potential to cause harm. Children may

be prescribed unnecessary and potentially harmful medications. For

those with an alternative diagnosis, doses of inhaled corticosteroids

(ICS) may be relentlessly increased in view of lack of symptomatic

response. However, it should be noted that many of the children over

diagnosed with asthma in the Dutch and Canadian studies3,4 were

either on low dose ICS or as needed SABAs implying that in fact these

children had very few symptoms and had received a diagnosis of

asthma for relatively trivial symptoms. If almost half of children

diagnosed with asthma are in fact healthy children, this reinforces the

view of asthma as a mild disease and, as highlighted by the National

Review of Asthma Deaths5, the potential for adverse outcomes

including death, is poorly recognized among health care professions.

This complacency puts those with genuinely poorly controlled disease

at risk. A correct diagnosis is the cornerstone of good asthma

management and effort should be made to ensure that the diagnosis is

underpinned by objective tests.
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Many children who start wheezing in early childhood will outgrow

their symptoms at some point during their life, althoughwheezingmay

relapse and remit over the life course, with temporal variations in

frequency and severity. Wheezing and asthma during the first few

years of life are heterogeneous in their manifestations; in addition to

temporal variations in onset, progression and characteristics of

symptoms, wheezing illnesses vary in their environmental trigger

factors, responses to treatment and associations with other variables

such as allergic sensitization and lung function. These observations

have led to speculation that wheezing illnesses in early childhood may

not be representative of a commondisease process but that there exist

several discrete wheezing phenotypes that are underpinned by

different biological processes or endotypes. A greater understanding

of phenotypic heterogeneity and an ability to discriminate between

discrete phenotypes in early life, either through clinicopathological

features or biological markers of underlying processes, could advance

the opportunities for stratified interventions to alter the natural

history of asthma and wheezing across the life course.

Wheezy Bronchitis and Asthma: The Early Years

One of longest running population-based studies of asthma outcomes

in the world started in Melbourne in19641 and has now reported

on follow up to age 50 years of participants who were recruited in

childhood at age 7 or 10 years2. At recruitment, children were

classified into 4 categories; mild wheezy bronchitis, moderate wheezy

bronchitis, asthma and severe asthma. At successive followup surveys,

severe asthma in childhood was associated with the greatest risk of

persistent or frequent asthma in adulthood. Furthermore severe

asthma was associated with lower lung function (FEV1/FVC) that was

established during childhood and, despite no acceleration of the rate of

decline of FEV1 during adulthood, this group had amuch greater risk of

COPD in mid-adult life than subjects who had no history of asthma or

wheezing. Similar findings of lung function deficits existing in mid-

childhood and persisting to adulthood were observed in the Dunedin

study in association with wheeze that persisted throughout this

transition3. The Tucson Children’s Respiratory Study was seminal in

showing how early childhood phenotypes based on temporal patterns

of wheezing related to these asthma and lung function outcomes in

later life. This prospectively followed birth cohort showed that most

early onset wheeze became asymptomatic in mid-childhood, did not

progress to asthma and was associated with low lung function soon

after birth. In subsequent follow ups of this birth cohort, the Tucson
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group also showed that this transient early wheezing phenotype was

associated with persistence of low lung function through adolescence

to early adulthood5,6.

Early Wheezing Phenotypes and Later Outcomes

We developed the Tucson paradigm using a data-driven approach to

analyzeparental reportsofwheezing illness toage7years in a largebirth

cohort in the UK. This confirmed the association of transient early

wheezing with low lung function in mid-childhood and identified three

phenotypes ofwheezing that persisted untilmid-childhood,whichwere

characterized by their age of onset7. These have since been replicated

several times in independent cohorts with evidence of external validity

through comparison with phenotypes based on clinical observations.

What emerged from this work was that wheezing that began early

(within the first 6-18 months after birth) and persisted until mid-

childhoodhad the strongest associationswith a clinical report of asthma

and with low lung function compared with non-wheezers and other

more transient phenotypes. Further insight into this was gained from

analysis of the Manchester Asthma and Allergy Study (MAAS), which

had links to individual health records and showed that the persistent

wheezing phenotype could be stratified into those with and without

frequent health care utilization; essentially a more severe form of

persistent wheeze that was termed persistent troublesome wheeze.

Interestingly, genetic studies have suggested that these sub-pheno-

types (persistent wheeze and persistent troublesome wheeze) have

distinct associations with genetic loci that are not shared by other

phenotypes. Recent follow up of our early childhood phenotypes to

adolescence has confirmed that early-onset, persistent wheezing is

associated with asthma, low lung function, bronchodilator responsive-

ness and increased FeNO in adolescence. This phenotype was also the

most stronglyassociatedwith anyallergic sensitization inmid-childhood

in our cohort. In the MAAS study with longitudinal assessment of

sensitization, further modeling of atopic status has indicated that the

strongest association with hospitalization for wheeze/asthma, poorer

lung function and higher airway reactivity10.

The Current State of the Art

Pooling resources, combining data and expertise and applying

sophisticated statistical approaches to data interrogation has enabled

us to reach a position where the target phenotype for intervention is

almost certainly that associatedwithearlyonset, troublesomewheezing

associatedwith evidence ofmultiple atopic sensitization. The jury is still

out onwhether theother phenotypes that have been identified through

latent class analysis and other clustering approaches represent discrete

biological entities or different manifestations of the same fundamental

process. The next challenge is to extend analyses to include

triangulation with detailed clinical and biomarker information to fully

understand the endotypes associated with persistent, allergic asthma

and to target interventions to these pathways to prevent or modify the

long term morbidity of this condition.
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Severe asthma has been the focus of research and discussion

worldwide. In children, this spectrum of disease results in an important

impairment of quality of life, involving school performance, leisure, and

emotional aspects, with high direct and indirect costs to society. Many

low and middle-income countries (LMIC) have a high prevalence of

severe asthma in children, particularly in Latin America. However,

studies on severe childhood asthma in these countries are scarce. As an

example, Brazil, a continent-wide country in South America, with
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350,000 hospitalizations/year for asthma, and approximately 7 deaths/

day from the disease is one of the countrieswith the highest prevalence

of severe asthma in the World (10%). The major challenges in the

management of severe asthma in children in these countries are usually

the correct diagnosis of this clinical presentation by well-trained

professionals, availability, and referral to tertiary centers and difficulty

for accessing controller medications with higher costs. Many children

with severe asthma are difficult-to-treat (“problematic asthma”), and a

percentage of these children are resistant to conventional pharmaco-

logical therapy (high doses of corticosteroid, long-acting beta-2, and

leukotriene receptor antagonists), representing one of the greatest

challenges in the clinical management of asthma. This type of severe

asthma has been classified as severe therapy-resistant asthma (STRA),

strongly associatedwith the atopicphenotype in children. It is important

to emphasize that many patients with problematic asthma do not

present STRA, but more often: 1) another disease; 2) inadequate

inhalation technique; 3) adherence-to-treatment problems; 4) relevant

environmental factors; 5) or comorbidities (allergic rhinitis, obesity,

severe gastroesophageal reflux, among others). In LMIC populations,

this presentationof the disease still deserves greater understanding and

dissemination. Moreover, any child with uncontrolled asthma using

high-dose inhaled corticosteroid, long-acting beta-2 agonist

(LABA), and anti-leukotriene, deserves to be carefully evaluated,

with clinical follow-up of at least 6 months by a specialist in the

area, for an adequate diagnosis and management. Hence, due to the

complexity of the correct diagnosis of problematic asthma in

children, well-trained professionals, with multidisciplinary teams,

are essential but are a major constraint in LMIC settings. Regarding

pharmacological treatment in children with STRA, steps 4-5 of the

GINA guidelines are indicated but are also related to higher cost

and difficult-to-access treatments in LMIC, such as anti Ig-E

(omalizumab). Omalizumab has shown significant clinical benefits in

many children with STRA. However, its high cost is a limitation in

these countries. A lower-cost option in this group of children would

be the use of daily systemic corticosteroids, but some children do

not respond to this treatment and their use is associated with

serious adverse events. In conclusion, the burden of severe asthma

in children is high, with large social impact in LMIC. A review in

guidelines with a closer look and discussion of more effective ways

of managing severe asthma in settings with limited economic

resources is essential for reducing the burden of disease in children

with asthma in LMIC.
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#2. Are the Risk Factors of Asthma in China the Same as

Those in Western Countries

Gary Wong
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Asthma is one of the most common chronic disorders in childhood. From

the 50’s to the 80’s, many epidemiological studies have confirmed an

increasing trend of asthmawhich was in parallel of economic development

and urbanization (1,2). Researchers from around the world have been

trying to determine the factors which might be responsible for inducing

such trend. The well-known factors associated with asthma were atopy,

air pollution and exposure to tobacco smoke, urbanization, dietary

changes such as consumption of fruits and vegetables, infections including

viral and bacterial cause, personal factors such as low birth weight and

born by Caesarean section (3). To determine the exact mechanisms of how

these factors may be responsible for asthma have been a very difficult

task. One thing is clear that not one or two of these factors were

responsible for the increasing trend of asthma in the Western world.

Studies in China have revealed some very interesting findings which may

help us to understand asthma in the Western world. Over the past two

decades, there has been extremely rapid economic development which

was unprecedented in China’s history. In parallel, there was rapid increase

in the prevalence of childhood asthma as documented by the data from

Guangzhou by standardized methodology (4). Although sensitization was

a factor associated with asthma, high rate of sensitization was

documented many years before the rise of asthma prevalence. Level of

air pollution was very high in many Chinese cities. Yet, the prevalence of
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asthma in a highly polluted city of Chongqing was relatively low. Perhaps

the most striking contrast was the difference of asthma and allergies

between urban and rural environment. Similar rural protection against

asthma has been found inWestern countries (5). Exposure to farm animals

such as cows and consumption of unpasteurized farm milk were the major

factors. In rural China, dairy cows and consumption of farm milk are

extremely rare. In our last study of more than 15,000 children from

Southern China, exposure to domestic poultry was the most significant

factor explaining the rural protection. Furthermore, gene expression

studies suggest that there is a marked up-regulation of various immune

regulatory genes in the rural population. Environmental exposures may be

responsible for such differences resulting in the rural protection against

asthma and allergies.
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#3. What Are the Barriers to Treatment in the Developed

World?
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Asthma is the most common chronic disease in children globally and

over 14% of the world’s children are likely to have had asthma

symptoms in the past year1. Countries in the developed world have

among the highest prevalence of reported asthma2. Although death

rates are highest in low and middle income countries, death rates

remain high in some developed countries and exceed those of many

low income countries3. Therefore greater available resources, both

financial and in terms of access to effective asthma medications, are

not reflected in asthma outcomes. There are three key areas that act as

barriers to effective asthma treatment in developed countries:

1. Lack of Attention to the Basics of Asthma Management

The diagnosis of asthma in most children is based on symptom

reporting rather than objective testing4. This likely accounts for the

very high prevalence seen in some countries and leads to complacency

as it appears that asthma is a common and trivial disease. Ineffective

risk stratification means that the appropriate resources are not

directed to those who need themmost. In recent years there has been

a large increase in the number of generic inhaled corticosteroid (ICS)

and ICS/long acting beta agonist (LABA) combination inhaler devices

available. Prescribing multiple different devices and switching

between devices does nothing to improve inhaler technique.

2. Organization of Health Care

There is good evidence that a coordinated national plan for asthma,

involving all levels of care including community pharmacies, school,

primary, secondary and tertiary care can lead to improved asthma

outcomes and cost savings5. However, this has not been widely

replicated and inmost developed countries there is patchy provision of

specialist care, poorly defined care pathways and a lack of effective

education for patients and carers (including health care professionals).

3. Blocks in the Pipeline for the Development of New Drugs

Despite legislation aimed at ensuring that all new drugs are tested

appropriately in children7 the pipeline for the development of new

drugs remains particularly slow for children. The therapeutic target for

most novel biologicals is identified from studies of adult asthma and

may be less relevant for pediatric disease6. Relatively small numbers of

children (usually adolescents) are recruited for phase 2 and 3 trials and

the results for children are rarely analyzed and published separately.

Licensing of novel drugs for children often lags behind adult licensing,

restricting access to these drugs for those who may benefit.

It should be noted that access to effective treatments and healthcare

in developed countries cannot, for the most part, be compared to low

and middle income countries. However, the differential in available

resources is not always reflected in outcome and more needs to be

done to ensure that these resources are not squandered and that

asthma care is delivered effectively.
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Asthma Therapy

#1. Ultra-LABA, LAMA, Combination Products, Selective

Glucocorticoid Receptor Agonists in Pediatric Asthma

Ricardo M Fernandes
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Inhaled bronchodilators and corticosteroids are the cornerstone of

asthma therapy, by targeting the underlying inflammation and airway

obstruction that characterize this condition.

Their use has revolutionized the management of asthma across

levels of severities, with marked reductions in morbidity and

mortality across ages. While most commonly used drugs from these

groups have been commercially available for decades, considerable

progress has been made in improving their therapeutic ratio and

reducing adverse effects. Rational use of inhaled corticosteroids

(ICS) and long-acting β2 agonist (LABAs) has been supported by a

better understanding of their mechanism of action, enhanced drug

delivery and adherence, and accumulating evidence on their efficacy

and safety.

Gaps in current treatment options remain, however. Recently there

has been a resurgence of pharmacological research in this field, fueled

by an increased use of double and triple combined therapies, the focus

on new therapeutic targets (e.g. cholinergic system), and extensive

research on bronchodilation in COPD. A wealth of candidate drugs

have entered the asthma pipeline of clinical development, including

ultra-LABAs combined with ICS, long-acting muscarinic receptor

antagonists (LAMAs) alone or combined, selective glucocorticoid

receptor agonists (SEGRAs) and bifunctional drugs. These drugs hold

the promise of overcoming some of the pharmacokinetic and

pharmacodynamic limitations of available molecules. They may also

allow to better treat patients with asthma phenotypes that are poorly

responsive to current management options, or in whom efficacy

comes at the expense of an excessive burden of adverse effects.

Ultra-LABAs (With ICS)

Ultra-LABAs have a prolonged duration of action which allows for

once-daily dosing.(1) This is likely due to retention within the cell

membrane and persistent presence of the drug near β2 adrenor-

eceptors (ARs). Their use in asthma is limited to combined therapywith

ICS, given the well-known possible safety issues of monotherapy for

this indication. Vilanterol is a highly selective partial β2 agonist

compound that is currently the only molecule approved for use in

asthma in adolescents, in combinationwith fluticasone furoate (FF/VI).

(2) Efficacy and safety were demonstrated in clinical trials including

adolescent and adult asthmatic patients on an ICS with adding inhaled

VI, as well as when comparing FF/VI to placebo or currently used ICS

or ICS/LABA active comparators. Adolescents aged 12 to 17 years of

age comprised 8% of the asthma population in the FF/VI clinical

development program. Approval for this age range was granted by the

European Medicines Agency (EMA) based on these data, but on the

contrary, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) considered that

adequate risk-benefit was not shown. Data from early phase trials in

children aged 5-11 years failed to show significant improvements in

lung function, despite good tolerability. The FF/VI combination is

currently an option from GINA step 3 onward for adolescents in

countries with regulatory approval, as FF covers low- and high-dose

ICS categories (3). There are putative benefits regarding treatment

adherence of once-daily dosing, although a recent Cochrane review

highlighted the low to moderate quality of evidence on FF/VI for

asthma, with no conclusions drawn for the pediatric population due to

scarce data (4).

Not all currently available or under study ultra-LABAs have ongoing

pediatric clinical development plans in asthma. Data from early phase

trials of nearly full agonist indacaterol combined with mometasone are

available, someofwhichhave included adolescents. At least one further

large trial is ongoing before regulatory submission, and others focused

on children (6-12, 12-18 years) are planned. No data on pediatric

patients is available or yet officially planned for olodaterol and

abediterol, whose product development plans in combined therapy

for asthma are uncertain or preliminary, respectively (5).Whether ultra-

LABAsareproneto safety issuesdue to lossof bronchoprotectiveeffect

(functional desensitization) or other mechanisms is yet uncertain.

LAMAs

Raised parasympathetic tone provides a rationale for the use of

antimuscarinic agents in asthma.(6) Tiotropium administered by mist

inhaler was the subject of a large clinical development program,

includingover 1800 children and adolescents aged1-17years. In adults,

evidence synthesis has shown that the addition of tiotropium to ICS/

LABA reduces exacerbations, while its use as a replacement for LABA

leads to heterogeneous results for different outcomes. Results from

pediatric trials havebeenpresentedandpublished throughout2016and

early 2017, leading to recent FDA approval for children 6 years and

older, with EMA approval in children still pending (7, 8). Results suggest

that in children and adolescents with moderate and/or severe asthma,

use of tiotropium as add-on to ICS, with or without other maintenance

therapies, is generallywell-toleratedandsafe. Lung functionparameters

generally improve, reflecting its efficacy as a bronchodilator, but not all

trial primary endpoints were achieved across age ranges and asthma

severity. Further, observed improvements in measures of asthma

control were not statistically significant. The place for tiotropium in the

management of pediatric asthma is thus still unclear. GINA guidelines

suggest its use as add-on therapy for adult or adolescent patients in

Steps 4 or 5with a history of exacerbations (3). Further data are needed

to directly compare the efficacy of tiotropium versus LABA, to identify

any predictors (e.g. fixed airway obstruction) to clarify any benefit on

outcomes such as exacerbation, and to establish the long-term effects

on airwaymodeling.While the use of other LAMAs in adult asthma has
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been the subject of early phase trials, no data is available yet in children

or adolescents.

SEGRAs, Bifunctional Drugs and Combined Therapies

Fixed-dose combined therapies may provide synergy between each

drug component, as well as enhance compliance. Aside from

previously mentioned combined treatments, several double LABA/

LAMAand triple ICS/LABA/LAMAcombined therapies are currently in

clinical development. There is also growing interest in the develop-

ment of drugs with two different primary pharmacological actions in

the same molecule (bifunctional drugs) (9). In an effort to obtain

efficacious corticosteroids with fewer adverse effects, there has been

a focus on ligands of the glucocorticoid receptor which preferentially

induce transrepression with little or no transactivating activity

(SEGRAs or dissociated steroids). Several of these compounds have

entered clinical development.

From Novelty to Evidence and Practice

While new additions to the therapeutic toolbox are greatly welcome,

many challenges lie ahead before these drugs become valid options in

the current management of pediatric asthma. Not all companies have

development plans for the pediatric age range; when planned, they

may encounter trial recruitment and extrapolation issues, with results

expected within up to a decade. Aspects such as patient and caretaker

preference, type of device and real-life experience in implementing

these new interventions in children with existing treatments must be

considered. Further, availability of some drug/device combinations

may vary around theworld, due to regulatory and economical motives.

There is need for solid evidence on the efficacy and safety of these

medicines based on patient-relevant endpoints across different ages

to evaluate whether there is added therapeutic value against currently

existing options, including existent and soon to be available biologicals.

Thiswould allow to clarify their role in the current stepwise or in future

phenotype-oriented treatment approaches.
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Introduction

Asthma is a heterogeneous disease of the airways characterized by

reversible airflow obstruction, bronchial hyperresponsiveness and

airway inflammation [1]. For the majority of patients, current

treatments, based on inhaled glucocorticoids (ICS), bronchodilators

and or leukotriene pathway inhibitors, offer good control of the

disease. However, this is not true for 10-20% of them, this refractory

patient population being at increased risk of morbidity and mortality

andmaking up the greater asthma economic costs [1]. Based on cluster

analyses, molecular phenotyping, biomarkers and differential re-

sponses to therapies, over the last decade there has been an increasing

appreciation of the heterogeneity of asthma [1,2]. Indeed, there is

substantial diversity in the clinical and inflammatory features of the

disease, with several studies identifying clusters of patients with

features corresponding to early-onset atopic/allergic asthma, late

onset atopic or non-atopic asthma, exercise induced asthma, pauci-

granulocytic asthma, asthma associated with obesity, etc. [2]. These

various phenotypes are characterized by different types and degrees

of inflammatory and immune responses [3]. This approach has also led

to the recognition of potential distinct endotypes, such as the type 2 T

helper (Th2) lymphocyte-associated early onset allergic endotype, the

late onset endotype, the interleukin (IL)-5 associated eosinophilic

endotype, the mast cell associated exercise-induced endotype, the

late onset obese endotype, the neutrophilic and/or the non-

inflammatory non-corticosteroid responsive endotype [3]. Although

the endotype characterization of asthmatic patients is an area of active

research, to date only a few specific pathways targetable by biological

agents have been identified.

Biological Agents

Also termed biologicals or biologics, they are therapeutics synthesized

by living organisms and directed against specific determinants. For the
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treatment of allergic diseases, for example, these include agents

targeting: a) the immunoglobulin (Ig)E; b) the Th2-type lymphocytes; c)

the Th2-promoting cytokines IL-4, IL-5, IL-9, IL-13, and IL-31; d) the

pro-inflammatory cytokines IL-1b, IL-12, IL-17A, IL-17F, IL-23 and

tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-a; e) the chemokine receptor CCR4; f) the

lymphocyte surface and adhesion molecules CD2, CD11a, CD20,

CD25 and CD52 [4]. Almost all the biologicals that are currently

available or tested for the use in asthmatic patients are targeted

against components of the Th2-“like” asthma endotype.

The Th2 Pathway as Potential Treatment Target for Biologicals

The Th2 pathway is characterized by an eosinophilic inflammation

driven by Th2 lymphocytes that, in response to various agents

(allergens, parasites and viruses) produce IL-4, IL-5, IL-9 and IL-13 [5].

IL-4 causes a shift in Th0 cells to differentiate into Th2 cells and

stimulate IgE production by B-lymphocytes. Upon antigen binding,

IgEs activate mast cells and eosinophils to release their toxic granules

and cytokines regulating of eosinophil maturation, recruitment and

activation. IL-5 and IL-9 act locally as chemo-attractant for eosinophils

and mast cells, whilst IL-13 induces IgE synthesis and release, mucus

production by epithelial cells and favor goblet cell metaplasia [5].

Eosinophilic inflammation is not only related to allergy, since some

patients with severe asthma and eosinophilic inflammation do show

atopic sensitization and have normal serum IgE [5].

The Th2 “Blockers”

These include the anti-IgE, the anti-IL-5 and anti-IL-5R, the anti-IL-13

and the IL-4 receptor a humanized monoclonal antibodies (hMAbs).

The anti-IgE. The first Th2 cytokine blocker has been Omalizumab, an

anti-IgE recombinant hMAb registered for treatment of patients with

severe persistent allergic asthma. The most important findings of a

Cochrane review were that Omalizumab reduced steroid use and

exacerbations by about 40%, improved asthma control questionnaire

(ACQ) scores and health-related quality of life scores [6]. Treatment

efficacy in these patients, however, seems to be more related to the

presence of eosinophilic airway inflammation than to serum IgE levels

[5].

The anti-IL-5 or Anti-IL-5R. Both basophils and eosinophils express the

IL-5 receptors. The first randomized controlled trial in patients with

asthma showed that the IL-5 antagonist Mepolizumab reduced blood

eosinophil counts and prevented blood eosinophilia during the late-

phase response following allergen challenge, but had no effects on the

late asthmatic response and on bronchial hyperreactivity [7].

However, a subsequent trial in patients with eosinophilic asthma

demonstrated that Mepolizumab treatment reduced asthma attacks

by about 50%, a finding confirmed by a subsequent study that also

showed a significant oral corticosteroid sparing effect [8].

Anti-IL-13. A trial with the anti-IL-13 Lebrikizumab in patients with

moderate-to-severe asthma showed an improvement in FEV1

particularly in those with high serum periostin concentrations or

high FeNO and a strong trend to reduced exacerbations [9].

IL-4 receptor a blockers. IL-13 and IL-4 are closely linked and exert

similar functions by binding and activating the IL-4 receptor a subunit.

Thus, blocking the IL-4 receptor a subunit affects both IL-4 and IL-13

signaling. In a trial with the IL-4 receptor-a antagonist Dupilumab, a

subgroup of patients with persistent moderate-to-severe asthma and

blood eosinophilia>300/L showed significant fewer exacerbations,

after withdrawn from long acting b2-adrenoceptor agonist and from

inhaled corticosteroids treatment. In addition Forced Expiratory

Volume in 1 second (FEV1) improved significantly and ACQ score

also dropped in the treatment group that also showed a reduction of

fractional exhaled nitric oxide (FeNO), IgE, thymus and activation-

regulated chemokine (TARC) and eotaxin-3 levels [10].

Preliminary Data for Non-Th-2 Asthma Endotypes

Some hope is provided by the beneficial effects of long-term low-dose

azithromycin in patients with non-eosinophilic asthma and by

preliminary data on efficacy of Navarixin (SCH 527123), an IL-8

receptor-b (CXCR2) antagonist, whilst no positive effects were

reported on the treatment with Brodalumab, an anti-IL-17 hMAb, in

moderate-to-severe asthmatics [5].

Conclusion

The results of these few studies show that, like for other disorders, the

possibility of successfully introducing biologicals in the treatment of

asthma largely depends on the possibility of identifying specific patient

subgroups, selected by measurable biomarkers that are directly

influenced by the treatment.
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Introduction

Pediatric pulmonary hypertension (PH) is a rare but devastating disease

that may present in all pediatric age groups. PH is a pathophysiological

disorder associated with multiple clinical conditions which can

complicate the majority of cardiovascular and respiratory diseases. It

is associated with considerable morbidity and mortality.

In pediatric patients, the more prevalent causes of PH are

congenital heart disease and idiopathic pulmonary arterial hyper-

tension1. Connective tissue diseases, portopulmonary hyperten-

sion, HIV infection or chronic thromboembolism, which are the

main causes of PH in adults are much less frequent in children2,3.

Pediatric PH is distinct from adult PH in several ways. It is related to

lung growth and development, including prenatal and early

postnatal influences. Impaired functional and structural adaptation

of the pulmonary circulation during transition from fetal to

postnatal life may cause neonatal PH. The timing of pulmonary

vascular injury is determinant of subsequent response of the

developing lung to hypoxia, hemodynamic stress and inflammation.

A normal pulmonary vascular bed is essential for a normal lung

structure, metabolism and gas exchange and to tolerate exercise

workloads. Perinatal factors may contribute to an increased risk for

late development of PH in adulthood. Adult PH and pediatric PH

differ in vascular function and structure, genetics, natural history,

response of the right ventricle to an increased load and to PH

specific therapies4,5.

Definition and Clinical Presentation

PH is defined as a mean pulmonary artery pressure of > 25mmHg at

rest, after 3 months of age, measured by cardiac catheterization6.

The Nice classification categorizes pulmonary hypertension (PH)

into pulmonary arterial hypertension, PH due to left heart disease,

PH due to lung diseases and/or hypoxia, chronic thromboembolic

PH and PH due to unclear multifactorial mechanisms. Pulmonary

arterial hypertension (PAH) describes a group of patients with PH

who have pre-capillary PH, with a normal pulmonary artery wedge

pressure (<15 mmHg) and a pulmonary vascular resistance index >3

Wood units (WU) · m2(6).

The Pulmonary Vascular Research Institute introduced the term

pediatric pulmonary hypertensive vascular disease (PPHVD) in 20117.

Their approach distinguishes between PHwith andwithout pulmonary

vascular disease (PVD) and between single and biventricular

circulations. Patients with congenital heart disease (CHD) and single

ventricle physiology often do not meet the criteria as defined above,

but may benefit from similar pharmacological strategies. For patients

with Fontan-type hemodynamics, a pulmonary vascular resistance

(PVR) index >3WU · m2 or a transpulmonary gradient >6mm Hg has

been suggested as a definition of PPHVD7.

Diagnosis and Monitoring

Children with suspected or confirmed PH should be referred to a

specialist PH pediatric center. Centralization of care and concen-

tration of expertise is beneficial for the management of these

patients. A detailed medical history and careful physical examina-

tion are essential. As the diagnostic criteria are hemodynamic,

cardiac and pulmonary artery catheterization is the gold standard

to establish the diagnosis and indeed the only method for direct

accurate measurement of pulmonary artery pressures. This is

complemented with acute vasodilator testing with inhaled nitric

oxide4. PH patients should have a complete assessment of

hemodynamics using echocardiography, ECG, chest X-ray, func-

tional testing (lung function, cardiopulmonary exercise), abdominal

ultrasound and in some cases a contrast CT angiography of the

pulmonary arteries or a cardiac MRI. Laboratory evaluation

including routine biochemistry, hematology, immunology, HIV

testing and thyroid function is recommended in all patients with

PAH to identify specific associated conditions. Echocardiogram

and ECG should be repeated every 3 to 6 months or more

frequently if there is clinical deterioration.

Pediatric Pulmonary Hypertension Treatment

Themanagement of pulmonary hypertension has evolved dramatically

in the last few years. Many drugs are now approved for adult

pulmonary hypertension, but in the pediatric age group, therapy is

frequently used off-label, adapted from adult trials. Clinical trials on

the pediatric population are under way and their results will be

extremely important for the management of children with PH.

Conventional Therapy

The general management of PH includes the treatment of right

ventricular (RV) failure with drugs such as loop diuretics and

spironolactone. Diuretics should be used with caution as these

patients are preload dependent4. Some clinicians use digitalis for

improvement of RV function. Severe hypoxemia should be treated

with oxygen therapy. The use of anticoagulants is controversial, but it

is suggested in childrenwith RV failure and dilation8. Physical activity is

encouraged, but strenuous exercises should be avoided. Immunization

plans should be followed strictly, particularly to avoid respiratory

infections.
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Targeted Therapy

Development of pulmonary hypertension involves several pathways

leading to remodeling of the pulmonary vascular bed. These are the

targets for current pulmonary hypertension drugs and include

overexpression of endothelin, a potent vasoconstrictor peptide, and

decreased activity of vasodilator and antiproliferative mediators such

as prostacyclin and nitric oxide.

Calcium Channel Blockers (CCBs)

Before initiation of targeted therapies, patients should undergo acute

vasodilator testing with inhaled nitric oxide. The test is positive when

there is a 20% fall in mean pulmonary artery pressure, an increase or

lack of decrease of cardiac output and no change or decrease in the

ratio of pulmonary vascular to systemic vascular resistances4. This

should lead to a trial of CCBs such as nifedipine, amlodipine or

diltiazem. CCBs cause relaxation of vascular smooth muscle and

should be used with caution in severe ventricular dysfunction as their

negative inotropic effect may further decrease cardiac contractility.

They are not recommended in the first year of life.

Endothelin Receptor Antagonists (ETRAs)

Endothelin ismediated by two receptors, typeA andB, and its blockade

is the mechanism for ETRAs. Bosentan is the oral dual ETRA approved

for pediatric use. It causesPAPandPVRdecreaseand improves exercise

capacity. Serious side effects include liver enzyme elevation, anemia,

impaired fertility and teratogenicity. Regular liver function testing is

recommended in children receiving bosentan4. Ambrisentan, an oral ET

A-receptor antagonist, has aonce daily formulationandno repercussion

on liver enzymes8.Macitentan, a novel dual ETRA, also showed no signs

of hepatic toxicity and fewer drug interactions than bosentan8. A phase

III trial in pediatric patients is currently ongoing.

Phosphodiesterase Type 5 Inhibitors (PDE5i)

Sildenafil is the currently approved PDE5i for pediatric use. It acts by

preventing the breakdown of smooth muscle cell cyclic guanosine

monophosphate, improving pulmonary vasodilation, and shows

antiproliferative effects. Oral sildenafil should be used cautiously

in the pediatric population, with careful dosing according to weight

and frequent assessments, due to reports of increased mortality in

patients using higher doses4. Side effects include headache, flushing,

nosebleeds and hypotension. Tadalafil is a PDE5i with a longer

duration of action. Its use in the pediatric population is being

studied8.

Prostacyclin Analogs

Prostacyclin acts by increasing pulmonary vasodilation and inhibiting

vascular remodeling. Its analogs include epoprostenol, treprostinil,

iloprost and selexipag. The first two can be delivered through a

continuous intravenous infusion, the treatment of choice for severe

pulmonary hypertension with RV failure4. Epoprostenol is given

through a central venous line, which places the patient at risk for

adverse events. Due to a short half-life, there is a risk for rebound PH

in case of interruption of administration. Its adverse side effects

include bradycardia, hypotension and thrombocytopenia, which are

dose-dependent. Treprostinil has a longer half-life that enables its

subcutaneous infusion through a mini pump. Iloprost is administered

by nebulization and can cause acute bronchospasm in some patients.

Selexipag is an oral selective prostacyclin receptor agonist and

promising new therapy, with a favorable side effect profile, which

showed a significant reduction of PVR in adults8.

Treatment Strategy and Combination Therapy

Treatment of pediatric pulmonary hypertension aims to improve

survival, quality of life, exercise capacity and hemodynamics. It

reduces the overall risk by improving clinical echocardiographic and

hemodynamic risk factors. When these goals are not met on

monotherapy, combination therapy is used. Combination therapy

may be more efficacious as it addresses multiple pathophysiological

pathways simultaneously. Whether this kind of strategy should be

initiated early on by use of two or more drugs or sequentially by

adding a second drug to a previous one is still under study. In high

risk patients, inhaled or intravenous prostacyclin should be

considered. If deterioration occurs despite maximal therapy,

techniques such as atrial septostomy or pulmonary-to-systemic

shunts can be applied. Lung or heart-lung transplantation is the last

therapeutic resort (Figure 1).

Special Situations

Congenital Heart Disease

Cardiac high-pressure, high-flow lesions like ventricular septal defects

can lead to PH. Children with cyanotic congenital heart disease and

pulmonary high-flow, high-pressure defects are at highest risk.

Patients considered operable should undergo surgery at early stages,

followed by targeted therapy if needed4. Older patients are at

increased risk for developing more severe forms of PH, even if they

survive surgery, and it has been suggested that surgery may worsen

their prognosis.

Acute Pulmonary Hypertensive Crisis

Characterized by sudden increase in PAP and PVR, pulmonary

hypertensive crisis carries a high risk. Its prevention involves

maintaining adequate oxygen saturation, acid base homeostasis and

sedation as needed to avoid agitation. Inhaled nitric oxide is the

standard therapy as it improves pulmonary vasodilation, RV function

and cardiac output.

Congenital Diaphragmatic Hernia

Increase in PVR is caused by vasoconstriction, decreased vascular

growth, pulmonary vascular remodeling and left ventricular dys-

function. Treatment involves low ventilating volumes and permissive

hypercapnia, high-frequency oscillatory ventilation if needed,

inhaled nitric oxide, and as a last resort, extracorporeal membrane

oxygenation. Surgical repair is mandatory, generally after clinical

stabilization. Regular echocardiography is recommended as pulmo-

nary hypertension may persist4. Cardiac catheterization should be

eventually considered, as it is more sensible to subtle vascular

abnormalities.

Pulmonary Disease

Chronic diffuse lung disease like bronchopulmonary dysplasia can lead

to PH. Echocardiography should be recommended in the evaluation of

these patients4. Hypoxemia should be avoided.
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Persistent Pulmonary Hypertension of the Newborn

Defined by the persistence of the physiologic PH of the fetus after

birth. Treatment includes oxygen therapy, optimizing lung volume and

cardiac function and inhaled nitric oxide if needed.

Prognosis

Pediatric patients in the REVEAL registry showed 1, 3 and 5-year

estimated survival rates from time of diagnosis of 96 ± 4%, 84 ± 5%

and 74 ± 6%, respectively3. Other reports have also shown improved

survival rates for pediatric PAH. Some patients, such as those with

PAH and repaired CHD, have to be addressed carefully as they may

present a more unfavorable outcome9.

While adults with classical Eisenmenger hemodynamics have a better

survival than patients with idiopathic pulmonary arterial hypertension,

children with PAH-CHD and those with IPAH have a similar mortality

with a 5-year survival reported to be 71% and 75%, respectively3.

Conclusions

PH remains amajor challenge and a significant source of morbidity and

mortality in many childhood diseases. Although there are few

randomized pediatric trials, treatment strategies in children have

improved their prognosis over the past decade, especially after the

introduction of new therapeutic agents.
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Figure 1 Legend

Algorithm for treatment of Pulmonary Hypertension, adapted from Ivy

DD10

CCB − calcium channel blocker; ERA − endothelin receptor antagonist;

HPAH − hereditary pulmonary arterial hypertension; inh − inhalation;

IPAH − idiopathic pulmonary arterial hypertension; IV − intravenous;

PDE-5i − phosphodiesterase 5 inhibitor; SQ − subcutaneous
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Introduction

The cardiovascular and pulmonary systems are closely related in both

health anddisease. Thismeans that both systemsneed tobe considered

when evaluating symptoms of cough or breathlessness; that cardiac

disease can affect pulmonary function; and that lung disease can affect

cardiac function. In addition, primary ciliary dyskinesia can cause

simultaneous cardiac and pulmonary disease. I propose below to

summarize our understanding of these different areas.

The Diagnostic Challenge

Many children who present with “respiratory” symptoms should also

be evaluated for congenital heart disease (CHD) or other cardiac

disease. In summary:

� Stridor may result from extrinsic compression of the airways,

most commonly by a great vessel, pulmonary artery sling, or

dilated left atrium or ventricle
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� Wheeze and/or cough may be the consequence of pulmonary

edema

� Reduced exercise tolerance and/or hypoxia can result from a

cardiac lesion or from pulmonary hypertension.

Many of these cardiac conditions can be difficult to diagnose from

history or examination, and targeted investigation may be required. In

particular, atrial septal defect and idiopathic pulmonary arterial

hypertension may present with very non-specific symptoms, so a

high index of suspicion is required.

Compression of Airways

This can occur due to abnormal vessel anatomy; increased blood flow

through the pulmonary system due to left to right shunt; or a

combination of the two. In the failing heart, cardiac dilatation can lead

to compression1;2. The most common causes of vascular compression

are abnormalities of the aortic arch, congenitally corrected transposi-

tion, common arterial trunk, or pulmonary atresia with ventricular

septal defect. All these conditions result in abnormal location of a

pulsatile vessel which can compress a major airway. A vascular ring is

when trachea and esophagus are surrounded by a vascular structure

deriving from the aorta. A pulmonary artery sling is a rare condition

where the left pulmonary artery arises from the right pulmonary

artery, and then loops back between the lower trachea and esophagus.

Congenital absence of the pulmonary valve is a rare condition which

has a heterogeneous presentation. In the most severe cases, neonates

may have very severe pulmonary regurgitation, leading to grossly

dilated pulmonary vessels, compression of intrapulmonary bronchi

due to increased pulmonary blood flow, and cardiac failure. Dilatation

of the left atrium can result from any condition causing left to right

shunt, and this in turn can compress the left main bronchus or left

lower lobe bronchus. This consequence is also seen in dilated

cardiomyopathy where dilatation of both left ventricle and left atrium

occur, and post cardiac transplantation if the donor is larger than the

recipient.

Pulmonary Edema

Pulmonary edema can result from large left to right shunt, and also

from conditions that obstruct pulmonary venous return and therefore

increase pulmonary venous pressure.

This in turn increases pressure in pulmonary capillaries and imbalances

hydrostatic pressures dictating flow of water across the alveolar

capillary membrane. The result is accumulation of water in the

pulmonary interstitium and the alveoli. Physiologically this results in

reduced lung compliance, and in impaired oxygen transport into the

pulmonary capillary system. Many children with this pathology will

also have engorged peribronchial vessels, which shows as bronchial

cuffing on lung imaging, and causes compression of small airways (so-

called “cardiac asthma”). Diuretics can provide very effective palliation

until definitive therapy is possible.

Conditions Leading to Reduced Pulmonary Blood Flow, and Fontan

Circulation

Any condition that produces a right to left shunt, e.g., arteriovenous

malformations, tetralogy of Fallot, will result in poor ventilation-perfusion

matching. The total volume of blood passing through the pulmonary

circulation is reduced,with somepassingdirectly from the caval systemto

the systemic arterial system. The child will therefore display hypoxemia,

either with or without mild hypercarbia. The Fontan procedure is the

commonest (but not only) situation where the right ventricle is bypassed

orabsent, andvenousblood fromthecaval system isdirectly connectedto

thepulmonaryartery. In this case thevolumeofbloodpassing through the

pulmonary circulation is normal, but the child has a low pressure

pulmonary circulation, dependent on low resistance. Many children with

this anatomy develop collaterals from the systemic venous system to the

pulmonary venous system, leading to progressive cyanosis. With some

anatomies (e.g. pulmonary valve stenosis) systemic arterial to pulmonary

arterial collaterals may develop. Many children with Fontan circulation

have pulmonary hypoplasia, with a restrictive pattern seen on lung

function testing. The etiology is not fully understood. A minority of

children with Fontan circulation may develop plastic bronchitis,

particularly if they have failing cardiac function. In this condition airways

become obstructed by mucoid bronchial casts which are difficult to

expectorate, and may grow large enough to have a branching pattern.

Management of this condition is challenging, as mucolytic agents provide

very little benefit. Cardiac transplantation is immediately curative.

Pulmonary Hypertension

Pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) is defined as pulmonary artery

pressure of ≥ 25mmHg at rest, and can be primary − now termed

idiopathic pulmonary arterial hypertension (IPAH) − or secondary to

cardiac disease or pulmonary disease3. The medical management of

IPAH has changed dramatically over the last 2 decades with multiple

agents now available for palliative relief. Unfortunately all have

disadvantages, and none are curative, so most subjects eventually

proceed to lung transplantation. PAH secondary to cardiac disease is

common, and seen in up to 28% of adult CHD patients. Most research

has focused on the severe end of the spectrum, also known as

Eisenmenger syndrome, where pulmonary artery pressure can be

suprasystemic, leading to right to left shunt across the cardiac

communication and subsequent hypoxemia. More recently, attention

has been addressed to earlier stages of disease, and particularly in

investigating why some subjects are more prone to develop secondary

PAH than others. It has also been noted that some subjects respond

well to PAH therapy, and a trial of different combinations should be

considered.

Primary Ciliary Dyskinesia and CHD

It is increasingly recognized that primary ciliary dyskinesia (PCD) does

not only result in situs inversus, but also more complex organ laterality

defects that include CHD4. The child may be born with cardiac

isomerism or dextrocardia, but also a variety of septal defects and

outflow tract abnormalities. It is assumed that embryonic nodal cilia,

based at the embryonic node, play a role in established correct organ

laterality in the developing embryo. Genetic analysis of all aspects of

the PCD phenotype is challenging, given the large number of genes

involved. However it has been established that genetic mutations

encoding for both outer dynein arm and inner dynein arm proteins

have been associated with CHD in humans. In contrast, no association

has been found formutations encoding for central apparatus and radial
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spike proteins. For the clinician, the first challenge is diagnosis. The

pulmonologist caring for a child with PCD must have a low threshold

for detailed cardiac evaluation, and the cardiologist caring for a child

with known CHD must have a low threshold for ciliary studies. Once

the diagnosis is established then treatment of CHD should be

completed as standard, but with appropriate cautions for children

with bronchiectasis or abnormal circulation of cerebrospinal fluid.

Transplantation for Cardiac Disease and Pulmonary Hypertension

In children who have severe ventricular dysfunction as a result of

CHD, cardiac transplantation may be the only therapeutic option5;6.

Long term survival following cardiac transplantation in children is

now excellent, but there are specific challenges for children with

CHD, and some cases where a pulmonologist may be asked to give

an opinion. The most common concerns relate to abnormal vessel

anatomy (sometimes necessitating modified transplant technique),

previous thoracic surgeries, HLA sensitization due to previous

transfusion, and presence of systemic to pulmonary collaterals. In

addition, children who have PAH secondary to cardiac disease pose a

particular challenge. The current consensus is that the pulmonary

vascular resistance (PVR) should be quantified by right heart

catheterization, and evaluated for reversibility. If the PVR mea-

sures ≥ 5 Woods Units, then straightforward cardiac transplantation

is contraindicated due to high risk of post-operative right heart

failure. Previously such children would have been referred for heart-

lung transplantation, but there is shortage of donors of heart-lung

blocks, and a relatively poor long term outcome compared with

cardiac transplantation alone. As a result, some centers now

advocate cardiac transplantation whilst supporting the right heart

with a right ventricular mechanical assist device (RVAD) pre and post

transplantation. Results are encouraging, with the pulmonary

hypertension receding once pulmonary blood flow has been

normalized. Another situation where the pulmonologist may be

consulted is in children with a failing Fontan circulation. Many

children in this situation will have protein losing enteropathy and also

may have plastic bronchitis (which has been termed a protein losing

bronchopathy). The key point for the pulmonologist is that this is not

a contraindication to transplantation, and there are multiple reports

of both conditions correcting rapidly post transplantation.

Conclusion

The physiology of heart and lungs are closely intertwined. This obliges

the physician to be alert to both pulmonary and cardiac diagnoses in a

child with breathlessness, and also requires that the pulmonologist has

a good understanding of the impact of cardiac disease upon the lungs

and upon pulmonary circulation. Close communication between the

pulmonologist and cardiologist is essential.
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A comprehensive discussion of the topic of lung bleeding is beyond the

scope of this presentation; at previous meetings of CIPP, updates of

the topic were offered, and at the risk of some repetition, an updated

talk will be presented. The focus will be on specific clinical etiologies,

better understanding of the natural history of Idiopathic Pulmonary

Hemosiderosis (IPH), and the use of flexible bronchoscopy as a tool for

improved diagnosis and active intervention in pulmonary bleeding.

Definition and Clinical Presentation

Hemosiderosis is a pathological finding not specific to any disease,

etiology or process and is characterized by the finding of hemosiderin-

laden macrophages (HLM) in the alveolar spaces. It is a condition that

may have various underlying primary and secondary causes.

Episodes of alveolar hemorrhage typically present as the triad:

hemoptysis, anemia and diffuse radiological alveolar infiltrates,

with clinical characterization of dyspnea or respiratory distress,

cough and varying degree on hemoptysis, the latter being frequent

absent.

Laboratory features are:

� Iron-deficiency anemia

� Alveolar (often fleeting) opacities on CXR

� In advanced stages, restrictive lung disease can become a

spirometric feature

� Pathology reveals HLM andmay present with chronic free iron

in pulmonary tissue and subsequently pulmonary fibrosis
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Incidence and Causes of Hemosiderosis

Lung bleeding is rare in infancy and childhood. The incidence varies by

sites of reporting; 0.24 cases per million are reported in Sweden and

1.23 cases per million are reported from Japan.

This low incidence also underlies the paucity of systematic

information on the causality of bleeding. In a 10-year review from

a large referral center, 228 children and young adults were

reported: Cystic fibrosis (CF) represented 65%, congenital heart

disease 16%. The remaining 19% were infections (other than CF),

neoplasms (2.6%), and other causes (typically classified as

idiopathic).

Clinical cases to exemplify some definable causes of lung bleeding

that will be discussed at this presentation include bleeding related

to cardiac defects, in this case cor triatriatum; metabolic

disorders, exemplified by Lane-Hamilton syndrome (hemoside-

rosis associated with celiac disease); and Pulmonary-renal

syndromes, exemplified by granulomatosis with polyangiitis

(formerly Wegener’s granulomatosis).

Classification: When lung bleeding is not readily diagnosed in

relation to etiologies such as described above, the cases often pose

a significant classification challenge. A systematic approach to

classification of DAH in childhood (Susarla & Fan, 2007) separates

disorders without pulmonary capillaritis to ones with and without

cardiovascular cause. The disorders with pulmonary capillaritis

typically carry a more ominous prognosis and include idiopathic

pulmonary capillaritis, Granulomatosis with polyangiitis, micro-

scopic polyangiitis, systemic lupus erythematosus, Goodpasture’s

syndrome, antiphospholipid antibody syndrome, Henoch-Schon-

lein purpura, IgA nephropathy, polyarteritis nodosa, Behcet

syndrome, Cryoglobulinemia, Drug-induced capillaritis, and Idio-

pathic pulmonary–renal syndrome.

Frequently, however, attempts to define etiology fail, and many of

the hemorrhagic cases are classified as “Idiopathic Pulmonary

Hemosiderosis” (IPH). It is important to recognize, however, that

IPH is not a veritable diagnosis, and includes variable etiologies

that still require better definition. A recent longitudinal French

study (Taytard et al, 2013) of 25 children with IPH gave more

insight on features of clinical expression and outcomes of these

patients. It expanded on the potential role of auto-immunity in

disease development. It also contributed to pointing to the

relatively large number of such patients who required immuno-

suppressants after failing the universally used corticosteroids. This

study also pointed to the potential role of genetic factors, and

indeed a recent publication reported two novel missense

mutations in iron transport protein transferrin causing hemoside-

rosis (Athiyarath et al., 2013)

The definitive diagnosis of bleeding in the lung in the non-

hemoptysizing patient is challenging and eventually relies on

bronchoscopy, as will be further detailed below. Physical

examination is non-specific and ranges from subtle tachypnea,

dyspnea, variable crackles and wheezing to pulmonary hyper-

tension or frank respiratory failure. Fever and chest discomfort/

pain are infrequently observed. Laboratory work up beyond the

anemia is suggestive but non-specific. Radiographic changes

are non-specific and range from minimal infiltrates to massive

parenchymal involvement; the feature that can separate

hemorrhagic processes from other infiltrates is their fleeting

nature. However, in patients with small frequent episodes of

bleeding the radiographs may reflect chronic diffuse interstitial

involvement and change only minimally with acute recurrence.

CT scan is suggestive but also not specific. MRI is cited as

offering more specificity on presence of blood with decreased

signal on the T2-weighted images, but this is rarely recognized

by radiologists. Pulmonary function testing is infrequently

available at the age range under discussion and is non-specific.

However, diffusion studies (DLCO) may result unexpectedly high

because of rapid uptake of the tracer gas by hemoglobin in the

alveolar spaces.

Acute Idiopathic Pulmonary Hemorrhage of Infancy (AIPHI)

The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) have classified AIPH as a

nosologic entity: a clinically confirmed case is an illness in a

previously healthy infant aged <1 year, with a gestational age

>32 weeks, and no history of neonatal medical problems that

could cause pulmonary hemorrhage. The cases are character-

ized by abrupt onset of overt bleeding or evidence of blood in

the airway, diffuse pulmonary infiltrates on chest radiograph,

diffuse alveolar hemorrhage (DAH) on bronchoscopy, and often

severe presentation leading to acute respiratory distress or

failure.

Infantile airway bleeding is an uncommon occurrence but has

historically emerged in clusters; in Greece, in Cleveland, and

Massachusetts. The Cleveland outbreak (Dearborn et al 2002) in

the mid 90s was the best characterized and included over 30

cases of AIPH. Many of the infants came from the same

geographic area, were African-American, male, with severe

disease that appeared to be beneficially affected by use of

corticosteroid that reduced the high mortality (16%). The most

recent cluster we were able to find was in five infants in the

Boston area, (MMWR Morb Mortal Wkly Rep 2004) with no

mortality. The clustered nature of the presentations appears to

point toward a common underlying cause of the bleeding.

Indeed, an initial association of the Cleveland series was made

with Stachybotrys chartarum (atra), a mold that may be found in

water-damaged homes; but ultimately, this association has not

been substantiated. Similarly, in the Boston series, the cause

was assumed to be related to an underlying susceptibility to

bleed, with von Willebrand Disease (VWD) being ultimately

proposed in 3 of the infants. This underlying vulnerability was

deemed to underpin the bleeding that would be precipitated by

injury to the lungs, by a common environmental cause, possibly

a viral infection. However, since no such direct trigger that

could unify the cases was identified, no final etiology was

identified and no further publications emerged from these

series.
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Flexible Bronchoscopy in Pulmonary Hemorrhage – Diagnosis and

Therapeutic Intervention.

Flexible bronchoscopy is key in the initial diagnosis of

identifying the source of the bleed from the lung, and in

particular defining DAH. In the latter, bronchoscopy will define

the bleeding in the absence of overt airway bleeding, when

bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) results in persistently blood-

tinged return fluid. Controversies exist about the role of

repeated bronchoscopy in defining the degree of the bleeding,

however, monitoring via scoring of the status of the bleeding for

therapeutic decisions and long-term follow-up was widely used

in the AIPHI series from Cleveland. The most widely used

scoring system is the Golde Score (Finley et al, 1975) that we

have used successfully in our practice.

The use of flexible bronchoscopy for therapeutic interventions for

bleeding has been limited in the pediatric practice. The largest report

on a series of 14 pediatric patients with acute life-threatening

pulmonary hemorrhage used CO2 laser bronchoscopy, Nd-YAG

laser bronchoscopy, endoscopic balloon occlusion of a lobe or main

bronchus, topical airway vasoconstrictors and endoscopic tumor

excision. A recent novel bronchoscopic intervention to control

airway bleeding in DAH has been direct instillation of activated

recombinant factor VII (rFVIIa). This agent has previously been

administered systemically to control recalcitrant bleeding in the lung,

with disappointing results. However, direct instillation of rFVIIa into

the airway has now been repeatedly documented in both adults and

children. Our group has reported 2 cases (Reiter et al, 2014) and a

recent publication from Korea reported 6 cases (Park & Kim, 2015)

of successful control of recalcitrant pulmonary bleeding. Our

procedures were undertaken as interventions of last resort; in

both cases the hemorrhage was visualized during the procedure and

its resolution following the treatment was immediate, unequivocal,

and definitive. An editorial following our case report (Heslet, 2014)

emphasized that the intervention on the air-side of the alveolus

constitutes the key advantage of the direct instillation, and

advocates for early and liberal use of this intervention for DAH,

considering its remarkable ease and efficacy and apparent absent

side effects.

Prognosis:There is limited information about long-term outcome of

pulmonary hemosiderosis. Older studies suggest that the overall

prognosis may not be favorable in the “idiopathic” cases. However,

a more recent large multicenter French study is more promising,

with a satisfactory respiratory outcome in 23/25 patients, with a

median follow-up of 5.5 yrs. (Taytard et al., 2013) Clearly, these

cases require careful follow-up and appropriate treatment that

consists of corticosteroids and often other immunosuppressive

therapies. Importantly, some cases with DAH may declare

themselves in later life as having well-defined autoimmune

diseases. While the infant population with AIPH discussed above

likely reflects a different subclass within the “Idiopathic” group,

individuals with recurrent bleeding and mortality have been

reported.

Infection Disease Corner

#1. Infection Disease Corner.Non-tuberculous

Mycobacteria

Malena Cohen-Cymberknoh

Pediatric Pulmonary Unit Hadassah-Hebrew University Medical Center Jerusalem,
Israel
Email: Malena@hadassah.org.il

There has been a dramatic increase over the last three decades in the

total number of non-tuberculous mycobacteria (NTM) species and

many of them have clinical significance. This change has been

attributed, in part, to improved culturing techniques, coupled with

greater disease awareness and a true increase in disease prevalence.

These organisms are ubiquitous and are readily recovered from

environmental sources such as soil, water, plants and animals. NTM

may cause both asymptomatic infection and symptomatic disease in

humans. The factors predisposing to infection are likely due to an

interaction between host defense mechanisms and the load of clinical

exposure.

Historically, different classification systems have been proposed,

but NTM are most commonly classified by growth rate—either

slowly growing or rapidly growing. The most common clinical

manifestation of NTM disease is lung disease, but lymphatic,

skin/soft tissue, and disseminated disease are also important1.

The diagnostic criteria of NTM lung disease, according to the

official ATS/IDSA statement should include: (1) typical findings

on chest radiograph or chest high-resolution computed tomog-

raphy (HRCT) scan; (2) ≥3 sputum specimens for acid-fast bacilli

analysis; and (3) exclusion of other disorders, such as tuberculo-

sis. Lung disease due to NTM occurs commonly in patients having

already structural lung disease, such as chronic obstructive

pulmonary disease (COPD), bronchiectasis, cystic fibrosis (CF),

pneumoconiosis, prior TB, pulmonary alveolar proteinosis,

esophageal motility disorders and in patients who are awaiting

or have undergone lung transplantation1–3.

The prevalence of NTM isolation from sputum within the CF

population is rising due to increasing survival and better NTM

recognition. The underlying structural airway disease and altered

mucociliary clearance may be predisposing factors. The impact of

NTM positivity on the clinical course of CF has been evaluated in

several studies but still remains controversial4–6. Nosocomial

spread of NTM infection in CF was previously considered unlikely;

however, recent reports revealed frequent human-human

transmission7,8.

Species diversification of NTM within the CF population appears to

vary with geographical distribution. In the United States, Mycobacte-

rium avium complex (MAC), a slow growingNTM, is themost frequently

recognized pulmonary pathogen (2). In Europe and in other countries,

however, Mycobacterium abscessus appears to be the major pathogen

in CF8,9.
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A relationship between NTM infection and aspergillus infection, with

or without ABPA was found, and it might be associated with a specific

immune dysregulation involved in this subgroup of CF patients8,10.

Additionally, corticosteroid and itraconazole treatment were also

found to be associated with increased incidence of NTM in CF.

Treatment for NTM pulmonary disease should be for at least 12

months and involves multiple antibiotics. Some patients with NTM

isolates may not meet all of the ATS criteria for disease, and they

require closemonitoring of their clinical statuswith serial CT scans and

sputum/bronchoalveolar lavage surveillance.

Further research is required to improve the identification ofNTM inCF

respiratory samples, to understand the pathophysiology of NTM

infection within the CF lung and to develop more effective drug

regimen for NTM-CF pulmonary disease.
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Introduction

Protracted bacterial bronchitis (PBB) has been defined as a condition

with isolated wet coughing lasting for more than four weeks with no

evidence of any specific cause of cough and resolving fully with

prolonged antibiotic treatment.1 It is considered a rather benign

condition if properly treated but may advance to chronic suppurative

lung disease (CSLD) and bronchiectasis.2 It affects mainly younger

children, more than half of the patients are in the age 0 to 3 years, about

one third are3 to7 years old, andonly about10%are older than7 years.

Etiology

The leading pathogen involved in PBB is nontypable Haemophilus

influenzae (approx. 50%), followed by Streptococcus pneumoniae and

Moraxella catarrhalis (approx. 20%each). Combination ofmore pathogens

occurs.3 Infection by Pseudomonas aeruginosa or other more resistant

pathogens does not occur in simple PBB. If found in a child with chronic

cough, thesearch forunderlyingetiology shouldbeundertaken (e.g. cystic

fibrosis, primary ciliary dyskinesia, immunodeficiency).

Risk Factors

Main risk factors for protracted bacterial bronchitis are

● Reduced mucociliary clearance after viral respiratory

infections

○ Lack of reconvalescence after a viral bronchitis may lead to

impaired airway clearance (secondary ciliary dyskinesia,

persistent bronchial inflammation) and facilitation of

secondary bacterial infection.

● Airway stability disorders

○ Tracheo/bronchomalacia has been detected in children

with PBB more often than in the general population. In one

study evaluating children with PBB in the age below 60

months, the authors found laryngomalacia or tracheoma-

lacia in 74%,3 another study found tracheomalacia in 30% of

young childrenwith PBB.4How far is themalacia a causative

factor or to what extent instability of the airways may be

secondary to prolonged infection and protracted coughing

remains to be studied.

● Immunodeficiency

○ Disorders of humoral immunity can be associated with

insufficient protection andmay facilitate bacterial growth in

the airways.
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● Environmental burden

○ Important environmental risk for the development of PBB is

environmental tobacco smoke (ETS). In many countries the

frequency of smoking in the families with children is as high

as 40–50%.

○ Local heating using wood or coal has been described as a

significant risk factor for the pediatric airways.5

● Industrial pollution

○ Industrial pollution has been shown as a risk factor for

respiratory infections in children. Most important part of

industrial emissions is small particle particulate matter

(PM10) whose concentration may rise under local adverse

climatic conditions. A correlation of PM10 exposure with

increased respiratory symptoms has been repeatedly

documented.6

Pathogenesis

PBBusuallydevelopsasaconsequenceofan insult thathas impaired the

airway defense. With some risk factors, this may start gradually based

on continuous damage of the mucosa (e.g. recurrent aspiration,

environmental triggers, GER) with no apparent initial acute event.

High enzymatic activity of neutrophils enhances the process. In some

studies the fraction of neutrophils in the BAL was as high as 90%.

Bacterial infection, retention of mucus and high proteolytic activity of

the neutrophils can lead to CSLD, damage to the bronchial wall and

gradual development of bronchiectasis. If diagnosed early, this process

can be interruptedby antibiotic treatment andeven the development of

mild bronchiectasis can be reversed. Somepathogens can interferewith

defense mechanisms forming a biofilm or cleaving immunoglobulins.

Clinical Presentation

Main symptom of bacterial bronchitis is wet coughing with or without

sputum production. The wet sound of the coughing suggests

intrabronchial secretions of various quality and consistence. The

ability to produce sputum is age and training dependent. Infants and

very young children are not able to spit out sputum; however, this can

be successfully trained by a physiotherapist as early as in the third year

of life. Coughing is usually present both during day and night, often

more pronounced in themornings as secretions accumulate overnight.

Coughingmayworsen after physical exercise. Occasionally the patient

may wheeze based on the obstruction bymucus. This is only transient,

variable and changes after coughing. Recurrent wheezing may signal

bronchial hyperresponsiveness and should raise suspicion of asthma.

In PBB, fever is generally absent. The infection is limited to the

bronchial tree and does not lead to a systemic inflammatory response.

Fever and elevation of acute phase proteins is associated with acute

exacerbation or more severe affection of lung parenchyma, such as

pneumonia.

Diagnosis

Children with protracted wet coughing should be diagnosed early in

general practice. The general practitioner should detect and analyze

the symptoms. Differential blood count, CRP and erythrocyte

sedimentation rate belong to standard first-line investigations. GP

should also trace possible environmental risks, such as smoking, local

heating or other local risks in the household.

Detailed investigations are important mainly in children with recur-

rence of PBB. Chest X-ray, sweat test, assessment of clinical risks for

primary ciliary dyskinesia help to exclude severe underlying condition.

In cooperating children the pulmonary function testing with flow-

volume loop should be done. Reversibility should be tested using

inhaled rapid acting beta-2 agonist.

If the child is able to produce sputum, the sample should be sent for

cultures and microscopic evaluation before any antibiotics would be

administered. In the treated child, stopping of antibiotics for at least 48

hours may increase the yield of the analysis. In the non-expectorating

child, deep suctioning from the hypopharynx in the morning or after

physiotherapy may help.

The most effective method of microbiological sampling is

bronchoscopy. It is not indicated in children with single episode

of PBB. Even in children with recurrent PBB, it is usually not

necessary if they expectorate sufficiently. However, bronchoscopy

may exclude an underlying pathology. Flexible bronchoscopy

performed with spontaneous breathing allows visual assessment

of airway anatomy and excludes aspirated foreign body. It also

helps to assess mucosal inflammation, observe stability of the

airways during breathing and coughing, perform bronchial toilette,

remove mucus plugs and directly sample the mucus. In addition, a

standardized bronchoalveolar lavage should be performed and the

specimen sent to microbiology, differential cytology and staining

for lipid-laden macrophages. Anaerobic and mycotic cultures

should also be considered.

Additional examinations must include detailed ENT assessment to

exclude focal infection in the upper airways area (adenoids, sinuses).

Immunological testing should mainly check the humoral immunity,

including concentration of vaccination specific antibodies and total

serum IgE. Allergic sensitization should be tested only in context with

symptoms and history.

If a development of bronchiectasis is suspected, the diagnosticmethod

of choice is high resolution computerized tomography (HRCT).

Treatment and Prognosis

Uncomplicated PBB is easily treated; however, untreated persistent

bacterial infection and accompanying inflammation is associated with risk

of developing CSLD and bronchiectasis. The antibiotic treatment is based

on expected or confirmed microbial etiology. Mostly, broad spectrum

antibiotics targetedagainstHemophillus spp.,PneumococcusorMoraxellaare

used. Production of the penicillinase should be respected in the selectionof

antibiotics. Uncomplicated PBB should resolve after two week course of

appropriate antibiotic. This was also shown in a randomized controlled trial

analyzing two-week course of amoxycillin-clavulanate against placebo.

Children in the active arm showed significantly higher resolution rate (48%)

than children in the placebo arm.7

Good effect of antibiotics was confirmed also in a systematic review.8

Even though there are no consistent data on the effect of

physiotherapy in PBB, it is useful to use at least some basic techniques

of airway clearance techniques, especially in young children.
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Even though the antibiotics are usually very effective, relapses occur in

about 70% of cases with good effect of repeated antibiotic course.3 In

a child with high frequency of recurrence, a prolonged course of

antibiotics may be considered. If an underlying condition is found, it is

critical to treat this pathology together with the treatment of

bronchitis.

Conclusion

Protracted bacterial bronchitis is a condition that should be suspected

in children with protracted wet coughing. Quick diagnosis and early

initiation of proper treatment should lead to complete resolution and

prevention of severe sequelae, such as chronic suppurative lung

disease or bronchiectasis.
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Community-acquired pneumonia (CAP) is a leading cause of morbidity

andmortality, especially in children under 5 years of age. Complications

associated with pneumococcal pneumonia include the development of

pleural effusion, pleural empyema, necrotizing pneumonia, and lung

abscess. An increase in the incidence of pleural empyemawas reported

by many studies from the United States and in Europe. Although the

incidenceof invasivepneumococcal diseasehas decreased since theuse

of pneumococcal conjugated vaccine (PCV), developed countries have

seen an emergence of empyema and necrotizing pneumonia episodes

caused by nonvaccine serotypes. Between 1995 and 2003, the rate of

pleural empyema steadily rose from 14 to 26 per million pediatric

hospital admissions in the UK. The prevalence of parapneumonic

empyema was shown to increase from 22% in 1994 to 53% in 1999

amongst pneumonia cases caused by S. pneumoniae in eight American

hospitals. Of the 50 cases of pleural empyema that occurred from 1988

to 1994 at a pediatric hospital in Cincinnati, 40% of the cases were

caused by S. pneumoniae. A study from Jerusalem found that the

incidence of empyema and necrotizing pneumonia doubled between

the years 2000–2009, almost all the cases were caused by

S. pneumoniae. Seventy percent of the cases occurred before the age

5 years. Many authors also reported an increase in pneumonia-

associated lung abscesses and cavitations. The reasons for this increase

in the prevalence of suppurating complications in children with

pneumonia have not been clearly identified. Suppurating complications

were associated with age, recent chicken pox, infection with S.

pneumoniae (especially serotype 1), and therapy with antibiotics and

non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) prior to hospital

admission.

Accumulation of fluid in the pleural spacemay follow the development

of pneumonia in as many as 28% of children. The successful

management of such fluid—which may either represent a para-

pneumonic effusion or be contaminated with micro-organisms,

leukocytes, and fibrin to form an empyema, is a crucial component

of the overall care of these patients. Controversy exists regarding the

appropriate management strategy for empyema or complicated

parapneumonic effusion in children. Current options include primary

chest tube placement (either open or with radiological guidance) or

video-assisted thoracoscopic surgery (VATS) with removal of pleural

fluid and exudate. Primary chest tube drainage may be favored by

some clinicians because of the perceived advantages of radiographic

drainage for localized fluid collections, avoidance of general anesthe-

sia, and the smaller thoracostomy tubes used. However, the fibrinous

pleural fluid in the setting of empyema often clogs these small drains,

resulting in inadequate drainage. Intrapleural administration of

fibrinolytics may augment drainage, although this measure is not

helpful in all cases. Open placementmay lead to suboptimal placement

of the tip of the tube. These shortcomings have led to the use of

primary VATS-assisted drainage of the pleural space in pediatric

patients with empyema and parapneumonic effusion. A VATS-based

approach offers the potential for better lung expansion after removal

of pleural debris and exudate, excellent magnified vision, optimization

of the location of the chest tube, and reduced chest wall and muscle

trauma compared with traditional thoracotomy.

Necrotizing pneumonia, also termedmassive pulmonary gangrene, is a

sequela of pneumonia in which the lung tissue becomes necrotic.

Recent attention has focused on S. pneumoniae as the major causative
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agent in children, and with limited intervention the prognosis is good.

Surgical intervention may lead to bronchopleural fistula with

prolonged course. Several cases of death associated with VATS

were reported.

Themanagement of childrenwith pneumonia is generally based on the

age of the patient and the clinical presentation. Initial antibacterial

therapy for CAP is usually empirical, as culture and antibacterial

sensitivity test results are rarely available at initial diagnosis. Any agent

selected for empirical therapy should have good activity against the

pathogens commonly associated with CAP, a favorable tolerability

profile, and be administered in a simple dosage regimen for good

compliance. Because S. pneumoniae is the most common bacterial

cause of pneumonia and its associated complications, current guide-

lines for antibacterial of CAM recommend that the initial treatmentwill

be directed to eradicate this microorganism. Narrow-spectrum anti-

biotics are advocated in the first instance. Inappropriate use of

antibiotics can result in treatment failure and adverse drug reactions,

and contribute to emerging pathogen resistance. Consideration of a

drug’s pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic properties is also

important. Agents with low maximum plasma or tissue concentrations

and long half-livesmay bemore likely to expose bacteria to resistance-

selective concentrations. The strategy of administration is also

important; low doses of beta-lactams and long treatment duration

are risk factors for the carriage of pneumococci non-susceptible to

penicillin, whereas short-course, high-dose therapyminimizes this risk.

Convenience and tolerability are also essential considerations in

pediatrics.

For non-severe pneumonia, oral amoxicillin is the antibacterial of

choice with low failure rates reported. Randomized controlled trials in

children in the developing and in the developed countries showed that,

in previouslywell children, oral amoxicillin and IV benzyl penicillin have

equivalent efficacy for the treatment of pneumonia. Both were

successful in curing children with CAP.

Pneumococcal isolates not susceptible to penicillins and third-

generation cephalosporins have been well described in vitro, and

rates between 10% and 40% have been reported from worldwide

surveillance. There is significant geographical variation, with high rates

in Spain, France and parts of Southeast Asia and the USA.

Furthermore, macrolide resistance is also a problem in some

communities. The main mechanism of resistance is via the alteration

of penicillin-binding proteins, which can be overcome by achieving

adequate local drug levels; i.e., it is a decreased sensitivity rather than

an absolute resistance. There is as yet no evidence of clinical treatment

failure of infections outside the central nervous system using high-

dose penicillin. Since most pneumococci remain sensitive to high-dose

penicillin-based antibacterials, amoxicillin or penicillin remains the

antibiotic of choice in pneumococcal pneumonia. The emergence and

spread of resistance to commonly used antibiotics has challenged the

management of CAP. Multiple sets of CAP guidelines have been

published to address the continued changes in this complex disease.

Severely ill children are traditionally treated with parenteral anti-

bacterials. It has been shown that penicillin resistant pneumococci

were not associated with more severe disease. It has been shown that

penicillin resistance is not a factor in outcome from invasive S.

pneumoniae community-acquired pneumonia.

Pneumococcal macrolide resistance is mediated via alteration of the

50S ribosomal binding site, thereby preventing binding and the

subsequent inhibition of bacterial protein synthesis. A second

mechanism is via the presence of efflux pumps for the antibiotic. It

is often associated with penicillin non-susceptibility. Rates of usage

and resistance of the newer macrolides have substantially increased

over recent times and vary by geographical region. There are reports of

treatment failure of pneumococcal disease using macrolides alone;

thus, this approach is not recommended.

If parenteral therapy is required and pneumococcus is the likely pathogen,

benzylpenicillin or an aminopenicillin can be used. Broader-spectrum

agents have no additional benefit. For the severely unwell, toxic childwith

orwithout effusions,where rarer pathogens are a possibility, or in the rare

scenario of high pneumococcal penicillin resistance (mean inhibitory

concentration >2mg/l), therapy should include a third-generation

cephalosporin (e.g. ceftriaxone) with a macrolide if atypical agents are

potential pathogens, or a penicillinase-resistant beta-lactam (e.g. oxacillin)

or vancomycin if Staphylococcus aureus or MRSA infection is likely.

However, treating all children with CAM with these antibiotics may

change themicrflora of pneumonia causing bacteria and increase the rate

of infectionswith other less common andmore resistant microorganisms.

Respiratory Viruses and Their Relation to Disease

#1. Viral Bronchiolitis in Children

Oliviero Sacco, Antonino Capizzi, Roberta Olcese, Donata Girosi,
Giovanni A. Rossi.

Department of Pediatrics, Pulmonary and Allergy Disease Unit and Cystic Fibrosis
Center, Istituto G Gaslini Institute, Genoa, Italy.
Email: giovannirossi@gaslini.org

Introduction

Bronchiolitis is the first, andmost common, acute lower respiratory tract

viral infection in infants less than12monthsofageandthe leading cause

of hospitalization in this agegroup [1]. Althoughmost childrenhaveonly

mild symptoms, between 2% and 3% of infants <12 months old are

hospitalized with a diagnosis of bronchiolitis which, in U.S.A. accounts

for 57,000 to 172,000 hospitalizations annually, with extremely

elevated hospital charges for care related to this disorder [1,2]. In

addition, 12% of the hospitalized infants require admission to the

intensive care unit for impaired general conditions, recurrent apnea

episodes or respiratory failure requiring mechanical ventilation [1,2].

Bronchiolitis is also associated with a disproportionate number of

deaths among children younger than 5 years of age in resource-limited

nations [3]. These numbers are much lower in industrialized countries,

butdeaths forbronchiolitis showan incidencewhich is nine timeshigher

than that of influenza virus infections [3]. Large epidemiological studies

have also demonstrated a clear relationship between bronchiolitis early

in infancy and subsequent bronchial hyperreactivity into childhood and

adulthood [4]. Viral but also host factors establish the magnitude of the
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structural and functional damage to the respiratory structures and

ultimately the extent, severity and duration of the first infection and of

the later consequences [5].

The Etiology of Bronchiolitis

The pathogen most frequently causing bronchiolitis in infants is

respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), followed by human rhinovirus (HRV).

Other respiratory viruses such metapneumovirus (MPV), human

bocavirus (HBoV), enterovirus (EV), adenovirus (ADV), influenza virus

(IV), human coronavirus (HCOV) andparainfluenza virus (PIV) havebeen

also implicated [1–3]. Bacterial co-infections are rarely described in

infants with bronchiolitis [1–3]. With the exception of HRV infection,

which peaks in the spring and fall, all the epidemiological reports have

shown that, in general, seasonal bronchiolitis epidemics peak between

December and March every year [6]. Some other differences in the

clinical presentation of bronchiolitis due to the various viruses have

been reported. For example, it has been shown that HRV-associated

bronchiolitis may result in a shorter hospitalization length than

bronchiolitis attributable to RSV and, consistently, that RSV infection

seems to cause more severe disease [1–3]. In addition, one constant

characteristic is that infants hospitalizedwithRSV-inducedbronchiolitis

have the tendency to be younger than those hospitalized with other

viruses [4]. Finally, although differences in the response to medical

intervention have not been identified consistently, it has been

suggested that infants hospitalized with HRV and RSV may have a

distinct response to anti-inflammatory therapy: treatment with

systemic corticosteroids seems to be more likely to reduce recurrent

wheezing in the infants with RV bronchiolitis, as opposed to those with

RSV bronchiolitis [4,5]. These differences probably reflect the involve-

ment of different pathogenetic mechanisms [5].

Risk Factors for Severe RSV Bronchiolitis

Anumber of host-related risk factors for severe RSV bronchiolitis have

been identified through a variety of epidemiological studies [1–3].

Because of the immaturity of the innate and acquired immune

response and the incomplete development of the respiratory system, it

is not surprising that risk factors can include prematurity, low birth

weight and young chronological age [1–3]. Environmental factors that

can also raise the risk of hospital admission rates are the number of

siblings living permanently in the child’s household, day care

attendance and tobacco smoke exposure [1–3]. Other host-related

risk factors are male gender and the presence of chronic pulmonary

disease of infancy, congenital heart disease, structural or functional

airway abnormalities, neuromuscular syndromes, immunodeficiencies,

cystic fibrosis and Down syndrome [1–3]. However, epidemiological

data show that the vast majority of infants hospitalized for this

condition do not belong to these “at risk” groups, suggesting that viral

or host factors, not included in the classical risk factors, may be

accountable for disease severity and play a putative role in the

magnitude of the subsequent respiratory morbidity [4,5].

Bronchiolitis and Recurrent Wheezing in Later Life

RSV-mediated infection induces severe respiratory symptoms almost

exclusively in young children and in immune-deficient or immune-

depressed patients. Infants with bronchiolitis and symptoms severe

enough to warrant hospitalization are at increased risk of developing

recurrentwheezingor asthma, notonly in childhood, but also inadult life

[6]. The mechanisms explaining the higher incidence of wheezing after

severe bronchiolitis are unclear since it is not known whether viral

bronchiolitis simply identifies infants who are at increased risk for

subsequentwheezing [5].Most of the information comes fromRSVand

HRV infections. Besides the direct cytopathic effect, the local host

inflammatory response to RSV plays a primary role in the development

of the signs and symptoms characterizing the disease. The combined

effect of the virus and the inflammatory response to it leads to epithelial

damage, sloughing off of the epithelium, mucus production and,

ultimately, airway obstruction. Indeed, in infants with severe disease,

the cytopathic effect induced by RSV is amplified by the presence of a

potent inflammatory reaction,mediatedbyactivatepolymorphonuclear

leukocytes andnatural killer cells. This first innate response is associated

with a defective host adaptive immune response, characterized by a

Th2-type reaction. This leads to an inefficient g-interferon-mediated

stimulation of the CD8+ cytotoxic T-cells that ineffectively clear the

virus and poorly stimulate macrophage phagocytic activity to endorse

dead cell clearance [5]. The persistent airway hyperreactivity after the

“early-life” RSV infectionmay be related, at least in part, to an abnormal

neural control of airway smooth muscle tone induced by RSV [7]. The

upregulation of nerve growth factor (NGF) and of TrkA and the

neurokinin NK1 receptors functions as promoter of acetylcholine

releaseandasa signalingmolecule inducing theproductionneurokininA

and Substance P [7]. These mediators are involved in the pathogenesis

of neurogenic inflammation and in bronchomotor tone dis-regulation

[5,7]. In addition, the persistence of a latent viral infection in sites, such

as bone marrow cells, could maintain a constant stimulation of the

immune system and explain the respiratory sequelae of RSV-induced

bronchiolitis [7]. In contrastwithRSV,HRVaffects peopleof all ages and

induces minimal, if any, airway cell cytotoxicity [5,6]. The HRV-induced

cytopathic effect on airway structural and inflammatory cells is

associated with an inflammatory reaction with the release of mediators

leading, in predisposed individuals, to recurrent or persistent bronchial

hyperreactivity [5,6]. A current hypothesis is that HRV infectionmay be

favored by allergic sensitization. The Th2 bias, the characteristic

immune responses against allergens in atopic individuals, may modify

the host antimicrobial defenses and thus attenuate the ability to fight

viral infections via immune deviation [6]. In addition, the release of Th2-

type cytokines and chemokines could result in an amplification of the

inflammatory response to infection, presenting with cold and asthma

exacerbations [5,6]. As compared children with RSV infections, those

with HRV infections present more often atopic dermatitis and blood

eosinophilia during acute viral infection [5,6] and causal role for allergic

sensitization in favoring more severe HRV-induced illness is supported

by the demonstration that allergic sensitization may precede HRV-

associated wheezing and may lead to an increased risk of wheezing

illness caused by HRV but not RSV [8]. Thus, RSV seems to act as an

“inducer” of subsequent airway hyperreactivity: its first infection is

characterized by extensive airway damage and by induction of

neurogenic inflammation, the latter possibly responsible for long-

lasting bronchial hyperreactivity [5]. In contrast, HRVs seem to act as a

“trigger”, inducing extensive release of pro-inflammatory mediators
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leading to recurrent or persistent bronchial hyperreactivity in allergic

patients or in individuals predisposed to atopic sensitization [5].

Management of Bronchiolitis in Infants

Prevention of bronchiolitis includes: a) environmental prophylaxis to

decrease transmission of respiratory infections and b) pharmacolog-

ical prophylaxis, specifically for RSV bronchiolitis, with the

administration of a humanized monoclonal antibodies (palivizumab)

during the epidemic season in particular “at risk” categories [3,9].

Despite decades of research, there is no licensed RSV vaccine or

effective therapeutic agent on the market, but currently a large

number of candidates are evaluated in preclinical phase 2 or are

undergoing clinical trials [10]. There are still controversies regarding

the best therapeutic approach to bronchiolitis. Supportive treat-

ment, the only approach recommended by the recent International

Guidelines, relies mainly on oxygen therapy and hydration [3,9]. The

development of next-generation tools for the management of RSV

infection has recently largely focused on three major target areas:

the viral entry machinery, the viral RNA-dependent RNA-polymer-

ase complex and the viral component assembly. Out of the many

RSV inhibitors described in recent years, none has completed phase

3 clinical trial [10].

Conclusion

A more comprehensive knowledge of bronchiolitis pathogenesis,

induced by different viruses, and of the interaction with the host

defenses will hopefully allow to produce newly designed effective

vaccines and antiviral therapies to prevent and control the infection of

these major respiratory pathogens.
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Childhood pneumonia is the predominant cause of death or illness in

children under 5 years outside the neonatal period.1,2 Asthma is the

commonest non-communicable disease in children occurring in

approximately 15% of adolescents worldwide.3 Although the Africa

childhood population constitutes only around 18% of the global

childhood population, the incidence of childhood pneumonia and

death is disproportionately high, accounting for almost 40% of deaths

worldwide.2 Further, the prevalence of asthma in African adolescents

is higher than the reported global average.4 The impact of early

respiratory illness on child health has not been well studied in African

children despite the high prevalence of risk factors for severe disease

and the high incidence of disease.5

The Drakenstein Child Health Study is a unique, multidisciplinary,

South African birth cohort, to investigate the impact of antenatal and

early life exposures on child health. 6,7 A core focus of the study is on

the incidence, risk factors, etiology and long term impact of early lower

respiratory tract infection (LRTI) or pneumonia on child health.8 The

study investigates the role and interaction of potential risk factors

covering 7 areas (environmental, infectious, nutritional, genetic,

psychosocial, maternal and immunological risk factors) that may

impact on child health.6

Methods: Pregnant women from a poor, peri-urban community in

South Africa with high exposure to infectious diseases and environ-

mental risk factors were enrolled in the second trimester at 2 clinics −

TC Newman (serving a mixed ancestry population) and Mbekweni

(serving a Black African population). Women were followed through
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pregnancy and child birth (all at Paarl hospital); mother-child pairs are

followed until children are at least 5 years. Biomedical, environmental,

psychosocial, and demographic risk factors are longitudinally mea-

sured. Environmental exposures (carbonmonoxide, particulatematter,

dust microbiome, SO2/NO2 and volatile organic compounds) are

measured using monitors placed at home visits9; tobacco smoke

exposure is investigated using urine cotinine measures. Follow-up of

children is synchronized with routine primary care visits. Study visits

are conducted at the Paarl Hospital and at the TC Newman and

Mbekweni clinics, which provide a strong primary health care program

including a strongHIV prevention and treatment program and national

immunization program that includes 13-valent pneumococcal conju-

gate vaccine given at 6, 14weeks and 9months. Active surveillance for

pneumonia is done; microbiological investigations include a 33

multiplex PCR performed longitudinally on nasopharyngeal specimens

and at each pneumonia episode. Lung function [tidal breathing

measures, multiple breath washout testing, tidal exhaled nitric oxide

and respiratory function using the forced oscillator technique (FOT)] is

measured in children at 6 weeks, annually and during LRTI episodes.10

Results: 1140 mother-child pairs were enrolled; all children have

completed 1 year of follow-up. More than 2700 child years of follow-

up have been accrued with high cohort retention. The population is

poor (with the Mbekweni population relatively poorer than that from

TC Newman), mostly single mothers and 20% of mothers were HIV-

infected. Rates of tobacco smoke exposure were very high, with

approximately a third of pregnant women active smokers.11 At birth,

56% of neonates had cotinine levels indicative of exposure, with 19%

having levels of an active smoker.11 Immunization coverage for the

EPI schedule, including 13-valent pneumococcal conjugate vaccine,

given at 6, 14 weeks and 9 months was high.12 By Feb 2017, there

were 965 pneumonia cases [723 (79%) ambulatory and 197 (21%)

hospitalized; pneumonia incidence 0.31 episodes per child year; e/

cy]. The highest incidence occurred in children 1–6 months of age.

Using a case control analysis, RSV, influenza virus or B. pertussis were

most strongly associated with pneumonia; bocavirus, parainfluenza

virus, adenovirus or CMV were less strongly associated with

pneumonia.13 RSV was the commonest pathogen identified occur-

ring in 24% of cases. However there were several organisms

identified at the time of LRTI, with a median of 5 organisms detected

on NP swabs. Longitudinal analysis of NP specimens showed high

rates of carriage of S. pneumoniae, M. cattarrhalis or S. aureus as well

as several potential organism interactions up to 3 months prior to

pneumonia. Lung function showed tracking through the first year of

life; LRTI in infancy impaired lung function at 1 year of age.14 The

pneumonia case fatality rate was 1%.

Conclusion: Pneumonia is common in this cohort despite high rates of

immunization. RSV is a predominant pathogen, but several pathogens

occur concurrently. Dysbiosis of the NP microbiome precedes the

development of pneumonia. Early life LRTI impacts on lung health and

reduces lung function in infancy. Early life exposures may predispose

to acute LRTI and result in long term chronic disease over the life

course. New interventions are needed to prevent early life LRTI and

promote long term health.
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#3. Treatment Alternatives for RSV Disease in Infants
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Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) is the main cause of hospitalization in

infants in industrialized and developing countries [1]. Millions of

children are hospitalized and an estimated 66,000-199,000 die every

year worldwide due to RSV disease [2]. In addition, RSV has been

causally linked to recurrent wheezing and associated with pediatric

asthma [3-5].

Recognition of the acute and chronic burden of RSV lower

respiratory tract infections (LRTI) sparked a wave of initiatives to

develop preventive and therapeutic products against the pathogen

in recent years. A promising strategy under evaluation to prevent

severe RSV disease is immunization of pregnant women against the

virus. Maternal immunization aims to elicit high levels of protective

antibody in pregnant women, fostering transplacentally acquired

antibody-mediated protection in infants during the first months of

life [6-8].

Other interesting approaches to RSV prevention in infants are under

study, including but not limited to passive prophylaxis with long-lived

monoclonal antibodies against a neutralizing epitope in the RSV fusion

(F) protein and immunization with recombinant live attenuated RSV

vaccines [9-10].

The surge of old and novel approaches to prevent RSV suggests that

we may witness a significant change in the landscape of respiratory

infections in the near future, if the main cause of infant hospitalization

worldwide is tamed. While the burden of RSV disease may decrease,

predicting the magnitude of change is premature. Yet, numerous

important lessons will emerge from this worldwide effort. First, RSV is

responsible for a significant proportion of infant hospitalizations

worldwide [1,2]. Second, decreasing its impact may affect other acute

and chronic consequences of RSV infection, from secondary bacterial

infections and mortality to recurrent wheezing and asthma [2-5].

Finally, RSV prevention may inform about other factors influencing

maternal-infant health such as humanmilk protection and/or the acute

and long-term effects of respiratory illness during pregnancy.

This presentation intends to address questions that may emerge

during or after RSV prevention.
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Not Your Every Day Patient

#1. Ciliopathy Syndromes: Current Diagnostic Approach

and Management

Thomas Ferkol
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Ciliopathies are a growing, genetically heterogeneous collection of

disorders related to cilia dysfunction. The first ciliopathy described in

humans, primary ciliary dyskinesia (CILD1: MIM 244400) is an

inherited disorder characterized by impaired motor ciliary function.

The frequency of primary ciliary dyskinesia is roughly between 1 in

12,000 to 20,000 live births, based on population surveys, but these

values likely underestimate its incidence in the general population. In

most families, the disease is transmitted by an autosomal-recessive

pattern of inheritance, though rare instances of autosomal-dominant

or X-linked inheritance patterns have been reported. Primary ciliary

dyskinesia does not have an apparent racial or gender predilection.

Primary ciliary dyskinesia has several characteristic features.

Neonatal respiratory distress is a common feature, and most

affected newborns develop increased work of breathing, tachyp-

nea, and upper and middle lobe atelectasis on chest radiographs.

Often diagnosed with transient tachypnea or neonatal pneumonia,

infants frequently require supplemental oxygen flow or ventilator

support for days to weeks. Daily, year-round productive (wet)

cough that begins in infancy is a common clinical manifestation of

primary ciliary dyskinesia. Persistent, non-seasonal nasal conges-

tion and rhinitis presenting in early infancy is typical. Chronic otitis

media is present in most patients with primary ciliary dyskinesia,

and middle ear findings may be helpful in distinguishing primary
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ciliary dyskinesia from other chronic lung diseases. Although

primary ciliary dyskinesia is considered a rare lung disease, its

prevalence in children with chronic respiratory infections has been

estimated to be as high as 5%. Extrapulmonary manifestations

include left-right laterality defects, most often situs inversus totalis,

which occurs in nearly 50% of patients with primary ciliary

dyskinesia. Respiratory ciliary dysfunction is also found in patients

with heterotaxy and congenital heart defects, which demonstrates

the importance of cilia function in normal cardiac development.

Male infertility is common due to impaired sperm motility.

Ultrastructural defects in ciliated cells lining fallopian tubes have

led to speculation that subfertility and ectopic pregnancies occurs

in women, but this association has not been conclusively

established.

Historically, the diagnosis of primary ciliary dyskinesia was based on

compatible clinical phenotypes and specific ultrastructural defects of

the ciliary axoneme. Unfortunately, ultrastructural examination of cilia

as a diagnostic test for primary ciliary dyskinesia has significant

drawbacks. Ciliary defects can be acquired, and nonspecific changes

may be seen in relation to exposure to environmental pollutants or

infection. Normal ciliary ultrastructure does not exclude primary ciliary

dyskinesia, and is found in approximately 30% of affected individuals.

Newer tests, such as measurements of ciliary beat patterns using high-

speed videomicroscopy and nasal nitric oxide measurements, increas-

ingly have been used as diagnostic or screening tools. Immunofluo-

rescent staining for ciliary proteins is another approach that holds

promise, and may address some of the limitations of transmission

electron microscopy.

Genetic testing has become a powerful diagnostic tool for primary

ciliary dyskinesia. Through a collaborative international research

effort, over 35 genes have been linked to the disease, and more

than 70% of all patients tested have biallelic mutations of these genes.

As gene discovery continues, the percentage will rise. Many of

mutated genes have been linked to specific ultrastructural defects and

ciliary dysmotility, including genes that encode components of the

outer dynein arm, inner dynein arm, dynein regulatory complex, nexin,

and the radial spokes and central apparatus. More recently, mutations

in genes coding for several cytoplasmic proteins have been found,

which appear to have important roles in cilia assembly or protein

transport.

Genetics has provided unexpected insights into phenotypes of primary

ciliary dyskinesia. For instance, biallelic mutations in the dynein

axonemal heavy chain 11 (DNAH11) gene, which encodes an outer

dynein arm protein, clearly leads to disease, but is not associated with

ultrastructural defects, and cilia have normal (or more rapid) beat

frequency. Several patients with mutations in Cyclin O (CCNO) and

Multiciliate differentiation and DNA synthesis associated cell cycle

protein (MCIDAS) were found to have symptoms consistent with

primary ciliary dyskinesia and had only rare cilia on the epithelial

surface. Mutations in CCDC39 and CCDC40, proteins in the nexin-

dynein regulatory complex that act as “rulers” determining the precise

repetition of structural proteins along the axoneme, yield inconsistent

ultrastructural abnormalities characterized by absent inner dynein

arms in all axonemes, but misplaced radial spokes and microtubular

disorganization in only some cilia. A cross-sectional study showed that

children who had microtubular disorganization, primarily due to

biallelic mutations in CCDC39 or CCDC40, had more severe lung

disease. In contrast, individuals with biallelic mutations in RSPH1 have

milder respiratory phenotypes.

In contrast to motor cilia, primary (sensory) cilia are solitary, immotile

organelles that are located on the surface of most nondividing cells.

Originally considered vestigial remnants, these structures have

specialized sensory functions, and genetic defects can lead to diverse

syndromes and conditions, such as polycystic kidney disease, Meckel-

Gruber syndrome, Bardet-Biedl syndrome, Ellis-van Creveld syndrome,

retinitis pigmentosia, and various skeletal dysplasias. Some primary

ciliopathies havebeen found to have clinical features suggestive of both

motile and sensory cilia dysfunction, suggesting overlap.

To date, no therapies have been shown to correct ciliary dysfunction,

and management focuses on aggressive mucociliary clearance and

treatment of bacterial infections. Hopefully, future advances in cilia

genetics and biologywill identify therapeutic targets that could restore

ciliary structure and function.
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Unfortunately, a child with non-cystic fibrosis (CF) bronchiectasis is

becoming more common. The incidence and prevalence of pediatric

and adult bronchiectasis is increasing in developed countries (1, 2),

especially in socioeconomically deprived and indigenous populations

(3). This may be due to a true increase in disease, an association with

reduced antibiotic use in the community with encouraged antimicro-

bial stewardship, improved recognition, and/or increased use of chest

CT scans enabling diagnosis.

Bronchiectasis prevalence is more difficult to ascertain in developing

countries. About 1% of children hospitalized with pneumonia are

suspected to develop bronchiectasis (4). Overcrowding, poor housing,

and smoke exposure (cigarette, cooking fire) also increase risk (5).

Combined with poor access to healthcare and under-diagnosis,

bronchiectasis is likely to have a high prevalence. Certainly, it is

probably common enough to lose its ‘orphan disease’ status. Differing

associations are reported from studies across countries, e.g. nearly

20% secondary to TB in China, mostly post-infectious in India,

associated with high rates of HIV in South Africa. Access to

investigations is also an issue.

Presentation: In children, bronchiectasis commonly presents as a

chronic wet cough with recurrent respiratory infections. Wheeze/

asthma is reported in 40-74%. Persistent chest x-ray abnormalities

following respiratory infection, particularly focal changes, is another

common pathway (1, 2). Early pneumonia is a key risk factor, with

symptoms/x-ray changes persisting in two-thirds of high risk children

one year after a single admission at <two-years-age (6).

Diagnosis: There is often significant delay between onset of symptoms

and definitive diagnosis. The current diagnostic guidelines suggest

referral after more than 4 weeks of wet cough, or 3 episodes of

productive wet cough per year (1). However, in different studies,

children had a mean of two hospital admissions and four infections in

the first year of life; a mean of two years of chronic cough; or amean of

five chest x-rays (range up to 35) before a chest CT scanwas requested

(3). This suggests that community health practitioner awareness of

bronchiectasis is still low and that significant barriers to early diagnosis

exist, particularly CT scan access due to economic/geographical

constraints or concerns regarding radiation dose or general anesthetic.

Treatment can be commenced based on a suspicious history if there

will be a delay in obtaining a definitive diagnosis.

Etiology: In the pediatric populations described in the literature,

post-infectious etiology and idiopathic (also likely to be post-

infectious in the main) is a major cause. The number with an

underlying disorder is variable (e.g. aspiration, immunodeficiency,

primary ciliary dyskinesia, presence of a foreign body) but seen in

52% when 12 studies involving 989 children were combined (7).

Available guidelines suggest a range of appropriate investigations

which individual history and examination will inform. The most

common infecting organism in children is non-typable Haemophilus

influenzae, with Streptococcal pneumoniae and Moraxella catarrhalis

frequently cultured. Pseudomonas aeruginosa is rare, and in our New

Zealand clinic seen only in those with severe disease or with chronic

aspiration. The presence of Staphylococcus aureus indicates the need

to exclude cystic fibrosis.

Bronchiectasis pathogenesis involves complex interactions between

host, microbes and the environment. Initial infection with impaired

mucociliary clearance and dysregulated inflammation ultimately

results in the destruction of airway walls, with mucus retention

increasing the susceptibility to further infection and inflammation,

resulting in progressive airway damage. Respiratory secretions (BAL,

sputum) show a neutrophilic inflammation with high levels of pro-

inflammatory mediators and neutrophil chemoattractant factors. In

addition to inflammatory over-stimulation, there is recent suggestion

about impaired interferon-gamma response to Haemophilus influenzae

and reduced macrophage activity (8).

Treatment: Airway clearance with chest physiotherapy and exercise is

the mainstay of bronchiectasis management with infective exacer-

bations treatedwith a longer than usual course (2 weeks) of antibiotics

(1, 2). Prolonged courses of antibiotics, oral azithromycin or nebulized

gentamicin for 6 months or more, have shown reduced infections,

reduced hospital admissions and improved cough scores, but with the

issue of increased bacterial resistance. Importantly, this resistance is

seen less with better adherence.

A recent Cochrane review on interventions in bronchiectasis indicated

a paucity of data on which to base management, and very few trials

with children (9). Nebulized hypertonic saline was inconclusive and

nebulized RhDNase increased exacerbations and therefore must be

avoided. Small, and possibly questionably clinically relevant, responses

in lung function, dyspnea, or cough-free days were reported for

inhaled corticosteroids alone and with long acting beta agonists with

few participants. A single study suggested benefit with nebulized

indomethacin. Other anti-inflammatory agents and other nebulized

antibiotics (amikacin, ciprofloxacin) are being trialled. Adherence in a

serious issue, with one adult study reporting adherence at 16%! (10)

Prognosis: In children, long term outcomes seem dependent on

severity at diagnosis, and the subsequent rate of exacerbations (11,

12). However, unlike adult disease, improvement and even reversibil-

ity is associated with pediatric bronchiectasis. Early referral and

diagnosis are essential.

The Future: Knowledge on true prevalence, etiology, pathogenesis,

and management of bronchiectasis is lagging behind other respiratory

diseases, with a burst of research in the last decade. Certainly the new

development of databases (Europe, UK, USA, and Australia, websites

listed below), with increasing international collaboration, will add new

insights. Already cluster research on determining different phenotype

groups and severity scores (the ‘Bronchiectasis Severity Index’ and the

‘FACED’ score) have been developed but these use parameters

irrelevant to children.

There are significant differences between children and adults in

bronchiectasis disease progression and treatment. Trials in children
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are essential. There is very little evidence for management and while

new drugs will be useful, we can do better with those we already

have. The development of pediatric databases and severity scores

would be helpful and is in evolution. Family-led organizations and

websites would be a powerful step forward. It is probable that a

significant burden of disease exits in the developing world −with the

lack of access to diagnostic facilities and available therapies a major

concern.

Registries for persons with bronchiectasis:

EMBARC, Europe www.bronchiectasis.eu

United Kingdom: www.bronch.ac.uk

United States of America: www.copdfoundation.org/research/

bronchiectasis-research-registry/

Australia: The bronchiectasis toolkit bronchiectasis.com.au

http://lungfoundation.com.au/health-professionals /bronchiectasis-

registry/
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Allergic bronchopulmonary aspergillosis (ABPA) is a lung hypersensi-

tivity disease mediated by an allergic late-phase immune response to

specific antigens of Aspergillus fumigatus (Af). It is characterized by

clinical deterioration associatedwith elevated serum IgE and precipitin

levels and evidence of immediate cutaneous reactivity to Af.

ABPA occurs almost exclusively in asthma or cystic fibrosis (CF)

patients. The prevalence of ABPA in patients with CF was reported to

range from 1 to 15%1 and increases with the patient’s age.

Immune mediated mechanisms of lung destruction in ABPA are not

completely understood. Aspergillus fumigatus antigens stimulate a

polyclonal antibody response which is essentially responsible for the

elevated levels of total IgE as well as Af-IgE and Af-IgG antibodies.

Increased interleukin (IL)-4, IL-5, IL-10, and IL-13 production due to

the cellular Th-2 immunological response suggests an immunocompe-

tent host2. Genetic risk factors include expression of HLA-DR2 and

HLA-DR5 genotypes, whereas HLA-DQ2 protects against ABPA3.

The diagnosis of ABPA includes a set of minimally essential criteria,

including (1) asthma, (2) immediate cutaneous reactivity to Af, (3) total

serum IgE >1,000 ng/mL, (4) elevated specific IgE-Af/IgG-Af, and (5)

central bronchiectasis in the absence of distal bronchiectasis. A “truly

minimal” set of diagnostic criteria was proposed in 2013, and includes

items (1), (2), (3), and (5) of the aforementioned minimally essential

criteria4.

Since CF shares similar symptoms and radiological findings with ABPA,

the Epidemiologic Study of Cystic Fibrosis (ESCF) adapted a set of less

strict criteria for the diagnosis of acute ABPA in patients with CF5, and

includes the presence of 2 of the following 3: (1) immediate skin

reactivity to Af antigens, (2) precipitating antibodies to Af antigens,

and (3) total serum IgE >1,000 IU/mL; and at least 2 of the following 6:

(1) bronchoconstriction, (2) peripheral blood eosinophilia >1,000/μL,

(3) history of pulmonary infiltrates, (4) elevated specific IgE-Af/IgG-Af,

(5) Af in sputum by smear or culture, and (6) response to steroids.

However, later on, the ‘ABPA in CF’ consensus criteria stated that

serum IgE >500 IU/mL is considered diagnostic6.

In CF lungs, ABPA can be a cause of an acute deterioration in

pulmonary function. Suspicion should be raised if there is no clinical

response to conventional antibiotic therapy. Symptoms may include

increased wheezing, fever, malaise and thick sputum with brown or
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black bronchial casts. A high level of clinical suspicion is necessary for

the early recognition and specific treatment for ABPA should

immediately be started in order to prevent further lung damage.

Corticosteroids are the most effective drugs for treating ABPA. The

dosing schedule and duration of therapy remain poorly defined.

Patients with CF and ABPA often require prolonged therapy with oral

corticosteroids, which is associated with severe side effects. Monthly

pulses of high-dose IV methylprednisolone therapy (10 to 30mg/kg/

day for 3 consecutive days) were shown to be an effective treatment

for CF patients with ABPA. It induced significantly less side effects

when compared with conventional oral therapy, and furthermore,

patients treated with pulse IV methylprednisolone seemed to respond

faster to therapy7. Antifungal oral treatments (e.g., itraconazole and

voriconazole) have been proposed as adjunctive therapies in patients

with steroid-dependent ABPA or with steroid-related adverse

effects8. The exact role of antifungal agents in the treatment of

ABPA is still debated. By decreasing the fungal load, antifungal agents

help control the antigenic stimulus and thus diminish the inflammatory

response. However, no definitive evidence exists regarding their

efficacy in patients with CF and ABPA.

Omalizumab, a monoclonal antibody against IgE, has also been tried in

the management of ABPA. A significant clinical improvement with

reduction in hospitalization and exacerbations in patients with

concomitant CF andABPAwas demonstrated9, and could be beneficial

as a steroid sparing therapy in these patients10. However, more data is

required to clarify the role of omalizumab before this expensive

therapy can be recommended as a treatment approach.
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Introduction

Chronic lung diseases, such as asthma or COPD, affect millions of people

and are a major cause of premature death in children and adults

worldwide. It is now generally accepted that many chronic lung diseases

result from complex genetics and environmental interactions. Therefore,

increasing attention has been given to many environmental and lifestyle

factors, such as air pollution, smoking, physical activity and diet. Research

showsthatearlynutritionplaysacritical role inhealthy lungdevelopment,

and can underpin the increasing propensity for many respiratory and

other non-communicable diseases. Diet may be an important modifiable

risk factor for the development, progression andmanagement of chronic

lung diseases in children and adults (e.g. bronchopulmonary dysplasia

(BPD), asthma, cystic fibrosis (CF) and COPD).

Under-nutrition and over-nutrition may have significant effects on

pulmonary function, poor growth and risk for chronic lung disease. In

early life, malnutrition has been related to impaired immunity, which

results in more frequent and severe respiratory infections.

Additionally, nutritional depletion is a common problem in patients

with severe chronic lung diseases such as BPD, CF, and others.

Hypermetabolism, malabsorption and depletion of fat free mass are

associated with increased morbidity and significant impairment of

health status.

Obesity has also been related to poor lung function, an increase in the

prevalence of asthma and asthma severity. In addition, several of these

nutritional deficiencies rarely occur in isolation. Dietary intervention

has a potential role in reducing acute respiratory illness related

morbidity and mortality, especially in developing countries. In most

chronic lung diseases, nutritional interventions have proven to be
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effective in preventing or improving outcomes, but evidence is scarce

in others.

Micro- and Macronutrients Related to Chronic Respiratory Diseases

Pregnant women (hence, their babies) and children under 5 years of

age are particularly vulnerable to micronutrient deficiency, increasing

their susceptibility to acute and chronic lung diseases in childhood. In

addition, multiple micronutrient deficiencies coexist in the same

individuals. Vitamin A deficiency is related to impaired immune

function and cell differentiation.

Zinc deficiency has been associated with a higher incidence of acute

respiratory infections, a major cause of death in children under 5 years

in developing countries [1].

Instead, nutritional interventions or diets rich in fruits and vegetables

seem to be protective. A recent meta-analysis on the effect of

childhood nutrient intake and the risk of developing wheezing or

asthma showed that there was some evidence of protective effects

from Vitamin A, D and E, zinc, fruit and vegetables, and of a

Mediterranean diet against the development of asthma [2]. Also,

Saadeh et al. showed that fruit and green vegetable intake was

associated with a low prevalence of wheezing and asthma in school

children aged 8-12 years old [3]. Adequate dietary vitamin C intake has

also been related to reduced wheezing in some observational studies

in children.

Vitamin D has been extensively investigated in the last 20 years. It has

a well-established immunomodulatory effect within the lung. Epide-

miological studies show significant associations between vitamin D

and several acute and chronic lung diseases such as asthma. There is

some evidence on the role of vitamin D deficiency in disease onset,

progression and exacerbation in respiratory infections, asthma and

COPD [4].

Several observational studies have shown associations between

asthma and high intake of omega-6 Long chain polyunsaturated fatty

acids (LCPUFAs), whereas omega-3 LCPUFA have been shown to be

anti-inflammatory, as they decrease inflammatory cell production of

pro-inflammatory prostaglandin E2, Leukotriene B4 and activity of

nuclear factor-kappaB (NF-κB).Maternal dietary intake of oily fish was

found to be protective of asthma in children 5 years of age if born to

mothers with asthma. A systematic review of omega-3 fatty acid

supplementation studies in women during pregnancy found that the

risk of asthma development in childrenwas reduced (OR0.349, 95%CI

0.15, 0.78) [5].

Asthma

Various dietary patterns have been linked to the risk of respiratory

diseases. In asthma, dietary exposures (nutrients and diet), and the

periods of introduction (antenatal or childhood) are relevant to disease

pathogenesis. Several cohort studies have suggested a link between

reduced maternal consumption of some micronutrients and childhood

asthma. In a systematic review, it was noted that higher maternal

intake of vitaminD, vitamin E, and zincwas associatedwith lower odds

of wheeze during childhood [6]. In relation to dietary patterns, the

Mediterranean diet (high intake of minimally processed plant foods

and low intake of dairy food, fish, poultry and minimal intake of red

meat) has been found to have a protective effect for allergic

respiratory disease in several epidemiological studies [7]. On the

contrary, the “Western” dietary pattern (characterized by high

consumption of refined grains, cured and red meats, desserts and

sweets, french fries, and high-fat dairy products) has been associated

to obesity and increased risk of asthma in children.

Observational studies on vitamin D in children with asthma have

shown a strong relationship between low levels of vitamin D and

lower lung function, increased corticosteroid use, and asthma

exacerbations [8].

Over-nutrition and resulting obesity are clearly linked with respiratory

disease, particularly asthma [9]. Obese children with asthma have a

decreased lung function, reduced response to inhaled corticosteroids,

lower quality of life and higher morbidity. Recently, Forno et al.

reported that obesity is associated with airway dysanapsis, which is

associated with severe disease exacerbations in obese children with

asthma [10]. In the obese state, several causal mechanistic pathways

have been reported: anatomical changes of airway, circulating free

fatty acids which activate immune responses leading to increased

inflammation, production of adipokines, higher concentrations of

circulating leptin, epigenetics and also microbiome.

Chronic Lung Disease of Prematurity (CLDP) or Bronchopulmonary

Dysplasia

Inadequate growth, weight gain and malnutrition are well-recognized

complications of BPD. Given the fact that nutrition plays an important

role in lung development and maturation, specific nutritional

deficiency in combination with other risk factors may aggravate

pulmonary injury involved in BPD. Some of these factors for BPD

development include oxygen toxicity, immaturity, mechanical ventila-

tion, infection and inadequate nutritional support. Infants with BPD

have low energy intake and increased energy utilization when

compared to term infants [11]. This results in a negative energy

balancewhich leads tomalnutrition. Following discharge, some infants

with BPD are at high risk for persistent growth failure. Possible

explanations include increased energy expenditure, poor oral feeding

skills and tolerance, concomitant dysfunction of other organs, and

recurrent infections and hospitalizations. Therefore, an adequate

nutritional intervention is essential to match the increased energy

requirements in infants at risk of and with BPD.

Although there is no consensus regarding the optimal nutritional

management for BPD, many have suggested specific nutrient

supplementation (e.g. glutamine, Selenium, LCPUFAs, cysteine, l-

arginine, l-citrulline, inositol, vitamins A, E and C, and others) to

prevent or treat BPD. Theoretically, some of these nutrients may curb

hyperoxia-induced injury or improve alveolar development. However,

evidence for supplementation is still controversial for most of these

and their effects on BPD need to be further studied [12]. Current

evidence shows that supplementation of vitamin A and omega-3

LCPUFA are effective in preventing BPD.

Cystic Fibrosis (CF)

There is an intimate close relationship between nutritional status and

CF prognosis. Early nutritional interventions and monitoring for
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respiratory disease in infants and preschoolers with CF is priority to

improve long-term outcomes. Poor nutrition leads to poor lung

function and increased number of infections. But poor lung function

also causes increased energy utilization and growth failure, which ends

with unsatisfactory outcomes. Most CF patients are pancreatic

insufficient and approximately one third of patients are below the

5th percentile of weight for age. Several studies have shown that

malnutrition in early life is related to imparted lung function during

childhood [13]. Micronutrient deficiencies also occur in CF patients

because of their pancreatic insufficiency and secondary malabsorp-

tion. VitaminA and E deficiency, aswell as zinc andmagnesium,may be

present when either intake or nutrient absorption is inadequate. These

deficiencies may also increase susceptibility to respiratory infections

and malnutrition.

Normal growth in patients with CF is associated with improved

pulmonary function and survival. Yen, et al. [14] showed that better

nutritional status at age 4 years in children with cystic fibrosis was

associated with better lung function, fewer complications and

greater survival. Oral supplements have been used with conflicting

evidence, therefore, they should be considered with other

nutritional and behavioral approaches. Gastrostomy tube feeding

has been shown to improve weight and (in some studies) pulmonary

function. Also, poor adherence to pancreatic enzymes has been

related to difficulties in correcting malabsorption, hence, worst

nutrition and outcomes.

Conclusion

Nutrition plays an important role in the development and

management of chronic lung diseases in childhood. Many

epidemiological studies have shown that malnutrition as well as

obesity may have deleterious consequences in terms of lung

function and probably survival. A timely nutritional intervention,

beyond the general principle of a “balanced diet”, is always

recommended as part of a more comprehensive approach to

children with chronic lung disease.
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Preterm birth (PTB) has a significant impact in public health globally,

and is associated with increased morbidity and mortality, affecting a

series of socio-economic variables. The frequency of PTBs ranges from

5 to 18%. Recent reports associate PTB to 965,000 deaths in the

neonatal period, and an additional 125,000 deaths in children aged one

to five years, representing the leading cause of both neonatal and

childhoodmortality. (1) The impact of PTB affects surviving premature

infants, with increased risk of cerebral palsy, impaired learning and

visual disorders, and chronic/recurrent respiratory diseases that start

in the early years, with specific subgroups being affected for life. (2)

The greatmajority of PTBs occur in poor regions of theworldwith over

60% in sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia.

Currently, 80% of infants born with weights between 500 and 750 g

will survive and close to 75% of those born from 26 to 27 weeks of

gestational age at tertiary centers will survive to 5 years of age. (3)

These cohorts’main feature is now chronic lung disease, meaning that

more babies survive the neonatal period, but present later morbidity

and mortality, due to sequelae of prematurity such as Bronchopulmo-

nary Dysplasia (BPD). Another series of preterm infants born less than

32 weeks of gestational age showed that 25%were hospitalized in the

first two years of life (4).
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A series of intervening variables are at play that affect the immature

pulmonary systems of pretermnewborn babies, influencing the normal

development of the respiratory tract, and consequently both the

process of alveolar growth, and formation of an adequate pulmonary

microvasculature. The risk for respiratory morbidity is inversely

associated with birth weight (which is dependent of gestational age

at birth).

A long list of pulmonary findings in children born preterm include

increased incidence of pneumonia and bronchiolitis (5) frequent re-

hospitalizations for respiratory diseases (6), chronic and recurrent

coughing and wheezing, bronchial hyperreactivity (7) and pulmonary

function abnormalities (8).

These changes are not only present in the first months or years of life.

Children born with less than 32 weeks of gestation have a significant

burden of respiratory disease at mid-childhood with structural

abnormalities. Lung function is lower in children born preterm, and

this is associated with increased structural lung damage (9).

In a recent meta-analysis over 1.5 million children worldwide were

analyzed for the chance of wheezing in the first years of life and

preterm birth was found to be an independent associated variable

with a 1.7-fold higher risk (10). In the subgroup of very low birth

weight (VLBW) this risk was three times greater. RSV lower

respiratory tract illness (LRTI) was the most significant infectious

agent associated with this respiratory morbidity. The possibility of

early life interventions that may attenuate the severity of these

severe cases may be through the recent advent of monoclonal

antibodies specific for RSV. A recent double-blind placebo-

controlled trial has shown that treatment with Palivizumab has

shown a 61% reduction in total wheezing days in the first year of life

for healthy preterm infants (born at 33-35 WG). This approach

serves a fascinating proof of concept that the blocking the severe

events caused by RSV very early in life can have lasting protection,

at least in the first year of life (when recurrent wheezing is common

in most settings) for babies born prematurely.

Also interesting is the perspective that new vaccines and monoclonal

antibodies already being tested in the pipeline targeted at RSV, which

may completely change the current scenery which, as of today, is very

conservative, since we do not have effective therapeutic options to

change the course of both acute and recurrent wheeze in this

population.

Populations in LMICs should benefit greatly from these new

approaches since the burden of disease in these communities seems

to be even greater than that observed in more affluent societies.
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Pulmonary tuberculosis (PTB) is the commonest form of childhood TB

globally. Timely and accurate diagnosis is essential to promote

effective treatment including therapy for drug resistant TB, delineate

the burden of childhood TB, and prevent complications from

dissemination or progressive disease. Clinical scoring systems,

radiological findings and tuberculin skin testing, usual methods for

diagnosis, have been hampered by poor interobserver agreement, and

low sensitivity and specificity especially in the context of HIV

infection.1 As a result, under-diagnosis as well as potential over-

diagnosis of PTB remains challenging in children living in high TB

burden countries.

However, several diagnostic advances have occurred in the last 5

years. Improved microbiological confirmation has been supported by

strategies to promote better specimen collection, including induced

sputum, the realization that repeated specimens are needed in children
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and better, rapid molecular diagnostic tests, particularly Gene Xpert

(Xpert MTB/RIF) that enables rapid diagnosis and simultaneous

detection of resistance to rifampicin. A single induced sputum (IS)

provided a similar culture yield to 3 gastric lavages, while a sequential

second IS specimen increased the yield from culture by approximately

15%.2 In primary care settings, sputum induction was also effective,

increasing the diagnostic yield for PTB by 20%.3

A meta-analysis reported a pooled sensitivity and specificity for Xpert

MTB/RIF on a single IS of 62% and 98% respectively, compared to

culture in children with PTB.4 The performance of Xpert on gastric

lavage was similar. Xpert testing of repeated IS specimens provided a

higher yieldwith 2 specimens detecting approximately 75%of children

with culture confirmed disease, almost 3 fold that of smear.5 A

Tanzanian study of older children, reported a similar sensitivity for

Xpert on sputum specimens and an incremental increase with

subsequent specimens. While most studies have focused on hospital-

ized children, Xpert on respiratory secretions was reported to be

useful for diagnosis in children with suspected PTB presenting with

mild disease at primary care health facilities, although the microbio-

logical yield (both by culture and Xpert) was much lower than that

obtained in hospitalized children.6 TheWorld Health Organization has

recommended that Xpert replace smear as the first line investigation in

children living in areas of high HIV prevalence or where drug resistant

TB is a concern.

Xpert is an attractive test to performon specimens that are less invasive

to collect. A South African study reported that Xpert on 2 sequential

NPAs was useful for microbiological confirmation in hospitalized

children, providing similar sensitivity to repeated Xpert testing of IS.7

However, NPAs provided a lower yield than IS specimens for culture.

Xpert on stool specimens may offer a promising strategy, particularly in

HIV-infected children, but further studies are needed.8

Xpert MTB/Rif Ultra (Ultra) can detect disease with fewer bacilli than

Xpert and somay offer an improved rapid diagnostic, as childhood PTB

is paucibacillary. Studies in children are underway.

Other diagnostic tests include urine lipoarabinomannan (LAM), host

genome expression profiles and improved immunological assays. LAM

has low sensitivity and specificity in children including HIV-infected

children, making it unsuitable for diagnosis.9 A host genome signature

associatedwith TB in children has been identified10, but furtherwork to

develop this as an available diagnostic test is needed. Serological testing

has not been successful. Gamma interferon testing does not provide

major advantages over tuberculin skin testing and does not distinguish

infection from disease. The T cell activation marker (TAM-TB) test is a

novel immunodiagnostic test that can distinguish active disease from

infection, relying on predominance of an effector memory cell

phenotype. In a study in Tanzania, TAM-TB assay showed good

diagnostic performance in children, but further studies are needed.
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Introduction

Long-term noninvasive ventilation (NIV) involves the delivery of

ventilatory assistance through a noninvasive interface, as opposed to

invasive ventilation via a tracheostomy. The number of children
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treated at home with this type of respiratory support is expanding

exponentially around the world (1, (2, (3). Increasing pediatric

conditions may benefit from long term NIV. However the indications

and benefits have not been validated and rely mainly on recom-

mendations and clinical experience.

Diseases that May Benefit From Noninvasive Ventilator Support

NIV comprises: 1) continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP)

which utilizes the delivery of a constant positive pressure in the

airways aiming to maintain airway patency throughout the entire

breathing cycle and, 2) biphasic positive airway pressure (BiPAP)which

aims is to assist the breathing of the patient by delivering a

supplemental higher positive pressure during each inspiration.

NIV is indicated for disorders that cause disequilibrium in the

respiratory balance, which comprises the load imposed on

the respiratory system, the capacity of the respiratory muscles,

and the central drive. In healthy subjects, the respiratory load, i.e.

the effort the subject has to perform to generate a breath, is low, the

capacity of the respiratory muscles is normal, and the central drive

appropriately commands the respiratory muscles. In disorders

characterized by an increase in respiratory load, or by a weakness

of the respiratory muscles, the central drive increases its demands of

the respiratory muscles. However, when this imbalance exceeds a

certain threshold, hypoventilation, defined by hypercapnia and

hypoxemia, occurs. Severe upper airway obstruction, airway malacia,

cystic fibrosis, bronchopulmonary dysplasia or bronchiolitis obliter-

ans, may be responsible for an excessive respiratory load (4, (5, (6, (7,

(8, (9, (10). Neuromuscular diseases that involve the motor neuron,

the peripheral nerve, the neuromuscular junction, or the muscle may

cause excessive respiratory muscle weakness. Disorders of the

central drive are rare and may be congenital, such as the Ondine’s

curse (or congenital central hypoventilation syndrome) or acquired

due to compression of or injury to the brainstem. Other disorders

involving an impairment of two or more of these components, such

as achondroplasia and mucopolysaccharidoses, may cause upper

airway obstruction and brain stem compression.

The choice of the type of NIV depends of the pathophysiology of the

respiratory failure. CPAP is the simplest type of noninvasive

respiratory support, which is indicated in case of “isolated” obstruction

of the upper or lower airways. BiPAP is indicated when the two other

components of the respiratory balance are impaired, i.e. the central

drive and/or the respiratory muscles. In lung diseases associated with

an increase in respiratory load, the aim of NIV is to “unload” the

respiratory muscles (5, (6, (11, (12). As these patients have a normal

central nervous system and a preserved respiratory muscle capacity, a

ventilatory assistance that preserves the patient’s own breathing

pattern by allowing the patient to “trigger” assisted breaths, will be the

most appropriate and comfortable (5, (6). Conversely, in patients with

weak respiratory muscles, the role of BiPAP will be to “replace” the

respiratory muscles by delivering a positive pressure during inspira-

tion. A “controlled” mode with a back-up rate (i.e. a minimal number

of breaths delivered per minute by the ventilator) close to the

normal respiratory rate during sleep for age, is thus recommended.

CPAP is thus clearly NOT the treatment of sleep-disordered

breathing in patients with neuromuscular disease. Finally, in the

case of an abnormal central drive, the ventilator should be able to

“take over” the command of the respiratory muscles by means of a

controlled mode.

Indications and Benefits of NIV

There are no validated criteria to start long term NIV in children. In

clinical practice, NIV may be initiated in an acute setting, after NIV

weaning failure in the pediatric intensive care unit (PICU), on abnormal

nocturnal gas exchange alone or associated with a high apnea-

hypopnea index (AHI) on a polysomnography (13). Themain challenges

or difficulties for NIV initiation in children are 1) the timing and type of

investigation, such as a polysomnography, a polygraphy, or an

overnight gas exchange recording, that should be performed for

NIV initiation and, 2) the values or thresholds of the parameters that

are retained for NIV initiation, such as the oxygen and/or carbon

dioxide level, and/or AHI, with the assumption that their correction

will be associated with a benefit of NIV (13). These difficulties are due

to the lack of markers of end-organ morbidity associated with sleep-

disordered breathing and chronic respiratory failure in children.

Neurocognitive dysfunction and behavioral disturbances are the most

common and severe consequences of obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) in

children but these deleterious effects are highly variable from one

child to another (14).

A sleep study is part of the routine evaluation of a child with OSAS.

Polysomnography represents the gold standard but polygraphy or

continuous monitoring of nocturnal gas exchange may be used as an

alternative if full polysomnography is not available (15). Usual

indications for CPAP are residual OSAS after adenotonsillectomy

(defined by an AHI>5 events/h) and OSAS related to obesity or

craniofacial abnormalities (15). In practice, CPAP is prescribed in

children with complex OSAS due to anatomical or structural

abnormalities of the upper airways such as craniofacial malformations,

Down syndrome, Prader Willi syndrome or morbid obesity (16, (17,

(18). BiPAP is indicated if nocturnal hypoventilation persists despite

optimal CPAP (15). CPAP is associated with an improvement in sleep

parameters such as the AHI and gas exchange, attention deficits,

behavior, sleepiness and quality of life (16).

There is less consensus regarding the type of investigation and criteria

for BiPAP initiation in children with neuromuscular diseases. First,

BiPAP may be justified without a sleep study when the child presents

episodes of acute respiratory failure triggered by a respiratory

infection or an anesthetic procedure, as these events are markers of

an insufficient respiratory reserve (19). Concerning the timing of a

sleep study, there is a lack of validated recommendations. This may be

partially explained by the heterogeneity of neuromuscular disorders in

children (20, (21). Symptoms suggestive of sleep-disordered breathing

cannot be used as predictors or markers of nocturnal hypoventilation

as they did not differ between neuromuscular children with or without

documented nocturnal hypoventilation (22). Concerning the predic-

tive value of lung function and other respiratory parameters, a large

prospective study in children with neuromuscular disorders did not

identify a sensitive and specific daytime lung function or respiratory

muscle test that was associated with, or predictive of, nocturnal
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hypoxemia or hypercapnia (23). The type of neuromuscular disorder

should thus be taken into account as nocturnal hypoventilation occurs

preferentially in disorders characterized by a prominent diaphragmatic

weakness. Children with a COL6 myopathy should thus be screened

systematically for sleep disordered breathing (24). Prioritized screen-

ing is also recommended for infants or young children with congenital

myopathies or rapidly progressive neuromuscular diseases (25). In

children with neuromuscular disease, the documentation of nocturnal

hypoventilation by means of a polysomnography is recommended but

not essential prior to starting BiPAP because “isolated” abnormal

nocturnal gas exchange may be sufficient (26). Indeed, 9 out of 10

patients with neuromuscular disease or thoracic deformity and

isolated nocturnal hypercapnia without daytime hypercapnia pro-

gressed to overt daytime respiratory failure within a period of 2 years

(26). Moreover, in the presence of an abnormal overnight gas

exchange recording or full polysomnography, the criteria that are

used to define “nocturnal hypoventilation” are highly variable which

has practical consequences, as long term NIV indication relies upon

hypoventilation detection (27). The scoring of polysomnography in

patients with neuromuscular disease requires a specific expertise.

Indeed, instead of apneic and hypopneic events, these patients may

present a progressive simultaneous decrease in airflow and thoracic

and abdominal movements accompanied or not by a change in gas

exchange, suggestive of global inspiratory muscle weakness (28).

Paradoxical breathing with opposition phase on the thoracic and

abdominal belts may be the consequence of diaphragmatic dysfunc-

tion or weakness of the intercostal muscles and should not be falsely

interpreted as “obstructive events” (28, (29, (30).

In clinical practice, periods of “reduced ventilation” or paradoxical

breathing, more than obstructive and/or central apnea-hypopneas,

especially during rapid-eye movement sleep, associated with a pulse

oximetry (SpO2) < 90% and/or a transcutaneous carbon dioxide

(PtcCO2) value > 50mmHg, are indicative of an insufficient respiratory

muscle performance and justify long term BiPAP in children with

neuromuscular disease. In clinical practice, however, many children

with a progressive neuromuscular disease such as spinal muscular

atrophy or Duchenne muscular dystrophy are started on NIV

empirically. Indeed, the limited access to sleep studies should not

delay the access of these patients to an effective treatment, the most

important requisite being that patients should be followed by a

pediatric team having an expertise in NIV.

There is no consensus regarding the clinical situations or criteria that

justify the initiation of BiPAP in children with cystic fibrosis. Like adult

patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, BiPAP is

recommended as a first line treatment for an acute hypercapnic

respiratory exacerbation, without any evidence from prospective

randomized studies (31, (32, (33). BiPAP is also largely prescribed for

patients on the lung transplant list and those with an insufficient

improvement with oxygen therapy (34). This contrasts with a recent

Cochrane review that concluded that the improvement of nocturnal

gas exchange and less oxygen desaturation and respiratory muscle

fatigue during chest physiotherapy were the only proven benefits of

BiPAP in cystic fibrosis (35).

In conclusion, screening with at least an overnight gas exchange

recording to detect nocturnal hypoxemia and/or hypercapnia, and if

possible with a more complete sleep study, should be a priority in all

children with upper airway obstruction, and any type of neuromuscu-

lar or lung disease that may be associated with nocturnal hypoventi-

lation. Symptoms of sleep-disordered breathing are insufficiently

sensitive and specific and tend to appear late in the course of the

different diseases. As poor sleep quality is associated with neuro-

cognitive dysfunction, abnormal behavior and decreased quality of life,

a trial of one to threemonths of NIVwith a thorough evaluation before

and after the NIV period, seems a reasonable option.

Conclusion

Long term NIV is an extremely efficacious respiratory support which has

transformed the scope of chronic respiratory failure and severe sleep-

disordered breathing in children by avoiding tracheotomies and allowing

the child to live at home with a good quality of life for the child and his

family. The tremendous heterogeneity of the disorders, ages, prognosis

and outcomes of the patients underlines the necessity ofmanagement by

experienced, multidisciplinary centers, having technical competencies in

pediatricNIV, andanexpertise insleep studies and therapeutic education.
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There is no debate that non invasive ventilation (NIV) is the

preferred mode in modern Neonatology for the treatment of

respiratory distress syndrome (RDS).1, 2 Yet, there is a controversy

as to which mode of NIV to use in different conditions. NIV has a

role in the initial treatment of RDS with the aim to decrease the rate

of endotracheal ventilation and the incidence of chronic lung disease

(CLD).1, 2 NIV is also used post extubation in order to decrease the

need for reintubation during the resolution of RDS and to treat

apnea of prematurity.1, 2 The available options of NIV include nasal

continuous positive airway pressure (NCPAP), nasal intermittent

positive pressure ventilation (NIPPV) and high flow heated humidi-

fied nasal cannula (HFNC).

NCPAP is the most common modality of NIV. Large randomized

controlled trials (RCT) concluded that early NCPAP is a safe alternative

to immediate intubation even in extremely low birth weight (ELBW)

infants.3, 4 For the initial treatment of RDS, most centers use NCPAP,

some of them escalate to NIPPV before intubation and some use

NIPPV as an initial mode of non invasive support. A recent meta-

analysis5 including ten trials, enrolling a total of 1061 infants, showed

significantly reduced risk of meeting respiratory failure criteria (risk

ratio (RR) 0.65, 95% confidence interval (CI) 0.51 to 0.82) and needing

intubation (typical RR 0.78, 95%CI 0.64 to 0.94) among infants treated

with early NIPPV compared with early NCPAP. The meta-analysis did

not demonstrate a reduction in the risk of CLD among infants

randomized toNIPPV (typical RR 0.78, 95%CI 0.58 to 1.06). Therewas

no evidence of harm. The authors concluded that early NIPPV does

appear to be superior to NCPAP alone for decreasing respiratory

failure and the need for intubation and endotracheal tube ventilation

among preterm infants with RDS.

Synchronized NIPPV vs. NCPAP for later use, post extubation at RDS

resolution, as a “bridge“ to spontaneous unsupported breathing was

shown to be more effective than NCPAP. An updated meta-analysis6

showed that NIPPV reduces the incidence of extubation failure and

the need for re-intubation within 48 hours to one week more

effectively than NCPAP; however, it has no effect on CLD or on

mortality. Synchronization may be important in delivering effective

NIPPV. The device used to deliver NIPPVmay be important; however,

data are insufficient to support strong conclusions. Synchronized

NIPPV may be more effective than NCPAP also for apnea of

prematurity.2 A meta-analysis, regarding apnea of prematurity,

suggests that synchronized NIPPV is more efficacious with apnea

that is frequent or severe. However, the studies performed addressed

short-term outcomes and as such could not address properly the rate

of reintubation. Thus, more studies are needed before recommending

synchronized NIPPV as standard of care for apnea of prematurity.

It is possible that the additive effect of NIPPV compared to NCPAP is

related to synchronization. This is debatable, as one study in stable

premature infants did not find benefits in synchronization. Yet, the

infants were stable and exposed to the studied mode for a short time.

Neutrally adjusted ventilation assist (NAVA) might answer this

question. NAVA is a new mode of synchronized NIPPV, which utilizes

changes in the electrical activity of the diaphragm (Edi) to trigger the

ventilator. There are currently no large RCT that compare NIV-NAVA

to non synchronized NIPPV.

Recently, HFNC is frequently used as a mode of NIV. High flows result

in washout of anatomical and physiological dead space and contribute

to improved fractions of alveolar gases with respect to carbon dioxide

as well as oxygen and decrease the work of breathing and the energy

cost of gas conditioning. HFNC probably creates positive end

expiratory pressure (PEEP) that may contribute to its beneficial effect.

This PEEP usually is lower than the PEEP administered via NCPAP or

NIPPV. The PEEP is not monitored during HFNC; this raised concerns

regarding the safety of HFNC in terms of air leak. A Cochrane review7

concluded that HFNC has similar rates of efficacy to other forms of

non-invasive respiratory support in preterm infants for preventing

treatment failure, death and chronic lung disease. Most evidence is

available for the use of HFNC as post-extubation support. Following

extubation, HFNC is associated with less nasal trauma, and may be

associated with reduced pneumothorax compared with NCPAP. Yet,

more studies, especially in the initial treatment of RDS and in ELBW

infants, are needed before adopting HFNC as an alternative mode of

NIV in these conditions. Following this Cochrane, in the international

HIPSTER multicenter, randomized, noninferiority trial,8 564 preterm

infants (gestational age, ≥28 weeks 0 days) with early respiratory

distress who had not received surfactant replacement were assigned

to treatment with either HFNC or NCPAP. The primary outcome was

treatment failure within 72 hours after randomization. Treatment

failure occurred in 71 of 278 infants (25.5%) in the high-flow group and

in 38 of 286 infants (13.3%) in the CPAP group (risk difference, 12.3

percentage points; 95% confidence interval [CI], 5.8 to 18.7;

P < 0.001). The rate of intubation within 72 hours did not differ

significantly between the high-flow and CPAP groups (15.5% and

11.5%, respectively; risk difference, 3.9 percentage points; 95%

CI, −1.7 to 9.6; P = 0.17), nor did the rate of adverse events. They

concluded that when used as primary support for preterm infants with

RDS, high-flow therapy resulted in a significantly higher rate of

treatment failure than did NCPAP. For post extubation, in very

preterm infants, Manley et al.9 in a multicenter, randomized,

noninferiority trial, assigned 303 very preterm infants to receive

treatment with either HFNC or NCPAP. The primary outcome was

treatment failure within 7 days. The use of HFNC was noninferior to

the use ofNCPAP,with treatment failure occurring in 52 of 152 infants

(34.2%) in the HFNC group and in 39 of 151 infants (25.8%) in the

NCPAP group. Almost half the infants in whom treatment with HFNC

failed were successfully treated with NCPAP without reintubation.
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While non-invasive ventilation is probably safe, its success depends on

gestational age. The data indicate that surfactant may still have a

significant role in the treatment of RDS, especially in ELBW infants.

Recent studies reported on an intubation rate of∼50% in their NCPAP

group in ELBW infants.1, 2, 3, 4 This leads us to non or less invasive

modes of surfactant administration thatmay allow the infant to benefit

from both, surfactant and NIV. These included the intubation,

surfactant, extubation (INSURE) approach, and the minimal invasive

surfactant therapy (MIST). Using the MIST, surfactant is applied to the

trachea without endotracheal intubation by using a thin catheter in

spontaneously breathing preterm infants receiving NCPAP. This

technique was reported to reduce the need for mechanical ventila-

tion.10 There are ongoing trials with inhaled surfactant. There is no

consensus yet on which mode of non invasive surfactant administra-

tion is superior and when is the best time for the application of that

mode when the infant is on NIV.

To summarize, NCPAP is still the most common mode of non

invasive respiratory support world wide.1 The available evidence

supports the preference of early or later use of NIPPV/SNIPPV

compared to NCPAP because of minimizing the use and the length

of endotracheal ventilation.2, 5, 6 New modes of NIV such as NAVA

and nasal high frequency ventilation, need to be further studied

before concluding on benefits for the short and long term

outcomes in premature infants. Less invasive modes of surfactant

administration may enhance the impact of NIV, with the aim to

reduce CLD.
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Non-invasive respiratory support is increasingly used at all ages, from

the most extreme preterm during his/her adaptation to extra-uterine

life to the end-of-life elderly patient for dyspnea relief. Non-invasive

respiratory support encompasses a number ofmodalities, such as high-

flow nasal cannula, non-invasive continuous positive airway pressure

(CPAP) and non-invasive ventilation (NIV). This abstract will highlight a

few recent publications focused on NIV used in pediatrics for acute as

well as chronic respiratory failure.

Acute Non-Invasive Ventilation

Acute NIV in Neonates

A Cochrane meta-analysis (1) examined the risks and benefits of early

NIV versus early nasal CPAP for preterm infants at risk of or in

respiratory distresswithin the first hours after birth. Ten trials enrolling

a total of 1061 infants met the criteria for inclusion in the analysis. The

authors concluded that early NIV appears superior to nasal CPAP for

decreasing respiratory failure and the need for intubation and

endotracheal tube ventilation in preterm infants with respiratory

distress syndrome. Larger trials are however needed to confirm these

results and to assess the safety of NIV compared with nasal CPAP.

Another Cochrane meta-analysis by the same team (2) focused on the

use of NIV delivered by nasal prongs or a nasopharyngeal tube after

extubation in preterm newborns. Ten randomized and quasi-random-

ized trials enrolling a total of 1431 infants were included in the

analysis. The authors concluded that the overall evidence indicates

that NIV reduces the incidence of extubation failure and the need for

re-intubation within the first week more effectively than nasal CPAP.

In addition, the use of a synchronized form of NIV may be important

although necessitates confirmation in larger trials. Similarly, the use of
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a mechanical ventilator to deliver NIV appears more efficient than

bilevel devices, although larger trials are again needed for confirma-

tion. Finally, there was no difference between NIV and nasal CPAP for

the rates of bronchopulmonary dysplasia, death or necrotizing

enterocolitis.

Two publications from two different teams summarized data from

animal model investigations and clinical observations on the use of

nasal high frequency oscillatory ventilation (nHFOV) in neonates (3,4).

Nasal HFOV has the advantages of both high-frequency ventilation

(no need for synchronization, high efficacy in removing CO2) and nasal

CPAP (non-invasive interface, improved oxygenation via an increase in

functional residual capacity). Data in preterm lambs suggest that

nHFOV can decrease the incidence of bronchopulmonary dysplasia. In

addition, reports of several case series have shown that nHFOV can be

used in human neonates with apparent benefits compared to other

NIV modalities. The authors underlined that while several surveys

have reported that nHFOV is increasingly attempted in some

neonatology centers, randomized controlled studies are rapidly

needed to confirm if and when nHFOV is truly beneficial in human

neonates.

Acute NIV in Children

Mortamet et al (5) assessed the available interfaces for delivering NIV

in NIV-naïve children with acute respiratory failure. Given that NIV in

the acute setting must be initiated rapidly and used around the clock

for several days, the choice of the optimal interface is crucial and often

makes the difference between NIV success or failure. The authors

summarized the advantages and limitations of the various interfaces

available for children, including the approach in choosing the optimal

interface and to monitor its tolerance.

ACochranemeta-analysis examined the use ofNIV for acute asthma in

children (6). Two trials enrolling a total of 40 children only were eligible

to be included in the analysis. BiPAP devices were compared to

standard care (no use of nasal CPAP however) in the two studies.

While the asthma symptom scorewas significantly decreased, the very

low number of children and the high risk of bias in the studies did not

allow confirmation or rejection of any beneficial effect of NIV in

children with acute asthma.

Chronic Non-Invasive Ventilation

Clinical Updates on Long-Term Home Ventilation

Home NIV has been the focus of two excellent comprehensive

updates (7,8). Long-term home NIV may be indicated when central

respiratory drive anomalies, respiratory muscle/thoracic wall dysfunc-

tion, upper airway obstruction and/or primary bronchopulmonary

disorders are markedly disabling on a long-term basis and not

amenable to CPAP therapy. Both articles underline the contrast

between the exponential use of NIV in children of all ages worldwide

and the lack of validated criteria, especially for initiating, titrating and

monitoring treatment. The challenges faced by long-term homeNIV in

infants and children are numerous, and success is dependent on a

highly specialized multidisciplinary center. Among others, the choice

of the interface between the patient and the mechanical ventilator is a

crucial factor. In addition, the training of caregivers, as well as the

availability of dedicated home-care personnel on an as-needed basis to

support caregivers, is essential.

Interfaces for Long-Term Non-invasive Ventilation in Children

As already alluded to above, choosing the interface between the

ventilator and the patient is one of the most challenging aspects of

NIV in pediatrics, especially in infants. A recent article has addressed

the problem of the optimal interface using innovative technologies

in 50 subjects with a mean age of 10.4 years (9). The technologies

under study included 3-dimensional imaging to assess the fit

between a particular mask and the patient’s face, measurement of

skin hydration under the interface and high definition color

photography to visualize early skin compromise (present in 72%

of the studied patients). While skin injury was shown to be reduced

with the use of a silicone foam dressing interposed between the

plastic mask and the skin, no sign of any injury was observed when a

water vapor-permeable cloth mask was used. An accompanying

editorial underlined the need for intensive research focused on the

ideal NIV interface, which should i) be comfortable and adaptable to

a wide range of facial shapes; ii) prevent overhydration of the skin;

iii) prevent unintentional leaks, increased dead space and patient-

ventilator asynchrony.

Non-Invasive Ventilation and Gastro-Esophageal Reflux: Lessons From

Newborn Ovine Models

Esophageal insufflation of gas during NIV can lead to gastric dilation.

The latter can in turn increase gastro-esophageal reflux via transient

relaxation of the inferior esophageal sphincter. We have previously

reported that nasal CPAP (6 cmH2O) virtually abolishes gastro-

esophageal refluxes in newborn lambs. We further reported in 2016

that acute NIV (15/4 cmH2O), either under the form of pressure

support or neurally-adjusted ventilatory assist, also inhibits gastro-

esophageal refluxes (10). Of note, no gastric dilation was observed at

the pressures used. Explaining mechanisms are currently being

investigated.
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Cystic Fibrosis
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CF is caused bymutations in the gene encoding theCF transmembrane

conductance regulator (CFTR) protein, an anion channel situated on

the apical surface of epithelial cells which controls the flux of chloride,

bicarbonate and sodium thereby regulating airway surface hydration.

Patients lacking normal CFTR function have impaired mucociliary

clearance and are prone to early infection and inflammation in the

airways. CFTR is also expressed in the sweat gland where it reabsorbs

chloride from sweat; patients with CF thus have raised levels of sweat

chloride. The early observation of this fact led to development of the

gold-standard diagnostic sweat test. Diagnostic cut-offs are estab-

lished >60mmol for CF and <30mmol for the healthy population, with

an ‘intermediate’ area between 30 and 60mmol/l1. In 1989 the gene

responsible for CF was first identified and the common mutation,

F508del, described. This is present on at least one allele in 70-85% of

CF patients worldwide, with around 40-50% of patients being

homozygous. There are now >2,000 mutations described, many of

which are extremely rare and have not yet been fully understood. The

cftr2 project is aiding progress rapidly in assigning reported CFTR

mutations to ‘CF-causing’, ‘not CF-causing’ or ‘variable clinical

consequence’ categories (www.cftr2.org).

Clinical manifestations of CF include early onset failure to thrive and

diarrhea due to pancreatic exocrine dysfunction, respiratory symp-

toms such as chronic moist cough and bacterial infections, upper

airway complications including sinusitis and nasal polyps, liver disease

and later complications of diabetes mellitus and arthropathy. ∼10% of

CF babies are born with gut obstruction due to inspissated meconium

and the diagnosis may even be suspected prenatally with echogenic

bowel.

The vastmajority of cases of CF are easy to diagnose: a constellation of

suggestive clinical phenotype, raised sweat chloride (>60mmol/l) and

two recognized disease-causing mutations allow a diagnosis to be

confirmed, treatment to be initiated and screening offered to close

family members. Many parts of the world have newborn screening

programs by which most cases are now diagnosed in early infancy.

These are most commonly based on the finding of a raised

immunoreactive trypsinogen (IRT) followed by CFTR genotyping or a

repeat IRT, but a number of different algorithms exist.

However, both in later life and in the newborn period, diagnostic

dilemmas arise, for which additional tests may be needed. Examples of

cases provide a useful framework to illustrate the issues:

Case 1

A33-yearoldmanpresented toprimarycare seeking fertility testingand

was found to be azospermic. On further questioning, he was well

throughout childhood, but suffered from a prolonged bout of

‘bronchitis’ whilst travelling on his gap year through Asia; he admitted

to some unhealthy behaviors including smoking tobacco and marijuana

during the trip. Since then, he has had a persistent ‘smoker’s cough’

despite having given up. He reported producing small amounts of clear

phlegmmost days, which could be yellow-green when unwell, and had

been prescribed ∼10 courses of antibiotics over the last 4–5 years. He

was well-nourished with a normal bowel habit and reported no

significant abdominal pain.

CT scan revealed moderate bilateral upper lobe bronchiectasis and a

diagnosis of late-presenting CF was sensibly considered. Repeated

sweat tests revealed chlorides between 35 and 49mmol/l and first line

genetic testing showed him to be heterozygous for the F508del

mutation. He underwent nasal potential difference testing, which

revealed a normal basal PD, but an almost complete absence of chloride

secretion upon stimulation with a combination of zero-chloride Ringers

and the cAMP agonist, isoprenaline; this is the most sensitive test for

CFTR function in the airway epithelium. Subsequently, he was found to

possess an additional mutation D1152H on his other allele. This is a

mutationof ‘variableclinical significance’often found inassociationwith

CF-like disease in one or more organs but a normal or borderline sweat

test. In this patient the constellationof signs andCFTR-related testswas

considered to support a diagnosis of CF.

Case 2

A well 4-week old baby girl was referred following a positive newborn

screen for CF. Following a raised IRT, genotyping confirmed F508del/

R117H-7T. The latter mutation, when in cis with the 7T, leads to

residual, but variable CFTR function and together with a disease-

causing mutation may lead to CF, albeit usually of a milder phenotype,

but may also be found in completely healthy individuals. The baby was

well-grown and had normal stools; there were no parental concerns.

Sweat chlorides were 12 and 15mmol/l, well below the upper limit of

the normal range, 30mmol/l. Consensus in Europe is that such babies

are termed ‘CF SPID’ (Screen positive, indeterminate diagnosis)2 and

not cystic fibrosis. Somewill develop lung complications in later life, so

a degree of follow up is advised. The consensus guidelines for this

group of babies will be detailed during the presentation. The baby

underwent repeat sweat testing over the first two years of life, which

remained normal. No clinical concerns evolved.
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CF is therefore not the all-or-nothing disease it was once considered.

The more we learn about CFTR, the more we recognize how much

remains unknown. Many CFTR mutations lead to variable conse-

quences; there may be additional factors such as environment,

behaviors, or other aspects of genetic make up, so-called modifier

genes, which determine whether people remain healthy or display

manifestations of the disease. Nasal potential difference testing and

other assays of CFTR function such as short circuit current on rectal

biopsy (or, more recently, culture of organoids from the latter)3 may

prove useful diagnostic aids. In some cases, borderline diagnostic tests

in the context of single organ disease such as nasal polyps, will be

termed ‘CFTR-related disorder’. As diagnostic understanding evolves,

new terms such as CFSPID are required. There are cohorts of patients

described with CF-like disease who actually have mutations in ENaC4,

so further investigation should be considered in these cases.
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#2. Anti-Inflammatory Therapy in Cystic Fibrosis
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Cystic fibrosis (CF) lung disease is marked by recurrent exacer-

bations of bronchitis with opportunistic organisms and neutrophil

dominant inflammation. The relentless cycle of infection and

inflammation results in airway injury and bronchiectasis leading

ultimately to respiratory failure, the most common cause of death. A

seminal feature of CF lung disease is excessive, unopposed

neutrophil mediators, which degrade innate immune function and

promote mucus obstruction of airways. Both airway epithelial cells

and immune cells play critical roles in the initiation and progression

of CF lung disease. The primary cause of CF lung disease is loss of

function of the Cystic Fibrosis Transmembrane Conductance

Regulator (CFTR). However, there has been a long-standing debate

concerning whether loss of CFTR causes an inherent hyper-

inflammatory state, or whether loss of CFTR promotes persistent

lung infection with local innate immune failure and a secondary

hyperinflammatory state.

New insights from Cftr-deficient pigs and ferrets, which recapitulate

pathologic features of human CF lung disease, reveal that there is no

airway inflammation in newborn animals in the absence of infection.

However, there is a growing body of evidence that CFTR deficiency

impairs critical innate immune functions that enable lung infection.

CFTR directly affects airway innate immunity via its function as a

regulator of anion channels. CFTR regulates not only chloride efflux,

but also bicarbonate and thiocyanate efflux. CFTR deficiency results in

loss of bicarbonate and a more acidic airway surface milieu. This

change in acid-base status inhibits antimicrobial peptides including

beta-defensin and cathelicidin, hinders normal phagocytic cell

clearance of bacteria, and affects mucin biochemical and biophysical

properties resulting in failure of normal mucociliary clearance of

microbes. Thiocyanate is critical for epithelial generation of hypoth-

iocyanate, an important anti-microbial factor. Loss of both CFTR and

apical purinergic-regulated chloride channels results in unopposed

epithelial sodium channel activity and airway surface dehydration. The

loss of airway surface liquid homeostasis increases mucus viscosity

and prevents mucociliary clearance of microbes.

In addition to causing aberrant ion and water homeostasis, loss of

CFTR is associated with depletion of protective factors in the airway

epithelium including i) IL-10, an anti-inflammatory cytokine, ii) iNOS, a

required factor to upregulate interferon, an anti-viral factor, and iii)

glutathione, a major antioxidant. Furthermore, loss of CFTR also

affects the balance of pro- and anti-inflammatory lipids resulting in a

pro-inflammatory state in the airways. Patients withCF have increased

arachidonic acid and decreased docosahexanoic acid compared to

healthy control subjects. Arachidonic acid is the precursor for

inflammatory lipids such as leukotrienes, thromboxanes and prosta-

glandins, while docosahexanoic acid is the precursor for anti-

inflammatory lipids such as lipoxinA4, resolvins, and protectins which

blunt neutrophil infiltration. The sphingolipids in the lung are also

altered in CF. There is conflicting information concerning the impact of

loss of CFTR on ceramide levels in macrophages and in epithelial cells.

Either excess or deficient ceramide levels are observed in different

Cftr-deficient mice. Importantly, if the homeostasis of ceramide is

disturbed in either direction, mice are susceptible to increased

inflammation. Furthermore, other sphingolipids such as sphingosine

play important roles in response to microbes in the lung. Ceramide

affects cell membrane lipid raft composition, receptor clustering and

cell signaling. Ceramide also increases epithelial cell permeability and

induces apoptosis. In patients with CF, long chain ceramides are

increased and sphingosine is decreased in respiratory epithelial cells.

Either inhibition of ceramide accumulation or augmentation of

sphingosine with the FTY720 sphingosine-1P analog rescued Cftr-

deficient mice from P. aeruginosa pneumonia.

CF immune cells also have dysregulated pro-inflammatory responses.

There is a shift to Th17 differentiation by CF T cells. CF alveolar

macrophages fail to clear infections yet have exaggerated inflamma-

tory responses to stimuli. CF neutrophils have an overexuberant

response to infections and release reactive oxygen species that

damage proteins, lipids, and DNA, and release neutrophil elastase via

neutrophil extracellular traps or necrosis.
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Neutrophil elastase (NE) activates a cascade of events in the airway

that further promote infection and impair bacterial phagocytosis and

killing. NE upregulates mucin expression and secretion and injures cilia

all of which cause a failure of mucociliary clearance. NE cleaves

opsonins and receptors onmacrophages to prevent bacterial clearance

and efferocytosis of apoptotic neutrophils. NE upregulates neutrophil

chemokines such as C5a and IL-8 to further aggravate neutrophilic

inflammation. NE cleaves tissue inhibitors of matrix metalloproteases

and increases release and activation of other proteases such as MMP-

9 which is inversely related to FEV1. NE also induces release of High

Mobility Group Box 1 (HMGB1), a cytokine and alarmin, that activates

the RAGE receptor and TLR-2, −4, and −9, and significantly inhibits

macrophage phagocytosis and bacterial killing in a Pseudomonas

pneumonia mouse model. Furthermore, other alarmins, S100A8,

S100A9, and S100A12, the calgranulins, released from neutrophils

activate TLR4 or RAGE and are pro-inflammatory signals via NF-κB

activation. NE degrades iron containing proteins such as lactoferrin in

the airway, releasing non-heme iron that is required for bacterial

growth and biofilm formation and also is taken up by epithelial cells

and generates oxidative stress.

With the large number of inflammatory targets that lead to sustained

infection and inflammation, it has been an enormous challenge to

develop anti-inflammatory therapies for patients with CF. There is

great hope that drugs that correct and/or potentiate normal CFTR

function will abrogate the cycles of infection and inflammation that

start early in life. However, although ivacaftor therapy for patients

with the G551Dmutation significantly improved lung function, weight

gain, and sweat chloride levels, it did not decrease airway inflammatory

mediators. This result may be due to initiation of therapy after

bronchiectasis is established in patients. Once Ivacaftor is approved

for infants, then the concept can be tested that correction of CFTRwill

prevent infection and inflammation.

Importantly, an early prospective, randomized and double blind study

using oral glucocorticoids every other day for a year in patients with

CF, provided proof of principle that anti-inflammatory therapy can

improve lung function for CF patients. However, the side effects of

chronic glucocorticoid therapy prevent their use routinely as an anti-

inflammatory agent. The only approved anti-inflammatory therapies

for CF currently are high dose Ibuprofen and Azithromycin. Although

Ibuprofen slowed lung function decline in a randomized controlled

prospective trial over 4 years, particularly in patients with chronic P.

aeruginosa infection, it has not beenwidely accepted due to difficulties

in obtaining levels tomonitor therapy and potential side effects. Thrice

weekly azithromycin therapy for chronic P. aeruginosa has been more

widely accepted and therapy reveals a modest improvement in FEV1,

decreased risk for pulmonary exacerbations, and decreased serum

inflammatory markers. Chronic azithromycin therapy for patients with

CF but not infected with P. aeruginosa also decreased the frequency of

pulmonary exacerbations and cough but did not improve FEV1.

Since approval of ibuprofen and azithromycin, there have been

several trials of anti-inflammatory therapies for patients with CF that

target specific inflammatory mediators: proteases, reactive oxygen

species, neutrophil chemoattractants, abnormal intracellular signals,

and abnormal lipids. To date, none of these drugs has moved forward

to Phase 3 trials. In addition to targeted therapies, global anti-

inflammatory medications approved for use in other inflammatory

diseases are being tested for efficacy in patients with CF through the

CFF Therapeutic Development Network. To shepherd these drugs

through testing to confirm safety and efficacy, there are several

challenges to be met. First, it is important to characterize the

inflammatory biomarkers to be followed in trials. Although airway

biomarkers detected through sputum or bronchoalveolar lavage are

the most direct measures of airway inflammation, healthy young

subjects do not expectorate and would require sputum induction,

and BAL is invasive and not easily accessible for research purposes in

children. Therefore identification of circulating inflammatory bio-

markers would facilitate determination of anti-inflammatory efficacy

in vivo. Second, confirmation of safety is critical early in the process

since anti-inflammatory medications may have unpredicted side

effects and increase susceptibility to infection. Third, it is important

to select the correct population that is likely to respond to therapy- a

personalized medicine approach to anti-inflammatory therapy. Just

as different classes of CFTR mutations are responsive to specific

CFTR corrector/potentiator therapies, it is possible that a patient’s

“inflammatory profile”will be used by clinicians to determine the best

choice(s) for anti-inflammatory medication(s). Overcoming these

challenges will forge a path to effective and safe anti-inflammatory

therapies that break the vicious cycle of infection and inflammation

and prevent CF lung disease progression.
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The course of the most frequent life-threatening autosomal recessive

disorder in Caucasians, Cystic fibrosis (CF), is strongly influenced by

the presence of respiratory pathogens. During the last decades the

care for CF patients has become more and more challenging due to

both the selection of multi-resistant bacteria, as well as novel

techniques identifying the pathogens present in the lungs.

Regarding Methicillin-Resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA), we

have established and assessed the long-term success of an eradication

scheme introduced in 2002 for all newly colonized patients in our

center. After intensive therapy, i.e. iv and oral combinations, MRSA

was eradicated in 84% of the patients; those subjects had stable

clinical course (mean FEV1 one year beforeMRSA 80.4%, 3 years after

MRSA 81.0%).

Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P ae) was detected in the study by Burns et al.

which combined bronchoalveolar lavage and serological results at high

rates even in children younger than three years of age, indicating that

P. aeruginosa infection occurs very early and may be intermittent or

undetectable by culture. Secondary prevention, i.e. interventions after

diagnosis of an airway colonization, is now established as a usual

approach. Of interest, in the various studies, the success rate depends

primarily on the definition of eradication and time points at least 1 or

better 2 years after first detection should be used, to get reliable

results. We also include the measurement of serum anti-P ae

antibodies. A chronic P ae infection necessitates regular suppression

therapy with antimicrobials in order to prevent deterioration of lung

function.

Qvist T et al. identified, in 2016, infections with a significant impact on

rate of decline in %FEV1 other than Pseudomonas aeruginosa which

alone had a negative impact of −0.95% (95% CI −1.24 to −0.66).

Mycobacterium abscessus complex led to a loss of −2.22% points per

year (95% CI −3.21 to −1.23), Burkholderia cepacia complex to −1.95%

(95% CI −2.51 to −1.39), and Achromobacter xylosoxidans to −1.55%

(95% CI −2.21 to −0.90). Common approaches to address these

microbacteria will be discussed. In the study of Qvist, clearing

M. abscessus complex was associated with a change to a slower

decline, similar in magnitude to the pre-infection slope.

The multitude of other bacteria in CF airways which can be detected

by non-culture based techniques in a given patient, dosages,

pharmacodynamics and interactions of drugs applied, comprehensive

treatment including airway clearance, upper airway reservoir and

implementation into everyday life need to be considered, when

treating resistant bacteria in CF.

Neonatal Pulmonology.

#1. The Difficulty to Extubate Newborns in the Neonatal

Intensive Care Unit

Petr Pohunek1, Miloš Černý2
1Pediatric Pulmonology, Pediatric Department; 2NICU, Perinatology Center,
Department of Gynecology and Obstetrics. 2nd Faculty of Medicine, University
Hospital Motol, Prague, Czech Republic
Email: petr.pohunek@LFMotol.cuni.cz

Introduction

Securing the airways to guarantee effective ventilation is the

cornerstone of any resuscitation or management of respiratory failure.

Endotracheal intubation is a reliable method providing access into the

lungs both for delivery of air/oxygen and management of airway

obstruction, such as direct suctioning. Indication of intubation and

management of an intubated child is a special challenge in the

intensive care setting that requires careful judgment and respecting

the physiological needs of children of different age groups.

Indications of Intubation in the Neonate and Aspects of Safe

Management

In the neonates, endotracheal intubation is often needed as an

emergency procedure in the delivery room in the case of perinatal

complication with respiratory failure. In other situations, endotracheal

intubation may be chosen as an elective procedure to secure the

airways and provide positive pressure ventilation. Thismay be the case

in congenital defects such as Pierre-Robin sequence, macroglossy,

laryngeal cyst, fetal hydrops, diaphragmatic hernia or diaphragmatic

paresis. Short endotracheal intubation has been used for surfactant

administration in extremely low birth weight babies (INSURE);

however, recently, the less invasive surfactant administration (LISA)

has been used more often to prevent possible complications of even a

short intubation. The most frequent indication for endotracheal

intubation is a respiratory failure requiring artificial ventilation. There

is a broad spectrum of disorders that may lead to respiratory

compromise in a newborn. In premature babies, the incidence of

respiratory distress is rather high and often requires positive pressure

ventilation with oxygen supplementation. Depending on gestational

age and other factors, such as ventilator regime and fraction of oxygen,

bronchopulmonary dysplasia of various severity develops and

determines the intensity and duration of the respiratory support

needed. Other reasons of perinatal respiratory failuremay occur either

directly associated with respiratory pathology (meconium aspiration,

atelectasis, transient tachypnea of a newborn) or as a complication of

other non-respiratory pathologies (sepsis, metabolic disorders, con-

genital heart defects, surgery for other congenital defects or postnatal

complications). Current techniques of artificial ventilation based on

synchronized and volume guaranteed regimes provide effective

support that fully respects the physiological requirements of a

newborn and assures adequate oxygenation while reducing the risks

associated with positive pressure ventilation. Another critical issue is

the choice of an endotracheal tube of appropriate size. Too large
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diameter of an endotracheal tube may cause trauma or ischemic injury

in the airways and lead to immediate complications or even late

sequelae, such as airway stenosis.

Extubation of a Newborn in the NICU

The duration of endotracheal intubation is determined by the

underlying pathology and the requirement of ventilator support. It is

desirable to keep the intubation period as short as possible to reduce

risk of possible complications. Too early extubation, however,

inevitably carries risk of cardiopulmonary instability and often

results in need for reintubation and reinstitution of artificial

ventilation. On the other hand, prolonged intubation has been

associated with increased risk of airway or lung injury, with

increasing incidence of infectious complications, such as ventilator

associated pneumonia and neurodevelopmental impairment mainly

in extremely low birth weight children.1 Continuous monitoring and

evaluation of respiratory status of each child is therefore mandatory

to allow for appropriate timing of extubation. The decision to

extubate should be taken after careful evaluation of cardiorespira-

tory stability, the oxygen requirement and its trend and the overall

status of the baby and its readiness for a switch to spontaneous

ventilation. Extubation should be always properly planned and

prepared. The worst scenario is an unexpected accidental extubation

that usually leads to emergency reintubation and carries significant

risk of hypoxemia, instability and even airway injury during rapid

emergency reintubation.

Various protocols for weaning of mechanical ventilation and

extubation have been proposed. The unifying concept is to assure

effective spontaneous ventilation and to prevent ventilation inhomo-

geneity and alveolar collapse.

First step is reduction of sedation to guarantee unsuppressed central

respiratory activity. If the child maintains adequate spontaneous

triggering of breathing, the FiO2 can be reduced together with

inspiratory pressure (Pin). The recommended tidal volume that

should maintain adequate ventilation and at the same time prevent

any lung injury is at the level of 4.5 to 5.5 mL/kg BW. Compliance

and resistance of the respiratory tract should also be taken in

consideration. Before extubation, the tube should be used for last

direct suctioning, if needed. If the monitoring of blood gases and

vital signs and functions provides stable results, the child can be

extubated and immediately switched to nasal CPAP. Especially in

preterm babies with residual lung pathology, the nCPAP pressures

should be kept higher (at the level of 7 to 9 cmH2O) as this has been

shown to be more effective than lower pressures (4 to 6 cmH2O).2

Especially in premature babies, a pharmacological support of the

transition with caffeine of methylxanthine is recommended.3

Corticosteroids may be considered in children with BPD or history

of difficult intubation where increased risk of edema in the airways is

suspected. While they may improve the rate of successful

extubation, the possible risks should be always weighed against

the benefit.3 Nasal intermittent positive pressure ventilation (NIPPV)

has been shown safe and effective for preventing reintubation in

preterm children whose response to nCPAP was not sufficient.4,3

Extubation Failure

If properly planned and prepared, extubation is usually successful.

Nevertheless, even with proper preparation, about 1/3 of ventilated

children present with extubation failure and need to be reintubated.5

Immediate or very early need for reintubation usually signals some

anatomical problem with airway obstruction developing after removal

of the “stenting” tube. It may also be associated with the switch from a

positive pressure ventilation to spontaneous breathing and change of

pressure gradients in the airways. Such problems are mostly observed

in tracheo/bronchomalacia, external compression of the airways or

some congenital airway defects. Upper airway or laryngeal pathologies

may also lead to quick onset of respiratory problems. It may be helpful

to evaluate the airways with an ultrathin bronchoscope after

stabilization and reinstitution of adequate ventilation. Careful

extubation on the bronchoscope may help to reveal the location of

obstruction in many cases; however, this is not 100% reliable.

Several rather different time intervals have been used in published

studies to define reintubation as extubation failure, therefore the

comparison of published results is rather difficult. Mostly used

intervals were 48 or 72 hours. From a practical point of view, as

failure of extubation, we should understand a need for reintubation in

a child with no new pathology that could explain the imminent

respiratory failure. Indications for reintubation usually are

� frequent or major apneas,

� inability to maintain hemoglobin O2 saturation above 88% (or

PaO2 > 6.6 kPa) on FiO2 < 0.6,

� rising pCO2 of > 8-9 (10) kPa,

� increased work of breathing with rising respiratory rate,

retractions or grunting,

� development of combined acidosis,

� intolerance of nCPAP or inappropriate response.

Failed extubation represents a high risk situation especially in very low

birth weight children. It has been associated with high morbidity and

even increased risk of death.5 Therefore, various attempts to predict

successful extubation have been published, most of them based on

scoring some of the physiological signs that characterize respiratory

drive and respiratory strength. The simple ratio of dead space to tidal

volume (VD/VT) failed to predict risk of extubation failure,6 while tidal

volume at the moment of extubation, SpO2/FiO2 ratio, spontaneous

breathing test (SBT) before extubation and Silverman-Anderson score

starting 1 hours after extubation showed a significant predictive value

for the risk of reintubation.7 More sophisticated studies have

attempted to characterize the physiology of ventilation as a predictor

of extubation failure. Electrical impedance tomography was shown to

help assessing appropriate CPAP pressures to achieve optimal

ventilation homogeneity and thus prevent the risk of reintubation.8

Measurements of tension-time index for diaphragm and respiratory

muscles (TTdi, TTmus) were able to predict extubation outcome;

however, they were not 100% sensitive or specific. Simple factors,

mainly gestational age and birth weight, performed similarly in
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prediction of extubation failure.9 Low pre-extubation pCO2 also

showed the potential to predict extubation success.5

Conclusion

Failed extubation in a newborn in the neonatal intensive care setting

always represents a high risk situation and may be associated with

significant deterioration of the child and even lead to cardiopulmonary

instability and death. The right time for extubation should always be

well judged based on the assessment of respiratory stability and

evaluation of possible risks of failure.
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Pediatric Pulmonologists might be asked to consult in the Neonatal

Intensive Care Unit (NICU). Thus, they should be aware of the recent

trends in Neonatology, as reflected in the published literature in the

field of Neonatal Pulmonology.

A few large trials assessed the influence of prenatal steroids on the rate

and the respiratory morbidity associated with TTN in late preterm and

term infants. The most recent large multicenter, randomized trial,

explored prenatal betamethasone treatment at 34 to 36 weeks of

gestation.1 The primary outcome of the study was the composite of

treatment in the first 72 hours (the use of continuous positive airway

pressure or high-flow nasal cannula for at least 2 hours, supplemental

oxygen with a fraction of inspired oxygen of at least 0.30 for at least 4

hours, extracorporeal membrane oxygenation, or mechanical ventila-

tion) or stillbirth or neonatal death within 72 hours after delivery. The

rate of primary outcome was lower in the betamethasone group

compared to the placebo group (11.6% vs. 14.4%, p = 0.02), and the

rate of severe respiratory complications was also lower in the

betamethasone group (8.1% vs. 12.1%, p < 0.001). The rate of RDS,

apnea and pneumonia were similar in the two groups, but rate of TTN

was significantly lower in the study group (6.7% vs. 9.9%, p = 0.002).

There was also a reduction in bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD),

resuscitation at birth and surfactant use in the betamethasone group.

While there are contradictory studies, this trial may support the role of

steroids in the prevention of TTN in late preterm infants. Currently,

there are no clinical trials that examined the effect of postnatal

corticosteroids on TTN in late preterm and term infants.

The use of early systemic steroids in extremely preterm infants is not

recommended because they may compromise brain development. In

the Neurosis study,2 863 infants (gestational age, 23 weeks 0 days to

27 weeks 6 days) were randomly assigned to early (within 24 hours

after birth) inhaled budesonide or placebo until they no longer required

oxygen and positive-pressure support or until they reached a

postmenstrual age of 32 weeks 0 days. The primary outcome was

death or BPD. This study concluded that among extremely preterm

infants, the incidence of BPD was lower among those who received

early inhaled budesonide than among thosewho received placebo, but

the advantage may have been gained at the expense of increased

mortality. In a recentmeta-analysis, Shinwell et al.3 assessed the safety

and efficacy of inhaled corticosteroids for prevention or treatment of

BPD or death in preterm infants. Inhaled corticosteroids were

associated with a significant reduction in death or BPD at 36 weeks’

postmenstrual age (risk ratio [RR] = 0.86, 95% confidence interval [CI]

0.75 to 0.99, I2 = 0%, P =.03; 6 trials, n = 1285). BPD was significantly

reduced (RR = 0.77, 95% CI 0.65 to 0.91, I2 = 0%, 7 trials, n = 1168).

The use of systemic steroids was significantly reduced in the treated

infants. They concluded that very preterm infants appear to benefit

from inhaled corticosteroids with reduced risk for BPD and no effect

on death, other morbidities or adverse events. Data on long-term

respiratory, growth, and developmental outcomes are eagerly awaited.

The role of inhaled corticosteroids in established BPD in spontane-

ously breathing infants was studied by Kugelman et al.4 They

administered the inhaled steroid hydrofluoalkane-beclomethasone

dipropionate (QVAR) that is unique in its small particle size resulting in
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higher lung deposition. This was a double-blind, randomized, placebo-

controlled, multicenter pilot study. The study was unable to detect a

significant effect of inhaled QVAR on the respiratory course of

established BPD. The study was underpowered. Possible benefits of

QVAR could bemasked by a tendency towards higher use of additional

steroids in the placebo group.

Despite the near universal adaptation of gentlemechanical ventilation,

surfactant use and non-invasive respiratory support, BPD remains one

of the most common respiratory morbidities in very low birth weight

(VLBW) infants. A recent meta-analysis5 reported on the efficacy of

intra-tracheal administration of budesonide-surfactant mixture in

preventing BPD in these infants. The analysis included only 2 studies

and revealed that infants who received intra-tracheal instillation of

budesonide-surfactant mixture demonstrated 43% reduction in the

risk of BPD (RR: 0.57; 95%CI: 0.43-0.76, NNT = 5). Although mortality

was not different between the groups, a 40% reduction was observed

in the composite outcome of death or BPD in the budesonide-

surfactant group (RR: 0.60; 95%CI: 0.49-0.74, NNT = 3). Thus, this

review concludes that intra-tracheal administration of budesonide-

surfactant combination was associated with decreased incidence of

BPD alone or composite outcome of death or BPD in VLBW infants.

However, there is a need for larger trials before this combination of

therapies can be recommended as a standard of care.

In line with the trend of minimal invasive therapy, Kugelman et al.6

published a study on the impact of continuous capnography in

ventilated neonates: a randomized, multi-center study. Study aim was

to compare the time spent within a pre-defined safe range of carbon-

dioxide (30-60 mmHg) during conventional ventilation between

infants who were monitored with distal capnography (dETCO2) and

those who were not. Infants in the monitored compared with the

masked group spent significantly (p = 0.03) less time at unsafe range of

dETCO2 levels (high: 3.8 vs. 8.8% or low: 3.8 vs. 8.9%, respectively).

Intraventricular hemorrhage (IVH) or periventricular leukomalacia

(PVL) rate was lower in the monitored group (p = 0.02) and was found

to be significantly (p < 0.05) associated with the independent factors:

dETCO2-monitoring and GA. The rate of BPD was comparable

between the groups. The study concluded that continuous dETCO2-

monitoring was found to improve the control of carbon-dioxide levels

within a safe range during conventional ventilation in the NICU.

Bradley et al.7 reported that nasal high-flow therapy (nHFT) is

commonly used for non-invasive respiratory support in the NICU. The

study objective was to determine which aspects of neonatal nHFT

have achieved adequate evidence base to support consensus among

experienced clinical investigators, and to document areas lacking

consensus to promote future investigations. Consensus was reached

for many aspects of nHFT including: need for adequate heating and

humidification, need to prevent nares occlusion, maximum flow rate of

8 L/min, assessment of FiO2 and work of breathing for either flow

escalation or weaning, equivalence of nHFT to nasal continuous

positive airway pressure (nCPAP) for non-invasive support of

infants>28 weeks with resolving respiratory distress, and use of

nHFT for non-invasive support of stable infants on nCPAP. A majority

consensus occurred for initial gas flow rates in the range of 4–6 liters

per minute and for nHFT as primary therapy for mild respiratory

distress. There was no consensus on the approach to discontinuing

nHFT.

The goal of gentle support and minimally invasive respiratory therapy

is to improve the long term respiratory and neurological outcome of

the very premature infants. A recent study,8 incorporating new

modalities of respiratory support revisited the definition of BPD. The

objective of that study was to identify the optimal definition of BPD

that best predicts respiratory and neurodevelopmental outcomes in

very preterm infants. They concluded that defining BPD by the use of

oxygen alone is inadequate because oxygen/respiratory support is a

better indicator of chronic respiratory insufficiency. In particular,

oxygen/respiratory support at 40 weeks’ post menstrual age (PMA)

was identified as the best predictor for serious respiratory morbidity,

while it also displayed a good ability to predict neurosensorymorbidity

at 18 to 21 months.

To conclude, the trend in modern Neonatology is to be as gentle as

possible, and to use new technologies andmodes of therapy to achieve

this goal.
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Fifty years ago, Northway first described bronchopulmonary dysplasia

(BPD). BPD affects approximately 10,000-15,000 preterm infants

annually in the US. It is the major cause of chronic lung disease and

morbidity for preterm infants. Preterm infants are diagnosedwith BPD

based on their requirement for supplemental oxygen or ventilator

support. Themost commonly used criteria are based on a physiological

challenge test at 36 weeks post-menstrual age to assess the infant’s

requirement for supplemental oxygen.

Theepidemiology and pathology ofBPDhavechangeddramatically over

the past 25 years. “Old”BPD occurred in preterm infants with surfactant

deficiency (<34 weeks) following respiratory distress syndrome (RDS).

The introduction of two therapies, antenatal steroids and intratracheal or

aerosol surfactant, markedly improved outcomes and survival, shifting

the demographics of BPD to earlier preterm infants (< 29 weeks

gestational age). The “new” BPD, often called chronic lung disease of the

newborn or CLD, is characterized by arrested alveolar-capillary

development with larger, simplified alveoli, increased interstitial fibrosis,

and abnormal pulmonary vasculature with decreased branching and

precapillary arteriovenous anastomoses. Other comorbidities associated

with BPD include patent ductus arteriosus with increased pulmonary

edema, abnormal central respiratory drive with apnea and hypopnea,

pulmonary inflammation and injury, and pulmonary hypertension related

to hypoxemia and an abnormal pulmonary vasculature. Preterm birth,

BPD and respiratory infections result in airflow obstruction that persists

into adulthood and predisposes to chronic obstructive pulmonary

disease. Therefore there is a pressing need to determine interventions

to prevent BPD and chronic lung disease.

Several large multicenter trials have tested therapeutic strategies in

the acute postnatal period to reduce the incidence of CLD sequelae.

The two major interventions that are safe and effective are caffeine

and intramuscular Vitamin A. Although dexamethasone treatment

decreases the incidence of BPD, early administration of high dose

dexamethasone increases the risk for gastrointestinal perforation, and

poor neurocognitive outcomes. These complications have limited its

use. In one trial, the DART Study, low dose dexamethasone was used

after the second week of life in selected infants who failed extubation

and treatment resulted in successful extubation and decreased

supplemental oxygen requirement. Combined intratracheal therapy

with budesonide and surfactant was superior to surfactant alone in

reducing the risk for BPD in preterm infants onmechanical ventilation. In

contrast, a trial of late surfactant administered to intubated,mechanically

ventilated infants at age7 to14days (TOLSURF)didnotdecrease the risk

of BPDat 36or 40weeks. There is noevidence that other postnatal drug

therapies including inhaled nitric oxide (iNO), superoxide dismutase,

glutathione precursors or cimetidine prevent BPD.

Non-pharmacological postnatal strategies to prevent or reduce the

severity of CLD include alternative modes of non-invasive ventilation

to decrease barotrauma and stretch injury associated with mechanical

ventilation, and determination of the optimal range for oxygen

administration. Several large multicenter trials compared the efficacy

of alternative modes of non-invasive ventilator support. One therapy,

synchronized nasal intermittent positive pressure ventilation (sNIPPV)

compared to mechanical ventilation, resulted in decreased BPD in

extremely low gestational age infants. Other modes of non-invasive

support were considered equivalent to the comparison mode of

therapy. For example, nasal continuous positive airway pressure

(nCPAP)was equivalent to intubation, administration of surfactant and

mechanical ventilation in risk for subsequent BPD. Further, a study

comparing nCPAP and nasal intermittent positive pressure ventilation

revealed no difference in BPD outcomes. A study from Australia in

infants <32 weeks gestation, demonstrated that after extubation,

high-flow nasal cannulae (flow rate 5-6 LPM) was noninferior to

nCPAP (7 cm water) for infants to maintain ventilation and avoid

reintubation. Altogether, the neonatal intensive care for extremely low

gestational age infants is to shift to noninvasive ventilatory support

such as high flow nasal cannulae and nCPAP as early as possible. If

infants require intubation and ventilation, the consensus recommen-

dation is for administration of surfactant.

Three large trials, Surfactant, Positive Pressure and Pulse Oximetry

Randomized Trial (SUPPORT), Benefits of Oxygen Saturation Target-

ing (BOOST)-II, and the Canadian Oxygen Trial (COT) evaluated the

impact of titrating supplemental oxygen to achieve a lower vs. higher

saturation range and the impact of these levels of support on death,

BPD, and other comorbidities including neurocognitive outcomes. The

SUPPORT and BOOST trials with a combined recruitment of 3424

infants revealed that infants titrated to the lower saturation range of

85 to 89% had a greater mortality rate than infants assigned to the

range of 91 to 95%. In contrast, the COT study revealed no difference

in mortality between the low or high saturation range arms of their

study. Given the concerns for increased mortality raised by the

SUPPORT and BOOST trials, the current consensus is to titrate

therapy for oxyhemoglobin saturations in the low 90’s % range to

prevent a potential increased risk of infant death.

The sequelae of BPD in the first years of life are variable as some

infants diagnosed with BPD have no long term respiratory disease,

while other infants not diagnosed with BPD may have persistent

respiratory signs and symptoms. A review of pulmonary function

studies for former preterm infants performed as infants, school-age

children and adults reveal similar trends over time. Airflow obstruction

is a common finding across all ages with small airways most affected as

evidenced by decreased FEF25-75% predicted and increased ratio of
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residual volume:total lung capacity. Adults had decreased airflow on

spirometry, and there are reports of emphysema by CT scan and

exercise intolerance. We now know that new alveolarization appears

to continue beyond the preschool age period to childhood and

adolescence, raising the potential for continued lung growth to

potentially overcome neonatal injury. One study supports the concept

that post-natal interventions may improve pulmonary outcomes.

Using the raised volume rapid thoracoabdominal infant pulmonary

function test, Filbrun et al. reported that airway flows significantly

increased over 6 to 18 months of age in those preterm infants with

optimal weight gain vs. those with less robust growth. A recent large

multicenter observational study, the Prematurity and Respiratory

Outcomes Program, recruited preterm infants, <29 weeks gestation

from 13 hospitals in the United States, to evaluate the contribution of

antenatal, perinatal and postnatal factors on respiratory symptoms and

pulmonary mechanics over the first year of life.

There still remain many clinical uncertainties concerning the diagnosis

of BPD and the risk for chronic lung disease. First, the diagnosis of BPD

is based on the level of supplemental oxygen and ventilatory support

at 36 weeks gestational age. There is currently a debate concerning

whether these diagnostic criteria are determined at the optimal

gestational age to predict future respiratory disease. Second, although

there are much stronger data concerning perinatal factors that

increase the risk for BPD, there is still uncertainty concerning which

infants will develop chronic lung disease. There is a mandate to

continue to follow the infants recruited for the large cohort studies

internationally, so that insights can be gained to discover postnatal

factors that either confer greater risk ormaymitigate severity of future

lung disease. Third, BPD is a relatively rare disease with variable

phenotypes, therefore large numbers of subjects inmulticenter clinical

trials are required for definitively testing new therapies to determine

whether there is a decrease in BPD or chronic lung disease. This raises

the important issue that there is a need to establish BPD endotypes, to

better inform therapeutic trials that target specific pathways.

Investigations are underway to identify hosts factors − genetic and

epigenetic associations, transcriptome, metabolome, and microbiome

profiles that are associated with risk for BPD and chronic lung disease.
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The Deformities of the Anterior Chest Wall (DACW) are distributed in a

spectrumofmorphology, severity, symmetryandassociatedabnormalities.

Thus, deformationsmay occur in which the sternumprotrudes posteriorly

(Pectus Excavatum) or forwardly (Pectus Carinatum). Other findings like

PouterPigeondeformity, Poland syndromeand sternal cleft are associated

withDACW, but theywill not be covered in this presentation as they have

a quite different pathophysiology and treatment.

Pectus Excavatum

Pectus Excavatummay present at birth, but it is often only seen during

childhood or even in adolescence. Most patients do not have an

evident depression until the rapid growth of puberty, when they

undergo prominence of the deformity. It usually arises sporadically,

but about 25% of the patients have a direct relative with history of

DACW. The etiology is not yet known, however, there are data

suggesting the involvement of mechanical forces on the sternum.

Conversely, changes in sternal morphology, such as absence of xiphoid

or xiphoid bifid, are unlikely the cause because they do not have a

higher frequency than the normal population. It is believed that what

determines the positioning and rotation of the sternum is the

distribution pattern of the ossification centers, which in turn depends

on the mechanical forces exerted on the sternum during its
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development and/or growth. The most accepted theory to explain the

full spectrum ofmorphologies found in patients with Pectus Excavatum

and Carinatum is the cartilage overgrowth at the sternum-costal

junction, which, by exerting mechanical forces on the sternum body,

causes a change in its position.

Patientswith Pectus Excavatum are usually healthy, but in 10%of cases

we may find this deformation as a manifestation of a syndrome. In our

series, there are patients with connective tissue syndromes (e.g.

Marfan, Ehlers-Danlos, muscular dystrophy, etc.) and neurofibroma-

tosis (e.g. von Recklinghausen’s NF1), but other syndromes are

described in the international literature.

Most patients with Pectus Excavatum referred to Pediatric Surgery

are asymptomatic. Usually, the motive that leads patients and family

members to seek help is the impact the deformation imposes on

their body image. Although many authors report alterations in

cardiac function, pulmonary function and limitation in physical

exercise, this is not the usual scenario. However, severe depression

of the sternum results in a decrease in the sternum-vertebral

distance and consequently in a reduction of the internal thoracic

volume. In extreme cases, the intra-thoracic space conflict may

compromise pulmonary expansion, cause obstruction to the flow of

important vessels, and/or trigger arrhythmias by the pressure

exerted on the heart. However, the predominance of patients

who do not have any physiological impact on the cardiorespiratory

system makes routine assessment of pulmonary and cardiac function

of all patients with Pectus Excavatum controversial, with a more

comprehensive study being reserved for severe cases presenting

with symptoms.

Children and adolescents with Pectus Excavatum are aware of the

physical deformation that makes them different. The psychological

and consequently inter-individual impacts are obvious, especially in

adolescence.

The imaging study to document the dimensions of the chest,

evaluation of possible secondary alterations of the spine and intra-

thoracic organs, and planning of the surgical procedure is considered

essential. Computed tomography (CT) is currently the most commonly

used imaging test, since it allows a three-dimensional evaluation of

bone and cartilage deformation. The characterization and severity of

depression can be evaluated by several indices, butHaller’s index, used

by many clinicians in the therapeutic decision, is the most cited, and is

calculated by dividing the sternum-vertebral distance (from the

posterior surface of the sternum to the anterior surface of the spine)

and the transverse diameter of the thorax. Classically, a Haller

index > 3.25 is considered an objective criterion for surgical correction,

however experience has shown that other criteria should be taken into

account for surgical indication.

Considering the inherent radiosensitivity to this population and in an

attempt to avoid exposure to radiation and its adverse effects, our

research group developed an image reconstruction methodology

similar to that obtained from CT, using magnetic resonance and/or 3D

laser scanner (without radiation), which could replace CT in the

preoperative approach of these patients.

Physical exercise may play a role in correcting posture and attenuating

deformation by developing certain muscle groups, especially in cases

of slight deformation. In our series, the recommendation of training

using rowing or canoeing has shown encouraging results in the

treatment of mild Pectus Excavatum. However, it should be highlighted

that physical exercise per se, namely swimming, is not a treatment for

Pectus Excavatum.

Innovative, non-surgical approaches are under development and

evaluation, including vacuum bell treatment. Treatment with vacuum

bell is a promising alternative in selected cases of Pectus Excavatum,

provided that the thorax is flexible, particularly in younger patients

with mild to moderate deformation. The vacuum bell is a bell-shaped

device that is centered at the deepest depression point in the anterior

wall of the chest and exerts negative pressure on it. The effect of

elevation of the sternum and ribs is immediate during application of

the device. The duration of treatment is related to the age of the

patient, severity of the deformation and frequency of use of the

device. The application of vacuum bell may lead to the appearance of

petechiae or subcutaneous hematoma and is not indicated in the

presence of coagulopathies or vasculopathies.

For patients with severe Pectus Excavatum, the surgical treatment

should be considered, according to patient perception of its self-image

and the psychosocial impact that the deformation has on the patient’s

life. Thus, the surgical correction should only be performed after

obtained informed consent from the parents and assent from the

adolescents. The ideal age for surgery is the adolescence, because the

thoracic structure is still elastic and flexible and, on the other hand, it is

close to bone maturity and the end of growth, minimizing the

likelihood of recurrence.

The two most widely used techniques are modifications of the open

procedure described primarily by Mark Ravitch in 1949 and the

minimally invasive procedure described by Donald Nuss in 1998.

The Ravitch technique has good results, but with not negligible

operative morbidity and high recurrence rate, although this varies

according to the experience of the group. It is, however, the technique

recommended in situations of complex DPAT with combinations of

Excavatum and Carinatum, as in cases of Pouter Pigeon morphology,

and when there is significant asymmetry or a very extensive defect

involving the upper costal cartilages.

The minimally invasive (Nuss technique) procedure is done through

two 2-cm transverse incisions in the lateral wall of the thorax. Under

continuous thoracoscopic visualization, one or two pre-bended

personalized prosthesis are introduced behind the sternum and

rotated to a convex position that elevates the sternum to the desired

position. The prostheses rest on the anterior surface of the ribs where

they are stabilized. Currently, it is possible to perform automatic and

customized bending of the prosthesis before surgery, through a

system that calculates the size and shape of the prosthesis based on

the three-dimensional reconstruction of the costal grid of each patient.

During the last years, there are cumulative evidence that implantation

of 2 prostheses has advantages for cases of severe and extensive

depression as well as in older adolescents, with a less elastic thoracic
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structure. The prostheses are implanted for 3 years, after which they

are removed and the treatment is completed. The esthetic result is

very good-excellent in more than 95% of cases. Regarding the open

procedure, it has the advantage of having discreet cutaneous incisions,

rather than an incision in the anterior chest wall, operative time.

Pectus Carinatum

The classic presentation of Pectus Carinatum is the protrusion of the

lower third of the sternum with maximal prominence at the xipho-

sternal junction which may be quite evident. In most cases, there is a

narrowing of the lateral-lateral diameter of the thorax, the ribs

protrude anteriorly with less curvature than usual and the sternum

may be rotated due to different costal growth rates of the two

hemithorax. Less frequently, Pectus Carinatum presents with unilateral

protrusion of the costal cartilages associated with rotation of the

sternum to the opposite side. Like Pectus Excavatum, it can occur

sporadically, but many patients have relatives with a history of DACW

of any type. It may also be part of a connective tissue syndrome or

disease.

The classic treatment began to be surgical, usually a modification of

the Ravitch procedure, which is still used in some cases of marked

deformation. Currently, the first line is a conservative treatment

described by Haje and Bowen, which consists of the use of

compression braces, which exerts selective pressure on the sternum.

It has the advantage of not being invasive and not scarring, but it

requires the motivation of the patient to comply with the therapeutic

scheme of daily and prolonged use (up to 2 years). Braces should be

used throughout the day, except periods of physical exercise. The

complications are local pain and skin abrasion. The major challenge of

conservative treatment is patient compliance, complicated by the

implications that the use of braces may have impact on patient social

life, especially in adolescents, which implies a frequent follow-up of

these patients. Monitoring should be strict providing continuous

positive reinforcement. Although one-third of patients do not

complete the recommended protocol, in those where it is achieved,

the degree of satisfaction is quite good.
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#2. Should Congenital Thoracic Malformations Be

Resected?

Andrew Bush

Imperial College and Royal Brompton Hospital London, UK
Email: A.Bush@rbht.nhs.uk

The routine performance of antenatal fetal anomalies scans on all

pregnant women in the last three decades has thrown up many

problems, largely the detection of abnormalities when there are no

data on the long term significance of the findings, and this is

particularly the case for congenital thoracic malformation (CTM,

sometimes referred to as congenital pulmonary airway malformation,

CPAM). The imaging findings, both antenatally and postnatally, do not

relate closely to pathology. There is no doubt that a symptomatic CTM

should be resected whatever the age of the patient. However, there is

no agreement between centers about the approach to an asymptom-

atic CTM. Antenatally, interventions such as drainage of large cysts or

fetal surgery are reserved for hydropic babies, since most CTMs

diminish in size in the last trimester of pregnancy without treatment.

Most babies with an antenatal CTM will undergo a chest radiograph

soon after birth, which has low sensitivity, and high resolution

computed tomography (HRCT) with contrast to delineate the

vasculature, which is the current gold-standard investigation. If

surgery is planned, the optimal timing is unclear given that some

CTMs regress in the first one to two years of life. The uncertainties as

towhat best to domust be shared honestly with the family. There is no

one right answer in the asymptomatic child, and this needs to be

acknowledged. Follow up to obtain natural history data is recom-

mended, whatever therapeutic decisions are made. The facts in the

published literature are indisputable; their interpretation is conten-

tious. The facts are:

1. Infection, air leak, bleeding and other complications. A large

meta-analysis reported on 41 series published between 1996

and 2008 describing 1070 patients, nearly 80% of whom had

an antenatal diagnosis of CTM [1]. 505 reached infancy

without surgery of whom only 16 (2.3%) became symptom-

atic. Complications were significantly less likely after elective

surgery, but whether this merely reflected that elective

surgery was performed in older, bigger children is unclear. A

more recent meta-analysis [2] of studies comparing elective

resection with expectant management identified only one

prospective and eight retrospective studies. Seventy of 168

(42%) patients underwent elective surgery when asymptom-

atic, with a 10% surgical complication rate; 63 of 98 (64%)

patients managed conservatively developed symptoms with a

32% complication rate, which seems very high and suggests a

selection bias. Hence overall there is about a 3% risk of

complications such as infection, bleeding and air leak in
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childhood, but whether the risk increases with age is not

known; certainly the lifetime risk of complications in a baby

with an asymptomatic CTM cannot currently be computed.

2. Risk of malignancy: We know that primary intrathoracic

malignancy is very rare in childhood, and occurs in association

with a CTM, with a risk of around 4%. The largest community-

based series of pleuropulmonary blastoma (PPB) showed that

there are no reliable radiological features predictive of

malignancy [3]. Over the period from 1998 to 2008, in a

population of around five million with 1,187,484 live births

during the study period, 129 children were diagnosed with a

CTM (CPAM), the incidence being one in 12,000, and 74

underwent a resection. The reasons for resection were

generally poorly documented. A total of five PPBs were

diagnosed during this time period, giving an incidence of one

in 250,000 live births. Three were initially diagnosed as a

CPAM. Thus the incidence of PPB among apparently benign

CTMs is 4%, and worryingly, there was no clinical or

radiological feature which distinguished benign from malig-

nant. One of the two patients, both of whom were late-

presenting, who had a PPB without a pre-existing lung lesion,

died. A worrying recent study of 69 resection specimens of

asymptomatic CTMs of various sorts revealed 18 (26%) had

microscopic disease; n = 16 infection (7 microabscesses, 9

with inflammatory cell infiltration), and n = 2 PPB [4]. The risk

of malignant transformation can be reduced but not

eliminated by surgery; PPB is described after complete

resection of CTM [5]. Tumor markers are found in excised

CTMs, and these may be associated with malignancy; these

include Echinoderm microtubule-associated protein-like 4

(EML4)-anaplastic lymphoma kinase (ALK) fusion-type onco-

protein, MUC5AC, CK20, erythroblastic leukemia viral onco-

gene homologue 2 and K-ras

3. Risk of rare, but devastating complications of air travel: There

is a very small and unquantifiable risk of complications of air

travel, but these can be devastating, and fatal cerebrovascular

accident has been described in such patients [6].

4. Risks of treatment: Although resection of a CTM in an otherwise

well child is safe, there is a small risk of surgical complications.

Taken together, in my view the above risks outweigh those of elective

surgery in skilled hands, and my answer to the question posed in the

title is yes. However, many would disagree, and until we have better

means of assessing the risk of complications, the present unsatisfac-

tory state of affairs will likely continue. Placing CTM patients into high

and low risk categoriesmay be feasiblewith an algorithm incorporating

radiological features and DICER1 mutation analysis [7]. Radiological

features suggestive of uncomplicated CTM include antenatal detec-

tion and the presence of a systemic feeding vessel and hyperinflated

lung. Features suggestive of PPB included bilateral or multisegment

involvement. Although this is a large study (more than 100 patients in

each group), this algorithm should be used with caution until

prospectively validated in another cohort. CT features overlap

between CTM/sequestration and PPB, although the presence of a

feeding vessel and hyperinflated lung (CTM/sequestration) and

bilateral or multisegment involvement (PPB) have been reported as

helpful distinguishing features [8]. A family history of other tumors

such as PPB, lung cysts or renal anomalies, or a close relative with a

childhood malignancy, especially Wilm’s tumor and medulloblastoma,

suggests an enhanced likelihood of themass being a PPB [9]. Hopefully

future work including molecular testing for tumor markers will allow

risk stratification and targeting of surgery only to high-risk children.
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#3. Diagnosis and Management of Plastic Bronchitis

Bruce K Rubin

Virginia Commonwealth University Department of Pediatrics and The Children’s
Hospital of Richmond at VCU, Richmond, VA, USA
Email: bruce.rubin@vcuhealth.org

Plastic bronchitis is a rare disorder characterized the formation of firm

branching casts that fill the airway. These firm and branching casts are

different from the sputum plugs that can be seen in patients with
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bronchiectasis and that rarely form branches. The casts are usually firm

and white to grey in color except in patients with sickle cell and acute

chest syndrome where they are often stained yellow.

Inflammatory cells are associated with all types of plastic

bronchitis, so an arbitrary distinction of inflammatory casts and

non-inflammatory does not relate to underlying etiology or

prognosis. A better classification system is lymphatic or non-

lymphatic plastic bronchitis. Children with a congenital heart

disease, particularly those with single ventricle physiology, always

have the lymphatic form of plastic bronchitis; however fewer than

10% of patients with single ventricle physiology are diagnosed as

having PB. Itkin and Dori, at the University of Pennsylvania, have

demonstrated that these patients all have characteristic abnormal

pulmonary lymphatic drainage and thoracic ducts. Similar abnor-

malities may be seen in patients who have underlying lymphatic

disorders, sickle cell acute chest and plastic bronchitis, and some

patients who develop plastic bronchitis following a viral infection.

It is unknown the extent of aberrant pulmonary lymphatics in the

general population without plastic bronchitis. A second form is

eosinophilic plastic bronchitis; most of these casts are greenish

with few branches. Staining shows Charcot-Leyden crystals and

eosinophils with eosinophil degradation. This form of plastic

bronchitis is associated with asthma and appears to respond to

high dose corticosteroids and inhaled heparin, presumably by

inhibiting Tissue Factor.

Low dose macrolides are reported to be effective in a few patients,

although the response is inconsistent. Inhalation of tissue plasmino-

gen activator (tPA) can breakdown cast formation but also causes

airway inflammation and is not recommended as regular therapy.

There is no proven role for acetylcysteine, dornase alfa, hypertonic

saline, bronchodilators, or asthma medications for treating plastic

bronchitis.

Definitive therapy for patients with lymphatic plastic bronchitis

consists of pulmonary lymphatic mapping and ablation of aberrant

vessels. This produces significant relief and often appears to cure

plastic bronchitis. In centers where lymphatic mapping and ablation

are not readily available, themore aggressive, thoracic duct ligation has

also proven to be helpful in many cases.
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Obesity, Growth and the Airways

#1. The Impact of Obesity and Infant Growth Patterns on

Childhood Wheezing

John Henderson

School of Social and Community Medicine, Faculty of Health Sciences, University
of Bristol UK
Email: A.J.Henderson@bristol.ac.uk

Asthma and obesity have both increased in prevalence in comparable

settings and over a similar period of time. It is tempting to speculate

that there must be a direct link between the two. However, the

association between two phenomena in noway implies that they are in

any way related, far less that one causes the other. However, there

have been a number of cross sectional and longitudinal studies that

have established a positive association between asthma/wheezing and

high body mass (usually expressed as body mass index (BMI kg/m2)

either as a continuum or more usually using accepted categorical

thresholds of overweight and obesity). There are several possible

explanations for such an association; they include reverse causation of

respiratory symptoms by overweight, confounding by one or more

independent variables, including shared genetic factors, associated

with both high body mass and wheezing illness, mechanical effects of

body fat distribution on respiratory function, and the play of chance.

Infant growth could play into this relationship either through direct

links between early body size and growth and later obesity1 or through

other mechanisms, such as the association between rapid growth in

early childhood and lung function development. This raises a further

question about the significance of rapid early growth; it could be a

marker of intrauterine adversity even if birth weight is nominally in the

normal range, i.e. not all growth retarded infants will have a birth

weight <2500g, or it could be a feature of variations in infant

nutritional practices.

Obesity and Asthma: The Observational Evidence

Cross sectional studies: The majority of cross sectional studies of

obesity and asthma have reported a positive association overall with a

suggestion that obese girls have a stronger association with asthma

than their male counterparts. However, there is considerable

heterogeneity in the sex-stratified risks between individual studies

and a systematic review of sex modification of the association

between obesity and incident asthma in children reported a stronger

effect in boys than girls. Recent cross sectional evidence suggested

that fat distribution played a role in the association, with central

obesity being associated with asthma. It has also been reported that

the association with obesity is stronger for nonallergic compared with

allergic asthma. However, there is also a suggested link between high

bodymass in children and atopic sensitization. Therefore, although the

cross sectional evidence supports an association, its potential

mechanism is highly uncertain.

Longitudinal studies: Six longitudinal studies in children <18 years old

met inclusion criteria in a recent systematic review2 of the prospective

association between obesity and asthma diagnosis, with at least 1 year
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between measurement of BMI and diagnosis of asthma. Obesity/

overweight was variously considered as BMI >85th centile for sex and

age or BMI z-score. The majority described positive associations with

some discordance in sex-stratified risk between individual studies. The

combined effect estimates showed positive associations for both

overweight (>85th centile BMI) and obesity (>95th centile BMI) with

asthma. These results were consistent with earlier findings in adult

men and women3.

Early Childhood Growth, Obesity and Asthma

We analyzed detailed growth data of over 9,000 children from birth

to 10 years using linear splines to look at different parts of the

growth trajectory. We found that rapid weight gain from birth to

3 months was associated with later asthma diagnosis and bronchial

hyper-responsiveness4. The impact of early postnatal growth on

asthma could be mediated through a causal association between

obesity and asthma in later childhood. Both infant size and rate of

weight gain during infancy have been associated with obesity at later

ages1. Infant obesity, measured by a variety of different metrics,

including BMI >90th centile, in cohort and case-control studies

showed consistent associations with obesity outcomes at a range of

ages across the lifecourse from preschool to late adulthood. Also,

the majority of studies of rapid weight gain in infancy measured over

different periods showed positive associations with later childhood

and adolescent obesity. Another possible explanation is the reported

link between rapid postnatal growth and lower lung function in

infancy and beyond. Small airways could predispose to wheezing

symptoms that are misclassified as asthma in young children.

Alternatively, rapid weight gain or feeding practices in infancy may

have direct effects on immune development.

Causal Methods to Evaluate the Link Between Obesity and Asthma in

Children

One of the major problems with making causal inferences from

observational associations is that of confounding by both measured

and unmeasured variables. We used a Mendelian randomization

approach to test the unconfounded association between body mass

and asthma in a birth cohort of children. Genetic risk for obesity was

generated using a risk score based on 32 risk alleles, including FTO. On

the assumption that these alleles are randomly assorted at meiosis,

they can be used as an instrumental variable for high body mass.

Although these 32 alleles explained only 2% of the variance of BMI in

the population, we found evidence of a causal link between high body

mass and asthma at age 7 years in this cohort5.

Possible Mechanisms to Explain the Link

If obesity is truly causal in the initiationof asthma in children, there have

been a number of mechanisms advanced to explain this. A plausible

explanation is that obesity is associated with systemic inflammation,

which may give rise to airway inflammation and asthma. There is

evidence that adipocytes are a source of pro-inflammatory cytokines

but little evidence that systemic inflammation in obesity is directly

associated with airway inflammation. Another possible link would be

through promotion of allergic inflammation by adipokine effects on the

immune system, but, like us, others have reported stronger associations

of obesity with non-atopic asthma, and we found no evidence that

obesity is associated with atopy in mid-childhood in our cohort. A

specific asthma-obesity phenotype has been suggested in both adults

and children, which may be associated with increased asthma severity.

There is evidence that obesity in established asthma is associated with

poor asthma control, increasedexacerbations, and suboptimal response

to glucocorticoids. Poor response to steroids may be associated with

neutrophil-predominant airway inflammation, consistent with our

finding of a stronger association with non-atopic asthma. Other

possibilities that have received recent attention are shared genetic

loci underpinning both asthma and obesity, epigenetic effects and

dietary influences on the microbiome promoting inflammatory

responses.
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#2. Obesity, Systemic Inflammation and Respiratory

Disease

Sejal Saglani

Professor of Paediatric Respiratory Medicine NHLI, Imperial College London and
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Email: s.saglani@imperial.ac.uk

The intriguing aspect of the relationship between obesity and

respiratory health is although obesity is an independent risk factor

for conditions such as asthma, not all obese patients are affected by

respiratory disease. It is therefore important to disentangle true causal

relationships from mere associations when considering the triad of

obesity, systemic inflammation and respiratory disease. As the

majority of research to date that has investigated interactions

between obesity, inflammation and respiratory disease in children

has focused on asthma, this update will explore relationships in the

context of asthma. One of the biggest conundrums that we are faced
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with when considering obesity and asthma is that although more

children with asthma are obese, it is not known whether asthmatic

children are at increased risk of weight gain due to modifiable lifestyle

factors. A cross-sectional study that aimed to investigate the impact of

asthma on lifestyle factors also associated with obesity has shown

non-obese children with asthma had greater sleep latency and plasma

triglycerides compared to non-obese, non-asthmatic children,1

suggesting asthma per se is a risk factor for obesity.

Although a specific phenotype of asthma associated with obesity has

been accepted and described in adult patients, specifically those with

severe disease (adult onset, predominantly femaleswith little evidence

of airway inflammation), there is now increasing evidence of an obese

asthma phenotype in children. Obese asthma is complex and

influenced by numerous factors including nutrition and its impact on

the gut and lung microbiome, metabolism, airway wall mechanics,

genetic susceptibility, and systemic inflammation.2

Th2 Low Inflammation and Systemic IL-6 Levels in Obese Asthma

A key difference between adult onset and the pediatric obese

asthma phenotype is the role of maternal weight during pregnancy

and the rate of the child’s weight gain in early postnatal life.

Maternal obesity has been associated with childhood asthma, and

has been associated with altered immune profiles in cord blood

including a switch towards pro-inflammatory cytokines including

IL-6 and TNF-alpha.3 Interestingly, the pro-inflammatory state was

not associated with an increase in the expected allergic inflamma-

tory mediators such as IL-4 or IL-5. Indeed, numbers of eosinophils

and CD4+ T helper2 cells were lower in babies born to obese

mothers. This underscores a likely fundamental difference in the

pathophysiology of childhood onset obese asthma from allergic

asthma. A specific systemic inflammatory profile has recently been

described in adult obese patients with a non-Th2 high phenotype.

Systemic IL-6 inflammation and clinical features of metabolic

dysfunction occurred most commonly in a subset of obese asthma

patients, and were associated with more severe asthma.4 These

data, together with the cord blood data from maternal obesity,

suggest the mechanisms underpinning obese asthma in both adults

and children may be very similar with IL-6 as a potential central

mediator driving the disease. Furthermore, the absence of a Th2

inflammatory profile may explain why obese asthma is a relatively

steroid resistant phenotype. Experimental studies have also shown

that although steroids may help to reduce the allergen-induced

component of airway inflammation in mice fed a high fat diet and

exposed to house dust mite, a second Th2 independent inflamma-

tory component including macrophage markers and type 1

inflammation persisted.5

An important point to consider when assessing inflammation

associated with asthma is the relevance of tissue specific

inflammation versus systemic inflammation. The cross-talk between

airway structural cells and inflammatory cells is key to determining

protective or pathological consequences.6 This may be of relevance

in the context of obese asthma, since evidence suggests the location

of eosinophils in different tissues is crucial in determining their

effect. When in the lung (specifically the airway wall), they cause

inflammation, yet when located in visceral fat, they improve glucose

homeostasis.7 Clinical data that correlate lung tissue eosinophilia

with obesity may therefore shed light on the role of eosinophils in

obese individuals with asthma and on how to improve treatments in

these patients.

Nutrition, the Gut and Airway Microbiome and Downstream Immune

Responses

A critical component of the growing prevalence of obesity in the

Western world is the shift towards a diet that is high in fat content, but

low in fiber. The direct impact of a low fiber diet, specifically low in

short chain fatty acids (SCFA) on the composition of the gut

microbiome and metabolites from the microbiota has been shown

to influence the development of allergic airways disease. Dietary fiber

content changed the composition of both the gut and lung microbiota.

The gut microbiota metabolized the fiber, with an increasing

concentration of circulating SCFAs. Therefore, mice that were fed a

high-fiber diet had increased circulating levels of SCFAs and were

protected against allergic inflammation in the lung, whereas a low-

fiber diet decreased levels of SCFAs and increased allergic airway

disease.8

Airway Mechanics and Dysanapsis in Obese Asthma

In addition to the low Th2 inflammation, an additional explanation for a

relatively poor response of obese asthma to steroids may be the

presence of altered airway mechanics. Obese children have been

consistently shown to have a low FEV1/FVC ratio, and this obstructive

picturemay explainwhy they aremore susceptible to the development

of more severe asthma. A recent finding that has been reported in

relation to lung structure in obese children is the presence of airway

dysanapsis.2 Airway dysanapsis describes a physiological incongru-

ence (mismatch) between the development of the lung parenchyma

and size, specifically the caliber (not length) of the airways and is

reflected by the presence of an abnormal FEV1/FVC ratio despite the

presence of normal values for both FEV1 and FVC. Airway dysanapsis

was present in obese children with and without asthma, and was

consistent in longitudinal measurements if obesity was present.

However, in children with obese asthma, the presence of dysnapsis

had a clinical impact manifested as more severe exacerbations and

increased use of systemic steroids.9

The Impact of Weight Loss on Respiratory Health and Inflammatory

Status

Sustained weight loss using dietary and lifestyle modification is

difficult and has not revealed conclusive results about impact on

asthma control or inflammatory status to date in children, primarily

because of an inability to sustain the weight loss. However, the impact

of bariatric surgery on asthma and systemic inflammation has been

investigated in adults with obese asthma.10 This has highlighted the

complexity of the relationship between obesity, systemic inflamma-

tion and asthma. Adults with obese asthma and low IgE had improved

airway hyperresponsiveness (AHR) after weight loss, but they did not

have a change in resting airway resistance. In contrast, obese asthma

with high IgE had improved airway mechanics (resistance) but no

change in AHR after weight loss. These data suggest at least 2
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phenotypes of obese asthma, with distinct pathophysiology and

contribution from both allergy and obesity, exist. The challenge in

children is to disentangle the 2 phenotypes and target treatment

accordingly. Those with the allergic obese asthma phenotype (perhaps

they have an acquired phenotype related predominantly to diet and

lifestyle) may benefit from aggressive weight loss measures as they

may become more responsive to steroids once the impact of altered

airway mechanics has been removed. But the second group, who have

a non-allergic, predominantly systemic non-Th2 inflammatory pheno-

type, which may be driven by IL-6, are likely those with a predominant

genetic susceptibility to obesity and asthma, and may not benefit from

aggressive weight loss measures, but from systemic anti-inflammatory

agents, such as anti-IL-6 antibody.

Summary

There is mounting evidence for the association between obesity and

asthma in children, and both are increasing in prevalence. However,

the pathogenesis linking the two conditions is complex and multi-

factorial. Obesity causes a variety of mechanical, metabolic and

immunological changes in the airways and systemic circulation which

significantly impact clinical asthma control. The pathways that can lead

to reduced sensitivity to steroids and the molecular mechanisms

driving obese asthma are being uncovered and suggest the presence of

two pathophysiological phenotypes within obese asthma. A Th2 high,

allergic phenotype that likely reflects an inherent susceptibility to AHR

with the added acquisition of obesity, and a Th2 low, non-allergic

phenotype that may reflect a susceptibility to obesity and is associated

with airway dysnapsis and obstructive airways disease. Studies

confirming these phenotypes in children and investigating the efficacy

of phenotype specific treatment approaches are needed to help tackle

the challenge of obesity, inflammation and asthma.
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#3. Sleep-Disordered Breathing in Obese Children

Jean-Paul Praud
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Email: Jean-Paul.Praud@USherbrooke.ca

The worldwide obesity epidemic is responsible for very significant

respiratory problems in children and adults. As typically observed for

chronic respiratory problems, consequences of obesity on respiration are

more pronounced during sleep. The present short update focuses on the

respiratory consequences of obesity during sleep in children and

adolescents. Nevertheless, I will first briefly summarize the overall

consequences of obesity on lung function, which is necessary for a

complete understanding of sleep disordered breathing in obese children.

Overall Effects of Obesity on Lung Function

The most consistent effect of obesity on lung function is decreased

functional residual capacity which, in morbid obesity, approaches

residual volume. The decrease in functional residual capacity is due to

the mass load on the lung of adipose tissue in the abdomen, as well as

in the thoracic cavity and around the rib cage. Consequently, resting

ventilation takes place at lower lung volumes while the tethering

action of the elastic parenchyma on the alveoli and the intrapulmonary

bronchi is reduced, leading in turn to deleterious consequences as

follows. First, low lung volumes decrease lung compliance and increase

work of breathing. Secondly, decreased functional residual capacity

decreases pulmonary oxygen stores and increases the risk of bronchial

closure during tidal breathing, especially in the lower pulmonary

regions. Consequently, ventilation-perfusion mismatch is frequent in

these regions, where perfusion is predominant, which explains the

frequent mild hypoxemia observed with obesity. In summary, the

bronchopulmonary consequences of obesity increase the work of

breathing and favor mild hypoxemia, even at rest during wakefulness.

Sleep-Disordered Breathing in Obese Children

Even in the absence of significant sleep-related upper airway

obstruction, the deleterious effects of obesity on lung function tend

to bemore pronounced at night. Indeed, in the recumbent position, the

hyperpression on the diaphragm and the lower pulmonary regions due

to the increased abdominal fat mass is the highest. In addition, sleep is

normally associated with alterations in breathing, such as the loss of
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the “wakefulness stimulus” to breathe and a decrease in upper airway

and thoracic respiratory muscle activity, especially during REM sleep.

Obesity is an important risk factor (4.5-fold) for sleep-disordered

breathing (SDB), with at least 30% of obese children potentially having

SDB. In addition, the severity of SDB is proportional to the degree of

obesity in children, such that every body mass index (BMI) increment

of one leads to a 12% increase in the risk of SDB.

The Mechanisms of Sleep-Disordered Breathing in obese children have

been found to be multiple. First, as described above, the mechanical

effects of the adipose tissue mass on lung function are more

pronounced in the supine position. Secondly, a number of mechanisms

tend to promote upper airway obstruction, explaining the high

frequency of obstructive sleep-disordered breathing (OSDB):

○ Fatty infiltration of the upper airways, especially at the level of

the tongue and parapharyngeal pads, is often considered to be

the primary causal factor for upper airway obstruction.

However, a magnetic resonance imaging study performed in

obese adolescents found that, even at this age, adenotonsillar

hypertrophy remains the main factor for explaining upper

airway obstruction (1).

○ A higher frequency of malocclusions has been recently

reported in obese vs. non-obese children with OSDB (2).

○ The obesity-related decrease in lung volumes is responsible

for a reduced tension on the trachea and upper airways. In

turn, the consequent increase in upper airway compliance

promotes upper airway collapse.

○ Visceral adiposity is now held responsible for upper airway

obstruction via inflammation. The high metabolic activity of

visceral adipocytes produces pro-inflammatory mediators,

which would lead, among others, to upper airway inflamma-

tion. In the same vein, OSDB is considered to be one

manifestation of the metabolic syndrome, secondary to

visceral adiposity (3).

○ The release of growth factors secondary to the obesity/insulin

resistance statemay lead to soft tissueedema in theupper airways.

○ Finally, blunted respiratory reflexes, such as the ventilatory

response to CO2, and reduced ventilatory drive, especially to

the upper airway dilator muscles, are observed in some

patients. Such reduction in ventilatory drive is seemingly

related, among others, to a resistance to leptin, a cytokine and

hormone secreted in large amount by adipocytes.

The Diagnosis of Obstructive Sleep-Disordered Breathingmust be made

with a high index of suspicion in obese children. Snoring, apneas and

breathing difficulties at night are frequently reported at history taking,

as well as nocturnal enuresis, excessive daytime sleepiness, hyperac-

tivity, behavioral problems and/or academic difficulties. At clinical

examination, in addition to systematically investigating for systemic

arterial hypertension, the presence of risk factors for OSDB such as

nasal obstruction, orthodontic anomaly, adenotonsillar hypertrophy

should be noted. The neck-to-waist ratio independently predicts

obstructive sleep apnea syndrome (OSAS) (RR>2.16 per 0.1 unit) and a

value>0.41 has been proposed as a screening test to help prioritize

overweight and obese children for polysomnography (4).

Usual laboratory tests investigating for metabolic syndrome are

especially important in the diagnostic workup in obese children.

As usual in children, diagnosing the severity ofOSDB is strongly advised

and an overnight, attended polysomnography is the preferred test to

establish the diagnosis ofOSAS.However, longwaiting lists are the rule,

and the higher severity of OSDB in obese children requires an early

diagnosis and treatment. Although home sleep apnea testing has been

reported as a viable alternative for diagnosing pediatric OSAS, the

frequency of nocturnal hypoventilation in obese children necessitates

performing CO2 monitoring (5). In addition, recent results suggest that

an overnight pulse oximetry + clinical examination can help to predict

OSAS in obese children in a suggestive clinical context (2).

Beyond the above tests seeking to establish the diagnosis of OSAS,

drug-induced sleep sedation is gaining popularity to substantiate the

site of upper airway obstruction and guide surgical treatment,

including in the presence of obesity (6). Whether the test is indicated

in all surgical-naïve patients or only when OSDB persists following

adenotonsillectomy remains a matter of debate.

Complications of OSDB

Overall, OSDB and obesity potentiate each other to yield more

frequent and severe complications compared to OSDB in non-obese

children.

Cardiovascular Complications. Childhood obesity is a leading cause of

arterial hypertension, and OSDB is accompanied by higher sympa-

thetic activity and reactivity, as well as increased arterial stiffness (7).

In addition, both childhood obesity and OSDB are responsible for

endothelial inflammation and dysfunction. Consequently, both obesity

and OSDB favor cardiovascular complications, especially systemic

arterial hypertension.

Metabolic Syndrome. Both OSDB and obesity interact to provoke

metabolic dysfunction, especially via chronic low-grade systemic

inflammation. One current hypothesis states that the gut microbiome

is the inflammatory connection between obesity andOSDB.Disrupted

sleep and other factors facilitating obesity (e.g., a high-fat diet) would

alter the gut microbiome and increase the passage of lipopolysac-

charides into the systemic circulation, leading in turn to systemic

inflammation.

Neurobehavioral Consequences. Both OSDB and obesity lead to

neurodevelopmental and behavioral consequences, especially hyper-

activity/attention disorder (8) and lower school performance. Hence,

obesity and SDB again have an additive effect on neurobehavioral

consequences.

Quality of Life and Depression. Obesity is associated with lower self-

esteem, anxiety disorders and depressive symptoms (9). An extreme

reduction in health-related quality of life, similar to children with

cancer, has been reported with morbid obesity. A decreased quality of

life has also been shown with OSDB. Again, OSDB and obesity

potentiate each other to reduce quality of life in affected children.
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Treatment of Obstructive Sleep-Disordered Breathing in Obese Children

Adenotonsillectomy must remain the first line of treatment to consider.

However, a recent meta-analysis has shown that, following adenoton-

sillectomy, OSAS is cured in only ∼33% of obese children (10).

Postoperative follow-up is thus important to detect residual OSAS,

ideallywith overnight polysomnography. In addition, obesity in children is

a risk factor for postoperative cardiorespiratory complications (25% vs.

1%), such that overnight hospitalization and monitoring is mandatory

following adenotonsillectomy. Further treatment options in obese

children with OSDB include an intensive weight reduction program,

CPAP, exercise aswell as bariatric surgery inmorbidly obese adolescents.

Obesity-Hypoventilation Syndrome

Obesity-hypoventilation syndrome (Pickwickian syndrome) is defined

by the association of a body mass index>30 kg/m2, arterial hypercap-

nia during wakefulness and SDB in the absence of other causes of

alveolar hypoventilation. Children with obesity-hypoventilation syn-

drome are considered to be at the extreme of the OSDB spectrum.

Their lung physiology is grossly impaired due to severe obesity, the

marked mechanical loading of the respiratory system being responsi-

ble for increased work of breathing and gross ventilation/perfusion

anomalies, leading in turn to chronic hypoxemia + hypercapnia. The

consequent increase in bicarbonates and the resistance to leptin

would be responsible for an abnormal ventilatory drive and response

to hypoxia and hypercapnia.

Obesity-hypoventilation syndrome bears the risk of polycythemia,

pulmonary hypertension and right ventricular failure and increases

both morbidity and mortality.

With regard to treatment, although adenotonsillectomy should be

considered, it is however usually insufficient. In addition, postopera-

tive complications are frequent and severe, with a significant mortality

risk. While CPAP can be efficient, BiPAP is most often necessary.

Weight reduction is also of primary importance, bariatric surgery being

often considered in adolescents.
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#N12 − Clinical Profile and Outcome of Pediatric

Sarcoidosis

Gunathilaka G 1, Kabra S 2, Lodha R 2, Jat K 2, Mukherjee A2.
1Division of Pulmonology, Pediatrics, All India Institute of Medical Sciences − New
Delhi, India; 2Pediatrics, All India Institute of Medical Sciences − New Delhi, India

Objectives

Pediatric sarcoidosis is a rare disease with multisystem involvement.

However, there is limited information in the published literature on

childhood disease.

Methods

A chart review of children with diagnosis of sarcoidosis between 2006

and 2016 was performed. Diagnosis of sarcoidosis was based on

clinical phenotype with documentation of non-caseating granuloma

frombody tissues, increased angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) and

increased calcium creatinine ratio in spot urine examination. All

children were evaluated clinically, along with hematological inves-

tigations, liver and kidney function tests, and spirometry (in older

children). The caseswere followed up every 2–3months for the course

of the disease.

Results

A total of 18 children (mean age 108 months + 29.61) were diagnosed

with sarcoidosis over 10 years. Clinical features at time of diagnosis

with decreasing frequencywere fever (83%), uveitis (50%), difficulty in

breathing (44%), hepatosplenomegaly, weight loss, arthritis, and

peripheral adenopathy. Imaging findings included: hilar adenopathy

(94%), abdominal nodes (50%) and pulmonary infiltrates (44%). All

childrenwere treatedwith steroids (range 6–12months), while weekly

low-dose oral methotrexate (MTX) was the commonest second line

therapy.Mean duration of follow upwas 3.12 ± 0.88 years. All patients

showed significant improvement as assessed by resolution of clinical

symptoms, spirometry parameters, ESR and serumACE levels. None of

the patients had residual pulmonary disease. Two patients who had

uveitis and complicated cataract did not show reversal of eye

problems.

Conclusions

Pediatric sarcoidosis is a rare disease. Children with sarcoidosis

respond well to systemic steroids and low-dose methotrexate.

Pulmonary involvement of pediatric sarcoidosis has a good prognosis.

Delayed diagnosis and ocular involvement have poor outcome.

Key words: Hilar lymphadenopathy, epithelioid granuloma, non-

caseating, pediatric sarcoidosis, serum ACE level.

#C8 − TIPE2 negatively regulates MP-triggered immune

response via the MAPK signaling pathway

Zhang YY., Zhou YL., Chen ZM.

Pulmonology, Children’s Hospital, Zhejiang University School of Medicine −
Hangzhou, China

Objective

Recent studies have shown that Toll-like receptor (TLR) signaling

pathways play an important role in inflammation induced by

Mycoplasmapneumonia (MP).Tumornecrosis factor-α-inducedprotein

8-like 2 (TIPE2) is a negative regulator of TLR, and could prevent hyper-

responsiveness andmaintain immunehomeostasis.However, theeffect

and underlying mechanisms of TIPE2 on MP infection remain unclear.

This study will investigate the influence of MP infection on the

expressionofTIPE2, andexplore the role andunderlyingmechanismsof

TIPE2 in human defense against MP infection.

Methods

Peripheral blood mononuclear cells were collected from 130 children

with Mycoplasma pneumoniae pneumonia (MPP), which were divided

into a general MPP group and a Refractory Mycoplasma pneumoniae

pneumonia (RMPP) group according to clinical manifestation, and in

which the expression of TIPE2 was detected. The levels of TIPE2 were

also detected in macrophages in vitro after MP infection. In addition,

we performed TIPE2 expression interference in macrophages, studied

the production of cytokines and detected the MAPK signal pathway

after MP infection.

Results

A significant decrease in TIPE2 mRNA was detected in peripheral

blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from 130 cases of children infected

with MP compared to that in PBMCs from control healthy children,

which was correlated with the degree of severity of MPP. In vitro, the

expression of TIPE2 was down-regulated after MP infection. This

implied that TIPE2 might play a critical role in anti-MP immunity.

Therefore, THP-1 cells were infected after silencing TIPE2, afterwhich

the production of TNF-α, IL-6 and IL-1βwas found to be up-regulated,

and the MAPK signal pathway activated.

Conclusions

Taken together, our results have identified TIPE2 as having an

important negative role for MP-triggered inflammatory cytokine

production via the MAPK signaling pathway. These findings provide

insights into the novel function of TIPE2 in anti-MP immunity and its

related clinical significance.
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#D16 – Correlation between Nasal Resistance and

Pulmonary Arterial Pressure in Mouth Breathing Children

and Adolescents.

Augusto Aguiar dos Reis M 1, Maria Fontes Ferreira Nader C 2,
Maia Couto J 2, Fonseca Barbosa C2, Maria Gonçalves Becker H 2.
1Pediatric Pulmonology, Federal University of Minas Gerais − Belo Horizonte,
Brazil; 2Otorhinolaryngology, Federal University of Minas Gerais − Belo Horizonte,
Brazil.

Objectives

To evaluate the correlation between nasal resistance and pulmonary

arterial pressure in chronic mouth breathing (MB) children and

adolescents aged 2 to 12 years old with adenotonsillar hypertrophy

(ATH) and allergic rhinitis (AR) through rhinomanometry measure-

ments and Doppler echocardiography.

Methods

This single-blinded, case-control study was approved by the Federal

University of Minas Gerais (UFMG) ethics committee. Fifty-four

patientswithATHand adenoidectomy and/or tonsillectomy indication

(31 male, mean age 7.04 ± 2.24, and mean body mass index (BMI)

16.57 ± 2.63), twenty-four patients with exclusive and persistent AR

(14 male, mean age 7.42 ± 2.05 and mean BMI 16.08 ± 2.18), and

twenty-five controls (with similar age, sex and body mass index

distribution with the study groups) were selected. They underwent

Doppler echocardiography in order to estimate systolic pulmonary

arterial pressure (SPAP) through tricuspid regurgitation in a blinded

manner. We also measured total nasal inspiratory flow and resistance

(NIF) at a transnasal pressure of 150 Pascal (Pa) during quiet breathing

with a closed mouth by using active anterior rhinomanometry.

Correlations between NIF and SPAP were obtained from Spearman’s

method.

Results

Nasal patency was normal in the control group, while the majority

of the MB patients (ATH − 59.1% and AR − 70.7%) presented a

severe/very severe nasal obstruction. The ratio between the total

measured flow and the total expected flow for height was

significantly higher in controls than in the ATH and AR groups,

without significant difference between the study groups (controls

− 91.4% ± 14.5%; ATH − 48.2% ± 17.3%; AR − 45.5% ± 14.9%). The

mean SPAP was significantly higher in MB groups than in the

control group (SPAP − 25.61 ± 3.38 [ATH] and 25.33 ± 2.06 [AR]

versus 21.64 ± 3.87 mmHg, P< 0.005). SPAP also presented a

negative association with nasal flow (rho of Spearman = −0.34;

p<0.001).

Conclusions

MB children and adolescents with either ATH or AR showed evidence

of increased pulmonary arterial pressure by Doppler echocardiogra-

phy while the increased SPAP was correlated with increased nasal

resistance.

Keywords: Children. Echocardiography, Doppler. Pulmonary Hyper-

tension. Mouth Breathing. Rhinitis.

#E81 − Bronchopulmonary Dysplasia: An Assessment

during Adolescence.

Slaats M 1, Al-Nejar M 2, Everaars N 2, Mignot B 3, Spinhoven M 4,
Wouters E 1, Vos W 3, Mahieu L 5, Oostveen E 6, De Dooy J 7,
De Backer J 3, De Backer W 8, Verhulst S 1.
1Pediatrics, Antwerp University Hospital − Edegem, Belgium; 2Medical student,
University of Antwerp − Antwerp, Belgium; 3Bioengineering, Fluidda − Kontich,
Belgium;4Radiology, Antwerp University Hospital − Edegem, Belgium; 5Neonatol-
ogy, Antwerp University Hospital − Edegem, Belgium; 6Lung Function, Antwerp
University Hospital − Edegem, Belgium; 7Intensive care, Antwerp University
Hospital − Edegem, Belgium; 8Pulmonology, Antwerp University Hospital −
Edegem, Belgium

Introduction

Bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD) is a chronic lung condition due to

prematurity. Follow-up studies show that these children have an

obstructive lung function. However, no correlations were found

between lung function and radiological findings on computed

tomography (CT). A new method in pulmonology is functional

respiratory imaging (FRI), which is a technique to calculate flow

patterns, lung volumes and resistances, to visualize blood vessels and

emphysema. The aim of this study was to assess the lung damage of

adolescents, diagnosedwith BPD during infancy. This was achieved by

comparison between FRI, CT findings and lung function tests.

Methods

35 children were included from an existing cohort of premature

neonates. They were assessed by history, clinical examination, lung

function tests and low-dose CT-thorax, which was evaluated by a

scoring system (Aukland 2009). The scans were used to calculate the

FRI parameters.

Results

In the present study, at adolescence (15 ±0.9 years, 16M/19F), the

total cohort was divided into three groups: 14 no BPD, 11 mild and 10

moderate-to-severe BPD.

BPD correlated with a more obstructive lung function; lower

volume exhaled during the first second (p = 0.03), lower Tiffeneau

index (p = 0.03), higher residual volume (RV) (p = 0.04) and lower

diffusion capacity (p = 0.03). BPD correlatedwithmore emphysema on

CT-scan (p = 0.01). More severe BPD correlated with increased

volume of the lobes (iVlobe) (p = 0.01) and more air trapping at

functional residual capacity (FRC) (p = 0.003) at FRI.

Numerous significant correlations were found between lung

function tests and FRI: negative correlations between airway

resistance (siRaw) at total lung capacity (TLC) and forced expiratory

volume during the first second (FEV1), Tiffeneau index, mid-expiratory

flow, peak expiration flow and diffusion capacity. Conversely, these

correlated positively with airway volume (siVaw) at TLC.

The CT score showed some correlations with lung function,

mostly with vital capacity, specific airway resistance and diffusion.

Conclusion

The severity of BPD correlates with a more obstructive lung function,

emphysema, air trapping and lobar volume at FRC. Previously, little

was known regarding correlations between lung function and CT in

children with a history of BPD. While this study did find some
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correlations, FRI shows many more. It appears that iVlobe and air

trapping at FRC and siRaw / siVaw at TLC matter the most in lung

damage. These findings could not have been determined with classical

lung function tests or CT alone, making FRI of great added value in the

assessment of lung damage.

#F105 − Respiratory Viruses in Healthy Infants and Infants

with Cystic Fibrosis. A Prospective Cohort study.

Korten I 1, Kieninger E 1, Klenja S 2, Mack I 3, Schläpfer N 1,
Barbani MT 4, Regamey N 5, Kuehni CE 6, Gorgievski M 4,
Casaulta C 1, Latzin P 1.
1Division of Respiratory Medicine, Department of Pediatrics, Inselspital and
University of Bern − Bern, Swiss; 2Institute for Infectious Diseases, University
of Bern − Bern, Swiss; 3University Children’s Hospital (UKBB), University of
Basel − Basel, Swiss; 4Institute for Infectious Diseases, University of Bern −
Bern, Swiss; 5Division of Respiratory Medicine, Children’s Hospital Lucerne −
Lucerne, Swiss; 6Institute for Social and Preventive Medicine, University of
Bern − Bern, Swiss

Background

Acute respiratory tract infections in children with Cystic Fibrosis (CF)

are known to cause exacerbation of disease; viral infections are

reported as a frequent underlying cause. The role of virus infections

during infancy is however not known, although early infancy is a crucial

period of CF disease modification. The newborn screening for CF

allows early diagnosis and opens new opportunities in preventative

and therapeutic approaches. Before this can be done, a better

understanding of respiratory health and viral colonization during

infancy is needed. We prospectively assessed symptomatic and

asymptomatic viral colonization in the first year of life in infants with

CF and contemporary matched controls.

Methods

We included 31 infants with CF from the Swiss Cystic Fibrosis Infant

Lung Development (SCILD) Cohort and 32 unselected, healthy infants

from the Basel Bern Infant Lung Development (BILD) Cohort in this

prospective longitudinal study within the first year of life. In weekly

telephone interviews, respiratory symptoms were recorded. Biweekly

nasal swabs were analyzed for 12 different viruses withMultiplex PCR

(CF = 576, controls = 718).

Results

While viral colonization in general did not differ between the two

groups (mean 41% vs. 44%), virus positive swabs were less often

accompanied by respiratory symptoms in infants with CF (37% vs.

50%; p = 0.022). This finding was pronounced for Human Rhinovirus

infections (6% vs. 10%; p = 0.009).

Conclusion

Viral colonization was not more frequent in infants with CF and

respiratory symptoms during virus infection occurred even less often

in infants with CF. While we can only speculate about underlying

reasons, it is likely an interplay of different factors, such as local

epithelial properties, immunological mechanisms and early treatment,

that contribute to our findings. Further studies investigating the

interaction of viruses, bacteria, immune responses and genetics are

thus needed, to help better understand respiratory health in infants

with CF.

#F116 – Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging and Lung

Function Tests in Cystic Fibrosis.

Nyilas S 1, Bauman G 2, Sommer G 3, Stranzinger E 4, Pusterla O 2,
Frey U 5, Korten I. 1, Singer F 6, Casaulta C 1, Bieri O 2, Latzin P 1.
1Pediatric Respiratory Medicine, Department of Pediatrics, Inselspital, Bern
University Hospital, University of Bern, Switzerland − Bern, Swiss; 2Division of
Radiological Physics, Clinic of Radiology and Nuclear Medicine, University of
Basel Hospital, Basel, Switzerland − Basel, Swiss; 3Clinic of Radiology and
Nuclear Medicine, University of Basel Hospital, Basel, Switzerland − Basel,
Swiss; 4Department of Interventional and Pediatric Radiology, Inselspital, Bern
University Hospital, Bern, Switzerland − Bern, Swiss; 5University Children’s
Hospital Basel (UKBB), Basel, Switzerland − Basel, Swiss; 6Division of Pediatric
Pneumology, University Children’s Hospital Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland − Zurich,
Swiss

Background

Cystic fibrosis (CF) is characterized by chronic respiratory infections

and functional impairment of the lung. Lung function tests such as

nitrogen multiple breath washout (N2-MBW), are sensitive in

detecting ventilation inhomogeneity, but cannot determine its exact

origin. Novel magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) methods such as

matrix pencil decomposition MRI can visualize functional changes in

the lungwithout the administration of contrast agents and the need for

breathing maneuvers.

Objectives

To examine the correlation between novel functional MRI and lung

function tests in patients with CF.

Methods

Forty patients with CF (mean age 11.7 years, range 6–18) underwent

MRI and lung function tests on the same day. Functional MRI provided

semi-quantitative measures of the perfusion (RQ) and ventilation

(RFV) impairment as percentages of the affected lung volume.

Morphological MRI was evaluated using a CF-specific score. N2-

MBW provided information regarding global (lung clearance index,

LCI) ventilation inhomogeneity.

Results

MRI detected functional impairment in all patients with CF: RFV

ranged from 19% to 38% and RQ ranged from 16% to 35%. RFV and

RQ were strongly correlated with LCI (r = 0.76, p<0.001; r = 0.85,

p<0.001, respectively), as well as total morphology scores and sub-

scores.

Conclusions

Non-invasive functional MRI is a promising method to detect and

visualize perfusion and ventilation impairment in CF without the need

of contrast agents or breath holding maneuvers. Ventilation and

perfusion impairment of the lung correlated strongly with the LCI. We

assume that functional MRI has the potential to detect ventilation and

perfusion inhomogeneities, which may be the earliest changes of the

airways and potentially still reversible.
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#J27 − Tidal Breathing during High Flow Nasal Cannula

(HFNC) and Nasal Continuous positive Airway Pressure

(CPAP) at Equal End-Expiratory Pressures (EEP).

Liew ZY 1, Fenton AC 2, Harigopal S 2, Gopalakaje S 1, Brodlie M 3,
O’Brien CJ 1.
1Department of Paediatric Respiratory, Great North Children’s Hospital −
Newcastle Upon Tyne, United Kingdom; 2Department of Neonatal Medicine,
Royal Victoria Infirmary − Newcastle Upon Tyne, United Kingdom; 3Institute of
Cellular Medicine, Newcastle University − Newcastle Upon Tyne, United Kingdom

Rationale

CPAPandHFNCare used inpreterm infants to treat respiratory distress

syndrome. Whilst the mechanisms of action of CPAP have been

extensively investigated, this is not the case with HFNC. Infants often

receive flow rates of 8-10L/minwith limited understanding of its effects

on breathing mechanics. Traditionally, tidal breathing measurements in

infants receiving CPAP are difficult to perform and most studies have

been performed using uncalibrated respiratory inductive plethysmog-

raphy with uncertain accuracy. Electromagnetic inductance plethys-

mography (EIP, Volusense™) has recently been validated in pretermand

term infants to measure tidal breathing parameters (TBP).

Objective

To compare the effects of CPAP andHFNCon TBP at equal EEP and to

investigate the effects of reducing HFNC flow from 8 to 2L/min on

TBP in preterm infants receiving non-invasive ventilation.

Method

A prospective observational randomized crossover study, measuring

TBP at varying flow rates (2-8L/min) of HFNC and CPAP 6 cm H2O in

20 preterm infants (mean birth gestation 27 weeks, mean current

weight 1.5 kg). EEP was estimated from pharyngeal pressure. TBP

including weight corrected tidal volume (Vt/kg), minute volume (MV/

kg), respiratory rate (RR), flow-volume gravity mid-point (FVg) and

phase angle were measured using EIP. A minimum of 10 consecutive

stable breaths were selected for analysis. Oxygen saturation (SaO2)

was recorded.

Results

Mean EEP at HFNC 8L/min and CPAP 6 cm H2O were similar (6.17

and 6.46 cm H2O, p = 0.51). Vt/kg was similar between HFNC 8L/min

and CPAP (3.67 and 3.88, p = 0.315). MV/kg (0.22 vs. 0.27) and RR

(60.1 vs. 66.7) were significantly higher on CPAP (p < 0.05). FVg was

similar between the two modes of respiratory support. There was a

trend (Figure 1) towards better reduction of phase angle during CPAP

versus HFNC 8L/min but this did not achieve statistical significance

(mean 69 vs. 102,p = 0.12). ChangingHFNC flow rate from8 to 2L/min

resulted in significant reductions in EEP to 2.29 cm H2O (p < 0.001)

and SaO2 (Δ4%, p<0.001) while RR (67.9, p<0.05) rose significantly.

Vt/kg (3.48, p = 0.5) was slightly reduced whilst MV/kg (0.24, p = 0.39)

and phase angle (114, p = 0.39) were increased.

Conclusion

At equivalent EEP, HFNC 8L/min when compared to CPAP 6 cm H2O

resulted in lower MV/kg and RR whilst maintaining Vt/kg, possibly

explained by less discomfort on HFNC. However, CPAP produced

better phase angle reduction than HFNC 8L/min. Reduction in HFNC

from 8 to 2L/min resulted in a significant reduction of EEP and SaO2

while RR was significantly raised. MV/kg and phase angle were

increased whilst Vt/kg was maintained although these were not

statistically significant. In summary, EIP provides a non-invasive

method which can be used to measure and detect changes in TBP in

infants on HFNC and CPAP without the need for sedation. This

technique can potentially be a useful clinical adjunct tool in respiratory

management.

#J39 − Bronchial Hyperresponsiveness and Airway

Inflammation Markers in Primary Ciliary Dyskinesia.

Romero Rubio MT 1, Armengot Carceller M 2, Prieto Andrés L 3,
Escribano Montaner A 4.
1Working Group on Primary Ciliary Dyskinesia of Valencia. University of Valencia,
University Clinical Hospital − Valencia, Spain; 2Department of Otorhinolaryngol-
ogy, University General Hospital. University of Valencia − Valencia, Spain;
3Department of Allergology. Hospital Dr. Peset., University of Valencia − Valencia,
Spain; 4Pediatric Pneumonology Unit. Department of Pediatrics. University
Clinical Hospital, University of Valencia − Valencia, Spain

Background

Primary ciliary dyskinesia (PCD) is a clinical and genetic heterogeneous

disease with reduced mucociliary clearance that leads to bronchiecta-

sis in more than 80% of patients. Although bronchial hyperresponsive-

ness (BHR) has been postulated as a risk factor that could accelerate

the appearance of bronchiectasis, it has been poorly studied in PCD.

There are few studies with direct agonists (methacholine) whereas

there is no data with indirect agonists (adenosine 5-monophosphate,

AMP). The relationship between BHR and airway inflammation

markers, namely exhaled nitric oxide (FENO) and exhaled breath

condensate (EBC), could provide new data regarding PCD.

Objectives

1. To study the prevalence and parameters of BHR using direct and

indirect agonists (methacholine vs. AMP) in PCD patients and controls.

2. To determine the differences in airway inflammationmarkers; FENO

and its two compartments: bronchial (J́awNO) and alveolar (CalvNO),

and pH of EBC.

3. To identify the relationship between BHR parameters and airway

inflammation markers.

Subjects and Methods

Observational, prospective and randomized study (PCD and healthy

volunteers). Prick-test, baseline spirometry and bronchial provocation

test with methacholine/AMP were performed. The response was

expressed by PC20 (agonist concentration decreasing FEV1 ≥ 20%) and

reactivity index (RI). FENOdeterminationwasmade by electrochemical

analyzer (NO Vario®), using a bicompartimental model with multiple

flows toassess J́awNOandCalvNO.EBCsampleswerecollectedusinga

condenser and pH was measured with a specific electrode.

Results

64 individuals (32 PCD, 32 controls) were studied (54.6% pediatrics).

Response to methacholine was clearly increased in PCD, both
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categorically (31.2% vs. 9.3%) and quantitatively (p = 0.04). No

significant differences were found using AMP (p = 0.36). FENO was

significantly lower in PCD (p = 0.0003) at the expense of the

bronchial compartment (p = 0.007), with no differences in the

alveolar compartment (p = 0.4). These results were maintained after

excluding atopics (positive prick-test). The pH of EBC was

significantly more acidic in PCD (p = 0001). Only a weak correlation

between CalvNO and reactivity to AMP was found (r = 0.38,

p = 0.03). No other significant correlations were found between

BRH and inflammation markers.

Conclusions

BRH in PCD is dependent on persistent alterations of the airway

structure and not on acute inflammatory changes, as shown by the fact

that no correlation was found between BRH and active bronchial

inflammation markers (FENO and J́awNO). FENO is significantly lower

in PCD at the expense of the bronchial component, but not alveolar.

These results support that the cause of the low NO values in PCD is

mainly due to ciliated epithelium dysfunction, present in the bronchial

region but not in the alveoli. Our study originally documents a

significant acidification of EBC in PCD, hence the study of oxidative

stress could open new paths of investigation in this disease.

#N43 − Pulmonary Hemorrhage: Etiology, Clinical Profile

and Outcome in Children.

de Silva C., Mukherjee A., Jat KR., Lodha R., Kabra SK.

Division of Pediatric Pulmonology, Department of Pediatrics, All India Institute of
Medical Sciences − New Delhi, India

Objective

To describe etiology, clinical profile, treatment options and outcome in

children with pulmonary hemorrhage.

Method

A chart review of children who were diagnosed to have pulmonary

hemorrhage at AIIMS, New Delhi, India. All children from 1 month to

16 years of age with confirmed pulmonary hemorrhage during the

period from January 2006 to July 2016 were included. Hemorrhages

secondary to coagulopathies were excluded.

Results

A total of 38 children (mean age 77.4, SD45.2 months, 23 boys) with

pulmonary hemorrhages were analyzed. They were symptomatic since

mean age of 54.8(SD42.5) months, with a mean 10.1(SD10.2) month

delay in establishing the final diagnosis. This gap was higher in the

FIGURE 1 Phase angle comparison of HFNC versus CPAP. A represents phase angle of an infant on CPAP of 6 cm H2O. B represents phase
angle of same infant on HFNC 8L/min and C represents same infant on HFNC 2L/min. D represents boxplot comparison of HFNC 8L/min
versus CPAP 6 cm H2O in 20 infants at equivalent EEP.
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absence of hemoptysis. The etiologies for pulmonary hemorrhagewere

immune mediated disorders 8(21%), infection-related sequelae 8(21%),

cardiac/vascular anomalies 5(16%) and airway pathologies 2(5%). Exact

etiology could not be found in 14(37%) cases despite a battery of

investigationsandhence labeledas idiopathic pulmonaryhemosiderosis

(IPH). Cough was the main symptom followed by hemoptysis and

breathlessness. Main signs in descending order of frequency were

pallor, clubbing, hepatomegaly and splenomegaly. Lowest hemoglobin

ranged from 3.7 to 12.4g/dl and 66% children received at least one

blood transfusion. Diffuse shadows were found in chest radiographs in

52% of children. Diffuse or patchy ground glass opacity was the main

chest CT finding (60%) followed by consolidations, nodules and septal

thickening. Bronchoscopy was performed in 33(89%) children, with

hemosiderin laden macrophages found in 93% of cases. Children

received treatment as per underlying cause. Three children were

managed successfully with bronchial artery embolization, while 6

required surgical interventions. Children with immune mediated

disorders and IPH were managed with systemic steroids and steroid-

sparing agents. All of them achieved initial remission with oral steroids.

Four (28%) children with IPH and 3(39%) children in the immune group

developed relapses. Inhaled corticosteroids and hydroxychloroquine

were also commenced at the beginning of treatment. Those who had

relapses or renal involvement received azathioprine or cyclophospha-

mide. Patients with immune-mediated disorders took relatively longer

time to respond and had more relapses.

Conclusion

Pulmonary hemorrhage is rare in children although an important cause

of morbidity. A high degree of suspicion is essential to prevent the

delay in diagnosis, especially if hemoptysis is absent. Clinical clues,

chest imaging and immunological studies contribute to identifying

specific etiologies in 2/3 of cases. The remaining 1/3 could be

managed as IPH. Infections, immunological and cardiovascular

disorders are the leading specific etiologies for pulmonary hemorrhage

other than IPH. Children with immune-mediated pulmonary hemor-

rhage and IPH can be treated with systemic steroids and steroid-

sparing agents with fairly good outcome.
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A. BRONCHIAL ASTHMA AND OTHER
CHRONIC OBSTRUCTIVE PULMONARY
DISEASES

#A14 − Accuracy of Wheezing in Infants and Preschool

Children by Written Questionnaire.

Espíndola Filho MA 1, Silva WC 1, Cavalcanti ET 1, Melo EP 2,
Bezerra PG 2, Britto MC 3

1Medicina, Faculdade Pernambucana de Saúde − Recife, Brazil; 2Pneumologia
pediátrica, Instituto de Medicina Integral Prof. Fernando Figueira − Recife, Brazil;
3Pediatric Pulmonology, Instituto de Medicina Integral Prof. Fernando Figueira −
Recife, Brazil

Introduction

The prevalence of wheezing in preschool children is unknown. In

school children, prevalence is between 2–38%.(1) Epidemiological

studies are based on information provided by parents.(2,3)

However, it is often inadequate and video questionnaires may

be an alternative. Two studies showed that a significant proportion

of cases are inaccurate.(4,5). This study aimed to determine the

perception of wheezing by the caregivers of infants and

preschoolers compared with the video. METHODS: a cross-

sectional study with infants and preschoolers was performed at

the IMIP, in Brazil, between January and June 2016, with

scheduled appointments for any complaint and no exclusion

criteria. A researcher first applied the written questionnaire,

then exhibited a video of a baby with wheezing on a tablet and

applied the second questionnaire. Data analysis was performed

using SAS version 8. The Generalized Estimation Equations method

was used for confounders. The project was approved by the ethics

committee (number 5554). RESULTS: of the 196 interviews, the

median age of the caregivers was 28.5 years, 182 were female and

only 109 studied >8 years. In the written questionnaire, 100

(51.0%) of the children had experienced wheeze in their lifetime,

58 (59.8%) had ≤ 3 episodes/year, 124 (63.3%) had previous

breathlessness and 69 (66.9%) had ≤ 3 episodes/year. Twenty-

seven (13%) had diagnosed asthma, 120 presented snoring and 87

had stridor. After the video, 67 (34.2%) of the children had

wheezing at least once in their lives, and 57 (85.1%) had up to three

episodes/year. Seventy-six (38.8%) had had dyspnea, of which 59

(77.6%) had ≤ 3 episodes/year. In multivariate analysis, the written

questionnaire had a slight influence on confounders. The crude OR

was 1.99 (95% CI 1.53–2.56) and the adjusted OR was 1.86 (95%

CI 1.23–2.80). DISCUSSION: the determination of wheezing in

infants and preschool children exclusively by written questionnaire

is inaccurate and in agreement with Michel et al.(4) and Cane and

McKenzie(5). Among adolescents, the written questionnaire has

acceptable accuracy. This difference with our study can be justified

by the greater expertise of teenagers’ parents. Thus, the video

questionnaire is a necessary tool in determining wheezing in

preschool children and possibly in infants whose parents are even

less experienced.
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Validation of novel wheeze phenotypes in the first 6 years of life.
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#A24 – Severe Asthma and Bronchiolitis Obliterans in

Children and Adolescents: How to Differentiate with

regard to Tomographic, Functional and Inflammation

Aspects?

Fernandes RV

Universidade Federal de Goiàs, Goiânia, Brazil

Introduction

Treatment-resistant severe asthma (TRSA) and post-infectious

bronchiolitis obliterans (PIBO) are obstructive pulmonary diseases

whose characteristics can overlap and, in some cases, even with

clinical history data, pulmonary function and tomography, the

differential diagnosis can be difficult. In addition, no exclusively

pediatric study has compared both of these diseases. Objective:

Identify which alterations in lung function, tomography and

exhaled nitric oxide (ENO), induced sputum cellularity, IgE and

allergic tests allow differentiating TRSA and PIBO in children and

adolescents.
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Methods

A transversal study was performed, involving 40 pediatric

patients, 20 with PIBO and 20 with TRSA. Pulmonary function

was performed with a KoKo spirometer. Bronchial provocation

was performed with inhalation of carbachol until achieving a drop

of 20% in FEV1. ENO was performed with Nioxmino® in a

registered exhaled stream of 0,35L/s. Induced sputum cellularity

was obtained using a 4.5% hypertonic saline solution or 0.9%

physiological solution in stable patients and with FEV1 values

after bronchodilator higher or equal to 60% of predicted or lower

than 60% respectively, during four periods of five minutes each,

totaling a maximum time of 20 minutes of inhalation. Alterations

in tomography were analyzed through a score punctuation and by

the presence of tomographic alterations. ROC curves were

performed to evaluate which variable could discriminate these

two diseases. Results: The patients with PIBO had lower values of

FEV, FEF25-75% and FEV1/FVC and total lung capacity (TLC).

The most frequent tomographic alterations in POBI were:

bronchiectasis (90%), air trapping (90%) and mosaic attenuation

(85%), all with statistical significance comparatively to TRSA. In

ROC curves, an area under curve (AUC) higher or equal to 0,8 was

observed for the following variables: Blomia tropicalis, ENO,

tomographic score, severity of bronchiectasis, generation of

bronchial division, mosaic attenuation, air trapping, FEF25-75%,

FEV1/FVC, variation in FEV1 after oral corticosteroids and the

association of mosaic pattern and ENO. In this study, no

parameter of atopic markers reached a sensitivity and specificity

higher than 80% while, for pulmonary function parameters, only

FEF25-75% and FEV1/FVC reached these levels. However, only

the tomographic score and mosaic attenuation showed a

sensitivity and specificity higher or equal to 95. Only two studies

were found in the literature comparing PIBO and TRSA both of

which involved mixed samples including children, teenager and

adults. In one of the studies, a statistically significant difference

was only observed in mosaic attenuation, while in the other, a

statistically significant difference was observed in mosaic

attenuation, air trapping and bronchiectasis.

Conclusion

The presence of higher scores in tomography and the presence

of mosaic attenuation were found to best differentiate TRSA and

PIBO.

#A26 - Azithromycin Decreases in vitro Bronchial Smooth

Muscle (BSM) Cell Proliferation in Severe Pediatric Asthma.

Beaufils F., Siao V., Trian T., Berger P., Fayon M.
1Centre de Recherche Cardio-thoracique de Bordeaux. INSERM UI045 –
Bordeaux, France

Background

Severe asthma in childhood is associated with decreased

lung function in adulthood. This is linked to airway remodeling

and increased BSM mass. Preschool children with increased

BSM mass are at a greater risk of developing asthma

at school age. Adult asthmatic BSM cells have an

increased mitochondrial content leading to greater BSM cell

proliferation.

Hypothesis

Mitochondria may represent a new target for treating BSM prolifera-

tion in severe childhood asthma.

Objectives

To investigate in vitro BSM cell proliferation in severe asthmatic

children. Moreover, we sought to determine the effect of

conventional and non-conventional anti-asthma treatments on

BSM proliferation and verify whether the underlying mechanisms

involve mitochondria.

Methods

BSM cells were cultured from bronchial biopsies obtained

from severe asthmatic preschool children (1 to 4 years old).

BSM cell proliferation was assessed by manual counting

and flow cytometry (CFSE, CellTrace proliferation kit) after

5 days in culture medium containing 10% fetal calf serum

(10% FCS). Cells were then treated with Dexamethasone,

Montelukast, Tiotropium Bromide, Omalizumab, Methoxy-

Verapamil or Azithromycine (10–9 to 10–6M for all agents) in

the presence of 10% FCS. Cell viability was assessed using Trypan

blue staining solution and flow cytometry after diamidino-

phenylindol (DAPI) staining. Cellular cycle and apoptosis were

assessed after DAPI and Annexin-PI staining, respectively.

Mitochondrial mass, biogenesis and autophagia were assessed

by Western blot and Flow Cytometry, using anti-Porin,

anti-mitochondrial transcription factor A and anti-LC3A/B

antibody, respectively.

Results

Cells were attributed to 2 groups according to muscle

mass on histochemical analysis: big and small BSM ((BM and

SM respectively) based on the Z-score determined from normal

samples. The mean + SEM number of cells in the BM group

significantly increased after 5 days of culture vs. the SM group

186 700 + 35 800 vs. 61 560 + 11 900 BSM cells, respectively,

p < 0.001). Only Azithromycin (10–7M) significantly decreased

BSM cell proliferation by 1/3 without increasing the number of

dead or apoptotic cells or blocking the cell cycle. Azithromycin

decreased mitochondrial mass by 1/4 in particular in BM cells, by

increasing autophagia but had no influence on mitochondrial

biogenesis.

Conclusion

BSM cells from severe asthmatic children show varying

degrees of proliferation. Increased BSM mass is an indicator

of increased mitochondrial content in BSM cells. Azithromycin

decreased mitochondrial mass by increasing autophagia,

and decreasing BSM cell proliferation, particularly in the BM

group.
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#A53 − Once-daily Tiotropium Respimat Add-on Therapy

Improves Lung Function in Patients Aged 6–17 Years with

Severe Symptomatic Asthma.

Hamelmann E 1, Vogelberg C 2, Goldstein S 3, El Azzi G 4, Engel M 4,
Sigmund R 5, Szefler S 6

1Children’s Center, Evangelisches Krankenhaus Bielefeld, and Allergy Center
of the Ruhr University − Bochum, Germany; 2Department of Pulmonology
and Allergy, University Hospital Carl Gustav Carus, Technical University of
Dresden − Dresden, Germany; 3Island Medical Research, Rockville Center −
New York, USA; 4TA Respiratory Diseases, Boehringer Ingelheim Pharma
GmbH & Co. KG − Ingelheim am Rhein, Germany; 5Global Biometrics and
Data Sciences, Boehringer Ingelheim Pharma GmbH & Co. KG − Biberach
an der Riss, Germany; 6Department of Pediatrics, Children’s Hospital of
Colorado and the University of Colorado School of Medicine − Aurora,
USA

Introduction

Tiotropium Respimat (tioR) add-on therapy to inhaled corticosteroids

(ICS) with or without additional controllers has been shown to improve

lungfunction inPhase II and III studiesof adults, adolescents andchildren

with symptomatic asthma.Wepresent a pooled analysis of lung function

data in adolescents and children with severe symptomatic asthma.

Method

Two Phase III, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled,

parallel-group, 12-week trials in patients aged 6–11 years (Viva-

TinA-asthma; NCT01634152) and 12–17 years (PensieTinA-asthma;

NCT01277523) with severe symptomatic asthma. Patients received

once-daily tioR 5 μg (two doses of 2.5 μg), tioR 2.5 μg (two doses of

1.25 μg) or placebo Respimat (pboR) as add-on to high-dose ICS plus

another controller or as add-on to medium-dose ICS plus two other

controllers. ICS dose was as defined in the Global Initiative for Asthma

2009 (PensieTinA) and 2010 (VivaTinA) guidelines. Patients were

required to have a ≥3-month (PensieTinA) or ≥6-month (VivaTinA)

history of asthma and be symptomatic at screening and before

randomization by Asthma Control Questionnaire (interviewer-admin-

istered; VivaTinA) mean score of ≥1.5. The primary end point of both

studies was change from baseline (response) in peak forced expiratory

volume in 1 second within 3 hours post-dose (FEV1[0–3h]); the key

secondary end point was trough FEV1 response (measured 10minutes

before the next dose of study medication); a further end point was

forced expiratory flow between 25% and 75% of the forced vital

capacity (FVC; FEF[25–75%]) response; the post hoc end point was

trough FEV1/FVC ratio. All end points were measured at Week 12.

Results

793 participants (VivaTinA n = 401; PensieTinA n = 392) were

randomized across both trials; 792 were included in this pooled full

analysis set. Baseline demographics and disease characteristics were

balanced between treatment groups. TioR add-on therapy improved

lung function in the pooled population at Week 12, with tioR 5 μg

showing superior and significant improvements in peak FEV1(0-3h)

response, trough FEV1 response, FEF(25–75%) response and FEV1/

FVC ratio versus pboR, and tioR 2.5 μg showing superior improve-

ments in peak FEV1(0-3h) response, FEF(25–75%) response and

FEV1/FVC ratio versus pboR, with numerical improvements in trough

FEV1 response versus pboR (Table). The safety and tolerability of

tioR in both trials were comparable with those of placebo.

Conclusion

Tiotropium Respimat add-on therapy is an effective bronchodilator,

producing clinically meaningful improvements versus placebo in lung

function in patients aged 6–17 years with severe symptomatic asthma,

mirroring findings in adult patients with symptomatic asthma.

#A55 − HMGB1 as a Biomarker of Inhaled Corticosteroid

Treatment Response in Moderate-Severe Asthmatic

Children: A Single Center Pilot Study.

Brafa Musicoro V 1, Leonardi S 1, Manti S 2, Salpietro C 2,
Cuppari C 2, Tardino LG 1, Parisi GF 1

1Department of Clinical and Experimental Medicine, University of Catania −
Catania, Italy; 2Department of Pediatrics, Unit of Pediatric Genetics and
Immunology, Università of Messina − Messina, Italy

Introduction

High mobility group box 1 (HMGB1) is a new molecule involved in

pro-inflammatory responses, abnormally expressed in serum and

sputum of allergic asthmatic patients [1, 2]. The aim of this study was

to investigate the role of HMGB1 as guidance for treatment

management of asthmatic children.

Materials and Methods

30 asthmatic patients and 44 healthy children were enrolled. The

patients were classified according to GINA disease severity criteria

(mild, moderate and severe). SputumHMGB1 Levels and lung function

indices (FEV1%; FEF 25–75%) were recorded in the cohort study at

baseline (T0) and after 3 (T3) and 6 (T6) months of inhaled

corticosteroids (ICS) treatment (Table 1).

Results

Sputum HMGB1 Levels were significantly higher in all patients with

asthma (p < 0.0001). An inverse correlation between sputum HMGB1

Levels and pulmonary function parameters was observed only in

moderate (T0: FEV1% r:-0.9891, p < 0.001; T3: FEV1% r:-0.6763,

p < 0.001; T6: FEV1% r:-0.5419, p < 0.05) and in severe asthmatic

children (T0: FEV1% r:-0.8696, p < 0.001; T3: FEV1% r:-0.6477,

p < 0.05; T6: FEV1% r:-0.8627, p < 0.001) (Fig. 1). After ICS treatment,

a significant decrease of sputum HMGB1 Levels was noted in

moderate (T0: 93.44 ± 20.65 ng/ml vs. T3: 77.96 ± 1.81 ng/ml vs.

T6: 67.75 ± 3.01 ng/ml; p < 0.0001) and in severe asthmatic children

(T0: 130.3 ± 7.48 ng/ml vs. T3: 156.9 ± 1.09 ng/ml vs. T6:

116.08 ± 4.77 ng/ml; p < 0.0001). The area under the ROC curve,

performed in order to define the diagnostic profile of sputum HMGB1

Levels in identifying asthmatic children, was 0.713.

Conclusions

In addition to the findings that HMGB1 is a sensitive biomarker of

allergic asthma in children, our data firstly demonstrate a significant

correlation between the decrease in HMGB1 Levels and a successful

treatment response.
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Figure 1. Correlations between sputum HMGB1 Levels and FEV1% in

moderate (T0, T3, T6) and severe asthmatic children (T0, T3, T6).

Table 1. Clinical findings of asthmatic children and healthy controls

#A70 − The Impact of Severe Respiratory Syncytial Virus

(RSV) Infection during the First 2 Years of Life on

Development of Asthma.

Rodgers-Gray B 1, Coutts J 2, Morris C 3, Buchan S 1, Fullarton J 1,
Thwaites R,4.
1Research, Strategen, LTD − Basingstoke, United Kingdom; 2National Health
Services, Royal Hospital for Children − Glasgow, United Kingdom; 3Info Services,
Information Services Division Scotland − Edinburgh, United Kingdom; 4Neonatol-
ogy, Queen Alexandra Hospital − Portsmouth, United Kingdom

Introduction

Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) is the leading cause of lower-

respiratory tract infection (LRTI) in infants, with severe cases

requiring hospitalization.(1) In addition to this acute burden, there is

increasing evidence to suggest a relationship between severe RSV

infection during infancy and recurrent wheeze or asthma.(2) This

study aimed to identify and quantify any relationships between RSV

infection during the first 2 years of life and confirmed asthma in

later life.

Methods

Datasets collated by the Information Services Division (ISD) of the

NHS National Services Scotland were utilized. All live born infants

for the period 2000–2011 were identified and divided into two

cohorts based on whether or not they had a RSV-related

hospitalization during the first 2 years of life. Available data on

events, admissions, and hospital attendances during childhood (up to

16 years) were extracted.

Results and Discussion

A RSV cohort of 32,981 infants (4.45% of total) and a non-RSV

cohort of 707,437 infants were identified. In the RSV cohort, 9.41%

(3,102/32,981) of children had at least one hospitalization for

asthma during childhood compared to 2.24% (15,833/707,437) of

the non-RSV cohort (p < 0.001). 19.72% of all admissions for a

confirmed diagnosis of asthma came from the RSV cohort (7,167 vs.

29,182 in non-RSV cohort). The relative risk of asthma admission for

infants in the RSV cohort was 3.68 (95% CI 3.56–3.80, p < 0.001).

The admission rate for asthma was over 5 times higher in the RSV

cohort compared to non-RSV cohort (217.31 per 1,000 infants vs.

41.25 per 1,000 infants, respectively). Use of any asthma medication

was also higher in the RSV cohort (26.8% vs. 14.4% in non-RSV

cohort).

Conclusions

Severe RSV infection during infancy was significantly associated with

the development of asthma during childhood, with the risk of a

hospital admission for asthma being nearly 4 times higher in these

children than in those with no history of RSV hospitalization. This

study provides further evidence of the long-term consequences of

severe RSV infection in infancy.

#A71 − Influence of Anti-inflammatory Treatment on

Exhaled Breath Temperature in Atopic and Nonatopic

Asthmatic Children.

Wojsyk − Banaszak I 1, Mikoś M 2, Szczepankiewicz A 3,
Sobkowiak P 2, Wielebska A 1, Kamńska A 2, Bręborowicz A 1.
1Department of Pediatric Pulmonology, Allergy and Clinical Immunology, Poznan
University of Medical Sciences − Poznań, Poland; 2Department of Pneumonology,
Pediatric Allergy and Clinical Immunology, Poznan University of Medical Sciences
− Poznań, Poland; 3Laboratory of Molecular and Cell Biology, Department of
Pneumonology, Pediatric Allergy and Clinical Immunology, Poznan University of
Medical Sciences − Poznań, Poland

Asthma is an inflammatory disease characterized by the heterogeneity

of its endotypes. Elevated temperature caused by increased blood

flow is considered a typical feature of inflammation. Measurements of

exhaled breath temperature are being investigated as a potential

marker of disease exacerbation.

The aim of this study was to investigate the influence of inhaled

glucocorticosteroids on exhaled breath temperature in atopic and

nonatopic asthmatic children.

Asthmatic children Healthy controls P value

N 30 44

Age (years) 10.56 ± 0.32 11.07 ± 2.12 0.21

Gender Male/Female 18/12 22/22 0.12

BMI (Kg/m2) 17.38 ± 0.23 17.49 0.11

Family history of
asthma/atopy

11 18 0.80

Serum Total IgE
(IU/ml)

162.67 ± 20.85 16.79 ± 7.31 < 0.0001

Sputum HMGB1
levels (ng/ml)

125.02 ± 21.53 9.23 ± 3.71 < 0.0001

FEV1% predicted 66.35 ± 4.24 91.95 ± 3.27 < 0.0001
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Patients and Methods

37 asthmatic children (5 − 17 years; median: 11 years) were evaluated.

Children were recruited during scheduled follow-up visits or

exacerbations. Exhaled breath temperature (EBT), atopic status

including food allergy and medication used in the previous four weeks

were assessed in each child.

EBT was measured using the hand–held X-Halo® device

(Delmedica, Singapore). Children were inhaling through the nose

and exhaling into the thermal chamber of the device through the

mouthpiece while tidal breathing. The average of two maneuvers

taken 15 minutes apart was recorded. Prior to the maneuver, axillary

body temperature was recorded and the measurements were

performed at a room temperature of 22–28 °C.

Statistical Analysis

SPSS 20 (IBM Corporation, USA) and STATISTICA 12 (StatSoft,

Poland) were used for statistical analysis. The results are

expressed as mean ± SD for numerical data with normal distribu-

tion or as medians with interquartile range (IQR). Differences

between groups were analyzed using Student’s t-test for

normally-distributed data. Within-group differences were evalu-

ated with the paired t-test or Wilcoxon rank sum test where

appropriate. Statistical significance was accepted at a level of

0.05.

The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Poznan

University ofMedical Sciences. Parental written informed consentwas

obtained in each case.

Results

We performed 95 measurements in 37 children (19 males): 67

measurementswere performed in stable condition and28measurements

duringexacerbation. 27children (72.9%)were sensitized toaeroallergens.

31 children (83.8%) were treated with inhaled glucocorticosteroids (ICS)

and 2 (5.4%) received systemic steroids (SCS). The median [IQR] EBT in

the whole group was 32.7 [1.7] °C; in stable patients 32.3 [1.1] °C and in

exacerbations 33.3 [1.7] °C (p < 0.001). There was no difference in mean

EBT in atopic and non-atopic children (33.6 ± 1.2 vs. 33.8 ± 1.1°C;

p = 0.78 in exacerbation and 32.6 ± 0.8 vs. 32.6 ± 1.2°C; p = 0.9 while

stable). Therewas also no difference inmean EBT in children treatedwith

either ICS or SCS and corticosteroids naive (32.7 ± 1.5 vs. 32.5 ± 2.2°C;

p = 0.83 and 33.0 ± 1.4 vs. 32.6 ± 1.8°C; p = 0.45 respectively).

Conclusions

Neither atopy nor anti-inflammatory treatment influenced EBT in

asthmatic children, rendering it a valuable marker of asthma

exacerbation regardless of atopic status or current treatment.

#A85 − Is there an Association of Asthma Control with

Vitamin D Levels and Spirometry in Children and

Adolescents?

Matsunaga NY., Oliveira MS., Ribeiro MA., Morcillo AM., Ribeiro JD.,
Toro AA.

Pediatrics, University of Campinas − Campinas, Brazil

Objective: To assess asthma control and its association with vitamin D

levels and spirometry in children and adolescents.

Methods

We selected all children and adolescents with asthma from 7 to

17 years old, who were attended in the Pediatric Pulmonology

Outpatient Clinic of the University of Campinas, Brazil, between

March and October/2016. In order to evaluate the asthma control

level, the Asthma Control Test was applied and the patients were

classified into 3 Groups, Controlled Asthma(CA) when the question-

naire score was 25 points, Partially Controlled Asthma(PCA) with

20–24 points andUncontrolledAsthma (UNA)with scores less than 20

points. A blood sample was taken to measure 25-hidroxivitamin

D(vitD) levels and the patients were classified in Sufficient Group-

(greater than 30 ng/ml), Insufficient Group (20–29.9 ng/ml) and

Deficient Group(less than 20 ng/ml). Questions regarding frequency

and time of sun exposure, use of sunscreen and vitD supplementation

were administered. Sun exposure above 2 hours per week was

considered sufficient for suitable metabolism of vitD. Patients also

underwent lung function measurement by spirometry. Data analysis

was performed using Chi-square, Fisher-Freeman-Halton and Krus-

kall-Wallis tests (p = 5%).

Results

We included 85 children and adolescents with asthma, of whom 48

(56.5%) were male and the mean age was 10.99 ± 2.82 years, with a

median age of 11.00 (7–17) years. According to asthma control level,

14 (16.5%) patients were classified in the CA Group, 35 (41.3%) in the

PCAGroup and 36 (42.4%) in the UNAGroup. Regarding vitD level, 20

(23.5%) asthmatics were classified in the Sufficient Group, 55 (74.7%)

in the Insufficient Group and 10 (11.8%) in the Deficient Group. There

were no differences between age, height and body mass index

between groups. We did not find an association between vitD levels

and asthma control groups (p = 0.294). Our patients presented a mean

frequency of 3.16 ± 2.35 days perweek and 59.76 ± 86.69minutes per

day of sun exposure in activities such as playing football, playing on the

street, walking to and from school. However, only 15 (17.6%) patients

presented sufficient sun exposure. We also did not find association

between frequency and time of sun exposure and groups of vitD level

(p = 0.546). In our study, 78 (91.8%) children and adolescents did not

use sunscreen daily and 5 (5.8%) asthmatics took vitD supplementa-

tion. Regarding lung function measurement, there were no significant

differences between groups in vitD levels and spirometric values, such

as FEV1 (p = 0.501), FEV1/FVC (p = 0.984) and FEF25-75%

(p = 0.866).

Conclusions

In this study, we did not find an association between asthma control,

vitD levels and spirometry in children and adolescents.

Reflections and Proposals

This is the first announcement of our study. There is a lack of studies

regarding the relationship between asthma control and vitD levels in

children and adolescents, hence we expect to contribute to the

improvement on the knowledge with regard to this theme.
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#A103 − Coaching via House Visits in Asthmatic Children

and Their Effect on Respiratory Morbidity and Health Care

Utilization.

Golan Tripto I 1, Horwitz D 2, Kestenbom I 3, Chechik T 3,
Dizitzer Y 4, Goldbart DA 1.
1Department of Pediatrics, Pediatric Pulmonology Unit, Soroka University
Medical Center, Ben-Gurion University of The Negev − Beer Sheva, Israel;
2Faculty of Health Sciences, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev − Beer-Sheva,
Israel; 3Department of Pediatrics, Soroka University Medical Center − Beer-
Sheva, Israel; 4Clinical Research Center, Soroka University Medical Center −
beer- Sheva, Israel

Background

Patients’ adherence to medical treatment is a major problem in the

management of chronic diseases such as asthma. Non-adherence

to asthma medications is associated with frequent emergency

room visits, hospitalizations and use of oral corticosteroids. The

aim of the study is to assess whether coaching asthmatic children

via house visits will improve adherence to medical regimens and

therefore will reduce respiratory morbidity and health care

utilization.

Methods

A prospective interventional pilot study enrolling children aged

3–18 years, admitted to the Soroka Medical Center between

October 2015 and May 2016 due to asthma exacerbation

(intervention group). During one year of follow up, the children

were coached by a Pediatric Pulmonologist in the clinic and by a

highly trained nurse in house visits. The control group included

asthmatic children who were admitted during the same time

period, but did not go through any intervention. Medication

purchase and health care utilization were extracted from the

‘Clalit’ HMO databases. Asthma control was assessed through

self − questionnaires (Asthma Control Test™ (age 12–18) and

Childhood Asthma Control Test* (age 3–12) in the intervention

group.

Results

The intervention group included 42 children (mean age 7

years ± 3 months) and the control group included 212

children (mean age 7 years ± 4 months). The intervention group

consumed significantly more asthma medications, controllers and

relievers (median 6.5, IQR 3–13), when compared to the control

group (median 4, IQR 2–9, p-value 0.023). There was no

significant difference in the amount of clinic visits, ER

visits and hospitalizations, attributed to respiratory symptoms,

between the two groups. There was a significant improvement in

the subjective feeling of asthma control, as reflected from

the questionnaires, filled before and after the intervention

(p-value<0.001).

Conclusion

Coaching asthmatic children via house visits was found to be

associated with higher asthma medication consumption, similar ER

visits & hospitalizations and an improved subjective feeling, as

reflected from ACT questionnaires.

A141 − Asthma Phenotypes in the First Three Years of Life

and Correlation with Active Asthma at 6 Years of Age: A

National Population-based Study in Taiwan.

Su YT 1, Tsai Y 1, Chuang CY 2

1Division of Pediatric Pulmonology and Allergy-Immunology, Department Pediat-
rics, E-Da Hospital/I-Shou University − Kaohsiung City, Taiwan; 2School of
Chinese Medicine for Post-Baccalaureate, I-Shou University − Kaohsiung, Taiwan

Background

Wheezing phenotypes in young children and their associations with

subsequentwheezing in later lifehavebeenreported;however, longitudinal

data based on physician-diagnosed asthma in early life are scant.

Objective

To identify asthma phenotypes in the first 3 years of life, and to

investigate their associations with active asthma at 6 years of age.

Methods

Children with physician-diagnosed asthma in the first 36months and at

6 years were studied in a national population-based cohort. We used

latent class analysis to identify asthma phenotypes, and multivariate

logistic regression to analyze risk factors for outcomes at 6 years of age.

Results

From 2000 to 2011, 5013 children had physician-diagnosed asthma in

the first 36months, 1055 ofwhomhad active asthma at 6 years of age.

Three asthma phenotypes were identified: transient early (34.9%),

late-onset (45.4%), and persistent (19.8%). Among these phenotypes,

gender, age at first episode, number of asthma episodes in the 1st, 2nd,

and 3rd years, total number of asthma episodes, coincidental allergic

rhinitis, and atopic dermatitis were all significantly different. The

prevalence of active asthma at 6 years of age was 13.6% in the

transient early, 24.3% in the late-onset (OR = 2.038, p<0.05), and

26.6% in the persistent (OR = 2.299, p<0.05) group.

Conclusion

Three asthma phenotypes in the first 3 years of life contributed to the

natural course of pediatric asthma. Based on high risk of subsequent

asthma at 6 years of age, the children in late-onset and persistent

asthma phenotypes may need aggressive treatment to prevent

persistent airway illnesses.

#A154 − Sputum Eosinophil Peroxidase (EPX)

Differentiates Pediatric Severe Therapy Resistant Asthma

(STRA) from Difficult Asthma (DA).

Artiso L 1, Walker S 2, Fleming L 3, Bush A 3, Saglani S 2,3,
Nagakumar P 2,3.
1Respiratory Paediatrics, Royal Brompton Hospital − London, United Kingdom;
2Inflammation, Repair and Development, National Heart and Lung Institute,
Imperial College − London, United Kingdom; 3Respiratory Paediatrics, National
Heart and Lung Institute, Imperial College and Royal Brompton Hospital −
London, United Kingdom

Background

Children with STRA have poor control despite maximal therapy

and having ensured modifiable factors, such as poor adherence,
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have been addressed. Those with difficult asthma (DA) are on

high dose treatment, but in whom modifiable factors are

identified as contributing to poor control. Analysis of biomarkers

in induced sputum provides an attractive tool for indirect

assessment of lower airway inflammation in such children.

However, using sputum eosinophils to guide therapy is not

beneficial in children with STRA (Thorax. 2012 Mar;67 (3):

193–8). Eosinophil peroxidase (EPX) can be measured in sputum

supernatants, thus avoiding the need for labor-intensive manual

processing, and is a surrogate marker for eosinophil activation

status. While it has been validated in adult asthmatics

(Allergy.2013 Sep;68(9):1177–84), its utility in children is

unknown. We hypothesized that sputum EPX in STRA would be

higher than DA, and there would be no correlation between

sputum eosinophil numbers and EPX.

Methods

EPX was quantified by ELISA in sputum supernatants from 21 STRA

(median age 12.9 [8.9,16.1] years) and 14 DA (N = 14, median age 14

[8.1,16.5] years) children. Results were expressed as ng/ml/gram of

sputum. Paired sputum samples were also analyzed in 6 STRA

patients before and four weeks after intramuscular Triamcinolone.

Results

Children with STRA had significantly higher sputum EPX levels

(median 6.7 ng/ml/gm) compared to DA (median 2.6 ng/kg/ml),

p = 0.01 (Fig 1A). In 6 paired sputum supernatants, there was a

reduction in EPX post administration of systemic steroids

(6.7 ng/ml/gm vs. 4.8 ng/ml/gm) in 4/6 children (Fig 1B). There

was no correlation between sputum EPX or Eosinophil count levels

and sputum eosinophils, forced expiratory volume at 1 second

(FEV1), fractional exhaled nitric oxide (FeNO) or asthma control

test (ACT).

Conclusion

These data suggest sputum EPX may be a potential biomarker in

children with asthma. Sputum EPX can differentiate children with

STRA from those with DA and may be a potential surrogate to assess

response to intervention in children with STRA as 4/6 STRA patients

had reduced sputum EPX following Triamcinolone. No correlation was

noted between EPX and eosinophil counts as EPX is said to be a

specific marker for eosinophil activation.

Fig 1A: Significantly higher sputum EPX levels in STRA patients

compared to DA, P=0.01, Mann Whitney test. Fig 1B: Trend towards

reduction in EPX levels 4 weeks post Triamcinolone injection (n=6).

P=0.15, Wilcoxon signed rank test

#A161 − Risk factors for Wheezing after an Acute

Respiratory Infection: Results from a Birth Cohort Study.

Jat KR 1, Kumar P 2, Mukherjee A 1, Randev S 3, Jose B 1,
Kalaivani M 4, Lodha RB 1, Kabra SK 1.
1Pediatrics, All India Institute of Medical Sciences − New Delhi, India; 2Pediatrics,
All India Institute of Medical Sciences − Jodhpur, India; 3Pediatrics, Govt. Medical
College Hospital − Chandigarh, India; 4Biostatistics, All India Institute of Medical
Sciences − New Delhi, India

Objectives

To evaluate risk factors for wheezing after an acute respiratory

infection in young children from India.

Methods

The infants enrolled in this prospective birth cohort studywere followed

up regularly every 6 months and whenever they developed acute

respiratory infections (ARI).ARI episodeswereevaluated for presenceof

wheezing and their etiology (testing of nasopharyngeal aspirate for

viruses). Wheezing was assessed clinically by a pediatrician. Demo-

graphic and laboratory parameters were compared between ARI

episodes with wheezing and without wheezing. Total IgE levels and

cytokines (IFN g,TNFa, IL-12, IL-4, IL-5, IL-10 and IL-13)weremeasured

at baseline and at one year and two years of age. The infant pulmonary

function tests [PFT: Tidal Breathing Flow Volume Loop (TBFVL), Rapid

Thoracic Compression (RTC), Raised Volume Rapid Thoracic Compres-

sion (RVRTC)] were performed at baseline and thereafter every six

months and after an episode of acute respiratory infection.

Results

Weenrolled 310newborns (167 boys). During the followup until three

years of age, 234 children had 906 episodes of acute respiratory

infections. Of these, 101 children had 137 episodes of wheezing.

Demographic parameters including asthma/allergy in family member,

gender, smoking at home, pet at home, cooking source, and type of

residence did not differ between children with and without wheezing.

Levels of cytokines and total IgE levels at baseline, at one year, and at

two years of follow up were similar between the children with and

without wheezing except for a proportion of children with abnormal

IgE (levels>15.3 kU/L) that were higher in children with wheezing

compared to childrenwithoutwheezing (30/71 vs. 34/175; p = 0.006).

All of the infant PFTs were also similar in children with and without

wheezing. All children havingwheezingwith ARI had cough. Fever was

also more common in ARI episodes with wheezing compared to

without wheezing (104/137 vs. 393/769; p = < 0.001). Lower

respiratory tract infection was also increased among ARI with

wheezing (30/137 vs. 27/769; p <0.001). Among 906 episodes of

ARI, nasopharyngeal aspirates were processed in 798 samples and

viruses (single or mixed) were detected in 449 episodes (56.3%). The

wheezing occurred significantly more in ARI episodes when virus/es

were detected (77/449 vs. 41/349; p = 0.033). The type of virus
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detected differed among ARI episodes with or without wheezing.

Among viruses, detection of RSV (27 out of 51 had wheezing),

Rhinovirus (18 out of 122 had wheezing) and Human Metapneumo-

virus (12 out of 25 had wheezing) during an ARI episode were more

commonly associated with wheezing.

Conclusion

Detection of virus/es and type of virus determined the wheezing after

an ARI episode. Fever and cough during an ARI episode were

associated with wheezing. Demographic profile, cytokine levels, and

infant PFT were not different among young children with wheezing

after an ARI episode.

#A184 − Increased BMI and Risk for Asthma and

Treatment Outcomes in Children- Is It a Specific Asthma

Phenotype?

Banic I. 1, Rijavec M 2, Korosec P 2, Zivkovic J 1, Plavec D 3, Turkalj M 4.
1Department for Translational Medicine, Children‘s Hospital Srebrnjak − Zagreb,
Croatia; 2Department for Immunology and Molecular Genetics, University Clinic
for Allergy and Respiratory Diseases Golnik − Golnik, Slovenia; 3Department for
Scientific Research, Children‘s Hospital Srebrnjak − Zagreb, Croatia; 4Department
for Pulmonology and Allergology, Children’s Hospital Srebrnjak − Zagreb, Croatia

Background

Asthma and obesity have a considerable impact on public health.

Obesity is a risk factor for asthmaandcan reducepulmonary compliance

and lung volumes. The increase in the normal functioning of adipose

tissue in obese subjects leads to a systemic proinflammatory state.

Objectives

To assess the effect of increased BMI on the risk for asthma, levels of

inflammation and treatment outcomes in children with asthma.

Methods

A cohort of 475 children with asthma was recruited. They underwent

physical examination, basic anthropometricmeasurements, blood sampling

and lung function tests. We clinically assessed their health status and

treatment outcomes at the time of diagnosis and after 6 and 12 months.

Genetic material was extracted from peripheral whole blood samples and

subsequently genotyped for the rs242941 locus in the CRHR1 gene,

previously associated with treatment success with inhaled corticosteroids.

Results

Participantswere categorized into 4 groups according toBMI percentile:

underweight (0–3 centile), normal (5–85 centile), overweight (85–95

centile) and obese (>95 centile). Increased BMI was more frequent in

male than in female participants. Baseline levels of both hsCRP and

FeNO were elevated in both overweight and obese participants,

compared to children with normal BMI. When treatment success was

assessedby changes in airway inflammation after 6months, FeNO levels

were higher in obese children compared to those with normal BMI.

Additionally, obese children exhibited a higher level of small airway

obstruction (according to changes in MEF50 lung function parameters

after 6 months of ICS use) as well as poorer disease control (according

to GINA guidelines), compared to those with normal bodyweight.

When treatment outcomes were assessed by changes in FeNO, the

frequency of CC genotype was significantly higher in good responders

compared to the AA genotype and poor response to treatment, but only

in children with increased bodyweight, not those with normal BMI.

Moreover, the frequency of the C allele was significantly higher in good

versus poor responders compared to the A allele, but again only in

overweight and obese children (BMI percentile >85). Finally, the overall

risk for asthma was higher in overweight participants compared

to children with normal BMI, but not in the obese.

Conclusions

Being overweight increases the risk for asthma while obesity rather

increases the level of airway and systemic inflammation and potentially

affects the level of disease control and response to asthma treatment.

Additionally, a specific genotype-related response is evident only in

children with increased BMI (compared to those with normal body-

weight), which suggests that overweightness and obesity might also

contribute to a specific (more severe) asthma phenotype.

#A188 − Risk Factors of Exercise-Induced

Bronchoconstriction in Asthmatic Schoolchildren.

Jedynak-Wasowicz U 1, Jastrzebska I 2, Glowacka E 3,
Cichocka-Jarosz E 1, Lis G 1.
1Department of Pediatrics, Jagiellonian University Medical College − Krakow,
Poland; 2Department of Internal Medicine and Gerontology, Jagiellonian Univer-
sity Medical College − Krakow, Poland; 3Department of Pulmonology, Allergy and
Dermatology, University Children Hospital − Krakow, Poland

Background

The role of physical activity in the improvement of lung function has

been emphasized. On the other hand, exercise-induced bronchocon-

striction (EIB) limits participation of asthmatic children in sports or

physical education classes.

The aim of this study was to identify alterable and unalterable risk

factors of EIB in asthmatics.

Methods

This was a cross-sectional study. The children with asthma (aged 6–18

years) on therapy (1–4 step according GINA guidelines) were recruited

from the Pulmonology and Allergy Outpatient Clinic of the University

ChildrenHospital in Krakow. Asthma severity (based on GINA criteria),

control (Asthma Control Test, ACT), peripheral eosinophilia, total IgE

level, fractional exhaled nitric-oxide (FeNO) level, type of allergic

sensitization and BMI were evaluated. The study comprised baseline

spirometry and spirometric exercise challenge test (ECT). Exercise-

induced bronchoconstriction (EIB)was positivewhen FEV1dropped at

least 10 %. All of these data, as well as asthma treatment were

analyzed. The association between EIB and other evaluated param-

eters were assessed by logistic regression analysis.

Results

A total of 49 asthmatic children were enrolled in the study (mean age

11.9; 30 boys, 22 well-controlled). Nine children were on GINA

treatment step 1 (18%), 14 on step 2 (29%), 23 on step 3 (47%) and 3
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on step 4 (6%). The ECT was positive in 12 (24%) patients. There was a

strong correlation between EIB and FeNO level (p = 0.002) and

between EIB and total IgE level (p = 0.036). FeNO level in the EIB (+)

group was 42 vs. 15 ppb in the EIB (−) group. The high FeNO level

(>25ppb) was a good predictive value for EIB (75% sensitivity and 83%

specificity). The FeNO level also correlated positively with asthma

severity (r = 0.32, p = 0.026).

Asthmatic patients with allergic rhinitis (AR) were more predis-

posed to positive EIB than children without AR (p = 0.035). Other

analyzed parameters did not correspond with EIB.

Conclusion

Elevated FeNO level is a good predictor of EIB, despite good clinical

asthma control. The correlation between EIB and other asthma

severity markers or asthma treatment was poor.

#A197 − Exhaled Breath Temperature as a Noninvasive Lung

Inflammation Marker in Pediatric Patients with Asthma.

Miculinić A 1, Dumbović Dubravčić I 1, Kramar Poljak T 1, Lipej M 2,
Vodopija M 1, Turkalj M 1

1Pulmonology and Allergology of Preschool and Schoolchildren, Children’s
Hospital Srebrnjak − Zagreb, Croatia; 2Children’s Hospital Srebrnjak, Children’s
Hospital Srebrnjak − Zagreb, Croatia

Introduction and aim

Asthma is a chronic inflammatory disease of the airways and therefore

requires regular control and reevaluation. In the last few years, there

has been an increasing interest in noninvasive measurement

possibilities of the level of airway inflammation in asthmatic patients

such as exhaled breath temperature.

Theaimof thisstudywastoexaminethe importanceofexhaledbreath

temperature as a new and noninvasive method which could potentially

prove to be a useful tool in the assessment of children with asthma.

Methods

Thisstudy included51patients,childrenwithpreviouslydiagnosedasthma,

aged 5–15 fromCroatia treated at theChildren’sHospital Srebrnjak. AnX-

Halo thermometer device was used to determine the peak breath

temperature values. Patients were divided into 2 main groups − patients

without asthma or airway inflammation (control group) and patients with

asthma. The second group was divided into two subgroups − asthma with

and without exacerbation. Additionally, FeNO and routine blood tests of

patients were analyzed to determine other possible underlying factors.

Results

Results showed a statistically significant difference between the

exhaled breath temperatures of patients with asthma and those with

asthma exacerbations (p = 0.022). The mean values of exhaled breath

temperatures were: Asthma = 33.07047619, Asthma with exacerba-

tion = 33.81619048, Control group = 33.24666667. No statistical

significance was found within the two subgroups of asthmatic patients

and patients from the control group (p>0.05). Additionally, no

correlation between other factors (blood eosinophil count, basophil

count, CRP, FeNO) was detected in our study (p>0.05).

Conclusion

As we hypothesized, there exists a significant difference between

measured exhalation breath temperatures (as a means to determine

airway inflammation) of asthmatic patients with well controlled

asthma and those with acute asthma exacerbations. Therefore, this

method could prove to be a useful tool for evaluation and follow-up of

children with asthma.

The reason for the lack of correlation between these two groups

and the control group may be due to the therapy used in asthmatic

patients, although this should be further evaluated. An even broader

analysis of the underlying factors and clinical manifestations of

different asthma phenotypes should also be considered.

#A205 − Post Infectious Bronchiolitis Obliterans: Importance

of High Resolution Computed Tomography in the Diagnosis.

Silva JB 1, Rangel MA 1, Santos JC 1, Cardoso J 1, Carvalho I 2.
1Pediatrics Department, Gaia/Espinho Hospital Center − Vila Nova de Gaia,
Portugal; 2Allergy and Pulmonology Pediatrics Unit, Pediatrics Department,
Gaia/Espinho Hospital Center − Vila Nova de Gaia, Portugal

Introduction

Post infectious bronchiolitis obliterans (PIBO) is an increasingly

recognized form of a chronic obstructive lung disease, secondary to

lower respiratory tract infection during childhood. We aim to describe

the etiology, clinical and radiological characteristics, treatment and

course of patients diagnosed with PIBO.

Methods

In this retrospective cross-sectional study, we reviewed the clinical

records of children with PIBO followed in Pediatric Pulmonology

consultation from November 2006 to November 2016. Recorded

information included demographic data, clinical information, etiology,

results of complementary diagnostic tools, treatment and clinical

course. Data collection and statistical analysis were performed with

IBM SPSS Statistics v.24®.

Results

During the study period, 26 children were diagnosed with PIBO. The

median ageat diagnosisof PIBOwas30 (IQR24–38)months.All children

had prior history of severe bronchiolitis or pneumonia, the majority

within the first three years of life (n = 23, 88.5%). In 80.8% (n = 21) of

cases, a pathogen was identified: Adenovirus was the most isolated

pathogen (n = 15, 57.7%), followed by Respiratory Syncytial Virus (n = 3,

11.5%).Hospitalizationwas required in 24children (92.3%), 3 ofwhom in

intensive careunits formechanical ornoninvasiveventilation.All patients

developed permanent auscultatory alterations on physical examination,

leading to further investigation. High-resolution computed tomography

(HRCT) was performed after a median of 21 months (IQR 13.0–39.8)

from the triggering infectious episode (n = 26) and was fundamental for

diagnosis in all patients. Themain findingsweremosaic pattern and/or air

trapping (100%), bronchial wall thickening (69.2%), atelectasis (61.5%)

and bronchiectasis (53.8%). Twelve patients (46.2%) repeated HRCT

after a mean of 4.3 (±2.5), presenting pulmonary imaging deterioration
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with bronchiectasis and fibrosis. Fifteen patients underwent pulmonary

function tests (PFT): the last tests performed showed a mean value of

FEV1 61.7% (±19.3) and FEF 25–75 33.1% (±24.1) of the age predicted.

Several other chronic lung diseases were investigated; 3 cases of alpha-

1-antitipsin deficiency were also diagnosed. All patients started

treatment with inhaled corticosteroids, with 69.2% associated with

long-acting β-agonists. Azithromycin was introduced in 11 children

(42.3%) with an apparent reduction in the number of exacerbations. All

initiated respiratory rehabilitation program especially in exacerbations.

The mean follow-up time is currently 4.8 (±3.1) years. Despite all

treatments, only 4 patients had significant clinical improvement.

Conclusions

In our cases, diagnostic acuity ofHRCT confirmed the clinical suspicion

and avoided invasive procedures, such as lung biopsy. New

therapeutic options, such as macrolides, appear to have some benefit,

although their use is still controversial.

B. ALLERGIC BRONCHOPULMONARY DISORDERS
(EXCLUDING BRONCHIAL ASTHMA)

#B177 − Chronic Eosinophilic Pneumonia: A Case Report.

Santos JC 1, Rangel MA 1, Silva JB 1, Barbosa L 1, Santos H 1,
Carvalho I 2.
1Pediatrics Department, Gaia/Espinho Hospital Center − Vila Nova de Gaia,
Portugal; 2Allergy and Pulmonology Pediatrics Unit, Pediatrics Department,
Gaia/Espinho Hospital Center − Vila Nova de Gaia, Portugal

A 14-year-old female was assisted in consultation after hospitalization

for acute asthma exacerbation. Her medical history included symptoms

since age 4 of recurrent wheezing and dyspnea on exertion, nasal

congestionandperceptionof hearing loss. She attendedahorse training

school where she lived during the week, cleaning the stables and

grooming. Pulmonary function tests (PFT) showed an obstructive

pattern and bronchodilator reversibility. The chest radiograph revealed

images suggestive of bronchiectasis, confirmed on high resolution

computed tomography (HRCT) aswell asmillimeter pulmonary nodules.

Bronchofibroscopy (BF) revealed bronchial casts, with no evidence of

infection in bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL). A sensorineural hearing loss

was confirmed and paranasal sinuses CT revealed pansinusitis. The

investigation only showed elevation of ANA titles (1/160).

One year later she was admitted with productive cough, chest

pain and nasal congestion, without other symptoms. She associated

the beginning of the symptoms with the cleaning of a stable that had

been closed for many years. She was afebrile, with normal vital signs

and oximetry. Breath sounds were diminished at the right lower lung.

Chest radiograph showed peripheral nodular diffuse opacities (Fig 1).

Antibiotics, short course of systemic steroids and inhaled bronchodi-

lator were initiated with slight improvement of symptoms.

Ground glass areas, atelectasis of the lingular segment and areas of

obstructivebronchiolitiswereevidentonHRCT.BF revealed stenosis of

the mid lobe and lingula, with negative microbiologic exams.

Symptoms worsened with shortness of breath, reduced exercise

tolerance and dizziness. There was also a concurrent radiographic

deterioration, with nodular opacities of variable location.

Further investigation revealed increased peripheral blood eosino-

phils (2430/uL) and inflammatory markers, raising the suspicion of

eosinophilic lung disease. BAL demonstrated an intense eosinophilic

alveolitis (43.6%eosinophils) andPFTexhibitedadecreasedCOdiffusing

capacity. Serum precipitins, Aspergillus-specific IgE and parasitological

stool examwerenegative;ANCAwerenegativebutANAcontinuedtobe

positive. She was started on prednisolone 1mg/kg/day with a

remarkable clinical improvement in 48 hours and radiological resolution

in 2 weeks, confirming the diagnosis of chronic eosinophilic pneumonia

(CEP). Steroids were gradually reduced over a period of 4 months. Ten

months later she was readmitted with a relapse and the HRCT showed

bilateral subpleural consolidations, with peripheral ground glass opaci-

ties. She improved again on systemic steroids treatment and is now

asymptomatic, slowly tapering the dose.

Discussion

CEP is a rare disease in children, posing some diagnostic challenges.

This case illustrates the diagnostic complexity, with progressive clinical

features and no identified predisposing factor, enhancing the need to

integrate clinical, laboratory and radiological findings.

#B202 − Non-systemic Allergic Bronchopulmonary

Aspergillosis (ABPA) in Cystic Fibrosis.

Colin AA 1, Miranda C 1, Retsch-Bogart G 2

1Pediatric Pulmonology, University of Miami − Miami, USA; 2Pediatric Pulmonol-
ogy, University of North Carolina − Chapel Hill, USA

This is the case of a seven-year-old boy with lifetime diagnosis of

cystic fibrosis (CF), pancreatic insufficiency, chronic sinusitis and

hypogammaglobulinemia.

The patient presented with sinus tenderness, increasing cough, and

complaint of right chest tenderness to chest physical therapy (CPT).

After failing 2weeks of oral antibiotic therapy at home, the patient was

admitted for treatment of an acute CF exacerbation and acute

sinusitis. He was started on intravenous (IV) antibiotic therapy

targeting his known infecting bacteria; Pseudomonas aeruginosa (PA)

and Methicillin-sensitive Staphylococcus aureus (MSSA).

Lung exam revealed few crackles andminimally decreased aeration

over the right middle lobe (RML). Decreased aeration of the RML was

obvious by day 3 of admission andCXR revealed right lower andmiddle

lobe atelectasis.Hewasdischargedhome to continue triple IV antibiotic

therapy,prednisone, dornase alfa, hypertonic saline, aswell asVibralung

treatments and aggressive CPT by his home respiratory therapist. After

a week’s treatment, lung exam worsened. Repeated CXR showed

progressive atelectasis and mediastinal shift to the right.

Flexible bronchoscopy showed thick mucus obstructing all

segments of the right lung sparing the right upper lobe, all of which

were painstakingly suctioned. Smear of the tenacious mucus from the

right sided bronchoscopy revealed fungal elements with eosinophils.

BAL cytology revealed 22% eosinophils. The patient responded to
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corticosteroid therapy. A repeat bronchoscopy 2 months later

revealed no visual airway changes, eosinophils on broncheoalveolar

lavage (BAL), or fungal growth.

This CF patient presents with acute severe lung involvement with

tenaciousmucoid impaction ofmost largebronchi of the right lung,with

dramatic radiological changes in the absence of overt clinical lung

disease. The bronchoscopy revealed tenacious airway impaction that

failed all medical intervention and mandated physical bronchoscopic

removal. All cultures of the removed material and BAL were negative,

but direct smear revealed fungal elements and eosinophils, confirmed

by 22% eosinophils on BAL.

This entity is reminiscent of cast bronchitis. The severe topical

findings point to an allergic response to fungi as would be expected in

Allergic Bronchopulmonary Aspergillosis (ABPA). However, this child

who had intermittent blood eosinophilia, did not present with the

conventional parameters for diagnosis of ABPA; having normal serum

IgE, negative IgE/IgG to Aspergillus fumigatus, and negative skin test to

Aspergillus. He failed intravenous antibacterial antibiotic therapy and

aggressive chest physiotherapy, but responded to physical removal of

the airway secretions followed by systemic corticosteroid at the

conventional regimen for ABPA.

We are hypothesizing that an allergic response to fungi (likely

Aspergillus) can present with a limited severe entity reminiscent of ABPA

that also responds to treatment of ABPA but lacks its systemic markers.

C. BRONCHOPULMONARY AND PLEURAL
INFECTIONS (INCLUDING TUBERCULOSIS)

#C9 − Different Clinical and Laboratory Characteristics in

Children with Necrotizing Pneumonia by Streptococcus

pneumoniae and Mycoplasma pneumoniae.

Zhou YL., Zhang YY., Chen ZM.

Pulmonology, Children’s Hospital, Zhejiang University School of Medicine −
Hangzhou, China

Objectives

To evaluate the clinical features of necrotizing pneumonia (NP),

and compare the different characteristics of Streptococcus pneumo-

niae-necrotizing pneumonia (SPNP) and Mycoplasma pneumoniae-

necrotizing pneumonia (MPNP).

Methods

A retrospective, observational study of NP cases hospitalized in our

hospital from January 2008 to December 2014 was conducted, and

clinical manifestations, laboratory data, imaging performance, hospital

course and outcomes analyzed.

Results

A total of 33 cases diagnosed as NP were identified. Of these, 22 were

MPNP, with a mean age of 5.6 ± 2.2 years, and 11 patients were SPNP,

with a mean age of 3.1 ± 2.1 years. They had markedly increased CRP

levels. 28 (84.8%) patients had pleural effusion and 19 cases required

pleural interventions. However, patients with MPNP had significantly

lower levels of bloodWBCcount andCRPvalues, compared to thosewith

SPNP (P < 0.01). In addition, the values of pleural fluid cell countwere 760

(68∼1860) × 106/L and 16820 (944∼50000) × 106/L, the median

values of LDH were 2671 (673∼ 3993) IU/L and 7320 (3192∼29382)

IU/L, and the median values of glucose were 5.93 (4.38∼ 7.87)mmol/L

and 0.11 (0.00∼2.47)mmol/L, respectively in the MPNP and SPNP

group, allwith a significant difference (P < 0.01).Meanwhile, higher rateof

pleural effusion septation was observed in the SPNP group when

comparedwith theMPNPgroup (100%versus0%,P < 0.01), and90.9%of

thepatients in the SPNPgroupunderwent chest drainage versus 17.6% in

theMPNPgroup (P < 0.01).Although the clinical coursewasprolonged, all

patients with NP recovered without death.

Conclusions

NP caused by SP andMP are found to be severe, yet, reversible. Clinical

and laboratory data can help to differentiate MPNP from SPNP.

#C28 − Is the Clinical Course of Community-Acquired

Lobar Pneumonia Related to Conjugated Pneumococcal

Vaccinations in Children

Kusak B., Cichocka-Jarosz E., Jedynak-Wasowicz U., Lis G.

Department of Pediatrics, Chair of Pediatrics Jagiellonian University Medical
College − Cracow, Poland

Introduction

The aim of this study was to evaluate whether the clinical course of

lobar pneumonia in children is related to vaccination status against

Streptococcus pneumoniae. Some studies implicated the possibility of

more complicated disease in childrenwhowere vaccinated. The Polish

government only partially reimburses in the vaccination program

against this pathogen, because of economic reasons. Such epidemio-

logical situation allows to identify two groups of children (vaccinated

and non-vaccinated) and to perform a comparison between them.

Methods

The study was conducted at the University Children’s Hospital in

Krakow, Poland between Sept.2015 and Aug.2016. The inclusion

criteria in this study were as follows: diagnosis of community-acquired

pneumonia requiring hospitalization, chest radiograph with consolida-

tion covering at least one lobe.

Children were divided into two groups: vaccinated against S.

pneumoniae (PCV[+] group) and non-vaccinated (PCV[−] group). The

following data were analyzed: (A) occurrence of complicated

pneumonia (i.e.: significant pleural effusion or empyema requiring

surgical interventions or abscess formations), (B) length of hospital

stay, (C) level of acute-phase reactants on admission day.

Results

During the 12months of the study, there were 58 children (36 boys) who

met the inclusion criteria. Their median age was 4.1 years (range from 5.7

months to 17.5 years). There were 36 (62%) children under the age of

5 years. Themedian length of hospitalizationwas 14days (range from5 to

29). Complicated pneumonias were identified in 25 cases: 19 empyema

treated with thoracoscopy (decortication and drainage insertion), 3
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significant pleural effusions requiring drainage, 1 empyema with

bronchopleural fistula treatedwith thoracoscopy,1 largeabscess requiring

drainage and 1 abscess treated conservatively. Causative organisms were

only identified in3cases:2Streptococcuspneumoniae (1 in fluidculture,1 in

PCR analysis of fluid), 1 Streptococcus pyogenes (in fluid culture).

The comparison between PCV[+] group (n = 18) and PCV[−] group

(n = 40) revealed no significant differences in: children’s age (median

years: 4.2 IR (interquartile range)[3.3–6.4] vs. 4.2 IR[3.2–10]; UMann-

Whitney test, p = 0.7), gender (males: 55% vs. 65%; Chi2 test, p = 0.5),

number of preschool-children (aged under 5 years: 67% vs. 60%; Chi2

test, p = 0.6), number of complicated pneumonia cases (55% vs. 37%;

Chi2 test, p = 0.2) and days of hospital stay (17 IR[10–24] vs. 12.5 IR

[8–19.5]; U Mann-Whitney test, p = 0.2). Moreover, C-reactive

protein levels, white blood cells and platelet counts were not

significantly different between the study groups.

Conclusion

In this study, clinical course of community-acquired lobar pneumonia

in hospitalized children is not related to vaccination status against

Streptococcus pneumoniae. Proportions of complicated pneumonia

are similar in vaccinated and non-vaccinated children.

#C34 − National Survey on Management of Pseudomonas

aeruginosa Infection in Children with Neurodisability or

Long-Term Respiratory Support.

Zhu H 1, Robertson M 2, Heraghty J 1, Bossley C 2.
1Paediatric Respiratory, Evelina Children’s Hospital − London, United Kingdom;
2Paediatric Respiratory, King’s College Hospital − London, United Kingdom

Introduction

Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa) is associated with increased

intensivecareadmissions,worseningmorbidityandmortality.However,

there are currently no guidelines for management of P. aeruginosa in

children with neurodisability and/or long-term respiratory support.

Aim

To investigate UK management practices of P. aeruginosa infection in

children with neurodisability and/or long-term respiratory support.

Methods

A national questionnaire was distributed to all tertiary respiratory

centers in the UK using Typeform.

Questions included demographics (institution, role, populations),

structural (clinics and referral criteria) and clinical management

(P. aeruginosa screening, treatment, definition of eradication and

management of recurrence).

Results

There were 16 responses (50% of UK tertiary respiratory centers).

Acknowledging probable underestimates from respondents, therewas

a mean of at least 74 children in each center with neurodisability, 22

with tracheostomy, 61 with long-term non-invasive ventilation and 40

with long-term oxygen.

Although 80% of centers did not have referral criteria for

respiratory assessment of patients with neurodisability, 63% offered

elective respiratory care for children with neurodisability in a

respiratory clinic and 38% in a joint respiratory and neurology clinic.

81% did not have a protocol for management of P. aeruginosa in

these patients. Half the centers screen for P. aeruginosa, mostly at

clinic appointments. The most common samples routinely taken were

cough swabs (79%), tracheostomy secretions (64%) and endotracheal

secretions (50%). 47% of centers would treat P. aeruginosa only if

symptomatic, 40% would treat P. aeruginosa regardless of symptoms

and 13% would not treat P. aeruginosa in these patients. The most

common first line antibioticswere oral ciprofloxacin for 2–3weeks and

nebulized colomycin for 3 months.

Following isolation of P. aeruginosa, there was no consensus on

how often we should routinely sample patients. 57% of centers

defined eradication as 3 successive clear swabs greater that 1 month

apart over a 3 month period. Following eradication, if a child had a

subsequent recurrence of P. aeruginosa infection, 94%would treat this

recurrence with antibiotics, 81% only if symptomatic. In addition to

antibiotics, 75% would also treat patients with chest physiotherapy,

50% with airway hydration and 38% with mucolytics.

Conclusions

There are large numbers of children with neurodisability and/or long-

term respiratory support. Themajority of tertiary centers do not have a

protocol formanagement of P. aeruginosa and there is huge variation in

frequency of sampling and treatment practices. However, there

appears to be consensus that these high risk children should be treated

especially if symptomatic and that first-line antibiotics should be

ciprofloxacin and/or nebulized colomycin. There is need for guideline

development and further research for management of these patients.

#C35 − Community Acquired Pneumonia in the Pediatric

Emergency Department.

Zhu H 1, Nawaz T 2, Hall D 3, Laque M 3

1Paediatric Respiratory, Evelina Children’s Hospital − London, United Kingdom;
2Neonatal Intensive Care Unit, King’s College Hospital − London, United Kingdom;
3Paediatric Emergency, Evelina Children’s Hospital − London, United Kingdom

Introduction

The British Thoracic Society (BTS) guidelines on Community Acquired

Pneumonia (CAP) aim to identify cases of CAP from amongst themany

cases of viral upper respiratory tract infections and other differentials,

to rationalize antibiotic prescriptions. The BTS guidelines advise to

consider antibiotics if the child has fever >38.5○C and clinical signs of

respiratory distress. If the diagnosis of CAP is clear, chest X-ray is not

indicated. However, due to time pressure, parental demands and

diagnostic uncertainty, antibiotics are likely being overprescribed.

Aims

To audit antibiotic prescribing in the pediatric emergency department

(ED) for suspected community acquired pneumonia against the BTS

guidelines.
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To investigate our decision making process in antibiotic

prescribing.

Methods

All antibiotics prescribed to patients discharged from ED were

retrieved for 01/03/2016 – 31/03/2016 for children <16 years.

The pediatric ED Symphony system was used to identify all cases of

CAP (coded ‘LRTI’) on discharge letters and this was cross-referenced

to the antibiotics list. Using Symphony, each discharge letter and ED

episode (scanned clerking and observations chart) was examined for

patient demographics and whether they followed the BTS guidelines.

Comments in relation to rationale for antibiotic prescribing were

noted. A survey of ED doctors was conducted to investigate the

decision making process involved in antibiotic prescribing.

Results

There were a total of 2437 pediatric ED attendances in March 2016; 77

(3%) received a diagnosis of CAP coded as ‘LRTI’. Only 44 (57%) of these

were given antibiotics; 39% were given amoxicillin, 32% were given co-

amoxiclav and 25% were given clarithromycin. 23 children (30%) had a

chest X-ray and 14 (61%) had CAP confirmed on imaging. Only 17% of

antibiotic prescriptions met the BTS guidelines; 39% had documented

fever >38.5○C (78% just ‘fever’) and 17% had documented respiratory

distress. Non-BTS reasons for prescribing antibiotics were persistent

symptoms and parental pressure (17%had symptoms for longer than one

week), focal features on examination (56%), productive or persistent wet

cough and high risk comorbidities such as trisomy and congenital heart

disease. Six junior doctors responded to the survey; they all agreed that

antibiotics should be given for all children with suspected CAP, but none

were aware of the BTS criteria for considering antibiotics.

Conclusions

Data showed that many children receiving a diagnosis of ‘LRTI’ did not

receive antibiotics and of those receiving antibiotics, most did not have

a fever >38.5○C and documented signs of respiratory signs since

doctors were not aware of these BTS criteria for considering

antibiotics. There is scope for improvement in antibiotic prescribing

for these patients. We have adopted a multifaceted approach with

interactive education sessions, local guidelines and patient informa-

tion leaflets on why antibiotics are unnecessary for viral infections.

#C78 − Prevalence and Clinico-Demographic Profile of

Pediatric Drug Resistant Tuberculosis in Satellite

Tuberculosis Centers in Manila: A Retrospective Study.

Bandelaria P., Wong J., Abiera M., Valderrama V., Tan B.

Pediatrics, Ospital ng Maynila Medical Center − Manila, Philippines

Background

Drug resistance hampers the eradication of tuberculosis, the leading

infectious cause of morbidity and mortality globally29. No studies on

prevalenceorprofilesofdrug-resistant tuberculosis inpediatric patients

within Manila are published. This baseline data can contribute to faster

detection, control of spread, and efficacy of treatment of the disease.

Objective

To determine the prevalence and clinico-demographic profile of drug-

resistant tuberculosis among patients 0–18 years old enrolled in Satellite

Tuberculosis Centers within Manila from January 2010 to August 2016.

Methodology

This isa retrospective,descriptivestudyonpediatricpatientspreviouslyand

currently enrolled in the drug-resistant TB registry of Manila Satellite

TuberculosisCenters (STCs) fromJanuary2010toAugust2016.Permission

was obtained from the Manila Health Department to review records

of drug-resistant tuberculosis patients from Manila STCs who fulfill the

criteria. The prevalence rate of drug-resistant tuberculosis was computed.

Information on the demographic profile, clinical and laboratory findings,

treatment regimen, adverse effects and outcome was obtained. Data

were arranged in tables and expressed as proportions and percentages.

Results

Twenty-six patientswere included in the study. Theprevalence ratewas

3.71%. Most were 16–18 years old (69.3%), from Manila (92.3%), and

denied risk taking behaviors (61.5%). Parents were mostly unemployed

(76.9%) and most were high school graduates (57.6%). Most had a

history of previous tuberculosis treatment (88.5%), presented with

cough (65.3%), with normal nutritional status (42.4%), no visible BCG

scar (61.6%) unremarkable physical examination (92.4%), and CBC

(96.2%). Most were Rifampicin-resistant (88.5%), HIV negative (65.3%)

with findings on sputum examination (92.4%) and X-ray (88.5%).

Commonly used medications were Pyrazinamide (96.1%) and Levo-

floxacin (96.1%).Mosthad joint pains as anadverseeffect (19.1%).Most

patients are still receiving ongoing treatment (50%).

Conclusion

The prevalence rate was within range compared to related literature.

Patients were mostly adolescents fromManila with previous tuberculosis

treatmentandpositivesputumandCXRfindings.Baselinedatacanbeused

to improve case detection rates and assist in the control of infection by

identifying high risk groups, raise awareness on drug-resistant tuberculosis

and provide insight to ongoing treatment regimens for this disease.

#C110 − What Is the Ideal Duration of Antibiotic Treatment

for Community-Acquired Pneumonia in Hospitalized

Children − A Pilot Randomized Controlled Study.

Eg KP 1, Nathan AM 1, Ew JV 1, Tay E 2, Thavagnanam S 1,
de Bruyne JA 1

1Pediatrics, University of Malaya Medical Centre − Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia;
2Pharmacy, University of Malaya Medical Centre − Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Introduction

The optimal duration of antibiotic treatment in community-acquired

pneumonia is unclear. TheWorldHealthOrganization recommends 3–5

days of antibiotics for uncomplicated childhood pneumonia. Neverthe-

less, somestudieshave reportedshorter courseof antibioticswithhigher

treatment failure rates while longer courses may reduce the risk of

persistent inflammation that may impair lung function later in life.
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Objectives

To determine if 10 days of amoxicillin-clavulanic acid is superior over 3

days, at discharge from hospital.

Methodology

This was a single-center, double-blind, randomized placebo-controlled

study on children, aged 3 months to 5 years, hospitalized for

uncomplicated pneumonia. Pneumonia was defined as an acute illness

of ≤7 days with the presence of cough, increased respiratory rate, chest

retractions, fever ≥38oC within 24 hours of admission and alveolar

infiltrates on a chest radiograph. Children with asthma or other significant

chronic diseases were excluded. All children received 1–3 days of

intravenous antibiotics as prescribed by their clinician before they were

stepped down to oral antibiotic, upon discharge. Children were

randomized into two groups: 3 days versus 10 days of oral amoxicillin-

clavulanic acid at 60mg/kg/day in 2 divided doses. Patients were then

followedupat1month,6monthsand1yearpost-discharge tomonitor for

respiratory sequelae. Measured outcomes were rehospitalization and

persistence or recurrence of respiratory symptoms within 1 month.

Results

Nineteen children were enrolled. The median age was 14 months for

bothgroups (ranged6–33months for the3-daygroupand8–55months

for the 10-day group). Median duration of intravenous antibiotics

received by both groups was 3 days. About 80% and 89% from the

respective groups were infants <24months old.Haemophilus influenzae

was the commonest bacteria isolated, in about 32%of children. None of

the children from the 3-day group had respiratory sequelae at 1 month,

whereas 2 out of 9 (22%) of the 10-day group had either persistent or

recurrent respiratory symptoms. None of the children required

rehospitalization for respiratory complications. All children who

completed follow up until 1 year (6 from the 3-day group and 5 from

the 10-day group) were well except one from the 3-day groupwho had

episodic viral wheeze. Four children (1 from the 3-day group and 3 from

the 10-day group) defaulted follow-up but they all reported no

respiratory sequelae by parents via phone interview. The remaining 4

children who have not completed their 1-year follow-up are well.

Conclusion

A longer duration of antibiotics in uncomplicated childhood pneumo-

nia is not superior to the shorter course.

#C119 – Follow-up 6 Months after Life-Threatening

Respiratory Syncytial Virus Infection.

Vrijlandt E, Wolthuis D., Stalman W., Smaalen M., Kneijber M.

Pediatrics, Beatrix Children’s Hospital − Groningen, Netherlands

Introduction

Infants hospitalized for respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) lower respiratory

tract infection (LRTI) are at increased risk for recurrent wheezing and

reduced pulmonary function, particularly during the first decade of life. To

date, there is no pediatric data on infant respiratory morbidity in patients

mechanically ventilated for life–threateningRSVLRTI. This studywaspart

of a structuredRS follow-upprogramthatprovides regular assessmentsof

(respiratory) symptoms, growth, and developmental parameters and lung

function of infants ventilated for life–threatening RSV disease.

Methods

Infants mechanically ventilated for life–threatening RSV disease

between January 2012 and August 2016 were seen for follow-up

6 months after discharge from the pediatric intensive care unit. All

patients had been mechanically ventilated in a time–cycled pressure–

limited lung–protectivemodeof ventilationor high-frequencyoscillatory

ventilation (HFOV) when indicated (Vyaire, Lake Forest, Il, USA). Parents

were asked to fill out a standardized questionnaire for a retrospective

assessment of respiratory symptoms during the past 6 months after

discharge for the presence of cough, dyspnea and recurrent wheeze and

need for (inhalation) therapy. Lung function measurements including

functional residual capacity (FRCp) and forced expiratory flow at

FRC (V’maxFRC) were performed using whole body plethysmography

(Jaeger, Würzburg, Germany). A z-score of these measurements below

−2 standard deviation was identified as abnormal. Data are expressed

as median (25–75 interquartile (IQR) or as percentage (%) of total.

Results

Sixty-six patients were evaluated (56.1% male). Median age was 9.8

months (8.2–12.5), with median weight 8.9 kg (8.5–9.5). Fifteen (22.7%)

were born prematurely (i.e. gestational age < 37weeks).Median duration

of mechanical ventilation was 7 days (5–10). Twenty-one (31.8) were

placed onHFOV. Parent-reported symptoms includedwheezing (53.0%),

cough (66.7%), dyspnea (53.0%) and medication use (40.9%). Median

FRCp was 214mL (181–244), median FRCp z - score 0.74 (-0.20–1.47),

median V’maxFRCwas 131.5mL/sec (95.0– 181.0), median V’maxFRC z

− score was −1.58 (-2.00 − −0.80). Twenty (30.3%) patients had a

V’maxFRC z - score < −2; for FRCp this was in 4 (6.1%) patients. Family

history of asthma and/or allergy aswell as parental smoking did not differ

between patients with and without impaired pulmonary function.

Conclusions

This is the first study to report that respiratory morbidity and reduced

pulmonary function is very common6months after invasivemechanical

ventilation for life–threatening RSV disease andwarrants further study

into underlying mechanisms and possible preventive measures.

#C131 − In Children with Tracheal Compression by

Vascular Anomalies is Chronic Cough Associated with

Persistent Lower Respiratory Tract Infection?

Capizzi A., Sacco O., Silvestri M., Tosca MA., Rossi GA.

Pulmonary and Allergy Disease Unit and Cystic Fibrosis Center, Department of
Pediatrics, Istituto “Giannina Gaslini“, Largo G.Gaslini 4 16148 − Genoa, Italy

Background

In children with secondary tracheomalacia due to mediastinal vascular

anomalies, themostprevalent symptomsareachroniccoughandrecurrent

lower respiratory tract (LRT) infections, thought tobe relatedat least inpart

to defective mucociliary clearance. Whether this impairment may result

in persistent LRT inflammation and subclinical infection is not known.
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Patients and Methods

Children with tracheomalacia due to mediastinal vascular anomalies

and recurrent (>3/y) LRT infections treated with antibiotics were

studiedwhile in stable condition, at least twomonths after the last LRT

infection. Chest CT scan was undertaken, flexible bronchoscopy with

BAL and basic immune function tests performed and ciliary beat

pattern evaluated.

Results

31 children, 5.6 (3.6) yrs old, were included in the study: 22 with an

aberrant innominate artery, 8with right aortic and 1with double aortic

arch. Four children (12.9%), 5.9 (2.2) yrs old, were diagnosed with

bronchiectasis. BAL cellularity showed neutrophilic alveolitis with

8.0 (4.1–13.4) % lymphocytes, 21.5 (10.5.-66.1) % neutrophils and

0.3 (0.0–0.6) % eosinophils. Microbiological analysis of BAL fluid

demonstrated a bacterial load of>103 colony-forming units (CFU)/mL

in 11 (40.7%) of the children. The majority of isolates were

nontypeable Haemophilus influenzae (90.9%), followed by Streptococ-

cus pneumoniae (36.4%), Moraxella catarrhalis (9.1%). A substantial

proportion (45.5%) of childrenwith a BAL neutrophilia >10% showed a

Haemophilus influenzae bacterial load >104 CFU/mL. Only 1 of the 4

children with bronchiectasis had a positive BAL culture >104 CFU/mL

for Haemophilus influenzae. Basic immune function tests and ciliary

beat patterns were normal in all children.

Conclusions

Tracheomalacia due to mediastinal vascular anomalies is character-

ized by a persistent neutrophilic alveolitis, associated with a

significant bacterial load only in a subgroup of children, but with

pathogens that have the ability to produce biofilms. Caution should

be used in inappropriate antibiotic prescription in these patients who

may benefit from chest physiotherapy, chiefly in the presence of

bronchiectasis.

#C147 − Foreign Body Induced Empyema in an Adolescent:

Challenges of Management in a Resource-poor Setting.

Eze JN., Ayuk AC., Okoh OK., Oguonu T.

Department of Paediatrics, University of Nigeria Teaching Hospital Ituku
Ozalla − Enugu, Nigeria

Background

Foreign body aspiration usually presents with cough which is of

sudden onset, respiratory distress and wheeze. Complications such as

recurrent pneumonia, bronchiectasis, and rarely empyema and

atelectasis occur when the foreign body has been retained in the

lungs for a long period of time. This case highlights the complications

of the delayed diagnosis of retained foreign body in the bronchus.

Methods

The case record file of the index case was retrieved from the hospital

records. Information extracted from the records included: age, sex,

date of presentation, symptoms and signs at presentation and on

subsequent review, final diagnosis, investigations and treatment, and

outcome of treatment.

Case Report

AC is a 15-year-old adolescent female who developed right atelectasis

and loculated empyema secondary to a foreign body aspirated 3yrs

earlier. The foreign body (an office pin) was lodged in the right main

bronchus. She presented to a nearby clinic but referral to a tertiary center

for appropriate treatment was delayed. She had repeated chest

infections. Symptoms were recurrent episodes of cough, fast breathing

and hemoptysis over a period of 3 years for which she took over-

the-counter (OTC) medications. She presented to our facility when the

symptoms progressively worsened. Findings on examination were

tachypnea, splinting of the chest to the right, deviation of the trachea

to the left, dull percussion note, reduced breath sounds, and crepitations

on the right hemithorax. Oxygen saturation in room air (SPO2) was 93%.

Apex beat was displaced. Chest X-ray (CXR) and chest ultrasonography

showed features in keeping with right lung collapse with right sided

pleural effusion. Computerized tomography scan was not performed

owing to financial constraints. Pleural fluid microscopy yielded pus cells

while culture yielded no bacterial growth. Complete blood count showed

leucocytosis with predominant granulocytosis, anemia, and reactive

thrombocytosis (platelet count >1000000/mm3). The Erythrocyte

Sedimentation Rate (ESR) was 130mm/hr. Screening for tuberculosis

and retroviraldiseasewasnegative.Shereceived intravenousCeftriazone

and Vancomycin. Following some degree of resolution of the opacities in

the CXR, the pinwas located in the right main bronchus. The patient was

referred to the cardiothoracic surgeons for further management. A chest

tube was inserted which drained minimally. She underwent a decortica-

tion for the loculated empyema. An attempt to search for and retrieve

the foreign body through a right main bronchotomy was unsuccessful.

She is scheduled for bronchoscopy in order to remove the foreign body.

Conclusions

This case highlights the need for early diagnosis and prompt removal of

aspirated foreign body in order to avert the long term complications

such as empyema, atelectasis and bronchiectasis which invariably

reduces the individual’s quality of life.

Keywords: Atelectasis, Loculated empyema, Foreign body, Thrombo-

cytosis, Decortication

#C156 − Pulmonary Tuberculoma or a Malignant Neoplasm

− Diagnostic and Treatment Challenges in an Infant.

Rangel MA 1, Guimarães T 2, Vasconcelos G 3, Carvalho I 4,
Ferraz C 5, Guedes Vaz ML 5.
1Pediatrics, Centro Hospitalar de Vila Nova de Gaia e Espinho − Vila Nova de
Gaia, Portugal; 2Centro de Diagnóstico Pneumológico, ACES Tâmega II-Vale do
Sousa Sul − Porto, Portugal; 3Pneumology, Centro Hospitalar de São João E.P.E. −
Porto, Portugal; 4Pediatrics consultation, Pneumologic Diagnosis Center, ACES
Porto Ocidental − Vila Nova de Gaia, Portugal; 5Pneumology Unit, Pediatrics
Department, Centro Hospitalar de São João E.P.E. − Porto, Portugal

Introduction

Tuberculosis (TB) still remains a significant public health problem in

Portugal, currently with an incidence of 18.2 cases/100,000

inhabitants. Pulmonary tuberculoma comprises the development

of well-circumscribed nodules or masses in the lung due to
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Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mt) infection. They are thought to be the

result of a protective mechanism by the host’s immune system, which

is why they are infrequently seen in children and infants. This allows

differential diagnosis with other solitary pulmonary nodules. The

diagnosis relies on imaging and anatomo-pathological findings,

pending confirmation with the identification of Mt.

Case Report

A 10 month-old Caucasian male infant, with a close contact with a

bacilliferous patient, was admittedwith a 9-day history of cough and fever.

The investigation revealedaconsolidationon theupper left lobeonchest x-

ray; a positive interferon-gamma release assay; acid-fast bacilli smear and

nucleic acid amplification test (NAAT)were both negative ongastric lavage;

awaiting cultures. Treatment was started with isoniazid, rifampicin and

pyrazinamide (HRZ) with clinical improvement. By the 7th week of

treatment, thechest x-ray revealeda largemassoccupying two thirdsof the

left lungwithmediastinal shift to the right side. ThoraxCT scan presented a

heterogeneous neoformationwith central hypodense areas, withmediasti-

nal invasion, difficult to individualize from the atelectasic lung parenchyma,

of roughly 35mm.Thismass caused collapse of almost the entire upper left

lobeandrespectivebronchus.Onbronchoscopy, therewasatotalocclusion

of the upper left lobar bronchus due to exophytic lesion. Investigation for

neoplastic etiology (tumor markers, peripheral blood immunophenotyping

and abdominal ultrasound) was negative. The histology revealed no

malignant cells and the presence of granulomatous inflammatory infiltrate.

NAATonbronchial lavagewaspositive forMt,biopsyNAATandculturesof

theexophytic lesionwerenegative.Thepatientwasdischargedmaintaining

treatment with HRZ, however the tuberculoma continued to grow

comprising ventilation, thus corticosteroids were added to the treatment

for 2 months, with good clinical and radiological response. The

infant completed 9 months of treatment with HR.

Conclusion

Tuberculomas are a rare form of lung tuberculosis in children and,

therefore, causediagnosticuncertainties.Anoccasionally increase insize

can be observed at the initial phase of treatment, and surgical resection

may be needed in such cases. Literature is sparse on this topic. In this

particular case, corticosteroids were an effective adjuvant therapy.

#C181 − Pilot Study of Predictors of Response and

Usability of High-flow Nasal Cannula Oxygen for

Bronchiolitis across Different Levels of Care.

Fernandes RM 1, Sousa R 2, Venâncio P 3, Braga M 4, Lipari P 2,
Sequeira A 2, Santos AT 5, Gonçalves N 5, Santos E 2, Marques R 4,
Costa Lima S 6, Abadesso C 7, Camilo C 2, Serrão Neto A 3, Sá G 2,
Bandeira T 2.
1Department of Pediatrics; and Clinical Pharmacology Unit, University Hospital
Santa Maria (CHLN), Lisbon Academic Medical Center; and Instituto de Medicina
Molecular, University of Lisbon − Lisbon, Portugal; 2Department of Pediatrics,
University Hospital Santa Maria (CHLN), Lisbon Academic Medical Center −
Lisbon, Portugal; 3Department of Pediatrics, Hospital CUF Descobertas − Lisbon,
Portugal; 4Department of Pediatrics, Hospital Garcia de Orta − Almada, Portugal;
5Clinical Pharmacology Unit, Instituto de Medicina Molecular, University of Lisbon
− Lisbon, Portugal); 6Department of Pediatrics, Hospital Beatriz Ângelo − Lisboa,
Portugal; 7Unidade de Cuidados Intensivos e Especiais Pediátricos, Department of
Pediatrics, Hospital Fernando Fonseca − Lisboa, Portugal

Purpose

Evidence on the efficacy and safety of high-flow heated humidified

nasal cannula oxygen therapy (HFNC) for acute bronchiolitis (AB) is

accumulating, but uncertainty remains on its role when escalating

care across inpatient settings. Our primary objective was to identify

predictors of response to HFNC in moderate/severe AB; we

also aimed to assess its usability across different centers and levels

of care.

Methods

Interim analysis of an ongoing pilot prospective prognostic study

conducted in 5 pediatric centers in different settings (short stay unit-

SSU, pulmonology ward-PW, intensive care-ICU) (Dec 2015-Oct

2016). We included children with AB (<24 months, 1–3 episodes) and

either age-adjusted tachypnea, SpO2 <94% or moderate/severe

retractions, after low-flow O2 therapy. Exclusion criteria were:

immediate respiratory support, pneumonia or upper airways disease,

chronic cardiopulmonary disease, neonates, GA <34 weeks, previous

air leak.Weused a standard protocol for stepping up (target 2l/min/kg,

max 15l/min) and weaning; 3 types of devices were available. Using a

standard case report form, we assessed: early/late response based on

respiratory parameters (including the PASS score) and a global rating

scale (GRS) by healthcare professionals and parents; and usability

(validated questionnaire, 1–7). We evaluated symptoms, use of

healthcare resources and treatment at 3–4 weeks. The predefined

primary outcomewas need for respiratory support during the episode;

a posthoc secondary outcome was length of O2 therapy. We

evaluated the univariable association of predefined clinical risk factors

at baseline with primary and secondary outcomes.

Results

We included 15 participants from 3 centers (9 started in SSU, 6 in

PW). Median age was 1.8 months [IQR 1.4–4.7] and mean weight

was 5.1 kg (SD 2.1). 13 had a first episode of AB (11 RSV +). On

starting HFNC, all had moderate/severe retractions, mean respira-

tory rate (RR) 63.9 cpm (SD 14.3), mean heart rate (HR) 161.8 bpm

(SD 14.0), median PASS 2 [IQR 2–3], 3 had SpO2<95%, and 3 had

pCO2>55 mmHg. There were 3 ICU admissions (2 ventilated). HFNC

was given for median 2.2 days [IQR 0.9–3.7], O2 therapy for median

5.4 days [IQR 3.4–9.0]. At 120 minutes, change scores for PASS

were −1.4 (SD 1.4), RR −13.2 (SD 13.5), HR −18.25 (SD 20.9); 9/15

improved to none/mild retractions and 1/3 to pCO2<55mmHg;

physicians, nurses and parents noted moderate to significant

improvement in 5, 8, and 5 cases, respectively. Three adverse

events were reported (including 1 case of apnea after initiation).

Usability scores from physicians and nurses were 1.5 (SD 1.2) and

1.9 (SD 1.0), respectively. There were no readmissions. Exploratory

univariable analysis did not identify outcome predictors.

Conclusion

HFNC was well tolerated with good usability across settings and

health professionals. In this exploratory interim analysis, we found low

recruitment rates and did not identify any predictors of HFNC

response.
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#C189 − Clinical Characteristics of Empyema Thoracis and

Effect of Intrapleural Fibrinolytic Therapy in Children in a

Developing Country: A Retrospective Study.

Soni V 1, Mittal P 1, Mathew J 1, Singh M 1, Gautam V 2.
1Pediatrics, Post Graduate Institute of Medical Education and Research −
Chandigarh, India; 2Microbiology, Post Graduate Institute of Medical Education
and Research − Chandigarh, India

Empyema thoracis is a significant cause of morbidity and mortality in

children. Intrapleural Streptokinase has been used in empyema

thoracis with good success rate although the exact protocol for doses

is still not established. We retrospectively reviewed the records of

children with empyema admitted to our institute from July 2013 to

December 2016. During the study period, initially from July 2013 to

February 2016, we were giving 6 consecutive doses of streptokinase

to our patients who had internal echos or septations on ultrasound

chest but later we restricted this to 3 doses of streptokinase and early

surgery for non responders. We analyzed the effect of liberal (6 doses)

use of streptokinase over morbidity and length of hospital stay as

compared to early surgery.

We analyzed 200 patients aged 1 month to 144 months admitted

over 42 months; 44 (22%) were infants. Mean age at admission was

48 + 39 months. Among all 200 enrolled children, 123 (61.5%) were

males. Most common presenting complaint was fever observed in 199

(99.5%) patients.Mean duration of symptoms prior to presentationwas

16 + 15 days. History of prior hospital admission was observed in 171

(85.5%) patients; 141 (70.5%) received antibiotics while an intercostal

drainwas inserted in31 (15.5%)patients.On investigations, 127 (63.5%)

patients had serum albumin less than 2.5 g/dL. Positive blood culture

was observed in 15 (7.5%) patients; methicillin-sensitive Staphylococcus

aureuswas found in 6 (3%) children, methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus

aureus, Acinatobacter, Candida, Staphylococcus hemolyticus, Staphylo-

coccus epidermididis, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Staphylococcus hominis,

Kleibseilla pneumonae and Streptococcus pneumonae in 1 (0.5%) each.

Pleural fluid culture was positive in 66 (33%) children; methicillin-

sensitive Staphylococcus aureus was found in 33 (16.5%), methicillin-

resistant Staphylococcus aureus in 11 (5.5%), Acenatobacter in 6 (3%),

Pseudomonas aeruginosa in 5 (2.5%), Klebsiella pneumonae and

Burkholderia in 3 (1.5%) each, E. coli and Streptococcus pneumonae in

2 (1%) each and Staphylococcus hemolyticus in 1 (0.5%) child. Intercostal

tube drainage was performed in 179 (89.5%) patients. Intrapleural

Streptokinase was administered in 116 (58%) children. Surgery in the

form of decortication was performed in 22 (11%) patients. During the

time of use of 6 doses of intrapleural streptokinase over a period of

32months, 10 (5%) patients required surgery while after restricting the

doses to 3, over a period of 10 months, 12 (6%) patients required

surgery. Total duration of hospital stay was 17 + 10 days. When we

compared the patients who received intrapleural streptokinase only

with the patients who underwent surgery, the duration of hospital stay

in the patients who received streptokinase was significantly shorter

[(15.6 + 7.78 days) vs. (31.4 + 12.84) p 0.002].We concluded that there

can be significant reduction in duration of hospital stay with the liberal

use of intrapleural fibrinolytics.

#C211 − Retrospective Study of 121 Cases of Mycoplasma

Pneumonia Infection in Children.

Ohta T., Nishibatake M., Inoue K., Tenokuchi Y., Nakamura T.

Department of Pediatrics, Kagoshima Seikyo Hospital − Kagoshima City, Japan

Background

Mycoplasma pneumonia (MP) is a major cause of community-acquired

pneumonia (CAP) among school-age children. According to the guiding

principles for treatment of Mycoplasma pneumonia in Japan, it is

preferable to use the loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP)

assay to detect mycoplasmal DNA or immunochromatography tests to

detect mycoplasmal antigens in order to confirm the acute phase

diagnosis of MP. The LAMP assay is increasingly used to detect MP in

our hospital and throughout Japan. Generally, school-age children over

6 years old are affectedwithMP, howeverwe diagnosedmany children

with MP under 6 years of age in a 2015 outbreak in Kagoshima city.

Objectives

The aim of this studywas to evaluate age-related differences in clinical

presentation and laboratory data among children with MP.

Materials and methods

A retrospective chart review was conducted on ambulatory and

hospitalized children who were diagnosed with MP between May 2015

andOctober 2015 (6months). All chief complaints, clinicalmanifestations,

laboratory results (WBC,CRP, LDH) and the interval between theonset of

symptoms and testing in the LAMP assay were recorded. The t-test and

Fisher’s exact test were used for analyzing qualitative differences. A

p-value less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results

Patient age range was from 1 year old to 14 years old (mean ± SD

6.2 ± 2.9 years old). Therewere 61 children in the preschool-age group

(≤5 years old, 3.9 ± 1.2 years old) and 60 children in the school-age

group (6 ≤ years old, 8.5 ± 2.3 years old). The ratio between male and

female was 1.1: 1. Clinical observation found that 46 children (84%) in

the preschool-age group had wet cough compared to 27 (47%)

children in the school-age group (p < 0.001). This was similarly the case

with the number of childrenwithwheezes − 11 (18%) in the preschool-

age group and 6 (10%) in the school-age group (p = 0.29). The

laboratory results obtained for the preschool-age and school-age

groups were as follows: WBC 8,149 µl and 6,798 µl (p = 0.01), CRP

1.6 mg/dl and 1.7 mg/dl (p = 0.63), LDH 298 IU/l and 257 IU/l

(p = 0.002) respectively. The mean interval between the onset of

symptoms and testing in the LAMP assaywas 6.5 days in the preschool

group and 6.1 days in the school-age group (p = 0.38).

Conclusions

We found thatMPwas common in the preschool-age group aswell as in

the school-age groupwhich suggests that the LAMPassay could be used

for diagnosis of MP in younger children (three or four years of age) in

future outbreaks.Our findings suggested thatwet coughwasmore likely

tooccur thandry cough inpreschool age.Although therewere significant

differences between WBC and LDH levels in these two age groups, it

should be noted that these were normal age-related differences.
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D. NONINFECTIOUS RESPIRATORY
DISORDERS

#D7 − The Long-term Outcome of a Vascular Ring:

Single-Center Experience.

Depypere A 1, Boon M 2, Cools B 3, Proesmans M 2.
1Pediatrics, University Hospital Leuven − Leuven, Belgium; 2Pediatric Pulmonol-
ogy, University Hospital Leuven − Leuven, Belgium; 3Pediatric Cardiology,
University Hospital Leuven − Leuven, Belgium

Objective

The aim of this study is to report our approach to vascular rings and in

particular to document the long-term outcome of patients treated in

our center.

Methods

A retrospective review was conducted of all patients born between

1980–2013 and diagnosedwith a complete vascular ring in our center.

By excluding patients with absence of 2 years of follow-up, a total of

54 patients was obtained. Patients were divided in 3 major subgroups

based on the anatomy of their vascular ring and in 2 groups based on

therapeutic intervention. Age and methods of diagnosis, type of

surgery, postoperative complications and long-term outcome were

reviewed. The c2 test was used for statistical analysis.

Results

37/53 (70%)of thevascular ringswerediagnosedbefore theageof2,most

often by using a combination of echocardiography, x-ray and CT.

Afterwards, 44 of the 54 patients were surgically treated with no

procedural relateddeaths.Themedian follow-upwas8years.After2years,

complete improvement of symptomswas obtained in 10/51 (20%), partial

improvement in 23/51 (45%), and no improvement in 18/51 (28%). After

10 years, 40 patients of the study population were free of complaints.

Conclusion

Surgical treatment of a congenital vascular ring is safe and mostly

indicated in patients with a double aortic arch. Conservative treatment

is a good option for patients with little symptoms. At long-time scale,

the outcome of a considerable number of patients is still complicated

with residual symptoms.

#D19 – Respiratory Problems and Bronchoscopic Findings

in Children with Repaired Esophageal Atresia and

Tracheoesophageal Fistula: A Large Case Series Study.

Porcaro F 1, Valfrè L 2, Rotondi Aufiero L 3, Dall’Oglio L 4,
De Angelis P 4, Villani A 3, Bagolan P 2, Bottero S 5, Cutrera R 1.
1Respiratory Unit, Academic Department of Pediatrics, Bambino Gesù Child-
ren’s Hospital, IRCCS − Rome, Italy; 2Neonatal Surgery Unit, Department of
Medical and Surgical Neonatology, Bambino Gesù Children’s Hospital, IRCCS −
Rome, Italy; 3General Pediatrics and Pediatric Infectious Diseases Unit,
Academic Department of Pediatrics, Bambino Gesù Children’s Hospital, IRCCS
− Rome, Italy; 4Digestive Surgery and Endoscopy Unit, Surgical Department,
Bambino Gesù Children’s Hospital, IRCCS − Rome, Italy; 5Laryngotracheal
team, Airway Surgery Unit, Bambino Gesù Children’s Hospital, IRCCS − Rome,
Italy

Introduction

Children with congenital esophageal atresia (EA) and tracheoesopha-

geal fistula (TEF) have chronic respiratory symptoms including

recurrent pneumonia, wheezing and persistent cough.

Aim

The aim of this study is to describe the clinical and instrumental

findings of a large group of children with EA and TEF surgically

corrected in order to better understand the patients’ needs and

improve their long term management.

Methods

A retrospective data collection was performed on 105 children with

EA and TEF followed at the Department of Pediatric Medicine of

Bambino Gesù Children’s Hospital (Rome, Italy) between 2010

and 2015. The review of the instrumental tests was conducted to

detect residual anatomic or functional anomalies of the airways

and gastrointestinal tract that could explain the respiratory clinical

pictures.

Results

64/105 (61%) children were treated in the first week of life at

Bambino Gesù Children’s Hospital for surgical repair of EA with

TEF. Of the entire sample, 82/105 (78%) children reported

respiratory symptoms. 69/82 (84%) of these reported lower

respiratory symptoms with a mean age onset of 2.2 ± 2.5 years and

only 63/69 (91%) underwent specialist assessment at the

Respiratory Unit. The first pneumological evaluation was per-

formed at mean age of 3.9 ± 4.2 years. Respiratory symptoms

occurred earlier in patients with associated heart disease

(1.3 ± 1.25 years). Recurrent pneumonia (33%) and wheezing

(31%) were the most reported symptoms followed by stridor (3%)

and apnea (2%). According to the clinical history of recurrent

lower chest infections, 29 and 53 children underwent a chest CT

with contrast enhancement and a flexible bronchoscopy in order

to study airways and their relationships with the vascular

structures. CT scan was pathological in 28 patients, with the

most detected findings being: localized atelectasis (41%), tracheal

diverticulum (34%), bronchiectasis (31%), tracheal vascular com-

pression (21%), tracheomalacia (17%), esophageal diverticulum

and bronchial stenosis (14%), and recurrent tracheoesophageal

fistula (7%). Flexible bronchoscopy performed under light sedation

was pathological in 47 cases: tracheomalacia (66%), tracheal

diverticulum (26%), recurrent tracheoesophageal fistula (19%) and

vocal cord paralysis (11%) were mostly shown. 13/82 (16%)

children reported only upper respiratory tract infections, none of

whom underwent pneumological assessment.

Conclusion

Our study underlines that respiratory symptoms often complicate

EA and TEF; their persistence despite surgical treatment of

gastroesophageal reflux means that other etiological hypotheses

must be examined. Associated heart disease may contribute to the

early onset of symptoms. On the basis of the above considerations,

due to patients’ complexity and comorbidity, a delayed pneumological

assessment is unjustified.
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#D32 − A Comparison Between Severe Pediatric Influenza

with ARDS and without ARDS.

Lin CH.

Division of Pediatric Pulmonology, China Medical University Children’s Hospital −
Taichung, Taiwan

Background

Influenza virus infection can cause serious respiratory complications, the

most serious of which is acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS). The

objectives of this studywere to compare the clinical features and outcome

between severe pediatric influenza with ARDS and those without ARDS.

Methods

We conducted a retrospective cohort study of inpatients admitted to

the China Medical University Children’s Hospital with a positive

respiratory specimen for influenza from Jan., 2012 to Feb., 2016. We

compared the demographics and clinical characteristics of patients

with ARDS and those without ARDS.

Results

A total of 18 pediatric patients with severe influenza infection (10 had

type A, 8 had type B) admitted to our pediatric intensive care unit (ICU)

during the study period. Six patients had ARDS (ARDS group) and 12

patients (non-ARDS group) had other complicated conditions. In the

non-ARDS group, 6 had encephalitis, 5 had pneumonia and one had

myocarditis. All of the ARDS patients were intubated, while 4 of 12

non-ARDS patients were intubated. Three patients had an underlying

disease, including 2 prematurity and 1 cerebral palsy. Patients with

ARDS had a lower median age (2-years-old vs. 6 years-old, p = 0.036),

and their hospital stays were longer than the non-ARDS group

(29.17 ± 45.97 vs. 9.67 ± 1.19, P = 0.006). Two patients with

encephalitis died in the non-ARDS group whereas there were no

mortalities in ARDS group (16.67% vs. 0%, P = 0.287).

Conclusions

Patients with underlying disease appear to have a tendency of

developing ARDS while infected with severe influenza virus. Severe

influenza children with ARDS have longer hospital stays but lower

mortality rates than those without ARDS.

#D54 − Three Consecutive Cases of Double Aortic Arch

with Various Clinical Onset.

Sciacca P., Papale M., Parisi GF., Franzonello C., Brafa Musicoro V.,
Leonardi S., Betta P.

Department of Clinical an Experimental Medicine, University of Catania − Catania, Italy

Introduction

The termvascular ring (VR) refers to congenital vascular anomalies of the

aortic arch (AA) system that compress the esophagus and trachea,

causing symptoms related to these two structures. The most common

VRs are the double aortic arch (DAA) and right AAwith left ligamentum.

Theclassic clinical presentationof a childwith aVR isnoisybreathingand

abarkycough.Other frequent symptomsare recurrentupper respiratory

tract infections, wheezing, dyspnea on exertion and dysphagia.

Case Reports

A 1-month-old f infant presented with repeated episodes of asphyxia

and coughing only during feeding with physical examination apparently

normal. A contrast-enhanced esophagogram showed an anterior

tracheal deviation and an esophageal notch. The tracheoscopy showed

a narrowing due to extrinsic compression at about 1 cm from the carina

and the hypothesis of double arch VR was subsequently confirmed at

computed tomography. She underwent surgery with immediate clear

improvement and complete resolution of symptoms. An 8-month-old

infantbornat35weeksgestationcame toour attentionduetopersistent

cough and inspiratory larynx stridor since the first days of life. The

echocardiography highlighted a dominant right aortic arch with anterior

trachea. The esophagogram showed a minor anomaly of the esophageal

profile in the middle tract. VR was confirmed by CT-angiography. The

infant underwent repair surgery, followed by slow partial improvement

of the symptoms. A 3-year-old female infant presented with persistent

barking cough and recurrent pneumonia since the first year of life. She

was gruntingwith severe jugular andepigastric retractions, and the chest

auscultation revealed rhonchi and rales throughout the lungs. Chest x-

ray examination showeda right lower andmiddle lobeconsolidationwith

awedge-shapedareaof increaseddensitywith apexat the hilumand the

base towards thepleura. CT-angiographyconfirmedanareaof increased

density on the middle lobe due to a subtotal atelectasis, middle lobe

syndrome (MLS), but surprisingly highlighted right-sided double aortic

archwithVR. After repair surgery, the patient underwent physiotherapy

and prolonged antibiotic therapy.

Discussion

The DAA is the most common VR and comprises 1–2% of all cardiac

abnormalities. It results from the failure of the fourth embryonic

branchial arch to regress, leading to an ascending aorta that divides into

a left and right arch that fuse together to completely encircle the

esophagus and trachea. The 3 types of DAA are dominant right arch

(80%), dominant left arch (10%) andbalanced arches (10%). These cases

of DAA are expressed with three different dominant clinical manifes-

tations. In general, patients with DAA tend to have symptoms at an

earlier age than patientswith other types of VR. Surgery to correctDAA

is the only treatment in symptomatic patients andmust not be delayed.

Figures 1: Coronal CT view showing the double aortic arch.
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#D89 − Incidence of Airway Diseases in a Japanese

NICU − A Single Center Study from 2011 to 2016.

Wasa M. Hasegawa H., Henmi N., Tsuruta S., Kouyama T., Hyoudou
R., Yamada Y., Muto J., Mizogami M., Kitamura R., Kumazawa K.

Department of Neonatology, Tokyo Women’s Medical University Medical Center
East − Tokyo, Japan

Purpose

To identify the incidence and characteristics of airway diseases in a

Japanese NICU.

Patients and Methods

Medical records of 143 inborn infants born between April 2011 and

March 2016 admitted to our NICU who underwent bronchoscopy

were reviewed retrospectively. During the study period, a total of

3052 infants were born in our hospital. The most common reason for

bronchoscopy was obstructive apnea or hypoxic episodes in 104

patients, followed by inspiratory stridor in 47 patients. A thin flexible

bronchoscope of FI-7RBS by Pentaxwith an insertion tube diameter of

2.4 mm was used in unintubated patients, and both upper and lower

airways were observed. The median (IQR) gestational age was 38.0

(35.8–39.4) weeks, the median (IQR) birth weight 2690 (2218–3175)

grams. Sixty-four were male, 79 were female. Bronchoscopies were

performed at amedian (IQR) of 25 (19–35) days after birth, 41.6 (40.4–

43.1) weeks in corrected gestational age.

Results

Airwaydiseaseswere found in85patients, 2.79%ofall births and59.4%

of patients that underwent bronchoscopy. Multiple airway diseases

were found in 24 patients. Common airway diseases were laryngoma-

lacia, vocal cord dysfunction, pharyngomalacia, pharyngeal stenosis and

tracheobronchomalacia. Patient characteristics are as shown in the

table. Gestational age, birth weight, duration of hospital stay, corrected

gestational age at time of discharge are shown as median (range), and

history of endotracheal intubation, supplemental oxygen, mechanical

ventilation and tracheostomy are shown as number of patients (%).

Conclusion

The incidence of airway diseases in a Japanese population in a single

NICU was 2.79%, with laryngomalacia and vocal cord dysfunction being

the most common (incidence of 0.66%), followed by pharyngomalacia

(0.46%), pharyngeal stenosis (0.43%) and tracheobronchomalacia (0.39%).

Patients with tracheobronchomalacia tended to be born prematurely,

and older at the time of discharge. Patients with laryngomalacia and vocal

corddysfunction tended tobeborn at term, andhad shorter hospital stays.

#D92 − Granular Cell Tumor of the Trachea: A Rare Cause

of Dyspnea in Pediatric Age.

Palhinha A. 1, Abreu F 2, Cavaco J 2, Casimiro A 2,
Oliveira Santos J 2

1Immunoallergology, Hospital Dona Estefânia − Lisbon, Portugal; 2Pediatric
Pulmonology, Hospital Dona Estefânia − Lisbon, Portugal

Introduction

Granular Cell Tumor (GCT) is an infrequent tumor, extremely rare in the

pediatric population, of which 98% of the cases are benign. They can

have any location, although over 50% are found in the head and neck

region, with the trachea being the least common place. Most tracheal

GCT are asymptomatic, but can present with hemoptysis, wheezing,

cough, or post obstructive pneumonitis. GCT have a neurogenic origin,

derived from Schwann cells, which is supported by positive immuno-

staining for S-100 protein. Treatment is still controversial, although

bronchoscopic excision is adequate for tumors less than 1 cm in

diameter, if a proper follow-up is assured, to detect possible recurrence.

Case

A15-year-old girl was evacuated fromCapeVerdewith dyspnea of

exertionwith twoyearsof evolution, persistent coughandprogressively

worsening stridor. In the last six months, she experienced dyspnea on

small efforts anda lossof10Kg (17%ofbodyweight). Shedeniedhaving

hemoptysis and fever. She was observed in her country, where shewas

diagnosed with asthma and medicated with inhaled beta-agonist and

corticoid without improvement. She underwent a chest radiography

that showed a reduction in the air column of the superior trachea, and a

thoracic computed tomography scan that identified a solid image in the

1/3 proximal trachea, with 80% lumen obstruction. She was evacuated

to Portugal for further investigation. In our hospital, symptoms which

stood out were stridor, decreased vesicular murmur, limitation of daily

Laryngomalacia Vocal cord dysfunction Pharyngomalacia Pharyngeal stenosis Tracheobronchomalacia

No. (%) 20 (0.66) 20 (0.66) 14 (0.46) 13 (0.43) 12 (0.39)

Gestational age (weeks) 38.3 (28.9–41.9) 38.8 (34.6–41.9) 36.1 (23.4–41.0) 37.9 (24.3–41.0) 29.9 (23.4–31.8)

Birth weight (g) 2608 (1148-3392) 3096 (1900-4088) 2308 (540–4506) 2530 (720–4506) 1183 (540–3298)

Endotracheal intubation n(%) 3 (15) 0 (0) 4 (29) 4 (31) 8 (67)

Supplemental oxygen n(%) 18 (90) 15 (75) 14 (100) 12 (92) 11 (92)

Mechanical ventilation

n(%)

8 (40) 4 (20) 12 (86) 10 (77) 11 (92)

Tracheostomy n(%) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (8) 2 (17)

Hospital stay (days) 67 (24–226) 43.5 (8–154) 134.5 (30–446) 134 (23–688) 250 (58–688)

Corrected gestational

age at time of discharge (weeks)

46.8 (42.1–65.4) 45.1 (41.0–56.4) 56.5 (43.3–88.9) 54.2 (40.6–138) 66.1 (46.3–138)
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activities, and an episode of syncope on effort, with necessity of oxygen

therapy. She underwent a bronchofibroscopy(BF), which revealed a

mass emerging from the left post lateral wall of the trachea, with

irregular surface, pink color and vascularized, in the 1st/2nd tracheal

rings, with 80% lumen obstruction. A rigid bronchoscopy(RB) was

performed and the mass was removed partially, with complete

resolution of the symptoms. The biopsy revealed a granular cell tumor,

with pavement epitheliummetaplasia, positive for S-100 protein. Given

the diagnosis and the high risk of recurrence, a second BF was

performed, which demonstrated the presence of residual mass with a

lumen obstruction of 25–30%. The RBwas repeated for removal of the

residual mass with tweezers and argon plasma ablation, which was

confirmed in a FB, 3 days after the treatment, along with biopsy of the

lesion margins, that were free of neoplastic tissue.

Conclusion

GCT are extremely rare, and a high level of suspicion is needed for the

diagnosis. They exhibit a slow growth, and when localized in the

trachea, can be asymptomatic until lumen obstruction is about 50 to

80%, as observed in our case which evolved over two years. Although

most are benign, they have a high rate of recurrence, whereby the

removal must be total, and the follow up should be individualized and

maintained at least for 5 years. Our patient follow-up will include a

new BF in 4 months, to detect a possible recurrence of the tumor, and

in such case, a chirurgical approach will be considered.

#D139 − Home Mechanical Ventilation of Pediatric

Patients in Lithuania.

Miseviciene V 1, Gurskis V 2, Miseviciute G 1, Germanaviciene J 1.
1Pediatric Clinic Department of Pulmonary Diseases, Hospital of Lithuanian
University of Health Sciences Kauno Klinikos − Kaunas, Lithuania; 2Pediatric
Clinic Department of Intensive Care, Hospital of Lithuanian University of Health
Sciences Kauno Klinikos − Kaunas, Lithuania

Introduction

Long-term mechanical ventilation is increasingly used as a therapeutic

methodforchronicrespiratoryfailure(CRF).Theaccumulationofexperience

in pediatric CRF, improvement in home ventilator system technologies

and infrastructure support have led to a growing demand for prolonged

home mechanical ventilation (HMV) among children worldwide. However,

data regarding the current situation of HMV in Lithuania are lacking.

Aims

To summarize and analyze data of all Lithuanian pediatric patients

receiving HMV during the 2005–2015 period.

Methods

Weperformeda retrospective data analysisof pediatricHMVrecipients

during 2005–2015. We inquired regarding their age, gender and

analyzed their clinical causes for HMV, as well as HMV starting date,

course and organizational peculiarities of home ventilation service.

Results

The first Lithuanian HMV service was initiated in 2005 at the Intensive

CareUnitof thePediatricClinicofHospitalKaunasClinic at theLithuanian

University of Health Sciences. According to our data, the Center of

Chronic Respiratory Diseases in Children of the same Pediatric Clinic

remains the only provider of HMV for children in Lithuania to date.

Eleven (11) patients, 27.3% of whom were female, required

prolonged HVM during the analysis period. The estimated prevalence

was approximately 2.4 per 100,000 children. HMV was initiated at a

mean age of 78 ± 57mo. The average age of HMV patients at the end

of 2015 was 124 ± 57mo.

A multidisciplinary team consulted patients for home ventilation

application. Neuromuscular diseases (7 cases) were the principal

indication for the HMV. Other reasons were as follows: autoimmune

encephalitis, CNS hypoventilation syndrome, brain tumor and muscular

weakness associatedwith severe combined inherited immunodeficiency.

The average total duration of HMV was 42.2 ± 33.6mo. At the

beginning, seven patients received invasive home ventilation and non-

invasive ventilation (NIV) was applied in 4 children, although at the end

of our analysis period, the ratio of INV and NIV was 4:6. One patient

died due to a different cause not associated with HMV.

Hospitalization events before HMV application were mostly related

to respiratory infections and CRF exacerbations. Meanwhile, the

improvement in respiratory status after HMV implementation and

additional adaptation of cough assistant devices led to a mean drop in

hospitalization rate from 6 to 3 hospitalizations per year. These

hospitalizationsweremainly associatedwith prophylactic check-up visits.

Conclusion

We present the first summarized data regarding HMV children in

Lithuania.

Such data are important for planning and improving respiratory

care of these often critically ill children in the country. The national

ventilation program is still under development.

#D158 − Clinical Evaluation and Bronchoscopy Findings of

Patients with Peripheral Eosinophilia.

Gharibzadeh Hizal M

Pediatric Pulmonology, Hacettepe University − Ankara, Turkey

Background

Pulmonary eosinophilic syndromes (PES) consist of heterogeneous

groups of diseases characterized by prominent infiltration of the

pulmonary interstitium and the alveolar spaces with eosinophils. They

are divided into primary or secondary forms. Secondary forms are due

to infections, toxins, drugs, connective tissue diseases andmalignancy.

Primary forms are rare entities in children and consist of idiopathic

acute eosinophilic pneumonia (IAEP), idiopathic chronic eosinophilic

pneumonia (ICEP), hypereosinophilic syndrome (HES), eosinophilic

granulomatosis with polyangiitis (EGPA).

Methods

We retrospectively reviewed the clinical, radiological and bronchos-

copy findings and etiology of 23 children investigated for peripheral

eosinophilia between 2006 and 2016 at the Hacettepe University

Department of Pediatric Pulmonology.
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Results

The mean age of patients was 8.6 years (9 months-21 years). The

median (min-max) age at diagnosis was 69.7 (3–204) months. Female/

male ratio was 16 (69.6%) / 7 (30.4%). Consanguinity was positive in

47.5%, and 78.2% patients had at least one respiratory symptom.

Coughwas themost common symptom (69.6%) at initial assessment of

patients. CMV was the most common pathogen in bronchoalveolar

lavage (BAL) (n = 3). BAL eosinophilia was detected in 7 (30.4%)

patients evaluated for peripheral eosinophilia and 17.4% of these

patients had BAL eosinophil counts greater than 25%. There was no

correlation between initial peripheral eosinophil count and BAL

eosinophil detection. Mean initial peripheral eosinophil count was

8345/mm(3) (900–31700). After systemic steroid treatment, a decline

in eosinophil count was detected in all patients who received steroids

(n:19) (p < 0.001). After treatment, the mean peripheral eosinophil

countwas 830/mm(3) (0–4200). Elevated IgE levelswere detected in 8

(34.7%) patients. There was no correlation between peripheral

eosinophil count and IgE levels. Peripheral eosinophil counts in

patients who had ground glass appearance on computerized

tomography were significantly higher than others (p = 0.043). The

underlying cause was identified in 17 (73.9%) patients, namely ICEP

(n:4), HES (n:3), hyper IgE syndrome (n:3, one with concomitant B cell

lymphoma), parasitic infections (n:1), CMV pneumonia (n:1), Severe

Combined Immune Deficiency (n:1), interstitial lung disease (n:1),

atopic dermatitis (n:1) and pulmonary hemosiderosis (n:1).

Conclusion

� Different etiological results can be found in underlying causes

of peripheral eosinophilia.

� Diseases can present with variable degrees of organ involve-

ment and bronchoscopy is a helpful diagnostic tool for

identifying lung involvement.

� BAL eosinophilia was detected in 30.4% of patients. Previous

CS treatments may affect detection of eosinophils in BAL

samples.

� Independently of the diagnosis, patients usually respond

dramatically to systemic corticosteroids (CS)

#D196 − Neuroendocine Hyperplasia of Infancy Syndrome

(NEHI): A Challenge for the Pediatrician.

Dracea LL 1, Mosescu S 2, Butufei T 3, Oros M 4, Colin A 5,
Guillerman R 6;
1Respiratory diseases, Clinical Children’s Hospital − Brasov, Romania; 2Pediatric,
Grigore Alexandrescu Emergency Hospital for Children − Bucharest, Romania;
3Radiology, Grigore Alexandrescu Emergency Hospital for Children − Bucharest,
Romania; 4Pediatric, Medicover Hospital − Bucharest, Romania; 5Pediatric
Pulmonology, Miller School of Medicine − Miami, USA; 6Radiology, Texas
Children’s Hospital − Houston, USA

Our patient, full term male, with normal growth and development,

hyperactive, presented at the age of 3 years and 6 months with a

history of intermittent tachypnea and hypoxemia correlatedwith RTIs,

inconstantly accompanied by wheezing. The episodes started at about

1 year of age, usually triggered by an RTI, when symptoms were more

severe, and persisted, even when being well, mostly during sleep.

At the age of 2 years, suspicion of intrabronchial foreign body led

to bronchoscopy, which was negative. Cardiologic evaluation was

normal. Viral-induced wheezing was suspected and Flixotide 125 mcg

bid and Singulair was recommended.

At the age of 3 years and 6months, after a careful clinical and history

examination, with negative results for GERD and respiratory allergen

sensitization, earlier recommended medication was stopped. Parents

were suggested to record respiration patterns for a future evaluation.

A followingpresentation, during amild LRTI, consisted in tachypnea

with 83 − 91% desaturation mostly during sleep, infrequent dry cough

and crackles, which improved with supplemental oxygen therapy.

Chest X ray showed perihilar interstitial markings and hyperinfla-

tion in the lower lung fields.

No immune deficit and normal laboratory values were noted.

There was no response to systemic corticosteroids or antibiotics.

Normal sweat test excluded cystic fibrosis.

Polysomnography showed nocturnal desaturation and alternation of

shortcyclesofhypoventilation/hyperventilation.CerebralMRIwasnormal.

Persistent tachypnea with desaturation with onset during infancy,

triggered by RTIs, led to high suspicion for interstitial lung disease

(ILD). This was followed by recommendation for a lung CT.

Air trapping in the lower lobes, inhomogeneity and ground glass

opacities in the right middle lobe and lingula were observed.

According to the specific HRCT findings and clinical symptoms,

interpreted by two external specialists, diagnosis of NEHI syndrome

was established.

After spontaneous improvement, the patient was discharged with

indication for supplemental home oxygen therapy.

As the patient grew older, acute respiratory infections led to

shorter periods of tachypnea and oxygen therapy. No complications

have been noted up to the present time.

Diagnosis of NEHI, a rare form of ILD, is based on clinical

evaluation, imaging and lung biopsy. Clinical suspicion is often difficult

for the inexperienced pediatrician. Interpretation of HRCT of the chest

is a valuable and most reliable tool that can suggest NEHI and

differentiate the latter from other types of ILD. This could potentially

obviate the need for lung biopsy.

In the presented case, the patient is probably “outgrowing“

tachypnea episodes, which may be a proof of improvement over time

in uncomplicated cases, as shown in other reports.

#D198 − Neuroendocrine Cell Hyperplasia of Infancy:

Report of Two Cases.

Costa L 1, Fernandes RV 1, Carvalho LG 1, Lima W 1, Torres PP 2,
Morais CM 1, Edelhof VN 2.
1Pediatrics, Clinical Hospital of Federal University of Goias − Goiania, Brazil;
2Radiology, Clinical Hospital of Federal University of Goias − Goiania, Brazil

Background

Neuroendocrine cell hyperplasia of infancy (NEHI) is a disorder of

unknown etiology that typically manifests in the first year of life with
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chronic tachypnea, retractions, hypoxemia and crackles as well as

occasionally wheezing on chest auscultation. Chest radiograph almost

invariably shows hyperinflation, whereas high-resolution computed

tomography (HRCT) imaging typically shows air trapping, geographic

ground glass opacities (GGO) attenuation pattern affecting at least 4

lobes;most conspicuous in the rightmiddle lobeand lingula.Mostpatients

with NEHI are born at term after uncomplicated pregnancies, but cases

occurring in latepreterm infantshavebeen reported.Manypatients come

to our attention with persistent symptoms after a presumed viral

infection, although further history usually reveals respiratory symptoms

that predate the acute illness. Patients with NEHI frequently have failure

to thrive and gastroesophageal reflux is common. Our purpose is to

present 2 cases of NEHI, with different degrees of severity.

Case Descriptions

The first case is a previouslywell 10-month-oldmale infant followed at

the Pediatric Pulmonology Unit. Reported clinical onset of progressive

dyspnea mostly at sleep time was at the age of four months. There

were no respiratory problems in the neonatal period, or any relevant

familial antecedents and absence of consanguinity. Physical examina-

tion revealed normal weight and length, tachypnea, retractions,

hypoxemia and crackles on both lungs. The patient started a

continuous home oxygen supplementation. An extensive diagnostic

workup was performed including complete blood count and measure-

ment of serum immunoglobulin levels, sweat test, blood gas analysis

and echocardiography. The HRCT imaging revealed diffuse ground-

glass opacities mostly in the right middle lobe, lingula and zones of air

trapping. Because of the typical findings of clinical improvement, we

decided not to perform open lung biopsy. During the followed period,

there was significant clinical and radiological improvement and no

more oxygen requirement at 2 years of age.

The second case is a previously healthy child of 5-months,

diagnosed with NEHI from chest CT with typical findings of the

disease, made during investigation of dyspnea and triggered by an

acute viral bronchiolitis of atypical evolution. The child was late pre-

term, without complications or any respiratory problems in the

newborn period. He had a prolonged hospitalization due to wheezing,

crackle, retractions, hypoxia and feeding problems. Despite of normal

swallowing fluoroscopy, the patient experienced gagging and wheez-

ing was difficult to treat due to probable gastroesophageal reflux.

Conclusion

NEHI is a rare childhood disorder presenting in the first 2 years of life

with common but challenging key clinical features, in particular

hypoxemia, respiratory distress and failure to thrive, and distinct

imaging and histological findings. Close follow up is necessary since

patients can have different outcomes.

#D206 − The Story of a Challenging Diagnosis − A Chronic

Pulmonary Condition in a Child.

Maio Gonçalves I 1, Falcão I 1, Ferreira I 1, Reis MG 2, Morais L 2,
Ramos A 2, Barbosa T 2, Guedes F 3.
1Pediatrics, Centro Materno-Infantil do Norte, Centro Hospitalar do Porto − Porto,
Portugal; 2Pediatric Pneumology, Centro Materno-Infantil do Norte, Centro Hospitalar
do Porto − Porto, Portugal; 3Pneumology, Centro Hospitalar do Porto − Porto, Portugal

Introduction

Chronic pulmonary disease is a rare entity in Pediatrics, with

manifestations ranging from mild to severe and a usually early onset.

To improve the treatment and overall prognosis of the patient, an early

diagnosis is paramount.

Case Description

MPFG, male, 4 years old was sent to our clinic for the investigation of

bronchiectasis. From his past history, we highlighted a hospital

admission at 7 months old for hypoxemic bronchiolitis − during this

episode, digital clubbing was first described. Since that age, MPFG

developed a persistent cough, without wheezing or respiratory

distress. The investigation subsequently revealed bilateral reticulo-

nodular effusion on chest radiography and bilateral alveolar effusion

and para-septal emphysema in the chest CT scan. The investigation

followed with the performing of a sweat test and a Pancreatic elastase

measurement, both within normal range, a Cystic Fibrosis genetic

study, which was normal, HIV serology, negative, an immunological

study, normal and normal bronchofibroscopy with unremarkable

bronchoalveolar lavage.

At present, the child is 6 years old, and has a daily productive

cough, with mucopurulent sputum, respiratory distress elicited by

moderate exercise and weight in the 5th centile.

A new CT scan revealed diffuse, bilateral, confluent cystic lesions

with cylindrical bronchiectasis amidst the latter. The genetic studies

for primary ciliary dyskinesia and surfactant deficit were both

negative. Nevertheless, in electronic microscopy, an absence of the

inner arm of Dynein in 80% of the peripheral microtubules was

observed, which is compatible with the diagnosis of primary ciliary

dyskinesia.

Discussion and Final Comments

Primary ciliary dyskinesia is an uncommon diseasewith variable clinical

manifestations; hence it can easily be misdiagnosed.

Only 50% of the cases manifest with the presence of situs

inversus, and its absence renders the diagnosis highly difficult.

Despite the fact that this disease does not have a specific diagnosis,

the authors would like to emphasize the importance of an early

diagnosis to optimize the clinical care and provide a reliable

prognosis.

#D203 − Pulmonary Capillary Hemangiomatosis: A Case

Report in a Newborn.

Ribeiro AJ 1, Coelho Silva MC 1, Maia Filho JH 2, Tàvora F 3, Dias
Soares MA 1, Calheiros Martins AF 4, Calheiros Chaves Gomes V 5.
1Pediatric Pulmonology, Albert Sabin Children’s Hospital − Fortaleza, Brazil;
2Radiology, Albert Sabin Children’s Hospital − Fortaleza, Brazil; 3Pathology,
Messejana Heart and Lung Hospital − Fortaleza, Brazil; 4Medical Student,
Unichristus − Fortaleza, Brazil; 5Medical Coordinator of Pediatric Pulmonology,
Albert Sabin Children’s Hospital − Fortaleza, Brazil

Introduction

Pulmonary capillary hemangiomatosis (PCH) is a rare progressive

lung disease in which an uncontrolled proliferation of pulmonary
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capillaries occurs that infiltrate the interstitium, airways and

vascular pulmonary structures. It is a cause of severe and

progressive pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) that is often

fatal. The most common manifestation is dyspnea. Lung biopsy is

required to confirm the diagnosis. Veno-occlusive disease is the

most important histopathological differential diagnosis. Support-

ive and symptomatic treatment may include anticoagulants,

diuretics, ACE inhibitors, and oxygen. The use of α-interferon

may be beneficial. Prostaglandins, which are the treatment of

choice in primary pulmonary hypertension of other causes, are

contraindicated as they worsen this condition. The definitive

treatment is lung transplantation.

Objective

To report the case of a newborn with PAH and histopathological

diagnosis of PCH that evolved with a rapidly progressive and fatal

disease.

Case Report

Newborn, female patient, born at full-term, with appropriate

weight and length for gestational age, with history of respiratory

distress from birth. On the 5th day of life, the newborn’s

condition evolved with cyanosis and worsening respiratory

distress. On the 19th day of life, she was transferred to a

tertiary hospital with acute respiratory failure. In less than 24

hrours, she was submitted to tracheal intubation. Physical

examination showed oxygen saturation close to 77% with

100% FIO2, serious general condition, cyanosis, pallor, tachy-

dyspnea, with normal cardiac and pulmonary auscultation.

Transthoracic echocardiography revealed severe pulmonary

hypertension with pulmonary artery pressure of 120 mmHg,

small atrial septal defect (2.8 mm), and significant dilation of

the right chambers. Chest radiography showed pulmonary

hyperinflation with perihilar central opacities (Image A). Chest

HRCT scans showed diffuse thickening of the septal interstitium

(Image B). Open lung biopsy was performed. Vasodilator was

prescribed (sildenafil). The newborn evolved with severe low

saturation and died on the 6th day of hospitalization. Microscopy

revealed exuberant capillary proliferation in the lung interstitium

(Image C). Immunohistological examination of lung tissue was

compatible with PCH: focal involvement of the pulmonary

vascular axis by proliferation of small capillaries (CD31 and

CD34 positive) with dilatation, tortuosity and engorgement

of capillaries in the microcirculation; focal and discrete

dilatation of lymphatic vessels (D2-40 positive); fibrocellular

thickening of the wall of arterioles and venules of the

alveolar septa.

Discussion

This case report aims to emphasize the need for a high

degree of clinical suspicion for PCH in patients with severe

and progressive PAH, not responsive to therapy, for early

recognition and correct management; the diagnosis with

accurate pathological study is essential for allowing appropriate

treatment.

Image A

Image B

Image C
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#D216 − Stridor: About Two Clinical Cases.

Teixeira L., Duro I., Reis G., Morais L., Barbosa T., Ramos A.

Pediatric Department, Centro Materno-Infantil do Norte − Centro Hospitalar do
Norte − Porto, Portugal

Introduction

Stridor is caused by the oscillation of a narrowed airway, and its

presence suggests significant obstruction of the large airways.

Commonly encountered as a presenting symptom in the pediatric

population, stridor is an important physical finding that requires

prompt evaluation and occasionally requires emergency intervention.

Two clinical cases of stridor are presented.

Case 1

17-month-old child, male, with prior late prematurity, gemelarity and

delayed psychomotor development. At 11 months of age, as a cause

of a first epileptic seizure, he was intubated. After elective

extubation, a noisy respiration was noted with progressive breathing

difficulties. On physical examination, he had tachycardia, hypoxemia

(SpO2 −FiO2 21%: 89–90%), superficial breathing, tachypnea, nasal

flaring, use of accessory respiratory muscles and a biphasic stridor.

Furthermore, respiratory sounds were symmetric with good air

entrance bilaterally and expiration time was prolonged. After

institution of systemic corticotherapy, the respiratory difficulties

improved with persistence of the biphasic stridor, aggravated with

manipulation and associated with cyanosis during his cry. An

overnight pulse oximetry was performed which did not reveal any

episode of desaturation or tachycardia. Bronchofibroscopy revealed

a moderate subglottic stenosis resistant to probe progression, with a

fibrotic aspect and approximately 3.5 mm in diameter − stage III

Cotton-Meyer.

Case 2

7 year-old child, female, with irrelevant past medical history, was

admitted in the intensive care unit for a seizure with acute

respiratory failure and need of mechanical ventilation. Extubation

was attempted after five days but immediately thereafter she

developed worsening respiratory distress and had to be reintu-

bated with a 5,5 mm cuffed tube. She was ventilated for a total of

9 days and after extubation, dysphonia and biphasic stridor began.

On physical examination, she had adequate oxygen saturations in

room air, a respiratory rate of 20 bpm, mild subcostal retractions,

without nasal flaring or cyanosis, rare bilateral wheezing and a

biphasic stridor. Treatment with nebulized epinephrine, budeso-

nide and prednisolone was administered, with some signs of

improvement but persistence of stridor. An overnight pulse

oximetry was performed, showing no repercussion on sleep quality

or oxygen saturation. A bronchofibroscopy and a computed

tomography were performed, showing, respectively, a subglottic

stenosis and paralysis of the left vocal cord and a narrowed caliber

of the subglottic trachea.

Discussion

Although they can be congenital, 90% of the subglottic stenosis cases

are acquired, with intubation and mechanical respiratory assistance

being themain cause. The incidence of post-intubation stenosis ranges

from 0.9%-3%. Treatment should be individualized and various

endoscopic or surgical techniques are

E. FETAL AND NEONATAL RESPIRATORY
DISORDERS

#E13 − Severe Bronchopulmonary Dysplasia with

Pneumatoceles in an Extreme Preterm Newborn.

Rocha G 1, Flôr-de-Lima F 1, Azevedo I 2, Guimarães H 3.
1Neonatology, Hospital de São João − Porto, Portugal; 2Pediatrics, Centro
Hospitalar São João, Porto, Portugal and EpicUnit, Institute of Public Health,
University of Porto − Porto, Portugal; 3Neonatology, Hospital de São João and
Faculty of Medicine of Porto University − Porto, Portugal

Introduction

Bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD) is a major complication of extreme

prematurity. The lungs are characterized by areas of emphysema, and

fibrosis. Large pneumatoceles due to acquired localized emphysema

overinflation are recognized but relatively rare in advanced BPD.

Clinical Case

A male newborn of 580g birth weight was born at 26 weeks of

gestation by C-section to a 33-year-old 4G, 3P, gipsy mother, after a

full cycle of corticosteroids. The pregnancy was regularly followed,

and complicated with gestational diabetes, preeclampsia and

intrauterine growth restriction. The 1st/5th/10th minute Apgar

scores were 3/5/7.

The newborn was intubated after birth and received synchronized

conventional mechanical ventilation from the 2nd minute of life. He

needed surfactant three times due to a severe respiratory distress

syndrome (RDS). On day (D) two of life, he presented pulmonary

hemorrhage. On D17 he was moved to high frequency oscillatory

ventilation and a course of systemic dexamethasone was started.

Large cystic pneumatoceles appeared in the right and left lower lobe

on D19. The attitude was expectant and the pneumatoceles

spontaneously regressed on D32.

Overall, during neonatal intensive care unit stay, the baby was

under mechanical ventilation for 90 days, suffered from two

episodes of hypertensive pneumothorax (D14 and D25), two

episodes of nosocomial sepsis (D48 and D80), underwent one

surgery for retinopathy of prematurity (D68) and presented one

episode of necrotizing enterocolitis (D48). He died on D96.

Discussion

Large cystic pneumatoceles are rare in advanced BPD. They are a

manifestation of intrathoracic air-leaks of prematurity and are

markers for ventilator-induced lung injury and are associated with

significant mortality similar to other intrathoracic air-leaks. They may

need percutaneous evacuation under fluoroscopic guidance and/or

lobectomy in worsening disease. If the clinical condition allows,

an expectant attitude is advised, since many cases may resolve

spontaneously. Our patient’s course was complicated with
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significant neonatal comorbidities, and the pneumatoceles appeared

despite high frequency oscillatory ventilation and a systemic course

of dexamethasone. Since the disease did not worsen, close

expectant observation was sufficient since the pneumatoceles

spontaneously regressed.

#E122 − Predictors of Hospitalization for Acute Lower

Respiratory Infections in the First Two Years of Life in

Preterm Infants with Bronchopulmonary Dysplasia

Rodriguez CE 1, Acuña RH 1, Sossa M 2.
1Scientific Research Unit, Hospital Militar Central − Bogota, Colombia; 2Internal
Medicine, Universidad Nacional de Colombia − Bogota, Colombia

Background

Although predictors of hospitalization for acute lower respiratory

infections (ALRIs) in infants with bronchopulmonary dysplasia have

been reported, there is a recognized need for studies performed in

low- and middle-income countries (LMIC), where the morbidity

and mortality attributable to these infections is the greatest. This

study set out to examine predictors of hospitalization for ALRIs

in a population of infants with a history of bronchopulmonary

dysplasia.

Methods

In a prospective cohort study, we determined independent predictors

of the number of hospitalizations for ALRIs during the first two years of

life in a population of infants with a history of bronchopulmonary

dysplasia. In multivariate analyses, we included both clinico-

demographic variables and underlying disease characteristics as

predictor variables of hospitalization for ALRIs.

Results

Of a total of 138 patients included in the study, 83 (60.1%) had at

least one hospitalization for ALRI during the follow-up period.

After controlling for potential confounders, we found that

independent predictors of the number of hospitalization for

ALRIs in our population included ambulatory oxygen therapy

between 90 and 119 days (IRR 1.98; CI 95% 1.11–3.53;

p = 0.021), ambulatory oxygen therapy greater than or equal to

120 days (IRR 2.44; CI 95% 1.50–3.98; p< 0.001), and mean

days of duration on mechanical ventilation (IRR 1.01; CI 95%

1.00–1.02; p = 0.029). Likewise, a significant interaction between

breastfeeding and female gender was associated with a signifi-

cant decreased risk of hospitalization for ALRIs (IRR 0.31; CI 95%

0.13–0.71; p = 0.006).

Conclusions

Duration of mechanical ventilation and duration of subsequent

ambulatory oxygen therapy are significant predictors of the

number of hospitalizations for ALRIs. Likewise, breastfeeding

females had a protective effect against hospitalizations for ALRIs

in our population of infants with a history of bronchopulmonary

dysplasia.

#E143 − Lobar Emphysema in a 7 -year-old girl: Acquired

Form or Late Onset Congenital Form?

Sciacca P 1, Papale M 1, Parisi GF 1, Franzonello C 1, Brafa
Musicoro V 1, Leonardi S 1, Betta P 1, Bongiovanni A 1, Di
Benedetto V 2, Scuderi MG 2.
1Department of Clinical and Experimental Medicine, University of Catania −
Catania, Italy; 2Department of Medical and Surgical Sciences and Advanced
Technologies, University of Catania − Catania, Italy

Introduction

Lobar Emphysema is a rare disease, characterized by lobar over-

distension, leading to compression and displacement of adjacent

normal lung tissue. Congenital form is rare. Most cases are sporadic,

with a few having autosomal dominant inheritance. Frequent

respiratory symptoms appear during the neonatal age. Acquired Lobar

Emphysema is a complication of foreign body inhalation or airway

inflammatory processes.

Case Report

We report a case of a 7-year-old female child, admitted to our center

for respiratory distress and fever. Anamnestic records showed: at age

of 2 years, bronchoscopy for foreign body extraction, followed by

bacterial pneumonia;, at age of 4 years, thoracothomy surgery for atrial

septal defect (ASD) (Ostium II type). Shewas admitted in ourwardwith

a severe asthma crisis and presented fever, tachypnea, pectus

excavatum, accessory respiratory muscle use and hypoxia. Treatment

with intravenous antibiotics, bronchodilators, oxygen and steroids was

successful. Chest angio-CT showed a large air cyst (62mm x 48mm) in

the upper right lobe with thin and regular wall, compatible with Lobar

Emphysema. Echocardiography revealed tricuspid regurgitation with

PG>40 mmHg and right ventricle overload due to pulmonary

hypertension. The young girl is waiting for surgery.

Discussion

Congenital Lobar Emphysema (CLE) probably has multifactorial

etiology, involving bronchial cartilage abnormalities, vascular anoma-

lies and alveolar disease. Congenital heart disease may be found in

12–20% of cases. Clinically, children present respiratory distress

whichmay be abrupt or insidious; othersmay remain asymptomatic for

years. Physical examination shows tachypnea, accessory respiratory

muscle use, wheezing, cough, fever due recurrent infections.

Diagnosis is based on chest X-ray. Chest CT scan and MRI usually

confirm diagnosis in order to choose the correct surgical strategy.

Differential diagnosis is with pneumothorax, bronchopulmonary

sequestration, bronchogenic cyst, congenital diaphragmatic hernia or

congenital cystic adenomatoid malformation (CCAM). Also CCAM is

discovered both in newborns and in older children with respiratory

distress andrecurrent infectionsbut radiological patternsare irregular air

cystic lesions with septa; whereas Lobar Emphysema radiology aspects

are usually characterized by lobar radiolucency, contralateral shift of the

mediastinum, adjacent lungcompressionandhomolateral hemidiaphram

flattening. The management of CLE in symptomatic children is surgical

resection either by thoracotomy or thoracoscopic approach. Patients

with minimal or without symptoms can be managed conservatively.
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Conclusion

Congenital Lobar Emphysema is a rare disease which affects mainly

children within first 6 months of life. Acquired Lobar Emphysema

could explain the late onset of symptoms in our case that had a

foreign body extraction with an associated pneumonia and a

thoracothomy for ASD.

#E151 − Predictors of Abnormal Lung Function in a Cohort of

Latino Schoolers with History of Bronchopulmonary Dysplasia.

Rodriguez CE 1, Acuna-Cordero R 2, Pedraza AM 3, Escamilla I 4,
Moreno E 4, Gomez S 4.
1Scientific Research Unit, Hospital Militar Central − Bogota, Colombia; 2Pediatric
Pulmonology Department, Hospital Militar Central − Bogota, Colombia; 3Pediatric
Pulmonology Department, Hospital Universitario Clinica San Rafael − Bogota,
Colombia; 4Pediatrics, Hospital Militar Central − Bogota, Colombia

Background

Results obtained from international cohorts have suggested

that there may be an association between bronchopulmonary

dysplasia, asthma and altered lung function; however these

results have been obtained from analyses involving preterm

infants in health and socioeconomic conditions that differ with

respect to those of Latin American communities. It is very

plausible that the difference in these aforementioned conditions

can nurture risk factors inherent to this community not identified

in developed countries.

Methods

In a prospective cohort study we determined independent predictors

of altered lung function at nine years of life in a population of schoolers

with a history of bronchopulmonary dysplasia. In multivariable

analysis, we included both clinico-demographic variables, underlying

disease characteristics and pulmonary function test as predictor

variables of lung function.

Results

Of a total of 40 patients included in the study, 20 (50%) had a diagnosis

of asthma, 11 (55%) of whom were using controller medication.

Regarding level of control, 9 (45%) had controlled asthma while 11

(55%) had uncontrolled or partially controlled asthma. When

pulmonary function tests were performed, 11 (27.5%) presented

some type of alteration in lung function, 9 (82%) were confirmed with

obstructive ventilatory disorder, 1(9%) with a restrictive pattern and 1

(9%) with mixed ventilatory disease. The most frequent alterations in

spirometry were decreased FEF 25–75 in 10 (25%) of the 40 children,

followed by decreased FEV1 in 9 (22.5%). A reversibility response to

albuterol was evidenced by an improvement in FEV1 and FEF 25–75%

in 25% and 30% of the whole group, respectively. Oscillometry results

were similar to those of spirometry with predominance of the

obstructive pattern in 8 (20%) while 12 (30%) showed response to

albuterol. To establish the existence of predictors independently

associated with the presence of obstructive ventilatory disorder, we

performed a multivariate analysis using logistic regression modeling,

observing that after controlling for gender, gestational age, days of

oxygen dependence, exposure to breastfeeding over 6months, history

of maternal or paternal asthma, a higher birth weight was identified as

a protective predictor (OR 0.99 (95 % CI: 0.98–0.99, p = 0.014).

Additionally, to identify predictors that indicate a better response to

bronchodilator, we ran a second multivariate analysis controlling for

gender, gestational age, days of oxygen dependence, exposure to

breastfeeding greater than 6 months, history of maternal or paternal

asthma, finding that higher birth weight was independently associated

with best response to albuterol (OR 0.99 (95% CI: 0.98–0.99,

p = 0.043).

Conclusions

Higher birth weight is a significant predictor of abnormal lung function

in schoolers with history of bronchopulmonary dysplasia. Likewise,

lung function abnormalities appear to remain altered during the school

years in one third of the entire cohort.

#E162 − Use of Chest Ultrasonography in Term and Near-term

Babies in the First 6 Hours of Life: Three Case Reports.

Gambi B

Neonatal Intensive Care Unit, San Giovanni di dio Hospital − Florence, Italy

Background

In term or near-term babies with respiratory distress syndrome, the

therapeutic approach has traditionally been based on respiratory

distress grading according to Silverman score, blood gas examination

and chest radiography. Many diseases manifest themselves as a

respiratory distress syndrome. Currently, chest ultrasonography

performed early (between the second and sixth hour of life) appears

to be the most sensitive and specific technique to predict clinical

evolution and to choose appropriate treatment allowing to avoid the

use of chest radiography.
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Case Reports

We describe three cases of term or near-term infants with signs of

respiratory distress that were hospitalized and were submitted to an

early chest ultrasonography between the second and sixth hour of life.

Case1: a babybornbyCesarean sectiondeliveredout of labor,Case2: a

baby with increased infectious indices, Case 3: a near-term baby with

transient tachypnea of the newborn. All showed a chest ultrasonogra-

phy characterized by prevalence of A-lines (type 3) or prevalence of

B-lines (type2).Noperformed chest ultrasonographywas classified as a

type 1 (white lung). Clinical symptoms were characterized by

tachypnea, grunting and low saturation values. The Silverman score

was below 4. None of the newborns required surfactant administration

or ventilatory support, whether non invasive ventilation or mechanical

ventilation. All of the symptoms disappeared within 24–72 h.

Conclusions

Early chest ultrasonography in term or near-term babies with a mild

respiratory distress syndrome appears to be highly specific and

sensitive and is able to identify the need of non invasive ventilation

without performing chest radiography. Early chest ultrasonography in

itself allows to predict the outcome and to establish treatment,

particularly in newborns by non-labor Cesarean section, with

increased infection indices or with transient tachypnea of the

newborn. We conclude that lung ultrasonography at bedside is an

accurate method for predicting the treatment of term and near-term

babies with mild RDS and is advantageous over chest radiography.

#E179 − Congenital Pulmonary Lymphangiectasia and

Pulmonary Vein Stenosis: Diagnostic Challenges and

Therapeutic Uncertainties.

Soares P 1, Rocha G 1, Rodrigues M 1, Moura C 2, Baptista M 2,
Guimarães S 3, Guimarães H 1.
1Neonatal Intensive Care Unit, Hospital São João − Porto, Portugal; 2Pediatric
Cardiology, Hospital São João − Porto, Portugal; 3Pathologic Anatomy, Hospital
São João − Porto, Portugal

Congenital total pulmonary lymphangiectasia is a rare disease of

unknown prevalence, usually manifested in the first days of life with

acute respiratory failure. Congenital pulmonary vein stenosis is a rare

congenital heart disease, which presentswith pulmonary hypertension

of variable onset and evolution. The authors report the case of

a newborn with a fatal evolution, whose autopsy revealed the

co-existence of these two rare entities.

A female singleton of 3200 grams was delivered at 39 weeks’

gestation by vaginal delivery. Pregnancy and prenatal laboratory

screening were unremarkable, except for a positive group B

streptococcal screen, and an adequate prophylaxis with penicillin

was administered to the mother. There was no notice of meconium

staining of the amniotic fluid at delivery. Apgar scores were 4 at 1

minute, 5 at 5minutes and 7 at 10minutes. Neonatal resuscitationwas

performed, the baby was intubated and admitted to the neonatal

intensive care unit (NICU). She evolved with sustained, refractory

hypoxemia despite 100% oxygen, not responsive to high frequency

oscillatory ventilation, surfactant, inhaled nitric oxide (iNO) and

vasopressor therapy. The chest X-ray revealed a severe diffuse

homogeneous bilateral reticular image. Laboratory studies excluded an

infectious etiology. A complete echocardiographic evaluation did not

allow the exclusion of a total anomalous pulmonary venous return and

cardiac catheterizationwas performed, which identified persistence of

the fetal circulation associated with probable pulmonary vascular

malformation. This procedure was, however, interrupted due to the

clinical instability of the newborn, not allowing the measurement of

pulmonary capillary pressures. At this time the neonate presented a

PaO2 of less than 25 mmHg, a peripheral oxygen saturation below

57% (pre and post ductal) and a severe metabolic acidosis, not

responding to the established therapeutic measures. EEG brain

monitoring showed a trace of very low voltage. Given the newborn’s

clinical condition on admission and the likelihood of a poor prognosis,

ECMO was not provided. The autopsy of the newborn described

findings of diffuse congenital pulmonary lymphangiectasia and

pulmonary venous drainage to the left atrium through two ostia,

one right and one left (variant of normal), but with common small-

caliber pulmonary veins (the right only allowed the passage of a 1mm

stylet; the left offered resistance to the passage of the same stylet).

The authors intend to present and discuss the association of two

rare pathologies, the clinical course of which mutually worsen, in

which one of the therapeutics instituted for pulmonary hypertension

(iNO) may be harmful due to the coexistence of pulmonary vein

stenosis. The decision not to offer ECMO was taken by the team

based on the patient’s clinical condition at admission, and taking

into account the likelihood of a fatal diagnosis in which ECMOwould

be futile.

#E190 − Congenital Pulmonary Lymphangiectasis − Case

Series.

Rocha G 1, Soares P 1, Baptista MJ 2, Souto-Moura C 3, Azevedo I 4,
Guimarães H 5.
1Neonatology, Hospital de São João − Porto, Portugal, Portugal; 2Pediatric
Cardiology, Hospital de São João − Porto, Portugal, Portugal; 3Anatomopa-
thology, Hospital de São João − Porto, Portugal, Portugal; 4Pediatrics,
Centro Hospitalar São João, Porto, Portugal and EpicUnit, Institute of
Public Health, University of Porto − Porto, Portugal; 5Neonatology and
Faculty of Medicine of Porto University, Hospital de São João − Porto,
Portugal, Portugal

Congenital pulmonary lymphangiectasis (CPL) is a rare congenital

anomaly.We report on five clinical cases of CPL that were admitted to

our level III neonatal intensive care unit over the last 20 years.

Case 1

A 37-week/ 2990g male was born by C-section and admitted for

congenital chylothorax. During pregnancy, a right voluminous

chylothorax was diagnosed and a pleuro-amniotic shunt was

placed at 30 weeks. The Apgar score at birth was 9/10 and the

drain was clamped and removed at 5 minutes of life. Later outcome

was good.
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Case 2

A 32-week/2010g female was born by C-section after an ultrasound

diagnosis of hydrops fetalis. Bilateral thoracocentesis and bilateral

drains were inserted for chylothorax and octreotide was started. She

died on D11. The autopsy revealed a cardiac tamponade as a

complication of a CVC, and the presence of lung lymphangiectasis

complicated with chylothorax, as well as small areas of mediastinum,

pancreatic and mesenteric lymphangiectasis.

Case 3

A 38-week/3800g male born by C-section, resuscitated at birth with

anApgar score 5/7/7, was started onmechanical ventilation and 100%

oxygen for refractory hypoxemia with no response to iNO. He

presented a cystic lymphangioma of 6 × 8 × 4.5 cm on the right

hemithorax near the axilla. Echocardiographic examination, angioCT

and catheterization revealed an obstructive supracardiac totally

anomalous venous return. Deceased on D3. Autopsy revealed

significant dilation of pulmonary lymphatic vessels and a thoracic

cystic lymphangioma and confirmed the congenital heart disease.

Case 4

A 30-week/1530g male newborn, delivered by C-section, was

admitted for prematurity and hydrops fetalis. Pleural drains for

chylothorax were inserted and octreotide was started. He died on D2

of life. The autopsy revealed pulmonary hypoplasia, bilateral

chylothorax, dilation of lymphatic vessel of the neck, mediastinum,

lungs, and also in the skin, kidneys and mesentery.

Case 5

A female of 3200 grams was delivered at 39 weeks’ gestation. She

evolved with sustained, refractory hypoxemia, not responsive to

HFOV, surfactant, iNO or vasopressor therapy. The chest X-ray

revealed a severe diffuse homogeneous bilateral reticular image. She

died on D2. The autopsy described findings of diffuse congenital

pulmonary lymphangiectasia and pulmonary venous drainage to the

left atrium through two ostia, one right and one left (variant of normal),

but with common small-caliber pulmonary veins.

Conclusion

In our small series, congenital chylothorax was the commonest

lymphatic anomaly, two of which were associated with hydrops fetalis

while the third case was not associated with hydrops fetalis probably

due to a pleuro-amniotic shunt inserted in utero. Two cases of CPL

were associated with obstructive congenital cardiac anomaly. The

mortality was high (80%).

F. CYSTIC FIBROSIS

#F29 − Prediction of Lung Function in Children Using

Intelligent Nebulizers.

Hitmarova S 1, Smith E 2, Thornton C 2, Narayan O 1.
1Paediatric Respiratory Medicine, Royal Manchester Children’s Hospital − Man-
chester, United Kingdom; 2Therapies Department, Royal Manchester Children’s
Hospital − Manchester, United Kingdom)

Recent advances in nebulized therapy in Cystic Fibrosis (CF) have

resulted in smaller and quicker devices for drug delivery called

intelligent nebulizers (I-nebs). Many factors contribute to reducing the

efficiency of inhalation therapy such as patient adherence with a

treatment regimen, aerosol particle size, the individual’s breathing

pattern as well as on airway geometry.

Aim

The aim of this study was to determine if a CF child’s predicted FEV1

(%) will drop if their adherence to the I-neb system decreases.

Methodology

TwentyCF patients between ages 5 to 15were enrolled from the pediatric

CF clinic in Royal Manchester Children’s Hospital, UK. Retrospective data

from the one-year period was downloaded from each patient’s I-neb

system. This datawas correlatedwith patient’s predicted FEV1. Adherence

(the percentage of the number of doses taken divided by the expected

number)wascalculated foreachmonthof thegivenperiod foreachpatient.

Results

The correlation between adherence and predicted FEV1 for all data did

not prove linear dependence. After dividing the group of patients

regarding the number of drugs prescribed and the numbers of treatments

per day, positive correlationswere proven in groups of patientswhowere

homozygous for delta f 508 (p value < 0.05) but not for other mutations.

This study also shows that the group of pediatric patients with one

prescribed drug and two treatment sessions per day presented the best

relationship between adherence (I-neb) and predicted FEV1. With an

increase in adherence, predicted FEV1 increased, in contrast to the group

with twoor three drugswith various numbers of treatments per day (3–5)

wherewith increasedadherence resulted inadecrease inpredictedFEV1.

Conclusion

A decline in predicted FEV1 has no linear relationship to I-neb

adherence except children with homozygous mutations of delta f 508.

We need a prospective study with larger numbers to prove this

relationship due to complexity of treatment in CF patients. Increasing

the burden of treatment is likely to reduce the adherence of treatment.

#F30 − Rate of Sufficient Sweat Sample Collected in Very

Young Infants Referred for Sweat Testing in Minas Gerais

State, Brazil.

Camargos P 1, Nolasco D 2, Sader O 1.
1Pediatric Pulmonology Unit, University Hospital, Federal University of Minas
Gerais − Belo Horizonte, Brazil; 2Diagnosis Support Action and Research Center,
Medical School, Federal University of Minas Gerais − Belo Horizonte, Brazil

Background

Obtaining an adequate volume of sweat to measure chloride

concentration is a challenge for many cystic fibrosis (CF) centers,

mainly in low-middle income countries. The Cystic Fibrosis Foundation

(CFF) recommends a quantity not sufficient (QNS) rate of ≤ 10% in

infants <3 months of age referred for sweat chloride analysis.

However, some infants fail to produce a sufficient quantity of sweat,

meaning disease confirmation is delayed.
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Objective

To assess the QNS frequency among participants of a state-wide,

two-tiered immune reactive trypsinogen (IRT)-based newborn

screening program in a setting with a low incidence (by one per

10,500) of CF.

Methods

Infants with two subsequent tests for IRT higher than 70 ng/mL, born

from uncomplicated pregnancies and deliveries were eligible and

consecutively selected.We excluded subjects with a gestational age of

lower than 37 weeks, with a birthweight of lower than 2500 g, who

remained in the hospital after delivery regardless of their condition,

who had meconium ileus or other clinically detectable abnormalities

and who were older than 60 days at the date of the sweat test. Sweat

collection was performed only at the newborn screening program

referral lab. We used the Wescor Macroduct Sweat Collection

System®, from one collecting site in a 30 minute period. When a

patient did not produce a sweat sample lower than 15 µL in the coils,

the attempt was counted as QNS. Frequency distribution and its

respective 95% CI were calculated to determine the proportion/

variation of QNS and non-QNS.

Results

1,076 infants, aged 34 to 60 days old (median 45 days) were enrolled;

among these only 71 (6.6%, 95% CI, 5.5%-8.8%) produced less than

15 µL.

Conclusion

Our results demonstrate the effectiveness of our program to attain

QNS rates that meet the CFF criterion.

#F31 − Blurred Hyperoxia Response in CF Infants.

Koucky V 1, Koucky M 2, Pohunek P 1.
1Department of Pediatrics, 2nd Faculty of Medicine Charles University, Motol
University Hospital − Prague, Czech Republic); 2Department of Applied Mathe-
matics, Technical University of Liberec − Prague, Czech Republic

Introduction

Hyperoxia alters breathing patterns especially in infants. Biphasic

response to hyperoxia (initial decrease in ventilation followed by increase

toor above initial values) iswell recognized, however it is not known if this

reaction is universal or if therearediagnosis-specificpatternsof response.

Aim of the study was to investigate the changes in ventilation in infants

with cystic fibrosis (CF) after exposure to 100% oxygen.

Methods

Study group (CF group) consisted of 17 infants with classical form of

CF, control group (nonCF group) included 17 infants with upper

airway pathology or risk of developing asthma (based on modified

Asthma Predictive Index). Patients with preterm birth, prolonged

postnatal adaptation and/or need of supplemental oxygen were

excluded from the study. The two groups did not differ in terms

of age, weight and length. All infants underwent repeated

measurement of flow, O2 and CO2 concentration in breathed air

during quiet sleep as a part of a multiple breath nitrogen washout

test using Exhalyzer D, Eco Medics. Raw data were processed by

non-commercially developed software enabling calculation of

respiratory rate (RR), tidal volume (Vt) and minute ventilation (VE)

during normoxia (NO) and first 10s, 20s and 30s of hyperoxia

(hyper10s, hyper20s and hyper30s). Hyperoxia response time (HRT)

for VE was estimated as the time from beginning of hyperoxia to the

first breath out of 4 consecutive breaths with calculated VE being

under the 5th percentile of normoxic breaths. Differences between

respective groups were tested using t-test, between NO and

hyperoxia by paired t-test and difference in number of detected

positive hyperoxia responses were tested by one-sided test for the

difference between two independent proportions.

Results

There were no significant differences between groups under

normoxic and hyperoxic conditions (hyper10s, −20s, −30s) in RR,

Vt and VE. A clear hyperoxia response − i.e. sustained decrease in VE

under the 5th percentile of normoxic values for at least 6

breaths ≈ 10s followed by increase to normoxic values − could be

detected in 34 out of 54 CF traces (62.96%) and in 35 out of 44

traces (79.55%) in the nonCF group − the difference being

significant (p = 0.04). NonCF patients showed prompt decrease in

VE with HRT being 3.64 ± 1.72s (mean ± SD), while CF patients

showed blurred decrease − HRT 5.02 ± 1.79s, the difference being

significant (p = 0.03).

Discussion

The function of peripheral chemoreceptors has a marked impact on

ventilation and plays an important role in adaptation to hypoxia. This

function can be influenced by “abnormal resetting” soon after birth as a

result of impaired postnatal adaptation (preterm birth per se,

insufficient blood oxygenation etc.). Based on our data, CF infants

show quantitative and qualitative changes in peripheral chemorecep-

tor function as assessed by modified hyperoxia response test. These

impairments seem to be independent of early postnatal influences.

The diagnosis of CF per se may alter function of peripheral

chemoreceptors.

#F48 − Pancreatic Insufficiency in Cystic Fibrosis: Influence

of Inflammatory Response Genes.

Marson F., Bertuzzo C., Ribeiro A., Ribeiro J.

Medical Genetics, Unicamp − Campinas, Brazil

Background

Pancreatic insufficiency in patients with cystic fibrosis (CF) is a crucial

clinical marker for severity and disease progression. There is

association of pancreatic insufficiency with CFTR mutations, environ-

mental factors and modifier genes. In our study, 125 modifier genes

and their SNPs were associated with the presence of pancreatic

insufficiency.
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Methods

We prospectively evaluated 214 patients with CF admitted at one

hospital over a 2-year period (2014–2015). The control group

consisted of 491 healthy adults. CF patients were evaluated for

presence of pancreatic insufficiency. Pancreatic insufficiency was

associated with clinical variables and SNPs related with inflammatory

response considering CFTR mutations. An Open Array technique was

used to perform SNP identification in inflammatory response genes.

Results

For pancreatic insufficiency, after correction by multiple test, there

were six SNPs with positive association in patients with CF and two

CFTR mutations Class I, II and/or III. The odds ratio amplitude was

0.087 (95%IC = 0.004 to 0.544) for rs9870255*CG (CTNNB1 gene) to

11.06 (95%IC = 1.746 to 252.3) for rs729302*AA (IRF5 gene). For all

patients with CF combined, nine SNPs showed a positive association.

The odds ratio amplitude was 0.144 (95%IC = 0.028 to 0.602) for

rs2348071*AA (PSMA3 gene) to 5.809 (95%IC = 1.536 to 37.54) for

11702779*AA (RUNX1 gene). In our data, we observed an interaction

between CFTR mutations rs9870255*CTNNB1, rs9378805*IRF4 and

rs7664617*KCNIP4 (p = 0.020) with pancreatic insufficiency.

Conclusions

Multiple SNPs in inflammatory response genes showed an association

with pancreatic insufficiency in patients with CF when considering

CFTR mutations screening. To the best of our knowledge, the

interaction between the SNPs represents a first description of genetic

interaction with pancreatic insufficiency in patients with CF.

#F57 − Plasmatic Amino Acids in Patients with Cystic

Fibrosis: An Observational Study.

Sciacca P., Papale M., Parisi GF., Franzonello C., Leonardi S.,
Mazzurco MG., Meli MC., Bongiovanni A., Pennisi F., Rotolo N.

Department of Clinical and Experimental Medicine, University of Catania −
Catania, Italy

Introduction

Malnutrition in patients with Cystic Fibrosis results from a mismatch

between nutrient requirement and consumption. Energy deficit

depends on 3 factors: lost energy, energy taken with food and energy

expenditure. Genetic mutation depletes Cystic Fibrosis Trans-mem-

brane Regulator (C.F.T.R.) function on the surface of epithelial cells in

the digestive tract and in other compartments, whereCl-, other ions and

water secretions are impaired. This modifies pH and dehydrates

secretions that precipitate and obstruct the lumen, causing inflamma-

tion and damages. Associated conditions include exocrine pancreatic

insufficiency, impaired bicarbonate and bile secretion and aberrant

mucus formation, leading to maldigestion and malabsorption, particu-

larly of fats and fat-soluble vitamins. Multiple factors can contribute to

the reduction in energy intakes such as anorexia, gastroesophageal

reflux, Distal Intestinal Obstruction Syndrome and lung inflammation.

Declining pulmonary function is associated with the Resting Energy

Expenditure (R.E.E.) increase from 10 to 20%. Chronic lung disease

exacerbations lead to an increased R.E.E. value, which returns to basal

levels some weeks after resolution of inflammation. Attempting to

balance the energy gap justifies precocious and aggressive nutritional

intervention, which begins in the early years and continues throughout

life. However, an increase in caloric intake is not sufficient to neutralize

protein-calorie need resulting from R.E.E. value growth. Non-energy

intake results in reduced respiratory muscle function and decreased

exercise tolerance, causing a chronic and irreversible deterioration in

patient status, until death.

Aim of The Study And Methods

The aim of our study is to observe and analyze the evolution of

Plasmatic Amino Acids in a sample of 34 CF patients, 17 men and 17

women, treated with appropriate low-carb, high-fat, high-calorie,

high-glucose diet, tailored to anthropometric values, age and gender,

as well as recommended by the latest guidelines, and to assess a

possible correlation with the patient’s clinical phenotype nutritional

state. RESULTS Aminoacidogram showed that: 16/34 patients (47%)

had significantly reduced Plasmatic Amino Acid levels; when

considering patients with severe malnutrition, 63% presented an

altered Amino Acid profile, although 30% of those with good

nutritional status also had lowered levels. These results suggest the

presence of a metabolic disorder, which does not depend solely on

nutritional status. CONCLUSION In conclusion, the amino acid profile

seems to be influenced by different factors and somehow identifies a

“metabolic disorder“ that characterizes Cystic Fibrosis. Furthermore it

does not appear to be outweighed only through high-calorie diet.

Future studies and larger clinical samples will be needed.

#F58 − Evaluation of Oxidative Stress Degree in Patients

Affected by Cystic Fibrosis or Non-CF Bronchiectasis

through the Measurement of 8-isoprostane.

Sciacca P., Papale M., Parisi GF., Franzonello C., Leonardi S.,
Mazzurco MG. Meli MC., Bongiovanni A., Bonfiglio V.

Department of Clinical and Experimental Medicine, University of Catania −
Catania, Italy

Introduction

8-isoprostane (8-IP) is a molecule that belongs to the class of

F2-isoprostanes, products resulting from lipid peroxidation. These

molecules are synthesized as a consequence of the action of free

radicals on esterified arachidonic acid, present in membrane

phospholipids and released by the action of phospholipase A2.

Once freed, isoprostanes reach the various tissues and body fluids

where they can be quantified due to their persistence, due to chemical

stability and relative abundance compared to other lipid peroxidation

products. The purpose of the studywas to evaluate the levels of 8-IP in

serum (8-IP ERA) and condensed exhaled (EBC 8-IP) in patients with

diagnosis of CF (cystic fibrosis) and patients diagnosed with non CF

bronchiectasis (BnFC). These values were then put in correlation with

certain clinical and demographic variables of patients to verifywhether

the concentration of the marker could be influenced by the latter.
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Methods

The levels of 8-IP in serum and in breath were measured in eleven

patients affected by CF and in eleven patients with non CF

bronchiectasis. Age, body mass index, FEV1%, Tiffeneau index,

pancreatic function, diabetes, atopy and FeNO index were verified

in every patient.

Results

The measurement of 8-isoprostane showed higher values in CF

patients compared to patients with non FC bronchiectasis both in

serum (8-IP SER 873.0 ± 208.5 pg / mL in FC vs. 401.9 ± 207.5 pg / mL

in BnFC, p> 0.05) and in EBC (EBC 8-IP 7.2 ± 2.5 pg / mL in FC vs.

5.4 ± 1.0 pg / mL in BnFC, P> 0.05). Furthermore, a weak statistically

significant correlation was found between the values of 8-IP ERA and

Tiffeneau index (R-Squared = 0.175 p <0.05). The correlations

between other variables and multivariate analysis did not reveal

significant results both for the values of 8-isoprostane EBC and those

of serum.

Conclusions

8-isoprostane is higher in CF patients comparedwith patients affected

by non CF bronchiectasis. Further studies are needed to define its role

in the pathogenesis of the disorder. The 8-IP serum levels appear to

be related with the Tiffeneau index; in contrast, the other clinical

and demographic variables do not appear related to serum and EBC

8-isoprostano levels. In this descriptive study in patients with CF, we

found the highest values of 8 IP in those aged> 18 years, both in EBC

and in serum; in subjects with BMI <18.50 in serum and finally in

patients with FEV1% <70% both in EBC and in serum, although not

significantly (P> 0.05). However the results may also be a consequence

of the low sample and for this reason continuation of the study is

needed in a larger population.

Keywords: 8-isoprostane, cystic fibrosis, bronchiectasis, oxidative stress.

#F80 − Variants in the IL-8 Gene and the Response to

Inhaled Bronchodilators in Cystic Fibrosis

Marson F 1, Bertuzzo C 1, Ribeiro A 2, Ribeiro J 2.
1Medical Genetics, Unicamp − Campinas, Brazil; 2Pediatrics, Unicamp − Campi-
nas, Brazil

Objective

The IL-8 protein (interleukin 8) promotes inflammatory responses,

including in the airways. The presence of variants in the IL-8 gene

causes altered inflammatory responses and possibly varied responses

to inhaled bronchodilators (BD). Thus, this study analyzed the IL-8

variants (rs4073, rs2227306 and rs2227307) and their association

with the response to BD.

Methods

Analysis of IL-8 variants was performed by RFLP-PCR. The association

between spirometry markers and the response to BD was performed

by Mann-Whitney and Kruskal-Wallis tests. The analysis included all

CF patients, and subsequently patients with two mutations in the

CFTR gene belonging to Classes I to III. Alpha = 0.05.

Results

This study included 186 CF patients. There was no association of the

rs2227307 variant with the response to BD. The rs2227306 variant

was associated with FEF50% in the dominant group and in the

group with two identified mutations in the CFTR gene. The rs4073

variant was associated with spirometry markers in four genetic

models: co-dominant (FEF25-75% and FEF75%), dominant (FEV1,

FEF50%, FEF75% and FEF25-75%), recessive (FEF75% and

FEF25-75%) and over-dominant (FEV1/FVC).

Conclusions

This study highlights mainly the importance of the rs4073 variant of

the IL-8 gene with the response to BD and assessment of mutations in

the CFTR gene.

#F107 − Vitamin D and Risk Factors for Lung Disease in

Infants and Young Children with Cystic Fibrosis

Oliveira MS 1, Matsunaga NY 1, Oliveira MA 2, Levy CE 3,
Servidoni MF 4, Ribeiro AF 2, Ribeiro JD 2, Toro AA 2.
1Post Graduate Program in Child and Adolescent Health, University of Campinas
− Campinas, Brazil; 2Department of Pediatrics, University of Campinas −
Campinas, Brazil; 3Department of Clinical Pathology, University of Campinas −
Campinas, Brazil; 4Gastrocentro, University of Campinas − Campinas, Brazil

Objectives

To associate vitamin D levels in infants and young children with Cystic

Fibrosis (CF) and risk factors for evolution and severity of lung disease.

Methods

All patients between 0 and 4 years 11 months 29 days attending the

Cystic Fibrosis Reference Center from the School of Medical

Sciences of the University of Campinas were selected. Those who

met the criterion of being positive on Newborn Screening and who

later had two positive sweat tests were included. Serum levels of

vitamin D were assessed using LIASON® 25 OH Vitamin D TOTAL

Assay, considering insufficiency when 25(OH)D values were under

30 ng/ml, and sufficiency when above this value. At the moment of

vitamin D assessment, information on age, sex, presence of

Pseudomonas aeruginosa in oropharyngeal cough swabs, school or

day care attendance, vitamin D supplementation, sun exposure and

use of sunscreen, severity of lung disease, body mass index (BMI),

pancreatic insufficiency (PI), use of inhaled antibiotic, prophylactic

antibiotic and dornase alpha were collected. Sun exposure was

considered sufficient when exceeding 2 hours a week, according to

the Brazilian Pediatrics Society guidelines. Severity of lung disease

was classified in severe and not severe, considering severe those

patients who had first colonization by Pseudomonas aeruginosa

younger than 6 months old or at least one hospital admission for

acute respiratory insufficiency. Statistics were calculated using the

Fisher Test, Mann-Whitney Test and Chi-Square test on SPSS 17.0

software, and p < 0.05 was adopted.
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Results

Thirty-five children, 18 boys (51.4%), with mean age 22.8 months

(±16.10) and median 22.0 months (1–57) were included. There was no

significant association when comparing vitamin D levels with age at

the moment of blood collection (p = 0.433), sex (p = 0.380), lung

colonization (p = 1.000), school/day care attendance (p = 0.134),

vitamin D supplementation (p = 0.246), use of sunscreen (p = 1.000),

sun exposure (p = 0.367), BMI (p = 0,619), PI (p = 0.176), use of inhaled

antibiotic (p = 0.486), prophylactic antibiotic (p = 0.700) and dornase

alpha (p = 0.203). However, there was association with vitamin D

levels and severity of lung disease (p = 0.018). The analysis of severity

of lung disease and BMI (p = 1.000) and pancreatic insufficiency

(p = 1.000) also showed no association.

Conclusion

Severity of lung disease presented significant association with

vitamin D levels, suggesting that low levels of 25(OH)D indicate a

risk factor for occurrence of pulmonary events in early childhood.

This result shows the importance of early investigation of associated

risk factors for lung disease. Reflections and Proposals: Further

studies should be carried out to define whether the low levels of

vitamin D are associated with pulmonary inflammatory alterations

that may be responsible for the severity of lung disease, or if it is a

consequence of a worse mutation profile observed in CF patients.

Lung structural damage was not assessed since CT was not

performed in all patients.

#F111 − Cystic Fibrosis Carriership and Tuberculosis: Hints

toward an Evolutionary Selective Advantage Based on Data

from the Brazilian Territory.

Bosch L 1, Bosch B 2, De Boeck K 3, Nawrot T 4, Meyts I 3,
Vanneste D 5, Alexandre Le Bourlegat C 6, Croda J 7,
Ribeiro Ferreira da Silva Filho V 8.
1Geography, University of Cambridge − Cambridge, United Kingdom; 2St. Giles
laboratory of the Human Genetics of Infectious Diseases, Rockefeller University −
New York, USA; 3Pediatrics, University Hospitals Leuven − Leuven, Belgium;
4Centre for Environmental Sciences, University of Hasselt − Hasselt, Belgium;
5Earth & Environmental Sciences, University of Leuven − KU Leuven − Leuven,
Belgium; 6Desenvolvimento Local, Universidade Católica Dom Bosco − Campo
Grande, Brazil; 7Ciências da Saúde, Universidade Federal de Grande Dourados −
Dourados, Brazil; 8University of São Paulo Medical School, University of São
Paulo − Universidade de São Paulo − São Paulo, Brazil

Background

The reason why Cystic Fibrosis (CF) is the most common fatal genetic

disease among Caucasians is subject to speculation and has been

incompletely studied up till now. We aimed at deepening the

hypothesis that carrying a single CF mutation might have a relative

protection against infections with Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb).

Methods

Using a multidisciplinary, spatial epidemiological approach, we studied

the link between CF carriership rate and tuberculosis (TB) incidence on

two scales in Brazil: the state and municipality level. We corrected for

six potential confounders in the relation: monthly income, sanitary

provisions, literacy rates, racial composition, population density, and

AIDS incidence rates.

Results

On the state-level, a trend towards a negative relation between

F508del carriership and TB incidence could be observed. Subsequent

spatial patterns and statistical analysis on the municipality level

showed a significant, negative correlation between CF carriership rate

and TB incidence, independent of any of the six socio-economic,

external determinants that could act as potential confounder.

Conclusion

Our study provides strong support for the hypothesis that carrying a

single CF mutation plays a protective role against Mtb infections. This

could be the evolutionary answer to the riddle of continued CF

occurrence and encourages biomedical research into the human

resistance genetics of infectious diseases.

#F132 − Imperfection of Sputum Examination for Chronic

Lung Infections in Bulgarian CF Patients.

Petrova G 1, Perenovska P 1, Lesichkova S 2, Miteva D 1, Lazova S 1,
Atanasova S 3, Strateva T 3.
1Pediatric clinic, University Hospital “Alexandrovska”, Medical University of Sofia
− Sofia, Bulgaria; 2Clinical immunology clinic and stem cell bank, University
Hospital “Alexandrovska”, Medical University of Sofia, Sofia, Bulgaria − Sofia,
Bulgaria; 3Department of Medical Microbiology, Faculty of Medicine, Medical
University of Sofia − Sofia, Bulgaria

Background

The percentage of chronic infections with Pseudomonas aeruginosa in

Bulgarian patients with cystic fibrosis (CF) is one of the highest

reported of all EU countries. Patients with CF in nearly 30–35% have

difficulties in expectorating sputum (even after induction), which may

be the reason for the late detection of colonization with Pseudomonas

aeruginosa and thus the delay in implementing eradication regimens. In

the global standards for the treatment of patients with cystic fibrosis,

determination of antibodies to Pseudomonas aeruginosa is a major

element in tracing these patients, displacing even standard microbio-

logical testing.

Aim

To search for P. aeruginosa antibodies in patients with CF, even in the

absence of a microorganism in respiratory tract samples (sputum,

throat aspirate).

Material and methods

In 140 CF patients (76 males, 64 females; aged from 0.1 to 65 years),

we examined secretions from the airways for a precise microbiology

identification. We used an ELISA − ready kit for IgG antibodies to P.

aeruginosa detection in peripheral venous blood.

Results

Chronic infection with P. aeruginosa from respiratory samples was

found in 91 patients (65.40%). All these patients had high IgG levels of

anti-P. aeruginosa antibodies (over 50 U/ml). In the remaining 49
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patients without prior or current P. aeruginosa isolated in sputum, 6

(20%) were found to have elevated antibody levels.

Conclusion

Perhaps the reason for the negative statistic in Bulgaria is due to the

fact that the test for antibodies is not routinely performed in our

practice and we rely mostly on sputum/throat swabs and sometimes

we are unable to have truly early detection of colonization with

P. aeruginosa and our eradication regimens are delayed.
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#F135 − Inhaled Antibiotic Therapy: Experience of a

Specialized Cystic Fibrosis Center.

Pinto PL., Oliveira J., Pereira L., Barreto C.

Pneumology Unit, Department of Pediatrics, Hospital Santa Maria (CHLN), Lisbon
Academic Medical Center − Lisbon, Portugal

Purpose

The efficacy of inhaled antibiotics (IA) in treating chronic Pseudomonas

aeruginosa pulmonary infection in cystic fibrosis (CF) patients has been

established. More recently its efficacy as a therapy for eradication in

new infections is also known. Several regimens have been used with

success. The aim of this study is to assess our practices, evaluate the

safety and problems associated with the type and regimen of IA

therapy, performed in CF children followed in a tertiary hospital

between 2011–2015.

Methods

This retrospective study was conducted at the Santa Maria Hospital

Cystic Fibrosis Center. We examined the files of all patients in an IA

regimen and described demographic data, comorbidities, sputum

microbiology, antimicrobial resistance, prescribed IA, regimen type

and number of cycles.

Results

The mean age of the 50 included patients was 13(SD 5.69) years, 21

(42%) were male, 35(70%) homozygous for F508del mutation, 47

(94%) had pancreatic insufficiency and 3(6%) had diabetes. Themedian

age at the first IA therapy was 5.8yrs [8mths; 16yrs]. IA was mainly

instituted for P. aeruginosa but also for B. cepacia, S. maltophilia andM.

abcessus.

The main microbiological agents identified in sputum samples

were: P. aeruginosa(90%), S. aureus(84%), MRSA(22%), A. xylosidans

(26%), S. maltophilia(22%), B. cepacia(16%) and A. fumigatus(38%).

The most common IA treatment regimen was monotherapy in

72.2% of the patients, while 27.8% used 2 alternate/simultaneous

antibiotics.

In the monotherapy group, the antibiotics and regimens used

were: tobramycin “on-off” 60.2%, colistin 25.3%, ceftazidime 8.4%,

meropenem 2.4%, amikacin 1.2% and continuous tobramycin 1.2%

and in the double therapy group: tobramycin/colistin (every other

month) 62.5%, tobramycin/aztreonam (alternate months) 21.9%,

colistin/aztreonam (every other month) 12.5%, ceftazidime/aztreo-

nam (alternate months) 3.1%, meropenem/colistin (simultaneously)

3.1%.

Tobramycin was prescribed in 98% of patients (monotherapy/

alternate with another antibiotic), resistance developed in 5(10.2%)

and 12(24%) were previously infected with resistant strains. Five

patientswere treatedwith ceftazidime (3 colonizedwithB. cepacia and

2 with P. aeruginosa and B. cepacia) and resistance developed for B.

cepacia in 4 cases and for P. aeruginosa in 1 case.

A few patients reported bronchoconstriction with tobramycin

that was resolved with salbutamol administration before tobramycin

in all patients, except one. All patients were checked for

nephrotoxicity which was not found. No other adverse events

were noticed.

Median length of IA therapy was 12[1; 59] months and median

number of hospital admissions during IA therapy was 2[1; 11].

Conclusion

In this center, during the study period, monotherapywas the preferred

regimen of IA therapy, with tobramycin “on-off” being the most

commonly used antibiotic. We classified this regimen as safe and easy

to perform, but antibiotic resistance is a problem to be considered on

the strategies employed.

#F142 − Genetic Mutations and Presentations in a Cystic

Fibrosis (CF) Clinic in a Low Middle Income Country.

Mphahlele R., Masekela R., Naidoo V., Thula S.

Maternal and Child Health, Nelson R. Mandela School of Medicine − Durban,
South Africa

Background

Cystic fibrosis (CF) is a common genetic disorder in the white

population and is increasingly being identified in non-white popula-

tions. Black African children with CF commonly present with

nutritional and growth abnormalities, with little known about their

mutation status.

Objectives

To describe the characteristics of children followed up at the CF clinic

at the Inkosi Albert Luthuli Central Hospital, South Africa.

Methods

A retrospective chart review of clinical, laboratory and lung function

data of patients registered from January 2013 to November 2016.

Means were calculated for age, weight, height, BMI and FEV1% with

standard deviations for normally distributed data. Pearson correlation

was used for comparing non categorical variables with p <0.005

considered as significant. Ethical approval was obtained from the

Biomedical Research Ethics Committee of the University of KwaZulu

Natal (Ref. BCA 469/15).
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Results

Data from 15 patients were reviewed. Their ages ranged from

26 months to 219 months and 46% were female. Sixty percent were

white and 26.6% were black African. The mean age at diagnosis was

higher in non-whites: 104 ± 46 months vs. whites 1 ± 1 month (p

< 0.00001).Mean sweat chloride concentration for non-white children

was higher in those with mutations: 127 ± 9mmol/L vs. those without

mutations 73 ± 22mmol/L (p < 0.01), 89% were pancreatic insuffi-

cient. The white group had better nutritional status with body mass

index (BMI) of 17.2 ± 2.4 kg/m2 compared with 14.5 ± 1.6 kg/m2 for

non-whites. Age at diagnosis had a negative correlation with weight-

for-age z-score (-0.61, p < 0.05) and body mass index (BMI) (-0.54, p

< 0.05). The mean predicted forced expiratory volume in 1 second

(FEV1%) was 70 ± 35 %. FEV1% had a positive correlation with weight

z-score (0.83, p < 0.001) and BMI (0.59, p < 0.05). phelF508.del was

the most commonly identified mutation in white patients; with 4

homozygotes and 4 heterozygotes. The South African 30 mutation

panel test missed 2 of the cases of CF in 5 non-white children prior to

complete CFTR gene sequencing. 1 patient of black African descent

was found to have the mutation L218X/c.2788G>5 and the other of

Indian descent, was found to have the mutation S1255P/R709X.

Conclusion

CF is diagnosed late in non-white children in SA, affecting their growth

and lung function. A genetic panel that includes mutations specific to

children of African descent is required.

#F164 − Fat Free Mass Deficit in Children and Adolescents

with Cystic Fibrosis. What is the Implication in Pulmonary

function?

Asseiceira I 1, Mexia S 1, Martins T 1, Almeida Nunes P 1, Pereira L 2,
Barreto C 3.
1Dietetic and Nutrition Service, Hospital Santa Maria (CHLN), Lisbon Academic
Medical Center − Lisbon, Portugal; 2Pneumology Pediatric Unit. Department of
Pediatrics, Hospital Santa Maria (CHLN), Lisbon Academic Medical Center −
Lisbon, Portugal; 3Pediatric Service. Department of Pediatrics, Hospital Santa
Maria (CHLN), Lisbon Academic Medical Center − Lisbon, Portugal

Background and Aim

Children with cystic fibrosis (CF) usually have poor nutritional status

and this condition is associated with worsened lung function. The aim

of this study was to evaluate body composition and relate the latter to

pulmonary function.

Methods

Cross-sectionalstudywith34children/adolescents followedinaspecialized

CF center. Demographic, clinical and functional data were collected: sex,

age and genotype, pancreatic and respiratory function. We also collected

weight, height, fat mass (FM), fat free mass (FFM) and triceps skinfold;

the nutritional indexes were calculated. Statistics by IBM®SPSS® 22.

Results

Mean age was 10.3 ± 4.7 years, 61.8% female; most patients (67.6%)

were homozygous for mutation Fdel508; 91.2% had pancreatic

insufficiency. The mean FEV1% was 93.4 ± 20.4%. Regarding

nutritional status, 85.3% of the patients were eutrophic and 8.8%

had lowweight. However, according to bioimpedance, 80% of patients

were found to have excess FM, and 84% had high FFM deficit. Males

had less FFM index (FFMI) than females (7.3 ± 2.5 vs. 9.9 ± 2.3;

p<0.05). A positive correlation was found between FEV1% and BMI z-

score (R = 0.414; p = 0.026) and with the FFMI (R = 0.413, p = 0.045).

Conclusion

These results show that patients exhibit significant changes in body

composition characterized by an excess in FM and a deficit in FFM

even though the BMI showed they were eutrophic. In this context,

further studies are necessary to identify the therapeutics needed to

improve body composition and inflammatory activity, since a higher

FFMI is associated with the best parameters of pulmonary function.

G. RESPIRATORY MANIFESTATIONS OF
EXTRA-PULMONARY DISEASES (INCLUDING
AIDS)

#G4 − Prevalence and Pattern of Respiratory Diseases in

Children Living With HIV in Enugu, South-East Nigeria

Ayuk AC., Ubesie AC., Iloh KK., Emodi IJ., Ibeziako
NS., Obumneme-Anyim IN., Enemuo EJ., Anikene CJ.

Pediatrics, University of Nigeria Teaching Hospital − Ituku-Ozalla, Nigeria

Rationale

The lung is a major target organ for human immunodeficiency virus

(HIV) infection, rendering it susceptible to both infectious and non-

infectious complications. This work assesses the prevalence and

pattern of respiratory diseases amongHIV-infected children attending

our HIV specialist clinic.

Methods

A 10 -year retrospective review of HIV-infected children who were

seen at the Pediatric HIV clinic of the University of Nigeria Teaching

Hospital, Ituku/Ozalla, Enugu. HIV diagnosis was made by HIV DNA

PCR testing, pneumonia diagnosis was made using WHO Pneumonia

clinical algorithm; Pulmonary Tuberculosis (PTB) diagnosis was made

using clinical and radiological criteria (fever, cough of >1 month

duration, weight loss, history of contact with adult with chronic cough,

night sweats, and at least one positive smear/Gene Xpert test of

sputum or gastric aspirate while Chest X-ray interpretation was

performed by an independent consultant radiologist). Reported

changes included bronchovascular markings or reticular densities,

parenchymal consolidation, nodular densities and hyperinflation.

Socio-economic status was determined by methods as described by

Oyedeji. Data analyses were performed with the Statistical Package

for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 19 (Chicago, IL).

Results

A total of 522HIV-infected childrenwere included in the data analysis.

There were 267 females (51.1%) and 255 males (48.9%) with 341
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children (65.3%) being from the lower social class. Mother-to-child

transmission of HIV accounted for 481 (92.5%) of the infections. One

hundred and eighty-one (34.7%) study participants had respiratory

infections. Fifty-three of the 181 (29.3%) children with respiratory

infections had acute respiratory infections (ARI), 107 (59.1%) had PTB,

while 21 (11.6%) had chronic suppurative otitis media (CSOM). The

mean age at last birthday among children with respiratory diagnosis

was 9.9 ± 3.8 years compared to 9.9 ± 4.9 years among those without

respiratory infections (p = 0.99). One hundred and twenty-four of 181

children (72.5%) with respiratory infections compared to 18 of 287

(6.3%) without infections had abnormal chest x-ray (p < 0.001).

Twenty-four of 165 children (14.5%) with respiratory infections

compared to 37 of 322 (11.5%) without respiratory infections were on

second-line HAART (p = 0.39). No data on spirometry were available

for all study participants.

Conclusions

Respiratory infections are prevalent among children with HIV; the

most common in our series being pulmonary tuberculosis. Chronic

radiological changes are more common in HIV-infected children with

clinical features of respiratory pathology. There is need for further

pediatric pulmonology reviews such as serial lung function measure-

ment in HIV-infected children with pulmonary diseases.

#G50 − Pulmonary Involvement in Children with Selective

IgG3

Papadopoulou A 1 Charisi M 2, Giannoula F 2, Kostaridou S 2,
Mermiri DZ 2.
1Pediatric Allergy and Asthma Unit, KAT General Hospital, − Athens, Greece;
2Allergology and Respiratory Unit, Penteli’s Children Hospital, Palaia Penteli −
Athens, Greece

Objective

IgG immunodeficiency is the most frequent impairment of humoral

immunity that results in severe infections in children. However,

selective IgG3 deficiency is not well described. It is diagnosed if a low

value of IgG3 is constantly detected whereas total IgG remains in the

normal concentration range according to the children’s age. The aim of

this study was to identify the clinical presentation from the respiratory

tract of children with selective IgG3 deficiency.

Methods

34 children (22 boys, mean age 5.7 ± 3.4 y) with selective IgG3

deficiency were examined in our unit during the last ten years. The

reported presenting symptoms were lifetime and current asthma in

70.6% and 53% respectively while 20 cases (58.8%) were admitted

to hospital due to pneumonia or respiratory distress. Results. In

26.5% and in 47% of the cases, chronic rhinosinusitis and protracted

bacterial bronchitis, with positive sputum or BAL culture, were

respectively detected. The imaging study (CXR, HRCT) showed in

38% and 41% cases consolidation and atelectasis of middle lobes,

respectively. Sensitization to aero allergens was found in 26.5% of

children.

Conclusion

Selective IgG3 deficiency in children frequently manifests

with protracted bacterial bronchitis and chronic rhinosinusitis,

often complicated with pneumonia or atelectasis. Clinical

presentation seems to point to chronic inflammation of the

respiratory tract and it should be suspected in cases with similar

presentation.

#G52 − The relationship between Protracted Bacterial

Bronchitis and Upper Gastrointestinal Diseases.

Mermiri DZ 1, Charisi M 1, Kondilis I1, Kostaridou S 1,
Papadopoulou A 2.
1Allergology and Respiratory Unit, Penteli’s Children Hospital, Palaia Penteli −
Athens, Greece; 2Pediatric Allergy and Asthma Unit, KAT General Hospital, −
Athens, Greece

Objectives

Protracted bacterial bronchitis (PBB) is a clinical condition

characterized by chronic wet cough lasting for>4 weeks which

resolves fully following appropriate prolonged antibiotic treat-

ment. The main risk factors are impaired mucociliary clearance

after viral respiratory infection, airway malacia, immunodefi-

ciency and exposure to tobacco smoke or industrial pollution.

The aim of this study was to describe four cases of PBB

which presented with intense considerable upper gastric (GI)

symptomatology.

Cases Presentation

Recurrent chronic rhinitis and wet cough were the main

presenting symptomatology in all three cases whereas dyspnea

or wheezing occurred quite rarely. Immunological profile was

normal. Even though inhaler bronchodilators, corticosteroids

(both during exacerbation as well as prophylactic treatment) and

per os antibiotics were frequently used, none proved to be

helpful. The detailed revision of their medical history revealed

nutritional difficulties with recurrent symptoms of vomiting and

anorexia. Bronchoscopy evaluation showed increased percentage

of neutrophils (30%-88%) and three cases had increased numbers

of eosinophils (30%). BAL cultures showed gram +ve bacillus

>105 mainly Haemophilus Influenzae and Moraxella catarrhalis in

all cases. Gastroscopy evaluation revealed severe GER in one

case and severe eosinophilic esophagitis in the other three with

BAL eosinophilia. All symptoms completely resolved when

appropriate therapy for GER disease and eosinophilic esophagitis

was followed.

Conclusion

In persistent PBB, unresponsive to treatment, co-morbidity with GI

disease must be thoroughly sought for and evaluated. Common

embryonic origins as well as immunological signaling pathways of both

respiratory and GI tract may represent one of the underlying

mechanisms for the relationship found between these two different

disease entities.
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#G73 − Isolated Acute Lupus Pneumonitis as the Initial

Presentation of Systemic Lupus Erythematosus in An

8-Year-old Girl.

Aslan AT 1, Şismanlar T 1, Buyan N 2, Gezgin Yıldırım D 2,
Özdemir Y 3, Boyunaga O 4.
1Pediatric Pulmonology, Gazi University Hospital − Ankara, Turkey; 2Pediatric
Rheumatology, Gazi University Medicine Faculty − Ankara, Turkey; 3Pediatric
Nephrology, Gazi University Medicine Faculty − Ankara, Turkey; 4Radiology, Gazi
University Medicine Faculty − Ankara, Turkey

Introduction

Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) is a multisystem autoimmune

connective tissue disease and commonly presentwith arthritis, cutaneous

manifestations, cytopenia and glomerulonephritis. Pulmonary involve-

ment is broad in SLE of which themost frequentmanifestation is pleuritis.

Herein,we report an8-year-old girlwith isolated acute lupuspneumonitis.

Case Report

An 8-year-old female patient was referred to the Pediatric Pulmonol-

ogy Department for dry cough and weight loss for one month. There

was no consanguinity in the family. She had no history of recurrent

infection, exposure to feathers/birds excrement or drug use. There

were crepitant crackles in both lungs on physical examination.

Diffuse fibrotic changes and parenchymal consolidation were found

on chest x-ray and thorax CT revealed common fibrotic changes,

interlobular septal thickening and subpleural parenchymal consolida-

tion compatible with organizing pneumonia. Pulmonary function tests

were compatiblewith a restrictive pattern. Acute phase reactantswere

negative. All microbiological investigations including tuberculosis were

negative. ANA 2+, Anti dsDNAwere positive, C3-C4were normal. She

had no proteinuria, hematuria, arthritis, rash or hematological

abnormalities. Her eye examination was normal. Bronchoscopy was

performed with neutrophilic dominance in bronchoalveolar fluid. Lung

biopsy revealed NSIP-like areas with plasma cell-rich inflammatory cell

infiltrate in addition to patchy consolidated areas with increased

interstitial fibrosis and chronic pleuritis. She was diagnosed as SLE and

systemic steroid treatment was initiated. On the fourth month of

treatment, althoughherANAandAnti-dsDNAwerenegative, shehada

Cushingoid appearance, common stria on the legs and back, osteopo-

rosis and mild glaucoma. Steroid treatment was progressively tapered

and azothiopurine and mycophenolate mofetil were started respec-

tively. After steroid treatment started to be reduced, ANA and Anti

dsDNA results were again positive. Since therewas no improvement in

pulmonary function test and radiological findings after reducing steroid

treatment, hydroxychloroquine treatment was added. Her radiological

findings and pulmonary function tests were improved. She is currently

followed without any complaint for two years.

Discussion

Pleuropulmonary manifestations of SLE include pleuritis, pleural

effusion, pulmonary hemorrhage, acute lupus pneumonitis, chronic

lupus pneumonitis, shrinking lung syndrome and pulmonary hyperten-

sion. Only interstitial lung involvement in SLE is very rare, especially in

childhood.

#G82 − Prediction of Treatment Outcome in Children with

Obstructive Sleep Apnea and Down Syndrome by

Functional Respiratory Imaging.

Slaats M. 1, Loterman D 2, Van Holsbeke C 2, Vos W 2, De
Backer J 2, De Backer W 3, Wojciechowski M. 1, Boudewyns A 4,
Verhulst S 1.
1Pediatrics, Antwerp University Hospital − Edegem, Belgium; 2Bioengineering,
Fluidda − Kontich, Belgium; 3Pulmonology, Antwerp University Hospital −
Edegem, Belgium; 4ENT, Antwerp University Hospital − Edegem, Belgium

Purpose of the Study

Prevalence of obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is between 24–79% in

children with Down syndrome (DS). The complexity of the pathogen-

esis of OSA in these children is illustrated by a high incidence of

residual OSA after adenotonsillectomy (AT) and by a frequent need for

additional treatment. The aim of this study was to investigate whether

functional respiratory imaging (FRI) could predict treatment outcome

in children with DS and OSA.

Methods

Caucasian children with DS diagnosed with OSA by polysomnog-

raphy were prospectively included. All children underwent

a thorough evaluation and an ultra-low dose computed

tomography scan of the upper airway (UA). The upper airway

tract was extracted from the scan and combined with computa-

tional fluid dynamics for FRI. Decisions on the need and type

of surgery were based upon findings during drug-induced sleep

endoscopy. Results were evaluated by a control polysomnog-

raphy (PSG) after surgery. Children without a second PSG

were excluded.

Results

Twenty-nine children were included: 14 boys, mean age of

7.6 ± 5.2 years, mean body mass z-score of 0.7 ± 1.2 and

obstructive apnea-hypopnea index (oAHI) of 17.1 events/hour

(3.1–70). Two children had a history of AT, 1 had undergone

tonsillectomy. Seven children were diagnosed with moderate, 16

with severe OSA. DISE-directed surgery consisted of tonsillectomy

(n = 8), AT (n = 13) and adenoidectomy in 1 patient. Three children

only received medical treatment with orthodontics. After treat-

ment, 25 children underwent a second PSG, 17 children had

persistent OSA (oAHI>2/hr), however, 15 patients had a>50%

decrease in oAHI. Children with>50% decrease in oAHI were

significantly younger, had a lower conductance of the airway and

less tongue base collapse. A>50% decrease in oAHI was predicted

by a conductance of less than 3.58 1/kPa/L (OR 0.2; CI 0.052;-

0.891, p = 0.03). This cut-off value had a sensitivity of 100% and a

specificity of 93%. There was a difference between children

younger (n = 16) and older than 8 years old (n = 9). Younger

children: 13 of 16 children had a decrease of >50% in oAHI after

treatment. Children with a good response to treatment had a

significantly lower conductance of the upper airway (p = 0.007).

Older children: 2 of 9 children had a decrease of>50%, tongue base

collapse was observed in 7 children.
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Conclusions

This is the first study predicting treatment outcome inDS childrenwith

OSA by FRI. Younger children have a better treatment outcome than

older children. A conductance higher than 3.58 and tongue base

obstruction in children (> 8 years) were associated with insufficient

response to (adeno)tonsillectomy.

#G87 − An Infra-Diaphragmatic Cystic Teratoma as a

Treatable Cause of Chronic Respiratory Insufficiency.

Vaz Rodrigues S 1, Ferreira de Lima S 1, Alves R 1, Casimiro A 2,
Pascoal J 1.
1Pediatric Surgery, Hospital Dona estefânia − Lisboa, Portugal; 2Pediatric
Pneumology, Hospital Dona Estefânia − Lisboa, Portugal

Aim of the Study

To present a case of successful treatment of a midline infra-

diaphragmatic teratoma compressing the chest cavity and leading to

respiratory insufficiency and oxygen therapy in a toddler with

Rubinstein-Taybi Syndrome.

Methods

A retrospective analysis of a clinical case.

Main Results

A 4-month-old girl with Rubinstein-Taybi Syndrome presented

with stridor related to tracheomalacia, severe alimentary difficul-

ties resulting from GER and progressive cardiac and respiratory

insufficiency leading to permanent oxygen therapy, with increasing

O2 needs, that is interpreted as a result of PAD and Pulmonary

Interstitial Disease. The DA was then surgically closed. At

20 months of age, due to the escalation of these symptoms and

the appearance of an anterior chest wall deformity, the patient had

a Thoracic CT Scan that showed, in addition to a bilateral ground

glass opacity, an anterior large cystic mass in the thoraco-

abdominal transition, that was confirmed by MRI. The patient

underwent Kocher Laparotomy and a large infra-diaphragmatic

mass that was shaping the anterior wall of the liver was identified.

The mass was totally resected with no intra-operative complica-

tions. The thorax recovered its normal shape after the mass was

resected. The pathology revealed that the mass was a Bigerminal

Mature Teratoma. The post-operative period was uneventful. The

patient was extubated at D1 after surgery. Afterwards she

maintained O2 saturations above 98% with no need for supple-

mentary O2. Two months after surgery, the patient remains well

with no respiratory complaints.

Conclusion

Rubinstein-Taybi Syndrome is a rare condition, affecting 1 in 125.000

newborns. Children with this syndrome have an increased risk of

developing respiratory problems and benign and malignant tumors. It

is important to look for treatable causes of respiratory insufficiency in

these patients and a multidisciplinary approach is crucial to achieve

good results.

#G123 − Case Report: Malignant Peripheral Nerve Sheath

Tumor Presenting with Pleural Effusion in a Teenager with

Neurofibromatosis Type-1.

Cox KM., Longwell R., Unger S., Urquhart D., MacLeod K.

Department of Respiratory and Sleep Medicine, Royal Hospital for Sick Children,
The University of Edinburgh − Edinburgh, United Kingdom

Introduction

Neurofibromatosis Type 1 (NF-1) is a neurocutaneous syndrome

with patients at high risk of concomitant malignancy. We present

the investigation and management of unilateral pleural effusion

and mediastinal mass in a pediatric patient. Case: A fourteen

year-old Caucasian female with NF-1 presented with a 10-day

history of worsening shortness of breath and lower back pain

radiating to her left shoulder. The patient was known to have a left

ulnar nerve plexiform neurofibroma since birth, which extended

into the brachial plexus and intraspinal canal. This lesion was being

monitored regularly and was stable according to serial MRI

imaging, last performed 3 months previously. There was no history

of fevers, hemoptysis, night sweats or weight loss, although the

patient looked cachectic. A chest radiograph on admission showed

diffuse left hemithorax opacification with contralateral mediasti-

nal shift (Fig 1).

A chest ultrasound suggested a heterogenous mass inferior

to the effusion. Initial biochemistry showed an elevated C-

reactive protein (75 mg/L) and low albumin (26g/L). A 10-French

pigtail chest drain was inserted, draining copious amounts of

blood stained fluid. Fluid microscopy showed no organisms or

acid fast bacilli. CT chest showed a heterogeneous soft tissue

mass extending to the pericardium and posterior mediastinum,

involving the left lower lobe and displacing the left hemi-

diaphragm inferiorly (Fig 2).

A laparoscopy biopsy of the mass was taken, with histopa-

thology indicating a high-grade malignant peripheral nerve

sheath tumor. The patient was referred for oncological and

surgical assessment. Cardiac MRI showed invasion of the

posterior pericardium, however no bone involvement was shown

by isotope scan and bone marrow trephine. Discussion: A

mediastinal mass in a patient with NF 1 has a wide differential,

including spindle cell sarcomas such as malignant peripheral

nerve sheath tumors (MPNST). NF-1 patients with plexiform

neurofibromas have a 10–15% incidence of transformation into

MPNST. MPNSTs are more likely to arise in adults with only

10–20% of diagnoses made in pediatric patients. The most

common sites of occurrence are the trunk wall, extremities and

head/neck region. Chest involvement is rare. These tumors can

be highly invasive with multiple sites of metastases. Tumors are

not typically responsive to chemotherapy and management

focuses on surgical resection with a possibility of radiotherapy

thereafter. Although a surgical procedure would probably not be

curative, it was offered to the patient and her family as a life

prolonging measure. She underwent surgical resection under an
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adult cardiothoracic team. Conclusion: We describe a case of a

rapidly growing MPNST in a pediatric patient with NF-1 leading

to respiratory complications due to its uncommon location. The

prognosis for this patient is poor and treatment will be centered

around palliation of symptoms if complete resection proves

impossible.

Figure 1 Chest radiograph on admission

Figure 2 CT chest with contrast showing heterogenous mass in left

lower hemi-thorax

#G129 − Assessment of Pulmonary Function in a Cohort of

Children with Sickle-Cell Disease.

Tebbache S 1, Lefèvre N 1, Ferster A 2, Hanssens L 1.
1Department of Pulmonology, Allergology and Cystic Fibrosis, Hôpital Universi-
taire des Enfants Reine Fabiola, Université Libre de Bruxelles − Brussels, Belgium;
2Department of Hematology-Oncology, Hôpital Universitaire des Enfants Reine
Fabiola, Université Libre de Bruxelles − Brussels, Belgium

Purpose of the Study

Pulmonary complications of sickle cell disease (SCD), such as

chronic sickle cell lung disease and acute chest syndromes (ACS),

are important causes of morbidity and mortality. Since the

highest incidence of ACS occurs during childhood, lung alteration

may start early in life. The main aim of our study was to assess the

prevalence of pulmonary function alteration in children with SCD

followed at our hospital. The secondary aims were to look for

association between altered pulmonary parameters and poten-

tially deleterious variables, in order to identify potential risk

factors.

Methods

We retrospectively reviewed the files of the 168 children with SCD

followed in our hospital and recorded their pulmonary parameters, as

well as anthropometric data, biological variables and clinical events.

We then assessed their pulmonary function and looked for association

with the recorded data.

Results

We found a very high proportion of patients with severe phenotype

(hemoglobin SS or Sβ0) and treated with daily hydroxyurea in our

cohort. More than half of the patients (55%) presented a ventilatory

function alteration, of which 38%were obstructive and 17% restrictive.

Lower oxygen saturation, higher white blood cells, as well as a higher

number of vaso-occlusive crises (VOC) were found in the group

presenting an obstructive lung alteration. A significant negative

correlation between the white blood cell count and FEV1/FVC as

well as FEF25-75 was revealed; supporting the hypothesis that chronic

inflammation could be responsible for obstruction of the small airways.

A history of ACSwas significantly correlatedwith a worse FEV1, FEV1/

FVC, FVC and FEF25-75. The number of ACS and the length of stay

were also significantly correlated with lower FEV1 and FEV1/FVC.

Conclusion

Pulmonary functionalterationsappear tostartearly inchildhoodofpatients

with SCD, and to be associated with clinical events such as ACS and VOC.

However, further prospective studies are needed to confirm the link

between ACS and obstruction of the small airways in children with SCD.

Reflections and Concrete Proposal

Youngchildrenbeingmore likely topresentACS, and recentdatashowinga

greater rate of decline of pulmonary function in young children, our results

support the fact that screening for lung alterations should begin early in

childhood, as well as asthma diagnosis and airway hyperresponsiveness

detection, topreventseriousacuteandchroniceffects inchildrenwithSCD.

H. NEUROMUSCULAR AND CHEST WALL
DISEASES (INCLUDING SIDS)

#H62 − Diaphragmatic Dysfunction in SEPN1-related

Myopathy.

Caggiano S 1, Khirani S 2, Amaddeo A 2, Richard P 3, Dabaj I 4,
Cavassa E 4, Desguerre I 5, Estournet B 4, Cutrera R 1, Ferreiro A 5,
Quijano-Roy S 6, Fauroux B 2.
1Respiratory Unit, Pediatric Department Bambino Gesù Children’s Hospital −
Rome, Italy; 2Pediatric noninvasive ventilation and sleep unit, AP-HP, Hôpital
Necker-Enfants Malades − Paris, France; 3UF Cardiogénétique et Myogénétique,
Service de Biochimie Métabolique, AP-HP, Groupe Hospitalier Pitié-Salpêtrière −
Paris, France; 4Pôle pédiatrique, Service de Pédiatrie, 4AP-HP, Hôpital Raymond
Poincaré, Hôpitaux Universitaires Paris-Ile-de-France Ouest − Garches, France;
5Neurology Department, AP-HP, Hôpital Necker-Enfants Malades − Paris, France;
6Centre de Référence Maladies Neuromusculaires Garches-Necker-Mondor-Hen-
daye, Université Versailles Saint-Quentin (UVSQ), UFR des sciences de la santé
Simone Veil − Montigny, France
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Background

SEPN1-related myopathy (SEPN1-RM) is characterized by axial

predominance of muscle weakness, early scoliosis, rigid spine, and

severe respiratory insufficiency which is lethal without nocturnal

noninvasive ventilation (NIV). The aim of the studywas to characterize

the mechanisms of respiratory dysfunction in SEPN1-RM patients.

Methods

Breathing pattern and respiratory muscle strength were measured by

means of esophageal (Pes) and gastric (Pgas) pressures.

Findings

Seven patients aged 7–55 years (1 adult) at first respiratory muscle

test, were studied. Five patients were treated by nocturnal NIV ≥ 4

months. Mean ΔPes (7 · 8 ± 2 · 1 cmH2O) was within normality during

tidal breathing, whereas the ΔPgas/ΔPes index indicated an increased

contribution of the rib cage and expiratory muscles, as compared

to the diaphragm in the pediatric patients. In the adult patient,

ΔPgas/ΔPes was +3, indicating bilateral diaphragmatic paralysis.

Forced vital capacity (FVC) was reduced in all patients (52 ± 19%pr)

with a mean FVC seated-supine drop of 24 ± 7%. Global inspiratory

muscle and diaphragmatic strengths were respectively reduced in 2

patients (sniff esophageal pressure (SniffPes), −52 ± 9 cmH2O; sniff

transdiaphragmatic pressure (SniffPdi), 40 ± 0 cmH2O), highly reduced

in 4 patients (SniffPes, −30 ± 4 cmH2O; SniffPdi, 18 ± 7 cmH2O), and

severely reduced in the adult patient (SniffPes, −11 cmH2O; SniffPdi,

−7 cmH2O). Expiratory muscle strength was moderately reduced in 6

patients and severely reduced in the adult patient. FVC and respiratory

muscle strength remained stable in 2 patients treated by nocturnal NIV

within a 3-year follow-up.

Interpretation

Diaphragmatic dysfunction is a characteristic feature of SEPN1-RM

and NIV may stabilize the decline in respiratory muscle strength.

#H133 − The Impact of Scoliosis on Lung Function in

Children.

Lazova S 1, Yablanski V 2, Perenovska P 1, Vlaev E 2, Priftis S 3,
Rafailova H 1, Petrova G 1.
1Pediatric Clinic, University Hospital “Alexandrovska”, Medical University of Sofia
− Sofia, Bulgaria; 2Orthopedics Department, Tokuda Hospital − Sofia, Bulgaria;
3Faculty of Medicine, Medical University of Sofia − Sofia, Bulgaria

Introduction

Scoliosis is the most common abnormality of the spine with direct

effects on the thoracic cage. Scoliosis has generally been associated

with the development of restrictive lung disease. Pulmonary function

testing (PFT) is of great importance in the evaluation of lung function.

Spirometry is simple, noninvasive, and has been the most commonly-

used technique in children.

Objectives

To evaluate the PFT data of children with scoliosis and compare the

latter with healthy children and children with asthma.

Materials and Methods

After obtaining signed informed consent from the parents, we

performed PFT in 31 children aged 5 to 17 years. The children were

divided into three groups − 10 children with scoliosis, 10 healthy

children (with no history of respiratory diseases) and 10 children with

confirmed asthma.

Results

The three groups had similar age (p = 0.079), sex (p = 0.19) and

FVC/FEV1 (p = 0.403) distribution. The results for FVC%pred,

FEV1%pred and MMEF 25/75%pred were significantly different

with p = 0.009, p = 0.002 and p = 0.001 respectively. The lowest

FVC%pred was in the scoliosis group, while the healthy and

asthmatic children had comparable higher values. The children

with asthma demonstrated the lowest MMEF 25/75%, while

children with scoliosis had higher values than asthmatics but lower

than the healthy children. The FEV1% pred was higher in the

healthy group while children with scoliosis and children with

asthma had comparable lower values.

Conclusion

The children with scoliosis demonstrated diminished expiratory

flow rates, while the FEV1/FVC ratio was within normal ranges.

Evaluation of their PFT is essential in their management plan

for early intervention should not only a restriction-type deficiency

be noted.
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#H200 – Long-term Invasive Ventilation in Children with

Congenital Myopathy − Case Reports.

Cardoso AL 1, Freitas AC 1, Sousa R 1, Tinoco A 2, Ramos A 1,
Morais L 1.
1Pediatric Pulmonology Unit, Pediatrics Department, Centro Hospitalar do Porto
− Porto, Portugal; 2Pediatric Care Point REMEO, Linde Healthcare, Linde Health-
care − Porto, Portugal

Introduction

Congenital myopathies are characterized by early onset of nonpro-

gressive symptoms such as generalized hypotonia and hyporeflexia. If

left untreated, these children eventually die from respiratory failure.

We describe 3 patients with congenital myopathy who required

tracheostomy and home long-term invasive ventilation.

Case 1

Eleven-month-old girl with nemaline myopathy with invasive ventila-

tion from birth and tracheostomy performed at 69 days of life. Shewas

discharged home at 4.5 months of age and is on long-term invasive

ventilationwithmechanical assisted cough and chest physiotherapy as

adjuvant treatment. She had one respiratory infection before

discharge and no more hospital admissions thereafter. She has good
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social interaction (social smile and eye contact, able to interact and

play with limited limb movements) and is fed by gastrostomy.

Case 2

Sixteen-month-old girl with nemaline myopathy with mechanical

invasive ventilation frombirth, tracheostomy from the 62nd day of life,

discharged home at 4.5 months of age. She is now ventilated and

managed at homewith chest physiotherapy as adjuvant treatment and

had no more admissions. Main complications are occasional bleeding

from the tracheostomy and chronic nasal infection with Serratia

marcescens. She is fed by gastrostomy, has good social skills and is able

to communicate through eye and head movements.

Case 3

Three-year-old boy with centronuclear myopathy, born at 30 weeks

gestation, who was on invasive ventilation from birth, with tracheos-

tomy performed on the 84th day of life. He was discharged home at

3 months of chronological age on long-term invasive ventilation, with

mechanical assisted cough and chest physiotherapy as adjuvant

treatment. After being discharged home, he had 6 other hospital

admissions, mostly with respiratory infections. He also has cardiac

dysfunction requiring diuretic medication and ophthalmoparesia as

comorbidities and is fed by gastrostomy. He is severely hypotonic with

inexpressive facies.

Discussion

Long term ventilation is an essential life-sustainingmeasure for children

with congenital myopathy. Home long-term ventilation represents not

only a gain in quantity of life, butmainly in quality of life for the children

and their families. Nevertheless, these children’s life expectancy is still

very limited and the decision to perform tracheostomy should take

complex ethical and economic questions into account.

I . EPIDEMIOLOGY, ENVIRONMENTAL RISKS,
PREVENTION, SOCIO-ECONOMIC COST,
PUBLIC HEALTH RESOURCES

#I15 − Family History, Cord Blood Immunoglobulin E and

Allergy Symptoms in the First 4 Years of Life.

Tesari Crnković H., Drkulec V., Šimić Klarić A., Tomić Rajić M.,
Kolundžić Z.

Pediatrics, General County Hospital of Požega, School of Medicine University of
Osijek − Požega, Croatia

Introduction

In our prospective study, we wanted to assess the relationship

between family history, cord blood Immunoglobulin E (cIgE) levels and

appearance of allergy symptoms in the first 4 years of life.

Methods

A total of 139 unselected newborn babies born in the maternity

department of the General County Hospital of Požega from

December 2009 to September 2010 were prospectively followed

from birth up to age 4. Informed consent from their mothers was

obtained and this study was approved by the local ethics committee.

Umbilical cord blood was obtained by the puncture of the cord vein.

Total concentration of cIgE was determined by electro-chemilumines-

cence immunoassay (Cobas, e411, Roche diagnostics, Tokyo, Japan).

The concentration of IgA in cord blood was measured to rule out

maternal contamination of the cord blood specimen. Family history

was obtained using structured interview of the child’s mother by the

clinician. At the age of 1 and 2 years, the children were re-assessed

with clinical examination and structured parental interviews by the

physician. At the age of 4 (3 years and 8 months to 4 years and 1

month), interviews with parents were undertaken. The subjects’

history of allergy symptoms or physician-diagnosed atopic eczema,

wheezing bronchitis, food allergy and allergic rhinitis was recorded.

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to assess data normality. The

Chi-square test was used to analyze differences between groups with

and without allergic disease regarding family history. Spearman

correlation coefficients between cIgE and allergy symptoms were

calculated. All P values below 0.05 were considered significant.

Statistical software STATISTICA version 10.0 was used in all statistical

procedures.

Results

Forty-six of the 139 children (33.0%) manifested allergy symptoms

during the 4-year follow-up period. Atopic dermatitis was diagnosed in

10.1% (14/139) of the children, 16.5% (23/139) had wheezing

bronchitis, 2.9% (4/139) had food allergy, and 3.6% (5/139) had

allergic rhinitis. Most of the children with atopy (n = 27) had a positive

family history. The values of cIgE ranged from 0.0 to 16.20 IU/ml.

Twenty-seven of the 139 neonates (19.4%) presented with an

elevated cIgE (≥0.5 IU/ml). Participants who had a positive family

history for allergy were more frequently in a group with at least one

allergic disease (P = 0.004). No significant correlation was found

between cIgE levels and allergy symptoms in the first 4 years of life.

Conclusion

Our study did not reveal an association between cIgE levels and

appearance of allergy symptoms. Children with positive family

history were more likely to manifest allergy symptoms in the first

4 years of life.

We would like to emphasize the importance of research on early

markers of atopic predisposition.

#I124 − Social, Demographic and Etiological Profile of

Severe Pneumonia in a Pediatric Service.

Mildemberger JG 1, Marcusso GS 2, Chong-Silva DC 1.
1Pediatric Department, Federal University of Paraná − Curitiba, Brazil; 2Pediatric
Department, Catholic University of Paraná − Curitiba, Brazil

Introduction

Pneumonia (PNM) is the main infectious cause of death of children

under 5 years of age and a leading cause of hospitalization in children

worldwide. There are a number of factors related to the prevalence
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and severity of cases, such as: nutritional condition, vaccination,

breastfeeding, hygiene conditions and socioeconomic factors. It is

therefore necessary to evaluate the profile of the cases in each region

such that these patients can be adequately treated.

Objective

The aim of this study was to establish a social, demographic and

etiological profile of pneumonias in children under 14 years of age

hospitalized between the years 2010 and 2015 at a Clinical Hospital of

the Federal University of Parana in Curitiba, Brazil.

Results

There were 345 cases of respiratory disease that required hospitaliza-

tion in the period studied; of these, 184 cases had a clinical and/or

radiological diagnosis of PNM. The profile of hospitalized children

showed that they were predominantly white boys, approximately

2 years of age, residents of urban areas of Curitiba, with adequate

weight for their age and complete vaccination. Sample with a report of

previous hospitalizations and comorbidities, per capita income in the

poverty line and parents with less than 8 years of schooling. Forty-one

childrenwere admitted to the ICU, accounting for 22.3% of the sample

as severe pneumonia. In less than 20%of cases, the etiologic agentwas

identified. When identified, virus was the main agent followed by

Streptococcus pneumoniae. Household agglomeration and low father’s

schooling was significantly more present in the severe pneumonia

(ICU) group aswell as time of antibiotic therapy, presence of sepsis and

greater number of days of oxygen therapy.

Conclusion

Despite the limitations of a retrospective and review study, the study

shows a high prevalence of pneumonia requiring hospitalization aswell

as the impact of social and economic conditions in this group.

#I138 − Guardian’s Knowledge Regarding Foreign Body

Aspiration in Young Children.

Imai T 1, Adachi Y 2, Ichimaru T 3, Ueda Y 4, Oh Y 5, Higuchi M 6.
1Pediatrics, Nippon Medical School − Tokyo, Japan; 2Pediatrics, University of
Toyama − Toyama, Japan; 3Pediatrics, Saga Handicapped Children Hospital −
Saga, Japan; 4Pediatrics, Ueda Children’s clinic − Kanagawa, Japan; 5Pediatrics,
Tokai University − Tokyo, Japan; 6Pediatric Pulmonology, National Center for
Child Health and Development − Tokyo, Japan

Methods

An 8 -item questionnaire was sent to the guardians of infants and

toddlers whose age were 4 months old (m.o.), 1.5 years old (y.o.) and 3

y.o.. Q1 “Did you know that peanuts and other nuts can cause

accidents involving FBA, Q2 “Did you know that small toys can cause

accidents involving FBA?”, Q3 “Did you know that sudden choking is

one of the symptoms of FBA?”, Q4 “Did you know that sudden

coughing is one of the symptoms of FBA?”, Q5 “Did you know that FBA

is most frequently seen in children aged 0–2 years old?”, Q6 “Did you

know that you should not give peanuts to a child younger than 3 years

old?”, Q7 “Did you know that when a child is holding a small toy in

his/her mouth, you should not make him/her cry when trying to take it

out?”, Q8 “Did you know that you should not allow a child to walk or

laugh while he/she is eating”. Guardian’s experiences regarding close

to choking episodes were also inquired.

Results

From October 2015 to March 2016, in the suburb area of Tokyo,

862 answers were collected from 890 sent questionnaires, 17

were eliminated due to incomplete responses; 845 cases were

analyzed. There were 284 infants in the 4 m.o. group, 273 in the

1.5 y.o. group and 272 in the 3 y.o. group. 96.5% of respondents

were the mother and 46% of analyzed children were a first-born

child. For Q1 to Q9, percentages of knowledge were significantly

low in the first-born children of the 4 m.o. group. For Q1, 69% of

mothers of 4 m.o. infants had light knowledge, while 95.1% of

mothers of the same age group had light knowledge for Q2. For

Q6, 42% of respondent in the 4 m.o. group had light knowledge,

and moreover only 21% respondents of the first-born children of

the 4 m.o. group had light knowledge. Guardians’ experience of

“near-miss” reached 23.8% in the 1.5 y.o. group and 8.1% in the

4 m.o. group. The same questionnaire survey was conducted in

2010 for guardians’ of 1.5 y.o. group, with the results resembling

the present survey.

Conclusions

A considerable number of guardians lacked the knowledge to prevent

FBA. Guardians who raise younger children especially a first-born

infant should be given adequate information.

#I140 − Fresh Air for Children − Results of an Enhanced

Smoking Cessation Counseling Study for Smoker Parents of

Pediatric Respiratory Patients.

Teoh OH 1, Goh A 1, Teo AH 1, Utravathy V 2, Md Sharif K 2,
Thomas B 1, Wong P 1, Cheong K 3.
1Department of Pediatrics, KK Women’s and Children’s Hospital − Singapore,
Singapore; 2Youth Health Programme Development 3, Health Promotion Board −
Singapore, Singapore; 3Research & Strategic Planning Division, Health Promotion
Board − Singapore, Singapore

Introduction

Secondhand smoke (SHS) is a mixture of sidestream and mainstream

smoke containing nicotine and toxic chemicals. Children can be

involuntarily exposed to SHS. Exposure to SHS is associated with

increased risk of respiratory infections and diseases, and is adversely

associated with the onset and control of asthma in children. Fresh

Air for Children (FAFC) is a collaborative study by KK Women’s &

Children’s Hospital (KKH) and the Health Promotion Board (HPB) to

assess the effectiveness of an enhanced smoking cessation

counseling program compared to the existing KKH smoking

cessation program.

Methods

The FAFC study was conducted among parents/caregivers of children

aged 1 to 12 years old attending outpatient respiratory clinics. A

questionnaire survey on demographic data and SHS exposure,
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knowledge and practices was administered, after which the HPB nurse

provided education and advice on SHS. Smoker parents present at the

clinic who agreed to intensive smoking cessation counseling were

referred to QuitLine, a HPB telephone smoking cessation helpline

administeredby trainedsmokingcessationcounselingnurses. Inaddition,

for smoker parents not present at the clinic, consent was obtained from

the attending parent/caregiver for the smoker parent to be referred to

and contacted by QuitLine. The KKH program provides education and

advice to attending parents/caregivers of children exposed to SHS, and

1-minute smoking cessation counseling and intensive smoking cessation

counseling only to smoker parents present at the clinic. The results of the

questionnaire survey and the QuitLine quit rate (defined as smoke free

for 6 months) for the enhanced program was analyzed. Historical data

from the KKH program was used for comparison.

Results

The enhanced program screened 125 individual parents/caregivers who

attended clinic reviews with their children over a 2-month period.

Knowledge on SHS for smoker and non-smoker parents/caregivers

attendingtheclinicwassimilar.Of these individualhouseholds,63 (50.4%)

hadat least1householdmemberwhosmoked. Lowereducational levelof

the respondent (p = 0.004) and household income (p = 0.014) were

associated with having smokers in the household. Smoker parents from

lower socioeconomicgroupweremore likely toagree toQuitLine referral.

After referral, 19 smoker parents agreed to QuitLine follow up. The quit

rate for QuitLine was 26% (5 out of 19). In comparison, over a 2.5 year

period, the KKH program provided 1 minute counseling to 655 smoker

parents/caregivers, with 30 smoker parents/caregivers receiving inten-

sive counseling. The quit rate was 23% (7 out of 30).

Conclusion

A high proportion of KKH pediatric respiratory patients are

involuntarily exposed to SHS. The quit rate for the HPB QuitLine

andKKH intensive counselingwere similar, but the enhanced program,

over a shorter program duration, was more efficient in helping parent

smokers initiate smoking cessation attempts, and to quit smoking.

#I144 − Hospitalization Rate as a Measure of Outpatient

Management Quality in Children with Asthma.

Dušanka Lepej DL, Aleksandra Zver AZ., Minca Mramor MM.,
Malena Aldeco MA., Ana Kotnik Pirš AK., Marina Praprotnik MP.,
Uroš Krivec UK.

Pulmonology, University Children’s Hospital − Ljubljana, Slovenia

Background

Asthma is one of the most common causes of hospitalization for

children in developed countries. The goal of outpatient asthma

management is to minimize asthma symptoms, normalize lung

function, and prevent hospital admissions for acute exacerbations.

Objective

To assess the effectiveness of the management of children with

asthma at our outpatient clinic in preventing hospitalizations for acute

asthma exacerbations.

Methods

We reviewed the medical records of children treated for asthma at

the outpatient clinic in 2015 and the discharge data for all children

hospitalized in the year 2016 for acute asthma exacerbation at the

University Children’s Hospital in Ljubljana.

Results

In 2016, there were 143 hospitalizations in 124 children for asthma

exacerbation. The hospital covers a population of 115,000 children,

thus giving a hospitalization rate of 0.12%. This is in line with the

Eurostat 2012 data, estimating an average of 0.2% age-specific annual

asthma hospitalization rate.

In 2015, 3678 children with asthma were seen at the outpatient

clinic. In the following year, there were 100 hospital admissions for

acute exacerbation among these patients, thus yielding a hospitaliza-

tion rate of 2.7 %. In 25% of these cases, the cause of asthma

deterioration was discontinuation of anti-inflammatory therapy by the

parents. None of patients was admitted to the intensive care unit. This

is similar to the reported average hospitalization rate of 2.1 % of

children with asthma for the years 2007–2009 in USA (www.cdc.gov).

Conclusion

In our setting, hospitalization rate of children with asthma, managed at

the outpatient clinic, could be used as a quality measure of outpatient

care. We will follow this measure in the next years and adjust our

practice accordingly.

#I175 − Respiratory Disorders in Children Admitted at the

Emergency Department.

Martins Silva E., Palha MJ., Castanhinha S., Araújo e Sá G., Céu
Machado M.

Pediatrics Department, Santa Maria’s Hospital– CHLN, Lisbon Medical Academic
Centre − Lisbon, Portugal

Background

Respiratory pathology represents one of the most frequent causes of

morbidity in children, particularly in the youngest. Although morbidity

andmortality due to acute respiratory infections have been decreasing

in the last century, they remain prevalent causes of Emergency

Department (ED) visits. Chronic diseases’ exacerbations, such as

asthma, are also prevalent. A previous study in our center showed that

one quarter of all diagnoses made at the ED are respiratory, with

superior tract infections being themost frequent. The aim of this study

was to characterize patients with moderate to severe respiratory

diseases that were admitted for observation in the ED of our tertiary

centre.

Materials and Methods

Retrospective review of clinical files of children and adolescents

admitted for observation in the ER during one year (September

2015-August 2016). Statistic analysis and logistic regression

were performed; p-value<0.05 was considered significant

(STATA14.1).
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Results

A total of 253 patients were included in the study (13.4% of ED

admissions). There was predominance of males (63.1% vs. 36.9%) and

median age was 1.3 years (interquartile range 0.3–4.8). Winter

admissions accounted for 45% and infectious diseases for 75% of all

cases. Patients with exacerbation of chronic conditions were frequent

(n = 105; 41.5%), mostly asthma (n = 57) and neuromuscular diseases

with chronic respiratory failure (n = 10). Most frequent causes of ED

admission were: acute bronchiolitis (n = 83; 32.8%); pneumonia

(n = 58; 10.9%); acute respiratory failure in asthma exacerbation

(n = 15; 5.9%) and recurrent wheezing (n = 33; 13%); exacerbation of

chronic respiratory failure (n = 10; 3.9%); pneumothorax (n = 8; 3.2%)

and superior tract infections (n = 11; 4.3%). Secondary diagnosis

occurred in 22.9% (otitis media being themost frequent; n = 16; 7.2%).

Most patients were subsequently hospitalized (n = 211; 83.7%).

Oxygen supplementation and oral intolerance were the only signifi-

cant predictors for hospitalization (OR 29 and 14, respectively). After

hospital discharge, 18.8% were readmitted (72-hour period).

Patients with chronic diseases were older (6 vs. 2.5 years;

p < 0.01), had more non-infectious disorders (39% vs. 15%; p < 0.01),

and worse clinical course: more hospitalizations (89.4% vs. 79.3%;

p = 0.04), less oral tolerance (23.8% vs. 40.8%; p = 0.05) and required

more medical therapy except for antibiotics (oxygen and inhaled

therapy p<0.01; antibiotics p = 0.28). There was no significant

difference regarding season, readmission at 72-hour, 1- or 3-months.

Conclusion

Infectious respiratory disease was the most frequent cause of

admission. Chronic disease imposes great weight in admissions,

probably because our ED is at a tertiary centre. Almost half of chronic

patients had non-respiratory baseline conditions implying that

respiratory burden is widespread. We need a high index of suspicion

for prompt diagnosis and treatment of moderate to severe respiratory

disorders both in healthy and chronic patients.

#I176 − Tobacco Smoke Exposure, Respiratory Infections

and Health Resources in Preschoolers.

Gorito V 1, Correia-Costa L 1, Barros H 2, Azevedo I 3

1Pediatrics, Centro Hospitalar de São João − Porto, Portugal; 2EPIUnit, Instituto
de Saúde Pública da Universidade do Porto − Porto, Portugal; 3Pediatrics, Centro
Hospitalar de São João; EPIUnit − Porto, Portugal

Introduction and aim

Postnatal environmental tobacco smoke exposure (ETS) increases the

risk of lower respiratory infections in the first two years of life. We

aimed to evaluate the association between ETS and respiratory

infections and health resources consumption in preschoolers.

Methodology

We studied 8647 children aged 4–6 years from the population-based

birth cohort Generation XXI and assessed the associations between

ETS and respiratory infections (pharyngitis, otitis and pneumonia) and

attendance to an emergency department during the previous year, and

of ever being admitted into a hospital. Imputation analysis was used

for 2922 incomplete datasets. Results are expressed as odds ratio

(95% CI).

Results

46% of fathers and 35% of mothers admitted to smoking; of these,

respectively 41% and 12% smoked more than 20 cigarettes/day; and

2.2% and 10.5% admitted to smoking daily in the children’s presence.

We found no association between TE and reported episodes of

pharyngitis, otitis or pneumonia during the previous year. ETS

significantly increased the risk of emergency attendance (OR 1.017

(1.003–1.031), although this association was lost after adjustment for

parental education level and the family economical strata. We found a

significant association between ETS and past admission into a pediatric

department (OR 1.027 (1.015–1.041)).

Conclusion

Our study fails to demonstrate an association between ETS and the

occurrence of recent respiratory infections in preschoolers. The

increase in emergency visits seems to be related to lower levels of

education and economic stratum. However, the higher hospitalization

rate favors a detrimental effect of ETS in early ages.

#I178 − Tobacco Smoke Exposure, Wheezing, Rhinitis and

Asthma in Preschoolers.

Gorito V 1, Correia-Costa L 1, Barros H 2, Azevedo I 3.
1Pediatrics, Centro Hospitalar de São João − Porto, Portugal; 2EPIUnit, Instituto
de Saúde Pública da Universidade do Porto − Porto, Portugal; 3Pediatrics, Centro
Hospitalar de São João; EPIUnit − Porto, Portugal

Introduction and Aim

Various cohort studies have shown a modest association between

environmental tobacco smoke exposure (ETS) and asthma in children

aged 6 years or older. We aimed to assess the magnitude of this

association in preschoolers.

Methodology

We studied 8647 children aged 4–6 years from the population-based

birth cohort Generation XXI and assessed the associations between

ETS and history of past or present wheezing, asthma and rhinitis.

Imputation analysis was used for 2922 incomplete datasets. Results

are expressed as odds ratio (95% CI).

Results

46% of fathers and 35% of mothers admitted to smoking; of these,

respectively 41% and 12% smoked more than 20 cigarettes/day;

and 2.2% and 10.5% admitted to smoking daily in the children’s

presence. After adjustment for parental education level and family

income, we found a significant association between ETS from

both parents and past wheezing episodes in children (OR 1.033, CI

1.018–1.047). There was no association between ETS and wheezing

episodes in the previous year (OR 0.996, CI 0,987–1.015) nor with a

diagnosis of asthma (OR 0.997, CI 0.966–1.048) or rhinitis (OR 0.996,

CI 0.965–1.027) at 4 years.
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Conclusion

ETS was significant associated with past wheezing episodes, which

may reflect the increased risk of lower respiratory tract infections in

the first years of life, but not with present wheeze, norwith a diagnosis

of asthma or rhinitis. The longitudinal observation of the cohort may

determine the evolution of these associations.

#I187 − National Trends in Hospital Admissions for

Bronchiolitis, Asthma and Pneumonia among Pediatric

Patients in Portugal, 2002–2012.

Borges J 1, Valente Rosa M 2, Fernandes RM 1, Nogueira PJ 3,
Bandeira T 1.
1Department of Pediatrics, Santa Maria University Hospital − CHLN, Academic
Medical Center of Lisbon − Lisbon, Portugal; 2Social Data Lab/ ISAMB-Instituto
de Saúde Ambiental, Social Data Lab/ Academic Medical Center of Lisbon −
Lisbon, Portugal; 3Directorate of Analysis and Information/ ISAMB-Instituto de
Saúde Ambiental, Directorate-General of Health/Academic Medical Center of
Lisbon − Lisbon, Portugal

Introduction

Collecting data regarding hospital admissions may impact on

knowledge of disease burden and outcomes. In Portugal, scarce

national-level data analysis on bronchiolitis (BR), asthma (AS) and

pneumonia (PN) is available.

Aim

To analyze pediatric admissions for BR, AS and PN at the country level,

to elucidate temporal trends (2002–2012) in incidence, demographics

and outcomes, including health resource use.

Methods

Retrospective analysis of the Diagnosis-Related Group (DRG) data-

base of the Portuguese Health System’s Central Administration, which

includes anonymized patient-level data for all hospitalizations in

mainland Portuguese public hospitals. We identified patients using

age-restricted International Classification of Diseases 9th Revision,

Clinical Modification codes (ICD-9-CM): BR 466.1, 0–23 months; AS

493, 2–17 years and PN 480–486, 0–17 years. Variables included

main/secondary diagnoses, length of hospital stay (LoS), ventilation

(non-invasive-NIV or invasive-IV), age, gender and mortality. Annual

incidences of hospitalizations/100,000 population were calculated

from age-scaled population (National Institute of Statistics). Descrip-

tive statistics and linear regression for trends were performed.

Results

We included main/secondary episodes for BR (52058/9595), AS

(15298/10095) and PN (48143/12629). We found a variable but

stable incidence of admissions across the 10-year period for BR and

AS, while a decrease in incidence of PN was observed (p = 0.007).

Average LoS decreased (-0,045 days for BR and AS; −0.115 for PN)

during the study period (p<0.001). For all conditions, a higher rate of

admissions was noticed in males (p<0,001), while females presented

longer LoS for AS admissions (p<0.001).

PN was the most frequent secondary diagnosis for BR and AS,

accounting for a 10-year average of 3.1% and 3.6% admissions,

respectively. For PN admissions, AS was the most frequent secondary

diagnosis accounting for 3.7% episodes.

NIV was reported in 0.3% AS and 2.1% PN admissions, and IV in

0.6% PN and 4.0% AS admissions (data not available for BR). Reported

mortality was 11/52058 (0.02%) BR admissions and 234/48143

(0.48%) PN admissions. No deaths were registered for AS admission

codes.

Conclusion

For all three conditions, the incidence of hospitalization was

comparable to data reported from other high-income countries,

suggesting a great burden of admissions for respiratory diseases in

children. Acute bronchiolitis accounted for most DRG diagnoses; a

decrease in DRG codes for PN may follow the introduction of

pneumococcal conjugate vaccine. A decrease in LoSwas noticed for all

diseases studied. This study highlights the urgent need for auditing

national guidelines and establishing benchmarks for these diseases.

#I212 − Intradermal Reaction To PPD in Children.

Soto Lavin S 1, Niklitschek Soto S 2, Pizarro J 3, Meza F 4, Silva N 4,
Rojas Saavedra C 5.
1Pediatric Pulmonology Unit, Hospital Regional − Concepcion, Chile; 2Statistics,
University of Concepcion − Concepcion, Chile; 3Medicine Faculty, UdeC −
Concepcion, Chile; 4Pediatric Dept, UdeC − Concepcion, Chile; 5Pediatric Unit,
Hospital Regional − Concepcion, Chile

PPD is a purified protein derivative fromMycobacterial TBC (MTBC); it

is used intradermally and its reaction ismeasured inmillimeters (mm). It

is useful for cellular immune response, BCG vaccine response and

MTBC exposure as latent infection. In Chile, almost all newborns are

vaccinated in 99% of cases during the first day of life.

The purpose of this study is to characterize the pediatric

population under evaluation and the PPD reaction test in the

Concepcion Health Service.

Method

All data in children derived for PPD test between January 2015 and

August 2016 were included. Values were consolidated in Excel and

statistical tests with ANOVAwere performed to verify the consistency

and integrity of data and to extract relevant information.

Results

217 children were evaluated with PPD test, with ages between

5months and 17 years (median 7 years), 68%males. The range of PPD

indurationwas 0 to 30mm. Themedian value according to agewas: < 6

months: 2 mm, 6-12 months: 3 mm, from 1 to 14 years: 0 mm, > 14

years: 3 mm. There were no significant differences between 2015 and

2016 or between girls and boys. Children without latent MTBC

infection were 10, chronic nephropathy, rheumatic disease and one

case of (+)HIV. Their range of induration was 0 to 18mm with median

value of 0mm.

Conclusion

PPD intradermal induration presents differences between age groups.

The reaction under 1 year of age is related with the BCG vaccine
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response, whereas over 14 years it is related with MTBC exposure.

There are no differences according to gender.

J . INVESTIGATION AND DIAGNOSTIC TESTS

#J3 − Do Anthropometric Indices Correlate with Lung

Function in Children with Sickle Cell Anemia?

Chinawa JM 1, Achigbu KI 2, Odetunde OI 1, Achigbu EO 3,
Ikefuna AN 1, Emodi IJ 1, Ayuk AC 1.
1Pediatrics, University of Nigeria Teaching Hospital − Enugu, Nigeria; 2Pediatrics,
Federal Medical Center − Owerri, Nigeria; 3Ophthalmology, Federal Medical
Center − Owerri, Nigeria

Objectives

To determine the relationship between lung function values and

anthropometric variables among children with sickle cell anemia.

Methods

A prospective cross-sectional study in which children between 6 and

20 years old with sickle cell anemia were consecutively enrolled over a

period of six months.

Pulmonary function measurements (peak expiratory flow rate,

Forced Vital Capacity (FVC) and the Forced Expiratory Volume in 1

second (FEV1) were performed using a single mini Wright peak flow

meter and an automated single breath vitalograph respectively.

Anthropometric parameters (weight, height, chest circumference

and body surface area) were measured and their relationships with

lung function parameters were obtained.

Results

Body surface area had the highest correlation with all measured lung

function values among children with sickle cell anemia. (p<0.01) The

strength of correlation for other anthropometric parameters were

standing height, weight, age and chest circumference in decreasing

order.

Conclusion

There is a strong correlation between anthropometry and lung

function among children with sickle cell anemia.

#J17 − Comparison of a Mycoplasma Ag and a Mycoplasma

IgM Rapid Detection Test for the Diagnosis of Mycoplasma

pneumoniae Pneumonia in Children.

Yu HJ., Hsieh KS. Lee WJ., Tsai CM., Niu CK.

Pediatrics, Chang Gung Memorial Hospital-Kaohsiung Medical Center − Kaoh-
siung, Taiwan

Background

Mycoplasma infection is common in pediatric patients. Early diagnosis

can help treatment early and properly. A rapid test is a convenient,

immediate diagnostic tool for Mycoplasma pneumonia infection,

which can be performed at bedside using throat swab mucus or

micro-hematocrit-tube whole blood, respectively. Here we compared

the utility of a Mycoplasma Ag (ImunoAce Mycoplasma Test) and a

Mycoplasma IgM antibody rapid detection test (BioCard Mycoplasma

Test) with regard to Mycoplasma pneumonia in children.

Methods

A total of 29 pediatric patients (age: 6.7 ± 4.4 y/o, M:F = 15:14)

with clinically suspected Mycoplasma infection and CXR showing

bronchopneumonia or pneumonia were enrolled from Septem-

ber 2015 to December 2015. The diagnosis of mycoplasma infection

was made by pair serology tests or PCR DNA detection from throat

swabs (copy numbers>500 dp). The clinical characters and lab data

were analyzed including fever days before admission, hemogram,

liver enzyme, and CRP.

Results

Among 29 pneumonia patients, 22 had definite Mycoplasma

infection, in whom 15 throat swab samples were detected by

rapid Ag test (sensitivity 68.2%, specificity 85.7%) while 17 whole

blood samples were detected by rapid Ab test (sensitivity 77.3%,

specificity 85.7%). The BioCard Mycoplasma Ab rapid test had a

higher sensitivity than the ImunoAce Mycoplasma rapid Ag test

(p = 0.027) in the diagnosis of children with mycoplasma

pneumonia. The fever days before admission in positive

Mycoplasma Ag and IgM groups were 5.7 ± 0.4 and 7.3 ± 1.0,

respectively.

Conclusions

Mycoplasma rapid test is a convenient diagnostic tool for children

with Mycoplasma pneumonia. Both the BioCard Mycoplasma Ab

rapid test and the ImunoAce Mycoplasma rapid Ag test are

practicable in the diagnosis of children with Mycoplasma pneumonia

for their high sensitivity and specificity. However, a negative result

by rapid test cannot exclude a Mycoplasma infection in clinically

highly suspected cases.

#J20 − Spirometry: A Useful and Reliable Tool for

Monitoring Tracheomalacia in Patients with Esophageal

Atresia.

Porcaro F 1, Petreschi F 1, Ullmann N 1, Caggiano S 1, Rotondi
Aufiero L 2, Villani A 2, Cutrera R 1.
1Respiratory Unit, Academic Department of Pediatrics, Bambino Gesù Children’s
Hospital, IRCCS − Rome, Italy; 2General Pediatrics and Pediatric Infectious
Diseases Unit, Academic Department of Pediatrics, Bambino Gesù Children’s
Hospital, IRCCS − Rome, Italy

Introduction

Tracheomalacia is one of the major causes of respiratory problems in

children with esophageal atresia (EA) and tracheoesophageal fistula

(TEF). Dynamic flexible bronchoscopy is the gold standard for the

diagnosis of tracheomalacia, however the need for sedation and the

invasiveness makes the procedure not always feasible in settings with

poor resources, limiting its use only in specialized centers. The role of

spirometry in patients with tracheomalacia is rarely described. Due to
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its non invasiveness and easy execution, it is particularly interesting in

clinical practice.

Aim

To define the sensitivity and diagnostic predictive value of spirometry

in detecting tracheal collapse in patients with endoscopically-detected

tracheomalacia.

Methods

53 patients with surgically corrected EA and tracheomalacia in follow-

up at the Department of Pediatric Medicine of Bambino Gesù

Children’s Hospital, underwent flexible bronchoscopy. Values for

forced expiratory volume in the first second (FEV1), forced vital

capacity (FVC), FEV1/FVC ratio, peak expiratory flow (PEF) and FEV1/

PEF ratio (mL/L/min) were recorded. The morphology of the volume-

flow (F/V) loop during expiratory phase was examined in patients

undergoing a spirometry test.

Results

12 patients with intrathoracic tracheomalacia and 4 patients with

normal airway endoscopy underwent spirometry at a mean age of

9.3 ± 3.1 years. A restrictive ventilatory pattern was observed in 44%

of the total population. A sudden and temporary drop during the

expiratory phase was observed respectively in 8 and 1 patients. Mean

FEV1/PEF ratio was 8.6 mL/L/min and 7.6 mL/L/min respectively in

the first and second group. When compared with endoscopy,

spirometry detected tracheal collapse during the expiratory phase

with diagnostic sensitivity of 67%, specificity of 75%and a positive and

negative predictive value respectively of 89% and 42%. FEV1/PEF

ratio, which was expressive of intrathoracic obstruction, was higher in

patients with tracheomalacia detected by endoscopy.

Conclusions

Spirometry is the most commonly used pulmonary function test in

different EA studies while FEV1 and FVC are used to classify

ventilatory defects as obstructive or restrictive. The analysis of the F/V

curve provides additional information over conventional spirometry in

determining the site, character and severity of airway obstruction.

Even if flexible bronchoscopy remains the gold standard for the

diagnosis of tracheomalacia, spirometry should be a useful and reliable

tool for monitoring intrathoracic tracheomalacia in symptomatic

patients and/or in patients for which sedation is not indicated.

#J21 – Comparison of Three Field Tests in Children: A

Randomized Cross-over Study.

Audag N 1, Morales Mestre N 1, Dewulf S 2, Caty G 1, Goubau C 3,
Reychler G 2.
1Service de Médecine Physique et Réadaptation, Cliniques universitaires Saint-Luc
− Brussels, Belgium; 2Service de Pneumologie, Cliniques universitaires Saint-Luc −
Brussels, Belgium; 3Unité de Pneumologie Pédiatrique, Cliniques universitaires
Saint-Luc − Brussels, Belgium

Introduction

Even if the six minutewalking test (6MWT) is the standard criterion for

functional exercise performance evaluation, new field tests are

required as practical alternatives. This study aims to establish the

validity of the 6-minute step test (6MST) and the 4-meter gait speed

(4MGS) in children.

Method

64 healthy children from 6 to 12 years were recruited for this

randomized cross-over trial. 6MWT, 6MST and 4MGS were randomly

performed on three consecutive days. Pulsed oxygen saturation

(SpO2), heart rate (HR), dyspnea (VAS) and fatigue (PCERT) were used

as outcomes.

Results

Distance during 6MWTwas correlated to number of steps during 6MST

(r = 0.320; p = 0.013) but not correlated to 4MGS (r = −0.074; p = 0.575).

No correlation between number of steps during 6MST and 4MGS

(r = −0.129; p = 0.332) was found. HR was lower than the theoretical

maximalHRafter the tests. The increase inHRwas significantly higher for

6MST and significantly lower for 4MGS than for 6MWTand itwas higher

for 6MST than for 4MGS. Dyspnea and perceived exertion were lower

after6MWTthanafter6MSTandhigher thanafter4MGS.Theywerealso

higher during 6MST than during 4MGS.

Conclusion

6MST is a valid surrogate to 6MWT in healthy children for functional

exercise performance evaluation contrarily to the 4MGS. However,

cardio-respiratory response differs between the three tests.

#J49 − Assessment of Bronchodilator Response with

Spirometry in Children with and without Asthma −

The Relevance of the Smaller Airways.

Amaral R 1, Jacinto T 2, Pereira AM 2, Gonçalves I 3, Sá-Sousa A 1,
Araujo L 4, Fonseca JA 5.
1CINTESIS − Center for Health Technology and Services Research, Faculty of
Medicine, University of Porto − Porto, Portugal; 2Allergy Unit, CUF Porto −
Instituto & Hospital; CINTESIS − Faculty of Medicine, University of Porto − Porto,
Portugal; 3Allergy Unit, CUF Porto − Instituto & Hospital − Porto, Portugal;
4Allergy Unit, CUF Porto − Instituto & Hospital; Immunology Lab − Faculty of
Medicine, University of Porto − Porto, Portugal; 5Allergy Unit, CUF Porto −
Instituto & Hospital; CINTESIS − Faculty of Medicine, University of Porto;
MEDCIDS-Faculty of Medicine, University of Porto − Porto, Portugal

Background

Bronchodilator (BD) response is an important component of asthma

diagnosis andmanagement. However,most previous studies only reported

forced expiratory volumes that show the function of larger airways.

Aim

To evaluate BD response in spirometry parameters, particularly forced

expiratory flows, in children with and without asthma.

Methods

Data from the cross-sectional and population-based study ICAR −

Control and Burden of Asthma and Rhinitis (PTDC/SAU-SAP/

119192/2010) conducted in Portugal were analyzed. Children aged

3–17 years that performed acceptable and reproducible spirometry,

before and after inhalation of 400µg salbutamol MDI via spacer, were
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included. Forced expiratory volumes and flows pre- and post-BDwere

reported. Absolute mean ± SD changes (ml) in children with and

without asthma and the difference between the two groups were

computed. Asthma diagnosis was physician-based and current asthma

medication was also recorded. Children stopped short- and long-

acting ß2-agonists at least 4h and 12h, respectively, before performing

spirometry. Independent sample t-test and chi-square tests were used

to compare groups.

Results

Of the 130 included children (mean ± SD age 10.1 ± 4.1 years; 77(59%)

boys), a total of 47 (36.2% [95% CI: 27.9–44.4]) had asthma. After

BD inhalation, the absolutemean ± SDchangewas significantly greater in

children with asthma in comparison to those without asthma in FEV1

(16.3 ± 17.0ml vs. 8.4 ± 13.8ml, p = 0.008), FEV0.5 (19.8 ± 14.4ml vs.

10.7 ± 15.4ml, p = 0.035), FEF25-75% (54.2 ± 42.6ml vs. 27.7 ± 42.4ml

p = 0.001) and FEF75% (34.9 ± 34.1ml vs. 17.7 ± 32.3ml p = 0.006).

The mean difference (95%CI) of the changes after BD between both

groups was: 4.16 (1.45–6.87)% in FEV1; 6.18 (0.32–12.0)% in FEV0.5;

15.8 (8.4–23.2)% in FEF25-75% and 20.6 (9.8–31.4)% in FEF75%.

Restricting the analysis to children with asthma, 22 (58%) had current

medication.Therewasnodifference inpost-BDchangesbetweenasthma

children with and without current medication.

Conclusion

The assessment of bronchodilator response using spirometry should

consider parameters that reflect small and medium airways function

and not be limited to FEV1. Furthermore, interpretation of significant

differences in bronchodilator must be considered whether they are

both statistically and clinically meaningful.

#J74 − Clinical Value of Functional Parameters in the

Differential Diagnosis of Protracted and Chronic

Children’s Cough.

Udaltsova EV 1, Melnikova IM 1, Mizernitski YL 2.
1Department of Hospital Pediatrics, Yaroslavl State Medical University −
Yaroslavl, Russia; 2Scientific-Research Clinical Institute of Pediatrics named after
acad. Yu.E. Veltishchev, Russian Scientific-Research University of Medicine named
after N. I. Pirogov − Moscow, Russia

Aim

To investigate the clinical significance of the features of functional

parameters of the respiratory and cardiovascular systems in children

with cough.

Patients and methods

91 children aged from 1 to 17 years with cough during more than

3 weeks were examined. All patients were divided into four groups

according to diseases: 31 patients with mild persistent bronchial

asthma (BA) in exacerbation and incomplete remission (group (Gr) 1);

22 patients with upper respiratory tract infection (URTI) (Gr2); 18

patients with lower respiratory tract infection (LRTI) (Gr3); 11 patients

with gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) (Gr4). The control Gr (C)

included 60 healthy children (1–17 years of age). Excluded from this

study were patients with the diagnosis of a foreign body airway (n = 1),

psychogenic and neurogenic cough (n = 2), bronchopulmonary mal-

formations (n = 6). All patients underwent history, examination,

evaluation of heart rate variability (HRV); and computerized broncho-

phonography (CBPG) for patients under 7 years old.

Results

Childrenwith coughdue toBAwere characterizedby significant change

in the acoustic characteristics of breath sounds: increased level of the

acoustic component of the work of breathing (A) in the high-frequency

zone (5.0–12.6 kHz, A3) − 69.8(4.88–600.5) mcJ (p1-c < 0.01) and the

proportion of the A in themiddle-(1.2–5.0 kHz,ϕ2) and high-frequency

zone (ϕ3) in level of the A of the general-frequency zone (respectively,

0.09 (0.0165–0.43); 0.01 (0.0016–0.03); p1-c < 0.01). Gr1 was

characterized by the prevalence of the activity of the parasympaticus

(PNS) (at HRV analysis): increase in RMSSD, pNN50% and HF

(respectively, 45.6 (10.9–101.3) ms, 15.3(1–76)%; 46.6(12.1–64.3)

ms); reducing level of the LF (26.6(8.5–43.8) vs. Gr2, 3, 4, C (p<0.05).

The patients with cough due to URTI were characterized by

minimal disruption of the functional state of the respiratory system:

increase in A2(274.48(20.63–779.49) mcJ) vs. C (55.03(2.47–493.94)

mcJ) (p2-c<0.05).

The patients with cough due to LRTI were characterized by a

moderate disturbance of the functional state of the respiratory

system: increase in A2, A3 (respectively, 2448.26(562.67–4722.69)

mcJ; 322.75(43.31–1818.78) mcJ; p2-3 < 0.01) and ϕ2, ϕ3 (respec-

tively, 0.14(0.0334–0.271); 0.021(0.005–0.096); p3-c < 0.01). Param-

eters of HRV in Gr2 and Gr3 had a similar orientation as the

predominance tone of the sympathicus: reduction in RMSSD,

pNN50%, HF and increase in IC, LF compared with Gr1, C (p<0.05).

Changes in the functional parameters of the respiratory system

were not typical for children with cough due to GERD. They had a

moderate increase in activity of the PNS (RMSSD, pNN50%, HF)

compared with C (p4-с<0.05). The level of the SDNN was highest in

this Gr (37.8(14.4–61.5) ms (p4-с<0.05).

Thus, analysis of the functional state of the respiratory and

cardiovascular system can be useful as additional criteria for the

differential diagnosis of chronic and protracted cough in children.

#J75 − Evaluation of Nasal Patency in Children: Data of

737 Consecutive Rhinomanometry Tests before and after

Vasoconstrictor Treatment.

Gonçalves I. 1, Jacinto T 2, Amaral R 3, Pereira A 4, Araujo L 5, Couto
M 1, Fonseca J 6.
1Allergy Unit;, CUF Porto − Instituto & Hospital − Porto, Portugal; 2Allergy Unit;
CINTESIS − Centre for Research in Health Technologies and Information Systems;
School of Allied Health Technologies;, CUF Porto − Instituto & Hospital; Faculty
of Medicine, University of Porto; Polytechnic Institute of Porto − Porto, Portugal;
3CINTESIS; Allergy Unit;, Faculty of Medicine, University of Porto; CUF Porto −
Instituto & Hospital − Porto, Portugal; 4Allergy Unit; CINTESIS;, CUF Porto −
Instituto & Hospital; Faculty of Medicine, University of Porto − Porto, Portugal;
5Allergy Unit; Immunology Laboratory;, CUF Porto − Instituto & Hospital; Faculty
of Medicine, University of Porto − Porto, Portugal; 6Allergy Unit; CINTESIS;
MEDCIDS − Department of Community Medicine, Information and Health
Sciences; CUF Porto − Instituto & Hospital; Faculty of Medicine, University of
Porto − Porto, Portugal
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Background

Rhinomanometry is a simple and useful method for objective

evaluation of nasal airway patency. However, there is a lack of

published studies in pediatric patients. We aimed to evaluate nasal

patency assessed by rhinomanometry and its variation after adminis-

tration of an intranasal vasoconstrictor in children.

Methods

We included all children (age <18 years) who underwent rhinomanom-

etry (Masterscreen Rhino®) pre- and post-intranasal vasoconstrictor

(phenylephrine hydrochloride 2,5mg/ml), at CUF Porto − Instituto and

Hospital from July 2011 to July 2016.When more than one rhinoman-

ometrywasperformed,only thefirst onewas included intheanalysis.We

assessed thedemographic (gender, age, race) andnasal patency variables

pre-andpost-vasoconstriction: inspiratoryandexpiratorynasal airflow in

the right and left nostrils; inspiratory (RAARi) and expiratory (RAARe),

right and left, airflow resistance, at a samplepressureof 150 Pa, andnasal

airflow and resistance variation (Δ). The measurements of right and left

nostrils were described by considering the total number of measure-

ments regardless of laterality, and stratified in “best” and “worst” nostrils

according to baseline inspiratory airflow. The Jonckheere-Terpstra test

was used to identify trends across ranked groups by age.

Results

We included 737 children, 466 (63%) boys, with a mean (SD) weight of

43.5 (17.1) kg, height of 147.1 (19.4) cmand ageof10.9 (3.5) years (min-

max: 4–17); 148 (20%) children were < 7 years old, 142 (19%) 7 −

9 years, 189 (26%) 10 − 12 years and 258 (35%) between 13 and

17 years. Among the age groups, statistically significant differences

were observed in all baseline variables (p < 0.05), with a trend for

increasing flows and decreasing resistances with increasing age.

Otherwise, the variations in flows and resistanceswith vasoconstriction

werenot significantlydifferent across theagegroups.Median (P25;P75)

of the inspiratory flow in the “best nostril” was 211 (140;313) mL/s vs.

115 (72;176) mL/s in the worst nostril (p < 0.001). The variation in the

“worst nostril” was 72% (19;146) vs. 18% (-3;58) in the best nostril

(p<0.001). After vasoconstrictor treatment, the pre “worst nostril”

reached a flow higher than the pre “best nostril” in 32% of children.

Conclusions

The differences foundbetween the age groups indicate that agemay be

an important factor that should be taken into account when evaluating

nasal patency with rhinomanometry. The high proportion of children

with variation after intranasal vasoconstrictor is an indication of the

usefulness of assessing vasoconstrictor response at pediatric age.

#J97 − Quantitative Assessment of the Effect of External

Stents in Trachea-Bronchomalacia by Measuring Tracheal

Collapsibility.

Hasegawa H., Henmi N., Tsuruta S., Yamada Y., Muto J., Wasa M.,
Kouyama T., Kumazawa R., Kitamura R., Hyodo R., Mizogami M.

Department of Neonatology, Tokyo Women’s Medical University Medical Center
East − Tokyo, Japan

Using a graft as an external stent is an effective mode of treatment in

trachea-bronchomalacia, but there are cases where the airway

collapses after the operation when the work of breathing increases,

even though during the operation under muscle relaxant the airway

seemed to be patent. We studied tracheal collapsibility aimed at

quantitatively assessing the effect of external stents in tracheo-

bronchomalacia.

Patients and Methods

vailable data of tracheal collapsibility before and after external

stents were assessed in 32 patients, 44 lesions (trachea 27, left main

bronchus 13, right main bronchus 5). A Gore-Tex ringed vascular
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graft was used as external stents in tracheomalacia. Bronchoscopy

was performed intraoperatively, and airway patency was aimed for

by attaching a vascular graft divided into 2 sections, one to the

cartilaginous wall and the other to the membranous part. Tracheal

collapsibility was assessed by the relationship between intraluminal

pressure and cross sectional area of the trachea, where the

intraluminal pressure and cross sectional area were measured

simultaneously with bronchoscopic observation, as the intraluminal

pressure changed continuously from −10cmH2O to 10cmH2O

under intubation and muscle relaxant. The relationship between

intraluminal pressure and cross sectional area will become linear,

such that the closing pressure where the cross sectional area

becomes 0 is predictable, and this was defined as the airway closing

pressure. If the airway remained patent under increased work of

breathing after the operation, the patients were included in the

effective group, and if the airway collapsed, the patients were

included in the ineffective group.

Results

Out of the 44 lesions, airway patencywas achieved (effective group) in

38 lesions (trachea 23, left main bronchus 11, right main bronchus 4),

while airway patency was not achieved (ineffective group) in 6 lesions

(trachea 4, left main bronchus 1, rightmain bronchus 1), with an overall

success rate of 86.4%. The airway closing pressure as a whole

improved significantly from −15.4 ± 13.4 cmH2O before operation to

−168.0 ± 199.1 cmH2O after operation. In the effective group, the

airway closing pressure changed from −17.8 ± 13.3 cmH2O before

operation to −197.8 ± 210.8 cmH2O after operation, in contrast to the

ineffective group where the airway closing pressure changed from

−11.3 ± 9.4 cmH2O before operation to −32.5 ± 15.6 cmH2O.

Improvement in the effective groupwas remarkably greater compared

to that of the ineffective group.

Discussion

External stents using a vascular graft is an effective mode of

treatment in tracheo-bronchomalacia, but the effect may not be

appreciable in all cases. A tracheal collapsibility test can quantita-

tively assess tracheal collapsibility even in a state without

spontaneous breathing. The tracheal collapsibility test is thought

to be a test that can judge the efficacy of external stents in tracheo-

bronchomalacia objectively.

#J100 − The Effect of Triclofos Sodium on the Respiratory

Center in Neonates and Infants.

Kumazawa K., Hasegawa H., Henmi N., Tsuruta S., Yamada Y.,
Muto J., Kouyama T., Hyoudou R., Mizogami M., Kitamura R.,
Wasa M.

Department of Neonatology, Tokyo Women’s Medical University Medical Center
East − Tokyo, Japan

Purpose

In Japan, 90% of hospitals use triclofos sodium, a nonbenzodiazepine

drug, for sedation during MRI in neonates and infants. Sometimes,

unstable SpO2 can be observed due to triclofos sodium in neonates

and infants, although there is no report that has quantitatively

assessed the effect of triclofos sodium on the respiratory center. We

report the effect of triclofos sodiumon the respiratory center using the

ventilatory response to CO2 (VRCO2: normal value 40.4 ± 14.8 ml/

min/kg/mmHg) in which the increase in minute ventilation (MV)

caused by an increase in end-tidal carbon dioxide (EtCO2) is measured.

Methods

Neonates and infants admitted to our NICU sedated with triclofos

sodium for MRI examination during October 2015 to February 2016

were included. The VRCO2 was measured using ARFEL manufactured

by Aivision Japan. The VRCO2 was measured using Read’s rebreathing

method where mixed gas composed of 5% CO2 and 95% O2 was

rebreathed ina closedcircuit bymeansof amask, and the increase inMV

due to an increase in EtCO2was calculated. VRCO2 =ΔMV/ΔEtCO2 /

body weight. Seventy to 80mg/kg of triclofos sodium was used.

Results

Thirtypatientswere included in the study. Theunderlyingdiseaseswere

lowbirthweight in14 (very lowbirthweight in9), neonatal asphyxia in8,

and8others. The average gestational agewas35.1 ± 4.1weeks, and the

average birth weight was 2112 ± 894g. The median (IQR) corrected

gestational age was 40.3 (39.3 − 41.8) weeks, age in days 26 (15.7 −

47.7), weight 2508 (2346 − 3413) g at the time of triclofos sodium

sedation. The time from triclofos sodium administration to VRCO2

measurement was 105 (91 − 122) minutes. VRCO2 significantly

decreased (p = 0.016) from 42.9 ± 11.6ml/min/kg/mmHg before ad-

ministration to 34.4 ± 18.2ml/min/kg/mmHg after administration.

There was no significant difference between the 10 patients in whom

the VRCO2 fell below the normal values and the 20 patients in whom

the VRCO2was above normal in terms of gestational age, birth weight,

corrected gestational age at the time of triclofos sodium administration,

body weight at the time of administration, history of mechanical

ventilation, underlying diseases, and parental smoking history.

Conclusion

We were able to measure the effect of triclofos sodium on the

respiratory center using VRCO2. Triclofos sodium significantly

decreased the reaction of the respiratory center in neonates and

infants, and VRCO2 fell below normal values in 33% of patients. There

were no apparent characteristics such as underlying diseases in

patients where the respiratory center was suppressed by triclofos

sodium, and close monitoring is needed in all cases.

#J101 − Procalcitonin − Biomarker in Diagnosis of

Community-Acquired Pneumonia in Children.

Erceg D. 1, Lipej M 2, Tabain V 3, Švigir A 4, Orešković A 5, Kramar
Poljak T 5, Turkalj M5.
1Clinical Trials Unit, Children’s Hospital Srebrnjak − Zagreb, Croatia; 2Science and
Research, Children’s Hospital Srebrnjak − Zagreb, Croatia; 3Department of
General Surgery, Kettering General Hospital, NHS Foundation Trust − Kettering,
United Kingdom; 4Department of Pediatrics, Children’s Hospital Zagreb − Zagreb,
Croatia; 5Pulmonology and Allergology of Preschool and Schoolchildren, Children’s
Hospital Srebrnjak − Zagreb, Croatia
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Introduction

Procalcitonin (PCT) is a peptide precursor of the hormone calcitonin

synthesized in parafollicular C-thyroid cells. Increased procalcitonin

levels have been associated with localized and severe bacterial

infections, non-infective systemic inflammation, etc. Studies have

indicated that PCT may be a more reliable biomarker of inflammation

in the diagnosis of localized mild-to-moderate bacterial infection, and

in particular might be helpful when the diagnosis of bacterial infection

is unclear.

Objectives

Estimate the PCT level in distinguishing bacterial from viral lung

infections in children and monitor therapeutic response to antibacte-

rial therapy and reduce antibiotic exposure. The aim of the study is to

compare PCT levels with routine biomarkers of inflammation in

childrenwith community acquired pneumonia (CAP) and compare PCT

level with the conducted antibiotic therapy given according to the

guidelines of the American Pediatric Society.

Materials and Methods

Children (N = 77, male = 37) younger than 18 years (mean = 6.8) were

treated at the Children’s Hospital Srebrnjak with clinical features

corresponding to CAP (the diagnosis was based on the history and

physical examination results in children with fever plus respiratory

signs and symptoms). Blood samples were taken for detection of

inflammatory biomarkers (erythrocyte sedimentation rate-ESR,

C-reactive protein-CRP, white blood cell count and PCT (> 0.5 ng/

mL), along with antibiotic therapy.

Results

There was a statistically significant correlation of serum PCT levels

with given antibiotic therapy (p = 0.026), as well as with serum CRP

levels p = 0.00 and ESR p = 0.035. There was no correlation between

serum PCT levels and total white blood cell count (p = 0.138) or

segmented leukocyte count (p = 0.736) but there was a statistically

significant negative correlation between PCT and eosinophil

(p = 0.012) as well as lymphocyte (p = 0.018) count in peripheral blood.

Conclusions

Available routine inflammatory biomarkers (CRP, WBC count, ESR)

have limited use in the diagnosis of bacterial pneumonia in children.

PCT levels correlate well with other biomarkers of inflammation and

conducted antibiotic therapy. Our results suggest that PCT levels

might be a valid additional biomarker in the diagnosis of bacterial CAP

in children as well as antibiotic therapy which is empirically chosen.

#J117 − Infant Multiple Breath Washout Measurements with

Different Device-Setups: Results Are not Interchangeable.

Anagnostopoulou P 1, Kentgens AC 2, Guidi M 1, Korten I 1,
Singer F 3, Latzin P 1.
1Department of Pediatric Respiratory Medicine, Inselspital, Bern University
Hospital, University of Bern − Bern, Switzerland; 2Department of Respiratory
Medicine and Allergy, Radboud University Medical Centre, Amalia Children’s
Hospital − Nijmegen, Netherlands; 3Department of Respiratory Medicine, Univer-
sity Children’s Hospital of Zurich − Zurich, Switzerland

Introduction

Cystic fibrosis (CF) affects mainly the small airways, and multiple

breath washout (MBW) is a sensitive test to detect and monitor CF

lung disease from infancy onward. The currently available device for

infant MBW, however, has the major limitation that additional

corrections to the signals are required, which reduce the robustness

of the system. A recently released device for infant MBW with the

same tracer gas (sulfur hexafluoride, SF6) overcomes this limitation

and is expected to replace the old one.

Aim

The aim of his studywas to assess the feasibility of infantMBW testing

with the new device and compare the functional residual capacity

(FRC) values of both devices in vivo and in vitro.

Methods

We performed 2–3 MBWmeasurements in four 5-week-old healthy and

four 12-month-old infants with CF, as well as in a Plexiglas lung simulator

using infant-corresponding lung volumes and breathing patterns, with the

new (Exhalyzer D, Spiroware 3.2.0, Ecomedics) and the old device-setup

(Exhalyzer D, WBreath 3.18.0, ndd Medizintechnik) in random sequence.

Results

The feasibility of MBW with the new device was 100%. We found a

low intra-subject variability in FRC per device, but significant

systematic differences in FRC between the devices (mean FRC

difference 39.7%, range 18.9 — 65.7, Wilcoxon signed rank test,

p = 0.008). Similar results were found in vitro. Simple user-defined

corrections in both setups decreased FRC differences.

Conclusion

Overall, MBW measurements with the new device are feasible in

infants. However, MBW outcomes from the old and the new device

are not interchangeable and further work is needed in order to identify

the source of this difference.

#J125 − Challenges in Spirometry Quality Control in Children.

Silva AM 1, Constant C 1, Coelho R 1, Paixão E 2, Descalço A 1,
Bandeira T 1.
1Pediatric Lung Function, Sleep and Ventilation Laboratory, Pediatric Respiratory
Unit, Department of Pediatrics., Hospital de Santa Maria, CHLN. Lisbon Academic
Medical Center − Lisbon, Portugal; 2Technical Supprt Center − Planning, Investment
and Statistics Areas, Regional Health Administration of Alentejo − Évora, Portugal

The reliability of spirometry interpretation depends on strict quality

control (QC) during execution. It has been suggested that ATS/ERSQC

criteria are too demanding for children.

Aims

To describe the success rate in spirometry execution by children in a

pediatric lung function lab, report the compliance with QC criteria, and

identify the least fulfilled criteria.

Methods

An analysis of basal spirometries conducted in children according to

age groups: GA: 3–5 years, GB: 6–9 years and GC: 10–18 years was

performed.
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For each spirometry, the start of test criteria [back-extrapolated

volume (BEV), peak expiratory flow (PEF) and loop artifacts], end of

test criteria [forced expiratory time (FET), early termination, presence

of plateau (GC)], number of acceptable, reproducible maneuvers and

previous visits to the lab were analyzed. The Chi-Square test was used

to compare independence between groups, considering a 5%

significance level (SPSS® 21.0).

Results

404 spirometries were analyzed of which the main referral diagnoses

were: asthma 259 (64.1%), cystic fibrosis 24 (5.9%), bronchopulmo-

nary dysplasia 5 (1.2%), and obliterative bronchiolitis 9 (2.2%). 237

(58.7%) were male and distribution by age group was: GA: 27 (6.7%),

GB: 122 (30.2%), and GC: 255 (63.1%).

All acceptability and reproducibility criteria were achieved in 300

(74.3%) spirometries [GA 21 (77.8%), GB 101 (82.8%), GC 178

(69.8%)], mainly within the school age group (p = 0,038). We found

statistically significant differences in the number of visits to the Lab

between groups (p < 0.001) (85.2% of GA and 37.7% of GB were in

lab for the first time in 2016, compared to 62.8%of GCwhowere in lab

more than four times), but no association was found between number

of previous visits to the lab and QC (p = 0.100).

Start of test criteria weremet in >90% of cases. End of test criteria

were the least fulfilled in all groups [FET 86 (21.3%), early termination

in 58 (14.4%) and in GC absence of plateau in 62/255 (24.3%) was also

found].

For the 104 (25.7%) spirometries not fulfilling QC criteria, only

11/104 (10.6%) did not comply with any criteria. For the other 93

(89.4%) spirometries partially fulfilling QC criteria, 86.0% fulfilled all

start of test criteria and only 4/93 fulfilled all end of test criteria.

Start of test criteria was significantly more accomplished than the

end of test criteria in all groups, the hardest being FET and plateau in

the GC; and FET in GB. FET was the least fulfilled QC for all groups,

mainly GC (p = 0.013).

Conclusion

Two thirds of all children attained age-related spirometry QC criteria

as defined by ATS/ERS 2005 and 2007 guidelines. School-aged

children accomplished QC criteria better than the other groups. The

end of test criteria were the least fulfilled, as previously described. The

clinical impact of these findings must be evaluated and the need to

adjust spirometry quality criteria by age further assessed.

#J127 − A Study of Hypoventilation during Wakefulness in

Congenital Central Hypoventilation Syndrome (CCHS).

Yamada Y., Hasegawa H., Henmi N., Tsuruta S., Muto J., Wasa M.,
Kouyama T., Kitamura R., Kumazawa K., Hyodo R., Mizogami M.

Department of Neonatology, Tokyo Women’s Medical University Medical Center
East − Tokyo, Japan

Purpose

To clarify the actual condition of hypoventilation during wakefulness

in CCHS.

Background

Although hypoventilation during sleep is the major symptom in CCHS,

severe cases present hypoventilation even during wakefulness.

Because the response against hypercapnia in CCHS is weak, there is

a lack of subjective symptoms even in a hypoventilated state.

Therefore, hypoventilation during wakefulness tends to be under-

estimated, and its actual condition is unclear. We studied hypoventi-

lation during wakefulness since hypoventilation during wakefulness

added to hypoventilation during sleep could be a risk for poor

neurological prognosis.

Method

Subjects included 18 CCHS infants diagnosed by genetic testing in

infancy. There were 2 cases of 25 Polyalanine repeat expansion

mutation (PARM), 10 cases of 26–27 PARM, 5 cases of 30–33 PARM,

and 1 case of Non PARM. The median age in months at inspection was

20.5 (range 2–69). EtCO2 via tracheotomy or TcPco2 and SpO2 were

monitored at rest during wakefulness without mechanical ventilation.

We defined hypoventilation during wakefulness as mean EtCO2 or

TcPco2>45 mmHg and mean SpO2 < 95%, and divided the patients

into 2 groups, the group with hypoventilation (Group A) and the group

without hypoventilation (Group B). The 2 groups were compared

retrospectively through medical records.

Result

Nine cases (50%) were included in Group A, 9 (50%) cases in Group B.

The median measuring time of Group A was 102.5 minutes, Group B

87 minutes. All cases with 25 PARM belonged to Group B, 5 of 10

caseswith 26–27 PARM, and 4 of 5 cases with 30–33 PARMbelonged

to Group A. The median age in months at inspection of Group A was

significantly higher than that of Group B (31, 11, respectively). In

Group A, hypoventilation during wakefulness was not recognized in 7

of 9 cases at the time of CCHS diagnosis, and 8 of 9 cases were

ventilated only during sleep. We examined the developmental

quotient of 7 cases in Group A and 5 cases in Group B at 18 months

of age. Of these cases, 5 of 7 (71%) in Group A had developmental

delay, whereas only 1 of 5 (20%) had developmental delay in Group B.

All cases that had developmental delay in Group A were not on

mechanical ventilation during wakefulness.

Conclusion

The present study demonstrates that hypoventilation during

wakefulness is observed in 50% of 26–27 PARM, which are

genetically moderate in severity, and seen in a higher percentage in

infants with more PARM. We should pay attention that hypo-

ventilation during wakefulness is not rare in patients with more

than 26 PARM. In addition, it is important to note that

hypoventilation is often unrecognized in infancy, but becomes

apparent as the infant grows older. Because the rate of

developmental delay is high in those with hypoventilation during

wakefulness, the respiratory status should be evaluated regularly

after diagnosing CCHS for early detection of hypoventilation

during wakefulness, and modify respiratory management

appropriately.
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#J149 − Flexible Bronchoscopy Findings in Children with

Persistent Stridor.

Ventura A 1, Saianda A 2, Pereira L 2, Bandeira T 2.
1Department of Pediatrics, University Hospital Santa Maria (CHLN), Lisbon
Academic Medical Center − Lisbon, Portugal; 2Pediatric Respiratory Unit.
Department of Pediatrics, University Hospital Santa Maria (CHLN), Lisbon
Academic Medical Center − Lisbon, Portugal

Abstract

Introduction

Persistent stridor ismostly associatedwith laryngomalacia (LM).Flexible

airway endoscopy (FAE) is the procedure of choice when further

investigation for a definite diagnosis is required. We aimed to review

the opportunity or relevance of FAE findings in children with stridor.

Methods

Retrospective review of single-center medical records of children who

underwent FAE because of referral for stridor (Jan2012-Oct2016).

Demographic characteristics, symptoms, associated conditions, FAE

findings, treatments, other diagnostic tests and follow-upwere analyzed.

Results

Stridor accounted for 55/177 (31%) FAE performed in the period

studied. From these, 50were first time FAE. All 50 children had stridor,

35 (70%) presented feeding difficulties, 22 (44%) had symptoms

suggestive of gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD), 17 (34%) had

associated conditions: previous endotracheal intubation 5 (10%),

neurologic/metabolic disease 5 (10%), congenital heart disease 4 (8%)

and 3 (6%) had bronchopulmonary dysplasia.

Median age for first time FAE was 3.4 (0.9–22.6) months. LM was

the most frequent FAE finding, isolated in 17 (34%) and associated

with other airway abnormalities in 13 (26%), 7 (14%) children showed

isolated bronchomalacia and/or tracheomalacia, 5 (10%) airway

stenosis, 2 (4%) extrinsic compression, 1 (2%) had incomplete vocal

cord closure and 5 (10%) had normal FAE findings.

Children with comorbidities more frequently presented a diagno-

sis other than LM (53% vs. 18%).

Angio-CT findings of patients diagnosed for extrinsic compression

were: 2 right aortic branches, and normal in one.

FAE was decisive for cardiac surgery in 2 patients, and for airway

laser repair in another with subglottic stenosis. Esophageal pH

monitoring performed in 11 children confirmed GERD in 4.

For the 23 children in follow-up, the median age of stridor

disappearance was 15 months (9mos-4years), without differences

between children with and without comorbidities.

FAE was performed at a median age of 18.6 (12.9–21.9) months,

as reevaluation in 5 children with persistent stridor without

improvement after 12months age: in 3 children, persisting endoscopic

signs of malacia were noticed while FAE was normal in the other 2

children.

Conclusions

As previously described, we found a high proportion of FAE performed

at an early age in children presenting with stridor. Overall LM was the

most common etiology found. Children with comorbidities more often

presented diagnosis other than LM. The association of airway malacia

andGERDwas scarce, confirming the anecdotal etiology. Although the

role of FAE in stridor is controversial, we found lesions needing specific

therapies in 3 children and we speculate it can alleviate parental

anxiety in others.

#J153 − Accuracy of Fractional Exhaled Nitric Oxide

(FeNO) in Detecting Asthma and Allergy in Children with

Low Flow and High Flow Congenital Heart Disease.

Roxas A. 1, Requiron-Sy D 1, De Leon N 1, Astrologio G 2.
1Pediatric Pulmonology and Critical Care, Philippine Heart Center − Manila,
Philippines; 2Pediatric Pulmonology and Critical Care, Philippine Heart Center −
Quezon City, Philippines

Background

Children with High Flow Congenital Heart Disease (HF-CHD) or

those with left to right shunting (e.g. VSD, ASD and PDA) are

observed to be prone to wheezing despite adequate management

of congestion. The prevalence of allergy may be increased among

these lesions. Matsuoka et al., in their study, concluded that shunt

lesions enhance the manifestation of allergic diseases and asthma.

Fractional exhaled nitric oxide (FeNO) has been used to screen for

allergic type of asthma. Based on these findings, we hypothesize

that the predictive accuracy of FeNO in detecting allergy

and asthma will be enhanced when used in children with high

flow CHD.

Patients and Methods

All patients with CHD ages 6–18 years old referred to pediatric

pulmonology for preoperative risk stratification prior to a contem-

plated cardiac surgery without any active respiratory infection were

included in the study. Presence of asthma, allergic rhinitis and eczema

were determined through validated questionnaires. Pulmonary

function test was also documented. FeNO determination was

performed and patients were grouped into high flow or low flow

congenital heart disease based on 2D echocardiography. Accuracy of

FeNO was determined for each group.

Results

Eighty five patients completed the study. There were more children in

the high flow category. Forty-nine (58.3%) had high flow lesions,

mostly ventricular septal defects.

The overall accuracy of FeNO in children with low flow CHD was

low at 56.1%. The sensitivity was 25.0%. The specificity was 87.1%,

with a positive predictive value (PPV) of 20.0% and negative predictive

value (NPV) of 90.0%. On the other hand, for high flow lesions, the

overall accuracy of FeNO was high at 88.6%. The sensitivity,

specificity, PPV and NPV were 92.9%, 88.6%, 76.5% and 96.8%

respectively.

Conclusion

FeNO is more accurate in detecting asthma, allergic rhinitis and atopy

when used in children with high flow CHD than with low flow CHD.
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FeNO can be utilized to determine eosinophilic airway inflammation

among this subset of CHD.

Keywords: exhaled nitric oxide, congenital heart disease, asthma

#J155 − Different Methods for Scond Calculation in

Multiple Breath Washout: Any Impact on the

Outcomes?

Arigliani M 1, Raywood E 2, Verger N 3, Negreskul Y 4, Duncan J 2,
Bush A 5, Aurora P 6.
1Department of Clinical and Experimental Medical Sciences, Unit of Pediat-
rics, University Hospital of Udine − Udine, Italy; 2Respiratory, Critical Care
and Anaesthesia Section, UCL Institute of Child Health − London, United
Kingdom; 3Master Biologie integrative et physiologie, Université Pierre et
Marie Curie − Paris, France; 4UCL Medical School, University College of
London − London, United Kingdom; 5The National Heart and Lung Institute,
Imperial College − London, United Kingdom; 6Department of Respiratory
Medicine, Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children − London, United
Kingdom

“On behalf of the London CF Collaboration, Action Medical Research

and Henry Smith Charity“

Background

Scondmeasured from normalized phase III slope (SnIII) during multiple

breath washout (MBW) is a sensitive measure of abnormal function

within conducting airways (figure 1). Different Scond calculations have

been proposed (1,2). We evaluated whether the methodology for

calculating Scond has an impact on results.

Figure 1 a) Phase III slope (slope of the red line) of 3 breaths in a MBW

run. SF6 concentration (black trace) is plotted against expired volume.

b) Normalized phase III slope (SnIII) for each breath is plotted against

its corresponding lung turnover (TO = cumulative expired

volume/FRC). Scond measures the SnIII increase per unit TO between

∼1.5–6.0 TO.

Methods

School age subjects with cystic fibrosis (CF) and healthy controls (HC),

studied for the London CF Collaboration, performed SF6MBW with a

mass spectrometer (Amis 2000, Innovision, Denmark), by uncon-

strained tidal breathing.

SnIII analysis was performed using in-house software package

(TestPoint, Capital Equipment, USA).

Quality control was performed by breath-by-breath visual

inspection, eliminating breaths with no clear phase III or with artefacts

due to irregular expiration or oscillation. MBW runs with >33%

excluded breaths were removed. Cystic fibrosis patients with severe

ventilation inhomogeneity (Lung Clearance Index >14) were excluded.

Scond was calculated as the regression slope of SnIII values

plotted against lung turnovers (TO) between TO 1.5 and 6.0, from

subjects with 3 valid runs. Scond was tidal volume corrected as

previously described (3).

Two methods for Scond calculation were compared:

1. For every run, SnIII values are plotted against lung TO and

Scond is calculated, as in figure 1. The Scond of theMBW test

is the average value between 3 runs

2. Mean SnIII values from 3 runs are plotted against mean TO for

every breath, so a single Scond is calculated from averaged

washout data

Results

Mean (SD) Scond was very similar by both methods in CF patients and

controls (Table).

[TBL 0]

A Bland-Altman plot of the average Scond by the twomethods against

the differences for every subject resulted in a Bias of 0.0002 (0.011)

with 95% Limits of Agreement from −0.023 to 0.022 (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Bland-Altman plot

Conclusion

The two methods for calculating Scond in MBW give similar results,

and can be used interchangeably for assessment of distal conducting

airway function. We could not find any reason to recommend the use

of one over the other.

References

1) J Appl Physiol (1985). 1997;83:1907-16

2) Pediatr Pulmonol. 2015;50:805-13

3) Respir Physiol Neurobiol. 2005;148:125-39

[TBL 1]
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#J160 − Shortened Multiple Breath Washout Is Not

Suitable for Scond Calculation in Patients with Cystic

Fibrosis.

Arigliani M 1, Raywood E 2, Verger N 3, Negreskul Y 4, Duncan J 2,
Bush A 5, Aurora P 6.
1Department of Clinical and Experimental Medical Sciences, Unit of Pediat-
rics, University Hospital of Udine − Udine, Italy; 21Respiratory, Critical Care
and Anaesthesia Section, UCL Institute of Child Health − London, United
Kingdom; 3Master Biologie integrative et physiologie, Université Pierre et
Marie Curie − Paris, France; 4UCL Medical School, University College of
London − London, United Kingdom; 5The National Heart and Lung Institute,
Imperial College − London, United Kingdom; 6Department of Respiratory
Medicine, Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children − London, United
Kingdom

“On behalf of the London CF Collaboration, Action Medical Research

and Henry Smith Charity“

Background

Multiple Breath Washout (MBW) gives sensitive information about

distal gas mixing in the lungs, which can be further refined by phase III

slope analysis (figure 1).

Figure 1 a) Phase III slope (red line) of 3 breaths in a MBW run b)

Normalized phase III slope for each breath (SnIII) is plotted against its

corresponding lung turnover (1 TO = cumulative expired volume that

equals FRC). With ventilation inhomogeneity, SnIII gradually increases

throughout the MBW. Scond reflects abnormalities within conductive

airways and it measures the SnIII increase per unit TO between

∼1.5–6.0 TO

MBW is a time-consuming procedure. There are shortened

protocols for MBW(1–2) but they have never been tested for Scond

calculations.

We aimed to compare Scond obtained applying the standard

endpoint for SF6 MBW (SF62.5%) and a shortened protocol.

Methods

Cystic fibrosis (CF) patients and healthy controls (HC) aged 6–18

years, studied for the LCF Collaboration performed SF6MBW with

a mass spectrometer system, at tidal breathing.

Scond was derived applying two different endpoints for calcula-

tion of Functional Residual Capacity (FRC):

1. SF62.5% (i.e. SF6 concentration 2.5% of the starting value)

2. SF6 Cn@TO6 (i.e. % of SF6 initial concentration when

reaching 6 lung volume TO).

Scond was automatically calculated, after elimination of

small breaths with a tidal volume <3 Fowler dead space.(3)

MBW runs with >1/3 of breaths excluded were removed.

Subjects with Lung Clearance Index >14 were eliminated. Scond

was calculated from subjects with 3 valid runs, and was then

volume corrected(4).

Results

In CF subjects Scond was significantly higher applying the

SF62.5% endpoint than the Cn@TO6 endpoint (p < 0.01; Table),

while there were no significant differences in HC (p = 0.4957).

Mean FRC by the SF62.5% protocol compared with the Cn@TO6

endpoint was higher both in CF (1.65 vs. 1.54 L; p<0.001) and

in HC (2.26 vs. 2.21 L; p<0.05)

[TBL 0]

A Bland-Altman plot of the average Scond by the two

endpoints against the differences for every subject is shown in

figure 2.

Figure 2. Bland-Altman plot

Conclusion

A shortened protocol for SF6MBW Scond calculation may not be

suitable for CF subjects with moderate-severe lung disease as it

tends to underestimate FRC, and therefore also Scond. In fact, a

lower FRC anticipates the 1.5–6 TO interval in the MBW and

excludes from Scond calculation some late breaths that, in

subjects with ventilation inhomogeneity, wash out the most

abnormal lung units, whereas in controls, FRC underestimate

does not affect Scond since the SnIII has poor progression

throughout MBW.

References

1) Eur Respir J. 2015;46:1814–6.

2) Pediatr Pulmonol 2016;51:624–32.

3) Am J Physiol. 1948;154:405-16

4) Respir Physiol Neurobiol. 2005;148:125-39
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#J170 − Impact of Video-fluoroscopic Swallow Studies on

Feeding Management and Clinical Status of Children with

Dysphagia.

Akel K 1, Blau H 1, Eshel Y 2, Gruzovsky S 3, Gendler Y 1,
Mussaffi H 1, Meizahav M 1, Prais D 1, Steuer G 1, Levine H 1,
Stafler P 1.
1Pulmonary Institute, Schneider Children’s Medical Center − Petach Tikva, Israel;
2Occupational Therapy Department, Schneider Children’s Medical Center − Petah-Tikva,
Israel; 3Radiology Institute, Schneider Children’s Medical Center − Petah-Tikva, Israel

Purpose

To evaluate the impact of video-fluoroscopic swallow studies (VFSS) in

children with suspected dysphagia on occupational therapists’ (OT)

management, feeding patterns and clinical respiratory status.

Methods

This is a retrospective case file review of 25 consecutive children with

clinical suspicion of dysphagia, who underwent VFSS in a tertiary

hospital setting. Evidence of pharyngeal pooling, laryngeal penetration

and lung aspiration was sought from the VFSS. Data were collected on

OT management strategies, feeding patterns and clinical respiratory

status prior and following the VFSS.

Results

Demographics:

Twenty-five children, 14 (56%) males, underwent VFSS at a median

age of 28months (range 1–193). Their diagnoses were central nervous

system dysfunction (n = 13, 52%), structural defects (n = 4, 16%),

syndromic abnormalities (n = 4, 16%), neuromuscular disease (n = 3,

12%) and vocal cord palsy (n = 1, 4%).

VFSS Results:

Out of 22 children examined with thin liquids, 7 (32%) had pooling, 11

(50%) penetration, and 4 (18%) aspiration. With thick liquid, 5/16

(31%) had pooling, 13/16 (81%) penetration, and 2/16 (13%)

aspiration. With thin puree, 3/11 (27%) had pooling, 3/11 (27%)

penetration, and 1/11 (9%) aspiration. With thick puree, 5/18 (28%)

had pooling, 5/18 (28%) penetration, and 0/18 (0%) aspiration. With

soft solids, 2/9 (18%) had pooling, 1/9 (11%) penetration, and 0/9

aspiration. With firm solids, none of 8 had pooling, penetration or

aspiration.

OT Intervention:

After VFSS, the following measures were advised by OTs that had

not been suggested following clinical assessment alone: 8/25

(32%) thickening feeds, 3/25 (12%) feeding interface adaptation,

3/25 (12%) oro-motor stimulation and 3/25 (12%) change in

positioning.

Change in Feeding Patterns:

Following the VFSS, 4 (16%) children who had been fed exclusively by

naso-gastric tube (NGT) or percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy

(PEG), were allowed to eat orally. One (4%) was changed from NGT to

oral and PEG feeds. Two (8%) children who ate orally before, were

asked to remain nil bymouth after the VFSS, one changing to NGT and

one to PEG.

Clinical Impact:

In the year preceding the VFSS, there were a total of 93 hospital

admissions, falling to 65 in the year after, p = 0.003. Total days of

admission were 530 before and 282 after, p < 0.001. Respiratory

admissions fell from 42 to 25, p = 0.003. Pediatric intensive care unit

admissions fell from 10 to 5, p = 0.017. The number of antibiotic

courses fell from 66 to 40, p = 0.018. Total days of antibiotic treatment

per year fell from 425 to 303, p = 0.014.

Conclusion

Penetration was most commonly observed with thick liquid, while

aspiration was commonest with thin liquid. Clinical assessment of

dysphagia resulted in incomplete ascertainment and valuable further

information was gained by VFSS. Change in feeding strategies was

associated with clinical improvement of respiratory status.

#J172 − Sonographic Evidence of Pulmonary Edema in

Pediatric Patients With Congenital Heart Disease.

Tang CW 1, Hsieh KS 2.
1Department of Pediatrics, Antai Medical Care Corporation Antai Tian-Sheng
Memorial Hospital − Kaohsiung, Taiwan, Taiwan; 2Department of Pediatrics,
Chang-Gung Memorial Hospital Kaoshiung − Kaoshiung, Taiwan

Propose

Traditionally, real-time ultrasonography was used mainly for visuali-

zation of structures and functional abnormalities in congenital heart

diseases (CHD). Significant advances in ultrasonography have made it

a useful tool for the diagnosis of pulmonary complications associated

with CHD. This study aims at highlighting the accuracy of lung

ultrasound compared to chest radiography in pediatric CHD patients.

Method

We employed ultrasonography as a non-invasive method and an

alternative tool for the diagnosis of pulmonary edema in patients with

CHD. We enrolled 17 patients with CHD who were admitted

consecutively to our ward with pulmonary edema from October 2009

toDecember 2011. Pulmonary edemawas suspected due to increased

infiltration and bilateral perihilar regions with engorged vascularity on

chest radiography. The lung ultrasound was also performed to detect

comet-tail artifacts arising from the pleural line. The sonographic

findings of a control group of 30 patients without pulmonary edema

were compared with the group with pulmonary edema. The

performance of chest radiography and ultrasound findings were also

compared.

Results

A total of 17 patients (M/F 9/8) identified with pulmonary edema

ranging from0.1–18 years of age and amean and standard deviation of

5.47 ± 5.10 years oldwere examined. Chest X-ray revealed congestion

with or without inflammatory changes in 4 patients and pulmonary

alveolar edema in 13 patients. The lung ultrasound showed numerous

comet-tail signs arising from the pleural line in all patients without

sonographic inflammatory signs. The sensitivity and specificity of lung

ultrasound was 100%.
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Conclusion

Our results demonstrate that lung ultrasound is very useful in the diagnosis

of cardiogenic pulmonary edema. In experienced hands, lung ultrasound

can be used as an alternative real-time, non-invasive, non-irradiating and

rapid tool in the diagnosis of pulmonary edema in children with CHD.

Reflections and Proposals

Lung ultrasound is a useful tool for the diagnosis of pulmonary edema

in children with CHD.

K. THERAPEUTIC PROCEDURES

#K6 − Sublingual Atropine Sulfate Use for Sialorrhea in

Pediatric Patients.

Azapagasi E 1, Kendirli T 1, Perk O 1, Kutluk G 2, Tuncer GO 2,
Teber S 2, Cobanoglu N 3.
1Department of Pediatric Intensive Care, 1. Ankara University, School of
Medicine − Ankara, Turkey; 2Department of Pediatric Neurology, 2. Ankara
University, School of Medicine − Ankara, Turkey; 3Department of Pediatric
Pulmonology, 3. Ankara University, School of Medicine − Ankara,
Turkey

Background

Sialorrhea is a frequent problem and may lead to aspiration in patients

with swallow dysfunction. In this study we aimed to assess the

effectiveness and safety of sublingual atropine sulfate treatment in

pediatric patients with sialorrhea.

Method

The medical records of the patients who had received sublingual

atropine sulfate 20 mcg/kg/dose for 4–6 times per day for seven

consecutive days in our hospital during a period from January 2015

through January 2016 were reviewed retrospectively.

The demographic properties, diagnosis, need for invasive or noninva-

sivemechanical ventilationandthepresenceof tracheotomywereassessed.

Response rates to sublingual atropine were measured by the

“Teacher Drooling Scale” (TDS), which is a metric for assessing level

and frequency of drooling that ranges from 1 (no drooling) to 5

(profuse drooling all day) and recorded by nurses before and after

treatment. Pre- and post-treatment drooling scores were compared.

Results

Thirty-five pediatric patients with sialorrhea who received sublingual

atropine sulfate were identified, although TDS assessment was only

performed in 21 of these patients.

The median age of the patients was 30 months (3–144 months)

(7 girls, 14 boys). Seventeen (80%) patients were on invasive

mechanical ventilation and seven (30%) had a tracheotomy. Twenty

patients had a neurodevelopmental disorder and only one patient had

oral and esophageal lesions due to corrosive material intake.

The median TDS prior to sublingual atropine sulfate treatment was

5, and decreased to 3 on the second day of treatment up to the end of

sevendays, a change thatwasstatistically significant (p < 0.001).Noside

effects were observed during the treatment period.

Conclusion

Although sublingual atropine sulfate is safe and effective during short

term usage for the treatment of sialorrhea, randomized placebo-

controlled and long term follow-up studies are necessary.

#K120 - In vitro Characterization of Adding a Partition

Separating Mouth from Nose in a Pediatric Facemask.

Furon E., Porée T.

R&D, Laboratoire Protec’Som − Valognes, France

Comparison of the in vitro properties of two pediatricmasks for valved

holding chambers of identical shape with one comprising a septum

blocking nasal inhalation.

A newly designed mask with septum (MS, Or’hal®, Laboratoire

Protec’Som) was compared in vitro to a similar mask but without

septum (MP, Protec’Som). Essential characteristics of child facemasks

were measured in vitro: flexibility, volume and seal to the face, and

their relationship to in vitro drug deposition. Both masks were used

with the same valved-holding chamber (VHC, Tips-haler®, Laboratoire

Protec’Som). Flexibility, volume and seal of the masks were measured

against 5 forces (0; 0.5; 1; 1.5; 2 kg). Flexibility was estimated as a

force-dependent length reduction of the masks onto a hard and flat

surface; and expressed as the slope of length versus force regression

line. Mask volumes were determined by the water displacement

method. Seal was evaluated by applying mask-VHC to a realistic 3D

supple face model (Copley Scientific) and delivering constant airflow.

Integrity of the seal was expressed as the ratio of airflow before and

after the mask-VHC-face system. Aerosol delivery was assessed using

an in vitro mouth inhalation model (Copley Scientific) at two clinically

relevant application forces (0.5 and 1 kg) and a breathing simulator

(Copley Scientific). Aerosol (Fluticasone propionate, Flixotide®,

GlaxoSmithKline) was captured on a filter (Copley Scientific) and

drug concentration was assayed by spectrophotometry at 236 nm.

Logically, the addition of a septum inside the mask decreased

flexibility (MP: −0.80, r2 = 9894; MS: −0.57, r2 = 0.9758). Despite

initial volume reduction (27% at 0.5 kg) due to the partition, MP and

MS volumewere equivalent at higher application forces (above 1.5 kg)

due to reduced flexibility. The septum also increased seal efficiency to

the face model by 15% at 0.5 kg and 29% at 2 kg. However, for aerosol

deposition, at the 2 application forces tested (0.5 and 1 kg), there was

no statistically significant difference between the 2 masks. Increased

application force increased the filter dose (MS: +7.2%;MP: +8.7%) and

decreased drug deposited onto the mask (MS: −5%; MP: −4.6%).

The results show that within the scope of our in vitro model,

changes in volume and seal did not affect drug deposition.

The use of facemasks adds complexity to the design and

assessment of VHCs. Despite 80% of VHCs (in France, in 2015)

selling with pediatrics masks, research is still scarce. The primary

function of this mask with septum is to block nasal breathing, oral

inhalation being favored for lung treatment, and recommended by

guidelines. However, mask design should not otherwise compromise

drug delivery. Mask-to-face seal and dead space volume can affect
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medication delivery, especially for children with low tidal volume. It is

therefore essential to develop robust in vitro models to test these

parameters when designing new masks.

#K126 − How Reliable Is the Internet for Treatment of a

Child’s Acute Cough?

Komorowska-Piotrowska A 1, Kononenko I 2, Shukla A 2, Adelkhanova
A 2, Chhura R 2, Almadhlouh S 2, Franck O 2, Buyukbayrak A 2,
Suwalski M 2, Mohamad Safri N 2, Baron RC 2, Wagner J 2,
Alrasheedi M 2, Aman A 2, Ebbrell J 2, Jones A 2, Kulus M 1.
1Pediatric Pneumonology and Allergology Department, Medical University of
Warsaw − Warsaw, Poland; 2English Division, Second Faculty of Medicine,
Medical University of Warsaw − Warsaw, Poland

Background

The Internet is one of the leading sources of medical advice for

parents, yet the guideline adherence and quality of the websites

remain questionable. Given the rapid development of the Internet,

results of previous studies on the quality of online information on

pediatric acute cough treatment may be outdated. Aim: To evaluate

the accuracy of information on acute cough treatment in children

provided online. Methods: The three most common search phrases for

each language (Arabic, English, French, German, Norwegian, Russian)

were evaluated in the three most often used search engines. To avoid

bias, the search in all languages was conducted on a laptop or tablet, in

incognito mode, on 3 consecutive allotted days for each search engine

(one day for one phrase). For each phrase and each search engine, the

first 200 results were checked. Each website was evaluated based on

adherence to advice, with technical appraisal and content complete-

ness as secondary outcomes. BTS guidelines andAAP statementswere

used as the standard for advice. Websites were awarded 0 or 1 point

for each piece of information provided (1 was assigned for standard-

adherent information), with a maximum of 13 points. Each parameter

was expressed in % of the websites that provided correct information.

Technical appraisal included components such as author, references,

functioning and relevant links and modification date. Content

completeness focused on assessing the presence of information

such as purpose of cough, its mechanism and possible types of

treatment. Websites were given 1 point for the presence of each

feature. Results: 6178 websites in 6 languages were evaluated, 1297

of which were relevant and therefore assessed. In the adherence of

advice section, the information on correct hydration and the use of

levodropropysine showed to be the most (46.5%) and least (0.8%)

accurate respectively. Only one website received the maximum score.

The total point score median was 2. German websites proved most

reliable, while English websites were the least (total score median 4 vs.

1, respectively). For content completeness, with a maximum point

score of 7 (achieved by 114 websites), the median point score was 4.

The most commonly stated information was that on increased fluid

demand and/or humid environment, which was provided by 51.8% of

the assessed websites. Regarding technical appraisal, 4 websites

received themaximum score of 11 points, with amedian point score of

5. Lack of paywall/registration proved to be the highest scoring

parameter (98.5% of websites).

Conclusion

The overall accuracy of adherence to advice was low. The technical

aspects of the assessed websites scored higher than content

completeness and much higher than adherence to advice. Proposal

for future actions: As the Internet continues to be a major source of

information, we propose an official, multilingual website containing

updated and guideline adherent data.

#K130 − Effects of Specific Inspiratory Muscle Training

Using an Individual Training Device in Children with Asthma.

Orešković Jemrić A 1, Bučanac M 2, Miculinić A 1, Nogalo V 3,
Plavec D 4, Erceg D 5, Turkalj M 1.
1Pulmonology and Allergology of Preschool and Schoolchildren,
Children’s Hospital Srebrnjak − Zagreb, Croatia; 2Department of Physical
Therapy and Rehabilitation, Children’s Hospital Srebrnjak − Zagreb, Croatia;
3Department of Pulmonology and Allergology for Infants and Young Children,
Children’s Hospital Srebrnjak − Zagreb, Croatia; 4Department of Science and
Research, Children’s Hospital Srebrnjak − Zagreb, Croatia; 5Clinical Trials Unit,
Children’s hospital Srebrnjak − Zagreb, Croatia

Introduction

In asthmatic pharmacological aswell as self-management educationand

non-pharmacological therapy, respiratory physiotherapy (whole-body

exercise training, inspiratory muscle training (IMT) and breathing

retraining techniques) has an important role. There is a debate regarding

the effectiveness of inspiratory muscle training in asthmatics, with no

conclusive evidence to support or refute IMT for asthma.

Objective

The aim of this study was to evaluate the effects of specific IMT using

an individual training device designed to increase the strength and

endurance of the inspiratory muscles on pulmonary function, muscle

strength and endurance in children with asthma.

Methods

In the randomized clinical study, we included 135 children (males = 82,

aged 6–18 years, mean = 12.6) with mild to moderate asthma

diagnosed by a physician, treated in the Children’s Hospital Srebrnjak.

One hundred and eight children underwent specific IMTwith a special

physiotherapy device during one month (at least 10 times/month).

Twenty-seven children were given instructions how to perform

diaphragmatic breathing exercises regularly at home during one

month. The results were evaluated using Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test

and only values of p < 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Results

The comparative analysis showed that the values of absolute and relative

forced vital capacity (FVC_rel and FVC_abs, respectively), absolute peak

expiratory flow (PEF_abs), peak expiratory flow measured by a peak flow

meter (PFM) and absolute forced expiratory volume in the first second

(FEV1_abs) had significantly increased in comparison to their initial values

in the IMT group: FVC_abs from 2.93±0.81 L to 2.99± 0.83 L (p =0.012),

FVC_rel from 87. 86± 11.06 % to 89.48± 10.65 % (p =0.011), PEF_abs

from 5.65 ±1.73 L/min to 5.81 ±1.79 L/min (p = 0.013), PFM from

324.35±99.21 L/min to 341.78 ±112.82 L/min (p = 0.003) and FEV1_abs
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from 2.54019±0.734916 to 2.5933±0.75554 (p = 0.25). On the other

hand, the values of FVC_abs, FVC_rel and PEF_abs did not show a

significant increase in the group of children who performed breathing

exercises at home, although PFM significantly increased from

303.46±94.27 L/min to 339.26±75.74 L/min (p =0.011). The results

also revealed a significant increase in maximal inspiratory pressure (MIP)

and inspiratorymuscleendurance (Tlim),definedasthetimethesubjectwas

able to sustain breathing against an inspiratory pressure load equivalent to

60% of the MIP, in both groups. In the IMT group, MIP increased from

79.88 ±31.99 cmH2O to 117.7 ± 29.33 cmH2O (p =0.000) and Tlim from

259.74±361.74 s to 437.35 ±413.28 s (p = 0.000).

Conclusion

Specific IMT, using an individual training device designed to increase

the strength and endurance of the inspiratory muscles, may improve

pulmonary function in children with asthma, as indicated by the

increase in FVC, PEF, FEV1, MIP and Tlim.

#K136 − High Flow Nasal Cannula Therapy for Infants with

Severe Acute Bronchiolitis − First Experiences.

Nogalo V.

Intensive Care Unit, Children’s Hospital Srebrnjak − Zagreb, Croatia

Introduction

High flow nasal cannula therapy is a new and noninvasive method in

treatment of infants with a severe form of bronchiolitis. In oxygenation,

the air is humidified and heated, the use of respiratory muscles and

instances of atelectasis are decreased, functional residual capacity is

thus improved. The goal of thismethod is for shorter andmore effective

treatment of acute severe bronchiolitis in infants treated in pediatric

intensive care unit and avoidance of invasive ventilation.

Subjects and Methods

A total of 15 patients (aged 2–24 months), previously healthy infants

and toddlers, without accompanying diseases such as chronic

respiratory diseases, bronchopulmonary dysplasia, congenital heart

diseases, with clinical features of proven viral infection (RSV,

adenovirus, or hMPV in nasal aspirate proven by PCR method),

severe bronchial obstruction and laboratory results of respiratory

acidosis (pH level below 7.3, pCO 2 level above 7 kPa, pO2 below

7 kPa) were treated with high flow oxygen using nasal cannula in the

period of 24–48 h in addition to other supportive pharmacotherapy

(inhalation with hypertonic NaCl, bronchodilator and corticosteroid).

Results

The patients treated with high flow oxygen using nasal cannula during

24–48 h recovered significantly faster, with reduction in hypoxemia

and CO2 accumulation, reduction of breathing efforts, reduction in

respiratory and heart rate. In all patients, after 48 h of treatment in

acid-base status, there were no signs of respiratory acidosis

(normal pH range (from 7.35 to7.45 kPa, pO2 from 7.3 to 10.6 and

pCO2 from 4.3 to 5.7 kPa), with mildly elevated bicarbonate level and

slightly reduced SaO2 values.

Conclusion

High flow oxygen therapy in infants with severe forms of acute viral

bronchiolitis allowed for shorter and more effective non-invasive

ventilation treatment with faster improvement of general and

respiratory status. Our limited experience with the first application

of a new non-invasive ventilation in children with severe acute

bronchiolitis treated in intensive care unit is highly positive and

encouraging and we can recommend this treatment as the therapy of

choice in place of invasive methods. An increasing number of patients

are necessary in further research for purposes of optimization and

evaluation of the new intervention.

#K157 − Video-assisted Thoracic Surgery for Pediatric

Spontaneous Pneumothorax − A Tertiary Children’s

Hospital Experience.

Ferreira de Lima S., Knoblich M., Borges C., Pascoa J.

Pediatric Surgery, Hospital Dona Estefânia − CHLC − Lisbon, Portugal

The aim of this study was to review a tertiary children’s hospital’s

experience with thoracic treatment of pediatric spontaneous pneu-

mothorax (SP).

A retrospective review of all children undergoing Video-Assisted

Thoracic Surgery (VATS) for SP between 2011 and 2015 was

performed and data on demographics, diagnostic imaging, therapeutic

approach, findings at surgery and outcomes were reviewed.

Ten patients, 7 males and 3 females, aged 13 to 17 years old

(average 15.5) underwent VATS procedures for SP in a five-year

period. SP was primary in 5 patients and secondary in 5 patients, in

whom asthma was the primary disease in the majority. Eighty percent

of patients were found to have apical abnormalities of the lung on CT

scanning. The indications for surgery were as follows: a first episode

with persistent air leak in 60% of patients and a recurrent ipsilateral

pneumothorax in 40% of patients. Three different surgical techniques

were used as follows: apical wedge resection plus mechanical

pleurodesis (50%), apical wedge resection plus chemical pleurodesis

with talc (40%) and apical wedge resection plus mechanical and

chemical pleurodesis with talc (10%). Apical blebs were identified at

the time of VATS in 100% of patients. There was an additional VATS

procedure for contralateral pneumothoraces in 30% of patients. There

were no recurrences during the study period. Hospital mean length of

stay was 8.4 days, and postoperative chest tube duration was 3.6 days

(range 2 to 6 days).Mean follow-upwas 19months (range, 2months to

3 years).There were no deaths or postoperative complications.

The thoracoscopic approach for treatment of SP is safe and

effective in children. Wedge resection plus either mechanical,

chemical pleurodesis or combination of these techniques were all

associated with acceptable outcomes. Due to a lack of evidence of

which surgical approach is superior in children, there is still no

agreement and consistency in pediatric spontaneous pneumothorax

management. Given the relatively low incidence, we suggest a
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multicenter approach for future research in order to generate the

evidence required for informed management of SP in children.

#K213–Flexible Pediatric Bronchoscopy on Pulmonary

Atelectasis: 10-Year Experience in an Adult Pulmonology

Department.

Simao C., Sousa C., Silveira M., Boleo-Tome J., Costa R.,
Rodriguez F.

Pulmonology, Hospital Prof. Doutor Fernando da Fonseca − Amadora, Portugal

Introduction

In pediatric age, almost all cases of atelectasis are acquired and referred

to as secondary; in rare cases, primary atelectasis caused by congenital

abnormalities may be present from birth. Chest physiotherapy is the

most common treatment in hospital setting, although there are limited

data supporting the efficacy of this approach. Bronchoscopy is

considered a “last resort” in atelectasis management. There are no

data comparing non-invasive therapies with bronchoscopy.

Aims

Characterize children with atelectasis who were submitted to flexible

bronchoscopy. Characterize endoscopic findings in these children.

Methods

Retrospective and observational analysis based on former medical

records of patients aged under 18, submitted to flexible bronchoscopy

in a bronchoscopy suite, over a 10-year period (2007–2016).

Results

We reviewed 52 flexible bronchoscopies in patients under 18 years old

(newborn: 1; infant: 15; toddler: 20; pre-schooler: 6; schooler: 7;

teenager:3)withmalepredominance (59.6%)andameanageof3.2years.

Sixty-nine percent of children had a pneumonia diagnosis, ofwhich

14 were recurrent. Seven children had a neurological disturbance:

Downsyndrome (n = 2),Chargesyndrome (n = 1),Rett syndrome (n = 1),

anoxic encephalopathy (n = 2) and cerebral palsy (n = 1).

The presence of foreign-body was confirmed in 2 children,

needing conversion to rigid bronchoscopy.

The right lung was the most affected (71.1%) and middle lobe

atelectasis was the most frequent (n = 15).

The most frequent endoscopic findings were: 50% bronchorrhea

with purulent and viscous secretions; 30.7% inflammatory findings

with mucosal hyperemia and edema; 7.7% extrinsic compression due

to vascular rings (n = 3) or lymphadenopathy (n = 1); 5.8% scarring

lesions with bronchial stenosis.

The average delay to bronchoscopy was 19 days in children aged

less than 1 year and 8.5 days in the remaining patients.

In patients with pneumonia (n = 36), only 22% had microbiological

positive results (Haemophilus influenzae n = 7 and Mycobacterium

tuberculosis n = 1)

All interventions were performed under general anesthesia.

Intraprocedure complications occurred in 1 exam: severe broncho-

spasmwith desaturation that was corrected immediately with no need

for further intervention. The mortality rate was zero.

Conclusion

Flexible bronchoscopy in the pediatric age is important in the diagnosis

and treatment of atelectasis. It can be useful in children with

neurological impairment or airway clearance disorders. Flexible

bronchoscopy allows identifying airway conditions that could need

further endoscopic management such as bronchial stenosis with

recurrent infections. Further studies comparing invasive and non-

invasive procedures would be important.

#K214 − Pulmonary Wedge Resection in the Pediatric

Population: Experience of a Surgical Department of a

Tertiary Hospital.

Reino-Pires P.

Pediatric Surgery Department, Hospital de Dona Estefânia, Centro Hospitalar de
Lisboa Central − Lisbon, Portugal

This study aims to characterize the patient population submitted to a

pulmonary wedge resection in a tertiary pediatric hospital. This type of

approach is used to avoid an anatomical resection and therefore is

intended to spare healthy lung tissue, being performed by thoracot-

omy or thoracoscopy. Most of the patients suited for this approach

suffer from secondary malignant metastasis (SMx) or pleural

bleb/bullae associated with primary pneumothorax (PT). Although it

is not a new technique, to our knowledge, little has been discussed

regarding this surgical approach in the pediatric population, therefore

we conducted this study to better understand our patient population

in our tertiary pediatric hospital.

Online clinical files were searched for patients admitted in our

hospital between January 2010 and November 2016 with the

diagnosis of PT (ICD-9:5128) or SMx (ICD-9:1971) submitted to a

surgical procedure, including those who were submitted to a

pulmonary wedge resection. Overall 18 patients were identified,

corresponding to 25 procedures; 14 male, 11 female (56%vs44%);

16 due to PT and 9 to SMx; 16 by thoracoscopy and 9 by

thoracotomy (64%vs36%); the pre-op anesthetic evaluation of each

case, according to the American Society of Anesthesiology, was from

I to IV: 1, 16, 8, 0 (4%vs68%vs32%vs0%). The SMx cases were due

to: 7 Wilms Tumor, 1 osteosarcoma, 1 testicular cancer (78%vs11%

vs11%); 6 patients with PT had asthma (37.5%). No other relevant

co-morbidities were recorded. 3 cases had SMx bilaterally and 2

cases had contralateral PT. There were no intra-operative compli-

cations in either group. Two relapses of the PT group were

identified, submitted to another thoracoscopy wedge resection with

good outcome. In the group with SMx, there were no identified

relapses necessitating another surgery.

All patients with SMxwere approached by thoracotomy and those

with PT by thoracoscopy. Although thoracoscopy had gained more

supporters along the years, much has been discussed if patients with

SMx met good criteria for this approach. Nowadays, most authors

acknowledge thoracotomy as the preferred choice in this setting for its

important tactile characteristics. However this approach has a greater

morbidity and thoracoscopy is considered as an excellent approach to
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execute a wedge resection, with PT patients being the perfect

candidates. Our data seem to reflect those mainstream surgical options

with optimal results, and therefore we consider them to provide good

care to our patients. However this study has a small sample and its

design does not allow evaluating the long term outcome of our patients

through adulthood, therefore further studies are warranted.

#K215 − Quality of Life of Home-Ventilated Children and

Adolescents in a Tertiary Care Center.

Amaral J 1, Figueiredo A 2, Madureira N 3, Cancelinha C 1, Félix M 3.
1Medical Pediatrics Service, Pediatric Department, Coimbra Hospital and Univer-
sity Center − Coimbra, Portugal; 2Faculty of Medicine, University of Coimbra −
Coimbra, Portugal; 3Pediatric Pulmonology Unit, Pediatric Department, Coimbra
Hospital and University Center − Coimbra, Portugal

Introduction

Home mechanical ventilation represents a treatment option for patients

with chronic respiratory failure, changing prognosis of many disorders in

children and potentially improving their quality of life (QoL). This study

intends toevaluateQoLofhome-ventilated childrenof a tertiarypediatric

hospital, according to children/adolescents and caregiver’s perspectives.

Methods

We retrospectively studied families enrolled in a pediatric home

ventilation program in a Portuguese tertiary pediatric hospital, for a

period longer than 6 months. The Pediatric Quality of Life InventoryTM

(PedsQLTM), approved for the Portuguese population, was anonymously

answered by children/adolescents and caregivers coming to outpatient

appointments in the respiratory clinic. Period of study: June −

December 2016. Written informed consent was obtained from care-

givers. Several data, including demographic and clinical characteristics,

were collected. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS 21.0.

Results

Forty-four fully answered questionnaires were obtained (median age

12y; 57% male). Main diagnostic groups were: neuromuscular disease

(10), mixed syndromic (7), obstructive syndromic (6), sleep obstructive

disturbance (6), restrictive syndromic (4), cerebral palsy (2), spine bifida

(2), severe obesity (2) and chronic pulmonary disease (2). Median time

on ventilation was 3y7m. Most children were ventilated from 0-8h;

good/very good compliance was reported in 66%. Sixty-six percent

attended school in a full-time schedule.

QoL (score0–100) reportedbychildrenandadolescentshadamedian

scoreof66while theone reportedbyparentswas58.Weverified a strong

correlation between QoL scores reported by both groups (r = 0.7).

Median QoL scores reported by parents /children were the

following for each age group: 2-4yo (42/-), 5-7yo (73/73.9), 8-12yo

(63/67) and 13–18 (51/64).

There was no statistically significant difference between QoL values

according toparentsor tochildrenbasedonthedifferentdiagnosticgroups

(p = 0.671 and p=0.679), as well as type of interface used (p =0.192 and

p=0.152), hours of ventilation per day (p = 0.277 and p=0.365) or

compliance (p = 0.534 and p=0.160). There was also no statistical

significant difference between QoL scores related to total duration of

ventilation in years (parents − p =0.875 and children − p=0.420).

Conclusion

Life quality scores of HVCwere similar between different types of

diagnosis, duration and mode of ventilation.

Wedidnot findsignificantdifferencesbetweenQoLscores indifferent

groups of diagnosis, total duration of ventilation, ventilation mode, type of

interface, hours of ventilation per day and levels of compliance.

There is a strong correlation between scores obtained from

parents’ and children’s questionnaires.

Global results from QoL scores were higher than in other

previously published reports.
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L. CELLULAR AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY

The two abstracts/manuscripts for the Cellular and Molecular Biology

section will not appear in this issue

M. PEDIATRIC PULMONOLOGY IN
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

#M5 − VATS for CCAM: Report of Three Cases

Amina Selimović S 1, Ermina Mujičić M 2, Selma Milišić M 3,
Kenan Karavdić K 4, Alen Pilav P 5, Emir Haxhija H 6.
1Department of Pediatric Pulmonology, Pediatric Clinic, Clinical Center University
of Sarajevo − Sarajevo, Bosnia-Herzegovina; 2Department of Cardioanesthesiol-
ogy, Clinic for anesthesiology, reanimatology and intensive care, Clinical Center
University of Sarajevo − Sarajevo, Bosnia-Herzegovina; 3Medical Faculty Univer-
sity of Sarajevo, University of Sarajevo − Sarajevo, Bosnia-
Herzegovina; 4Department of Pediatric Surgery, Clinical Center University of
Sarajevo − Sarajevo, Bosnia-Herzegovina; 5Department of Thoracic Surgery,
Clinical Center University of Sarajevo − Sarajevo, Bosnia-Herzegovina;
6Department of Pediatric Surgery, Medical University of Graz − Graz, Austria

Two male and one female child, ages 7, 4 and 3 years, were treated

for symptoms of cough, high temperature in district hospitals. In all

three children, laboratory blood tests, chest radiograph, ausculta-

tory findings showed the presence of pneumonia. Children were

treated with appropriate doses of antibiotics. After the rehabilita-

tion of inflammation, they were sent to the UCC Sarajevo to

perform chest CT scan, which pointed to the CCAM and PS changes

in lungs. This required surgical lobectomy of the affected part of a

lung. In both patients with pulmonary sequestration, the aberrant

systemic artery was originating from the most proximal part of the

abdominal aorta. The operation was performed under a general

anesthesia with one sided-lung ventilation and collapse of the lung

with disease. Patients were positioned in the stable lateral

decubitus position. Three small incisions in the chest approximately

1 cm long were performed in the 5th ICS mid-axillary line for the

5 mm 30° telescope to examine inside the chest. The other two

incisions were performed for the working instruments, one in the

4th ICS front axillary line (5 mm port) and one in the 8th ICS front

axillary line (10 mm port). In cases with pulmonary sequestration,

the division of the aberrant artery was first performed. The artery

was easily found in the lower pulmonary ligament which was divided

and the artery freed over a length of 2–3 cm from adhesions and

fibrotic sheath. In one case, the artery could be clipped using the

Weck® Hem-o-lok® polymer locking ligation system and in the

other case, the artery was more than 11 mm thick and the vascular

stapler Endo-GIA™ 30–2.5 mm was used. Pulmonary ligament was

further divided with hook cautery until exposure of the inferior

pulmonary vein which was completely exposed. The segmental

arterial branches to the lower lobe were identified and all were

divided one by one from medial to lateral after positioning of the

Weck® Hem-o-lok® clips through a 5 mm port. To allow for further

resection of the lower lobe, the major fissure was completely

divided using a LigaSure™ 5 mm blunt tip 37 cm sealer and divider.

A 6 cm skin incision was performed along the port in the 5th ICS and

the soft tissues divided with the cautery. The chest was entered in

the 5th ICS along the upper edge of the 6th rib. The final dissection

between the lower lobe bronchus and the pulmonary vein was

performed partially bluntly with the aid of Ligasure. The lower lobe

bronchus was finally always divided using the stapler two times,

once for segment 6 and once for the main part of the lower lobe

bronchus before branching to other segments. Finally, the inferior

pulmonary vein was divided using the vascular stapler. The

mediastinal pleura was closed with Vicryl 4/0 stitches. This study

suggests that patients who present with asymptomatic CCAM will

subsequently become symptomatic. Early surgical referral and

intervention may be beneficial to avoid the development of

complications.

#M10 − Analysis on Surveillance of Mycoplasma

pneumoniae Infection in Children

Wang Y., Chen Z., Yang D.

Pulmonary Department, Children’s Hospital, Zhejiang University School of Medi-
cine − Hangzhou, China

Objective

Mycoplasma pneumoniae (M. pneumoniae) is an important pathogen

causing respiratory tract infection in adults and children. In recent

years, epidemiological characteristics ofM. pneumoniae infection have

changed. Further epidemiological studies are needed to find answers

to this phenomenon.

Methods

(1) Study population: patients consulting the fever clinic

for on-site investigation of M. pneumoniae respiratory

tract infections.

(2) The clinical data of the subjects were obtained by question-

naire, medical history collection, physical examination and

assistant examination.

(3) Pharyngeal swab acquisition and DNA detection. For some

subjects, we conducted long-time monitoring forM. pneumo-

niae-DNA in pharyngeal swabs to observe the carrying

duration of M. pneumoniae after infection and to observe its

relationship with the progression of the disease.

(4) Culture and isolation of M. pneumoniae.

(5) Drug resistance analysis and mutation detection of M.

pneumoniae strains: isolated strains were detected and

analyzed for macrolide-resistance, and the mutation points

were confirmed.

(6) Molecular typing of M. pneumoniae strains: all isolates were

detected byMLVAmolecular genotyping. Parts of the strains

were also detected by P1 gene typing. The two types of

molecular genotyping methods were compared. We also

explored the significance of MLVA typing in molecular

characters in M. pneumoniae infection.
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Results

A total of 1025 patients were enrolled. Among these, 163 were M.

pneumoniae-DNA positive, for a positive rate of 15.09%. We found

thatM. pneumoniae infection tended to occur in children over the age

of 5 years, summer and autumn were the epidemic seasons, and

pneumonia was the most common form of M. pneumoniae infection.

Multiple regression analysis found that M. pneumoniae infection was

positively correlatedwith age, severity of disease andmultiple siblings,

and was negatively correlated with runny nose, nasal symptoms, past

history of pneumonia.M. pneumoniae carrying time varied according to

the different areas of M. pneumoniae infection: pneumonia was the

longest, bronchitis the second, and URI the shortest. A total of 94M.

pneumoniae strains were isolated from M. pneumoniae-DNA positive

patients, with the isolation rate at 57.7%. MLVA typing distinguished

the strains into 8 types. Except for 2 strains, all the other 92 strains

(97.9%) were macrolide-resistant strains. The 2 macrolide-sensitive

strains had a special MLVA type.

Conclusion

M. pneumoniae infection tended to occur in children over the age of

5 years, summer and autumn were epidemic seasons, and

pneumonia was the most common form ofM. pneumoniae infection.

Age, severity of disease and multiple siblings were risk factors ofM.

pneumoniae infection. Macrolide-resistant strains are prevalent at

present. MLVA genotyping may be a molecular epidemiologic

method of predicting macrolide-resistant strains of M. pneumoniae

infection.

#M22- Epidemiological Characteristics and Risk Factors of

Complications of Severe Measles Pneumonia in Children.

Dung NT.

Pediatric, Bachmai Hospital − Hanoi, Vietnam

Background

Although the incidence ofmeasles has dropped significantly, in 2014, a

measles epidemic broke out in Hanoi and in some northern provinces

with high mortality rates due to complications of severe pneumonia.

Objectives

To describe epidemiological characterizations and determine

certain risk factors of severe measles pneumonia.

Patients and Method

Patients admitted to the Pediatric Department of Bach Mai Hospital

for measles complications with pneumonia. Measles diagnosis based

on epidemiological, clinical and IgM antibody test (+) with measles

virus following Guidelines of the Ministry of Health in 2014.

Diagnosis and classification of pneumonia based on WHO Guide-

lines in 2013.

Results and Discussion

From February to August 2014, there were 309 measles patients

hospitalized with pneumonia complications. Of these, there were

205 males and 104 females with a male/female ratio of 1:1.97.

There were 111 cases of severe pneumonia, accounting for 35.9%.

Of the latter, there were 56 (50.5%) cases with oxygen therapy, 55

(49.5%) cases with mechanical ventilation and 20 deaths. Mortality

among pneumonia was 6.5%. There were 99 (32%) measles infants

under 9 months and 268 (86.7%) had not been immunized with the

measles vaccine. The risk factors related to severe measles

pneumonia complications were: children under 9 months of age

(OR = 2.66; 95% CI: 1.57 to 4.49; P = 0.000), children not immunized

with measles vaccine (OR = 4.12; 95% CI: 1.47 to 12.44; P = 0.004),

children with humeral IgA, IgG, IgM immunodeficiency. There was

no correlation between bacterial or viral coinfection on severity of

pneumonia. This means that the review of a number of previous

studies on the direct role of the measles virus impact on the severity

of pneumonia.

Conclusion

Measles complications of pneumonia in hospitalized children occurred

more often in infants less than 9 months of age and children without

measles vaccination. The risk factors which increased the severity of

the disease were: children under 9 months of age, without measles

vaccination and reduced immune factors IgA, IgG and IgM.

Key words: Measles; Pneumonia; children

#M61 − Factors that Negatively Affect the Prognosis of

Pediatric Community-Acquired Pneumonia and Its

Etiological Analysis in a Developing Country.

Caggiano S 1, Ullmann N 1, De Vitis E 2, Porcaro F 1, Azzari C 2,
Cutrera R1.
1Respiratory Unit, Pediatric Department Bambino Gesù Children’s Hospital −
Rome, Italy; 2Department of Immunology, Child Health, University of Florence,
Meyer Children’s University Hospital − Florence, Italy

Introduction and Aim of the Study

Community-acquired pneumonia (CAP) is still the most important

cause of death in countries with scarce human and financial resources.

The main purpose of our study was to identify the factors that

negatively affect the clinical evolution of children hospitalized with

CAP in a developing country and to explore infection etiology.

Methods

All patients (pts) discharged from the hospital Itigi-Tanzania with a

diagnosis of CAP from August 2014 to April 2015 were enrolled.

Clinical data until discharge were gathered and analyzed. Dried blood

spots (DBS) for quantitative Real-time PCR for bacterial detection

were collected. Moreover, clinical evolution of the disease was

correlated with bacterial findings.

Results

100 children (M47%) of average age 33 months were included. 29%

were classified as malnourished, with a weight for age Z score ≤2. The

average length of hospitalization was 10 days. 24% of pts were

identified with severe CAP and 11% died. Surprisingly, 54% of pts

had been hospitalized with a suspected diagnosis other than CAP.

Thewrong diagnosis at admission increased complications (15%vs. 2%
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p < 0.05), treatment with ≥2 antibiotics (96% vs. 81% p < 0.05) and

radiological investigations (34% vs. 15% p < 0.05), furthermore

increasing the length of hospitalization by two days. The comorbidity

(e.g. malaria, typhoid fever, anemia, meningitis), found in 32% of

children, significantly increased severity, number of complications,

deaths, need for chest x-rays and oxygen therapy (p <0.05). Need for

oxygen was significantly increased in pts with negative prognosis (p

< 0.01). Children with malnutrition required more antibiotics (p< 0.05).

In 52 (62%) of patients, Streptococcus pneumoniae (S.p.) was isolated;

Haemophilus influenzae (Hi) was detected in 23 patients (27%), mainly

type b (Hib) (74%), and Staphylococcus aureus (S.a.) in 17 of our cases

(20%). 5 children had Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P.a.) (6%) and

Salmonella typhi (S.t.) was detected in 3 patients (3%). 75% of patients

hadmono-infection, the remaining 25% showed bacterial co-infection,

most frequently between S.p. and Hi (57%). Neither of these bacteria,

in mono or co-infection, was isolated recurrently in children

malnourished, younger or with comorbidities, nor was there a

correlation found with severity, complications, deaths, oxygen

demand or duration of hospitalization.

Conclusions

Our study highlights the difficulty of diagnosis and comorbidities as

themain factors that negatively affect the clinical evolution of children

hospitalized with CAP in a country with limited resources. S.p. and Hib

still have a large role in childhood pneumonia in developing countries,

therefore implementation of current vaccine strategies is needed to

reduce preventable childhoodmorbidity andmortality. DBS is a simple

and efficient diagnostic method for bacterial identification in countries

with scarce medical resources.

#M72 − Evaluation of Children with Hydatid Cyst in the

Middle Region of Turkey.

Aslan AT 1, Şismanlar T 1, Pekcan S 2.
1Pediatric Pulmonology, Gazi University Hospital − Ankara, Turkey; 2Pediatric
Pulmonology, Necmettin Erbakan University, Meram Medicine Faculty − Konya,
Turkey

Objective

Hydatid cyst is a chronic zoonotic infectious disease with poor

prognosis and serious medical, social and economic consequences.

Although it is widespread throughout the world, Turkey is one of the

endemic areas. Early diagnosis is difficult due to being asymptomatic in

early stages. Optimal therapeutic option is not clearly defined in the

pediatric population. In this study, we aim to review demographic,

clinical and laboratory findings, treatments and outcome of children

with hydatid cyst disease in two pediatric pulmonology centers in the

middle region of Turkey.

Method

Clinical records of patients with hydatid cyst disease, who were under

18 years of age, were reviewed between 2007–2015. Patient ages,

involved organs, laboratory findings, treatments, follow-up and

outcome were noted.

Results

During the 8-year period, 49 patients were followed in two

pediatric pulmonology centers. Mean age was 9.3 ± 3.6 years, 17

(35 %) of whom were female and 32 (65 %) of whom were male.

Fifteen (31 %) patients were living in rural areas and 34 (69 %) were

living in urban areas. Fourteen (28 %) had a history of contact with

a dog and 6 (12 %) had family history. Thirty-six (73 %) had lung, 25

(42 %) liver, 12 (24 %) both lung and liver, one lung, liver and brain,

one lung, liver and gall bladder, one lung and adrenal gland, two (4

%) isolated spinal, and one isolated spleen involvement. Hydatid

Cyst indirect hemagglutination positivity was detected in 24

patients, Echinococcus granulosus-specific IgG positivity in 9

patients and specific IgE positivity in 8 patients. Surgery was

performed in 34 patients, PAIR in 13 patients. All patients were

treated with albendazole of which 7 had additional praziquantel

treatment. Mean albendazole treatment duration was 15.5 ± 13.2

months. Mean follow-up duration was 26.4 ± 24 months and

relapse occurred in 7 patients in this duration.

Discussion

Hydatid cyst is an important public health problem in endemic areas.

Although medical and family history, clinical and laboratory findings

were negative in most patients, it must be kept in mind in suspected

children in these regions. Although it usually presents in lung and liver

in children, there could be atypical organ involvement without lung

and liver involvement.

#M90 − Clinical Profile of Patients with Kartagener’s

Syndrome.

Tudu M.

Pediatrics, Christian Medical College Vellore − Vellore, India

Introduction

The need for early recognition of ciliary dyskinesia is being

increasingly recognized worldwide[1]. While confirmatory diagnosis

for ciliary dyskinesia is not easily available in developing countries,

very often a clinical diagnosis can be made especially when it is part

of Kartagener’s syndrome[2,5]. However there is usually an

unacceptable delay in instituting airway clearance therapy which

could potentially prevent or delay the development of bronchiecta-

sis [3,4,6]. This study was performed to look at the clinical profile of

patients with Kartagener’s syndrome with special attention to the

delay in diagnosis.

Methods

Retrospective chart review of patients with a clinical diagnosis of

Kartagener’s syndrome attending the pediatric respiratory clinic in a

tertiary care hospital over 7 years from 2009 to 2016.

Results

There were 7 patients, 4 males and 3 females, who had a clinical

diagnosis of Kartagener’s syndrome. Age ranged from 2 years to
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19 years. Clinical criteria of situs inversus, bronchiectasis and

sinusitis were fulfilled by all patients.

One patient had a complex cyanotic heart disease along with

dextrocardia. While all had clinical bronchiectasis, 3 had nasal

polyposis and 2 had chronic adeno-tonsillitis.

Onset of Symptoms

Documentation of onset of respiratory symptoms within 1 year of

age in the medical records was noted in 86 % of these patients .

Neonatal respiratory distress was reported in 2 children. Chronic

wet cough and persistent nasal discharge was documented in 6

children.

Age of Diagnosis

Only 2 children were diagnosed within 1 year of age (at neonatal

period and 3 months respectively). More than 70% had diagnosis

delayed beyond infancy in spite of early onset of symptoms.

Conclusion

Kartagener’s syndrome with typical features is not uncommon in

pediatric practice in a tertiary care center. In spite of early onset of

symptoms, diagnosis and initiation of treatment is delayed in the

majority, leading to development of bronchiectasis and significant

pulmonary morbidity[6].

#M96 − The Impact of Surgery on Growth, Pulmonary

Functions and Acute Exacerbations in Children with

Non-Cystic Fibrosis Bronchiectasis.

Emiralioglu N 1, Dogru D 1, Yalcin S 2, Tugcu G 1, Yalçın E 1,
Ozcelık U 1, Ekinci S 3, Kiper N. 1.
1Pediatric Pulmonology, Hacettepe University Faculty of Medicine − Ankara,
Turkey; 2Social Pediatrics, Hacettepe University Faculty of Medicine − Ankara,
Turkey; 3Pediatric Surgery, Hacettepe University Faculty of Medicine − Ankara,
Turkey

Aim

Treatment decisions for the management of bronchiectasis include

pharmacological agents and nonpharmacological approaches such as

chest physiotherapy, and surgical procedures. There is no data

regarding the outcome of surgery in children with non-CF bronchiec-

tasis and the indications of surgery in these patients are unclear. In this

study, we aimed to review the effect of lung resection on pulmonary

exacerbations, lung function tests and nutritional conditions in

patients with non-CF bronchiectasis; and to compare the results

with patients managed with medical treatments.

Methods

The medical records of patients with non-CF bronchiectasis between

December 1998 and October 2011 were retrospectively analyzed.

Patientswho underwent lobectomy andwere followed for at least four

years before surgery and four years after surgery were categorized as

the “surgery group”. Age- and gender-matched non-CF bronchiectasis

patients who were medically treated without surgery in the same

period for at least four years were selected as the “medical group”. The

medical data including age, body weight, body height, Body Mass

Index (BMI), z scores, number of pulmonary exacerbations and lung

function tests were recorded for four years before surgery and four

years after surgery in the surgery group; and four years from the initial

evaluation in the medical group.

Results

There were 29 patients in the surgery group and 33 age-and

gender-matched patients in the medical group. There was no

statistical significance with regard to age, gender, lobar distribution

of bronchiectasis, BMI, microbiological analysis and lung function

tests of the patients between the surgery and medical groups at

first admission. There was a statistically significant difference

between the z scores for height within the surgery group after the

surgery and medical group (p = 0.003); z scores for height improved

in both groups. There was no statistical significance when

comparing z scores for weight (p = 0.45) and BMI (p = 0.52) within

the surgery group after the surgery and in the medical group during

their follow up. Lung function tests including FEV1% (p = 0.65),

FVC% (p = 0.45) and FEF25-75% (p = 0.58) also did not change

significantly within years both in the surgery group after the

surgery and in the medical group. There was also no statistical

significance for total number of pulmonary exacerbations

(p = 0.29), oral (p = 0.52) and intravenous (p = 0.66) antibiotic

requirements of patients within the surgery group after the

surgery and in the medical group.

Conclusion

Although there have not been any prospective randomized trials

comparing the short- and long-term efficacy of surgical and medical

treatment, our results show that surgical management of non-CF

bronchiectasis has no significant effect on BMI, z scores, number of

pulmonary exacerbations and lung function tests of patients. Surgical

managementhas led to significant improvementonheight ofpatientswith

non-CF bronchiectasis that was not previously explained in the literature.

#M113 − The Xpert MTB-RIF to Diagnose Tuberculosis in

Adolescents from Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

Gama de Andrade TL., Gouget Ferreira Silvano RG., Pombo March
MF., Coelho Soares EC., Couto Sant’anna C., Baroni Aurilio R.

Pediatric, Instituto de Puericultura Martagão Gesteira/UFRJ − Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Objectives

To describe the use of theXpertMTB/RIF assay for the diagnosis of TB

in adolescents aged 10 to 18 years from Rio de Janeiro between

January 01, 2015 and December 31, 2015 in sputum and induced

sputum samples.

Methods

This descriptive, cross-sectional study collected data from the

Laboratory Environmental Management (GAL) database.

Results

A total of 772 tests were analyzed. Sputums were the most prevalent

specimens with 746/772 samples (96.6%): 617/746 (82.7%) were not
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detectable and 129/746 (17.3%) were positive. The mean age was

16 years, and males prevailed at 52% (67/129). A culture test was

conducted in 105/772 samples (13.6%) and drug sensitivity test (ST) in

64/105 samples (60.9%). Most samples (125/129, 96.9%) were sensitive

to Rifampicin (RIF); the resistance of 1/129 (0.8%) was inconclusive; and

3/129 (2.3%)were resistant toRIF.Ofthese,oneresistant to isoniazidwas

confirmed by culture and ST. ST did not confirm resistance to RIF in the

second sample. The third sample was culture negative. The mean time

betweensamplecollectionandarrival at the laboratory for conducting the

Xpert MTB/RIF assay was about four days, and the laboratory took a

mean of eight days to provide the result.

Conclusion

Most sputum smearmicroscopy testswere justified as adolescents can

produce sputum effectively, allowing sample collection for analysis.

Bacilli were not detected in most cases (82.7%), unlike other countries,

which have higher rates of positive results. The percentage of RIF-

sensitive samples was 96.9%, demonstrating the high sensitivity ofM.

tuberculosis in our medium.

Reflections and Concrete Proposals

Xpert MTB/RIF assay proved to be effective for the diagnosis of TB in

adolescents. However, it is important to conduct a culture test in

addition to the Xpert MTB/RIF assay to confirm RIF resistance and to

test sensitivity to other drugs, which would indicate whether drug

replacement is actually necessary.

#M114 − Clinical Profile of Children and Adolescents with

and without Comorbidities Hospitalized with Community

Acquired Pneumonia.

Pombo March MF., Couto Sant’anna C., Baroni Aurilio R., Do
Nascimento Maia P., Gonçalves Ribeiro de Souza R., Ferreira S.,
Amaral Ibiapina Parente AA., Pieve Cardoso V.

Pediatrics, Instituto de Puericultura Martagão Gesteira/UFRJ − Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil

Objectives

To describe the clinical profile of children and adolescents hospitalized

with community-acquired pneumonia (CAP), divided into two groups:

with and without comorbidities.

Methods

Observational, longitudinal, descriptive study, with prospective data

collection, in a cohort of patients aged 0–11 years, hospitalized with

clinical and radiological diagnosis of CAP, from January 2010 to

January2012.Descriptiveanalysiswasperformed; the twogroupswere

compared by logistic regression for possible risk factors for CAP using

relative risk (RR) with 95% confidence interval (CI). The process of

selection of independent variables was stepwise forward, level of 5%.

Results

Of the 121 casesevaluated, 47.9%hadcomorbidities.Of thesepatients

with comorbidities, 6/58 (10%) had pneumonia complicated by chest

radiography. In bivariate analysis, patients with comorbidities demon-

strated higher chance for age> 60 months (p = 0.005), malnutrition

(p = 0.002), previous use of antibiotics (p = 0.008) and previous

hospitalization for CAP (p = 0.004). In multivariate analysis, these

variables were independent predictors of CAP in patients with

comorbidities: age>60 months (p = 0.002, RR = 5.39, 95% CI: 1.89 to

15.4);malnutrition (p = 0.008; RR = 1.75, 95%CI: 1.75 to44.6), previous

use of antibiotics (p = 0.013, RR = 3.03, 95% CI 1.27 to 7.2), previous

hospitalization for CAP (p = 0.03, RR = 2.91, 95% CI 1.08 to 7.9).

Conclusions

Most patients with CAP and comorbidities were aged>60 months,

were malnourished, had previous use of antimicrobials and had

previous hospitalization for CAP; the comorbidities had a higher

relationship with the probability of malnutrition and hospitalization for

CAP in older age than in children without comorbidities.

Reflections and Concrete Proposals

Knowledge of this clinical profilemay contribute to better assist CAP in

hospitalized pediatric patients in referral centers.

#M150 − Azithromycin Administered at the time of Severe

Bronchiolitis Has a Protective Effect on Subsequent

Wheezing in Infants.

Pinto LA., Jones MH., Pitrez PM., Stein RT.

Department of Pediatrics, Pontificia Universidade Catolica do RS (PUCRS) − Porto
Alegre, Brazil

Purpose

A significant proportion of infants develop recurrentwheezing after an

acute viral bronchiolitis (AB) event. Despite extensive research, clinical

trials could not show any interventionwith a relevant clinical impact on

AB. However, at least one recent study has demonstrated a prolonged

protection for recurrent wheeze and lower respiratory morbidity in

infants treated with azithromycin during an acute respiratory syncytial

virus (RSV) bronchiolitis. The aim of the present study was to test the

hypothesis that administration of Azithromycin during an AB event

reduces subsequent wheezing and hospital re-admissions.

Methods

This is a secondary analysis of a randomized, double-blinded,

placebo-controlled trial, including unpublished data on wheezing

and hospitalizations during the initial 6 months following admission

for acute viral bronchiolitis. The study was performed in a tertiary

University hospital in Southern Brazil. Participants were infants

(< 12 months of age) hospitalized with AB. Patients were

randomized to receive either Azithromycin or placebo, adminis-

tered orally, for 7 days. Assessment of clinical data included length

of hospital stay and identification of respiratory viruses, described

in a previous publication. In addition, secondary data from the initial

study were registered in a follow-up during 6 months after the AB

episode in order to identify recurrent wheezing and hospital

readmissions. Families were contacted by telephone at 3 and

6 months after the initial acute event and responded to a

standardized questionnaire.
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Results

Eighty-three patients were included (Azithromycin group, n = 46;

placebo group, n = 37). Kaplan-Meier analysis showed wheezing was

significantly reduced in the Azithromycin group (P =0.022). Acute

events which were positive for RSV (n = 38) or not by RSV (n = 30) had

a significant reduction for subsequent wheezing in both subgroups.

Hospital re-admission during the period of follow-up was not

significantly different between the two groups.

Conclusion

Azithromycin significantly reduces the risk of subsequent wheezing

between 0 and 6 months after hospital admission due to acute viral

bronchiolitis irrespective of the presence of respiratory syncytial virus.

Considering the important clinical impact of our findings and the risk of

increased use of macrolides in this group of patients, further studies

should try to better define which infants could be better responders to

macrolides and whether severity is also a factor associated with

efficacy of treatment.

#M165 − Clinical Profile of Children with Tuberculosis with

or without HIV Infection in a Pediatric Pneumology

Outpatient Clinic in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

Pombo March MF., Couto Sant’anna C., Baroni Aurilio R., Amaral
Ibiapina Parente AA., Pieve Cardoso V., Campos Pessoa T., Cristina
de Souza Drummond I., Santana BP.

Pediatrics, Instituto de Puericultura Martagão Gesteira/UFRJ − Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil

Objective

To describe the clinical profile of patients with tuberculosis (TB)

associated or not with HIV infection treated at a pediatric pneumology

service.

Methodology

This descriptive, retrospective and cross-sectional study was con-

ducted from 2004 to 2016. The following variables were analyzed:

age, anti-HIV test, tuberculin skin test result (TST), chest radiograph,

acid-fast bacilli smear (AFB smear), AFB culture, and presentation

form: pulmonary (PTB) or extrapulmonary TB (EPTB).

Results

A total of 128 children and adolescents were studied, of which 96/128

(75%) were aged less than 10 years. In the 106 HIV-negative patients,

PPD was positive in 65/106 (68.8%) and negative in 26/106 (24.5%);

chest radiograph suggested TB in 73/106 (68.8%); AFB respiratory

sampleswere positive in 13/81(16%) and negative in 68/81 (84%); and

culture was positive in 16/65 (24.6%) and negative in 49/65 (75.4%).

With respect to disease presentation, 51/106 (48%) patients had

exclusive PTB, 36/106 (34%) patients had EPTB, and 19/106 (18%)

had PTB and EPTB.

In the 22 HIV-positive patients, TST was positive in 2/22 (11.8%)

and negative in 15/22 (88.2%); chest radiograph suggested TB in 15/

22 (68.1%); AFB respiratory samples was positive in 3/18 (16.6%) and

negative in 16/18 (88.8%); and culture was positive in 1/18 (5.55%). In

the same group of patients, 11/22 (50%) had exclusive PTB, 8/22

(36%) had EPTB, and 3/22 (14%) had PTB and EPTB.

Conclusion

PTB was the most frequent TB manifestation in these patients. AFB

respiratory samples and culture were negative in most patients,

reinforcing the paucibacillary nature of the disease in children. These

results were similar in both groups (HIV-positive and HIV-negative

patients). However, positive TST results were 2.5 times higher

(F<0.001) in HIV-negative individuals probably because of their better

immune response. The rate of TB/HIV coinfection was high because

the study site is a reference center for both diseases.

Reflections

In patients treated at our reference center, the clinical profile of TB

was similar in HIV-positive and in HIV-negative patients. TST was not

very useful for the diagnosis of children with TB-HIV.

#M168 − Antipneumococcal Vaccine Status of Children

Hospitalized for Community Acquired Pneumonia (CAP) at

a Brazilian Pediatric Hospital.

de Paulo Santana B., Aguiar de Araujo P., Baroni Aurilio R., de Souza
Drummond IC., Ferreira S., Bahzuni Pombo March MF., Couto
Sant’anna C., Amaral Ibiapina Parente AA.

Pediatric, Instituto de Puericultura e Pediatria Martagão Gesteira/UFRJ − Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil

Objectives

To describe the pneumococcal 10-valent vaccine status of hospitalized

patients due to community acquired pneumonia (CAP) at a University

pediatric hospital in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

Methods

Cross-sectional retrospective study of patients from 0 to 13 years old

hospitalized for CAP between January 2015 and September 2016. Data

from the medical register and the vaccination card were analyzed. Those

who received the appropriate number of pneumococcal 10-valent vaccine

doses for age were considered vaccinated, and those with incomplete or

absent vaccination were deemed not vaccinated. Patients without vaccine

information were excluded. Descriptive statistics (frequency, percentages,

mean,medianandstandarddeviation)andcalculationofpvaluebyFischer’s

test (p significant <0.05) were performed.

Results

Of the 63 patients studied, 44 were vaccinated, 12 were not

immunized and 7 had no information. Among those vaccinated, there

were 26/44 (50.1%) female and 20/44 (45.5%) were between 1 and

4 years old. Themost associated comorbiditieswere: neuropathies and

asthma (7/44 each). The most frequent radiological changes were

interstitial infiltrate (17 / 40–42.5%) and alveolar infiltrate

(13 / 40–32.5%) (p = 0.6). Eight children had pleural effusion

(8 / 40–20%). Penicillin G (PG) was the most frequently initial

antibiotic prescribed (17 / 44–38.6%) (p = 0.2). Hospitalization time

ranging between 7 and 14 days occurred in 31/44 (70.5%) patients

(p = 0.007); median: 9 days.
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Among the 12 patients not vaccinated, there were 6/12 (50%) of

both sexes. The predominant age group was ≥ 5 years old

(4/ 12–33.3%). There was no predominance of any comorbidity.

The interstitial infiltrates were the most common changes in

radiography (6/12, 50%), followed by alveolar changes (4/12,

33.3%). The most frequently initial antibiotic prescribed was PG

(7/12, 58.3%). Hospitalization time ≤ 7 days occurred in 6/12 (50%);

median: 8 days.

We found a greater number of hospitalizations among

those < 6 months of age who were not vaccinated (p = 0.06) and

that the hospitalization time was higher among those vaccinated

(p = 0.007).

Conclusion

The antibiotic of choice in the treatment of CAP in both groups was

PG. However, the predominant interstitial radiological pattern

found in both groups was more suggestive of viral CAP. There was

a lower frequency of hospitalizations among < 6 months vacci-

nated children.

Nevertheless, vaccinated children apparently had more severe

CAPs, with longer hospitalizations than non-vaccinated ones.

Reflections and Concrete Proposals

It can be assumed that the presumed severity of PACs in children

under 6months may be due to the selection of strains not contained in

the pneumococcal 10-valent vaccine.

N. MISCELLANEOUS

#N36 − Global Tracheostomy Collaborative Survey on

Pediatric Tracheostomy Care.

Zhu H 1, Randall D 2, Skinner M 3, Watters K 4, Bossley C 5,
Harrison J 6, Roberson D 4.
1Pediatric Respiratory, Evelina Children’s Hospital − London, United Kingdom;
2Respiratory Care, Joe DiMaggio Children’s Hospital − Florida, USA; 3Pediatric
Otolaryngology, Johns Hopkins University Hospital − Baltimore, USA; 4Pediatric
Otolaryngology, Boston Children’s Hospital − Boston, USA; 5Pediatric Respira-
tory, King’s College Hospital − London, United Kingdom; 6Pediatric Respiratory,
Royal Children’s Hospital − Melbourne, Australia

Introduction

There are an increasing number of children with complex health

needs requiring tracheostomy. They experience lengthy and costly

hospitalizations and there is variation in management practices for

children following insertion of their tracheostomy. The Interna-

tional Pediatric Otolaryngology Group has recently published

recommendations for perioperative pediatric tracheostomy care,

but these do not address discharge planning or long-term

tracheostomy care.

Aim

To investigate current pediatric tracheostomy management practices

from the perioperative period to discharge planning and long-term

care.

Methods

A survey was designed following a Global Tracheostomy

Collaborative pediatric interest group meeting and distributed

to all pediatric member hospitals using Typeform. Questions

covered the clinical management surrounding the entire process

from insertion of tracheostomy to discharge planning and long

term care.

Results

There were 13 responses. Those responding performed a mean of

15 new pediatric tracheostomies per year and 69% of centers had

a specialized pediatric tracheostomy service. All respondents

agreed an emergency tracheostomy box needs to be with the child

at all times and that this should contain: a spare tracheostomy

tube of the same size and one a size smaller (100%), a suction

catheter (100%), a water based lubricant (92%) and scissors (92%).

Equipment felt essential at bedside included all above plus:

resuscitation bag and mask (92%), spare ties (92%) and O2

saturation monitoring (83%). Most (92%) used a process to

regularly document this equipment.

42% of respondents performed routine inpatient tube changes

weekly and other responses depended on clinical and parental training

needs. Recommended frequency of outpatient tube changes varied

from every two to four weeks.

There was no consensus over which ties or tapes to use. A quarter

had a feeding policy after tracheostomy insertion. Indications for

considering cuffed tracheostomy tubes included mechanical ventila-

tion (75%), high leak without a cuffed tube (67%) and aspiration (42%);

only 25% considered age. Common indications for suctioning were:

inability to cough out secretions (100%), respiratory distress (100%),

suspected blocked tube (100%), secretions in the tube (92%), request

by the child for suction (75%), changes in ventilation pressures (58%),

hypoxia (58%).

Most respondents (92%) had discharge criteria for children

with newly inserted tracheostomies, 67% had a protocol for

decannulation and 46% for transition from pediatric to adult

care.

Conclusions

There is some consensus on tracheostomy management surrounding

emergency equipment and indications for suctioning, frequency of

tracheostomy tube changes and need for post-tracheostomy dis-

charge criteria. Areas of debate surround types of tracheostomy ties

and feeding after tracheostomy insertion. Areas for further develop-

ment include decannulation protocols and transition from pediatric to

adult care.

#N41 − Case Report: Late Presentation of Bochdalek-Type

Congenital Diaphragmatic Hernia in an Adolescent.

Stachewski Verrone K 1, Nassar S 2, Bizon A 3.
1Pediatric Pulmonology, GPACI Hospital − Sorocaba, Brazil; 2Radiology, Centro
Médico Diagnostic Centre − Sorocaba, Brazil; 3Thoracic Surgery, GPACI Hospital
− Sorocaba, Brazil
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Introduction

Late Presenting Congenital Diaphragmatic Hernia (CDH) beyond the

neonatal period is rare and often misdiagnosed with delayed

treatment. We report a case of Bochdalek Hernia (BH) with ipsilateral

pulmonary hypoplasia in a 13-year-old boy without any respiratory

symptoms.

Case Presentation

A 13-year-old Caucasian boy was admitted to the hospital in

January this year with severe vomiting and dehydration. These

symptoms had gotten worse 1 month previously. During this

period, he went to ER sometimes, but was dismissed with

antiemetics. The boy started to present recurrent vomiting after

meals 2 years ago. He had no respiratory symptoms or past

trauma history whatsoever. Physical examination: he was very

thin (height 1,63m, weight 33 kg). He had decreased sounds on

the left hemithorax and scaphoid abdomen with rare sounds.

Chest X-Ray: opacity at the lower left chest with bowel gas image

(Image A). CT scan demonstrated loops of the colon and small

intestine in the left thoracic cavity (Image B). MRI confirmed

failure of diaphragm function besides intra-abdominal organs,

mediastinal shift and pulmonary hypoplasia (Image C and D). A

laparotomy followed by a thoracotomy revealed a typical

Bochdalek hernia with the stomach, small intestine, transverse

and ascending colon, spleen, cecum and appendix inside the left

thoracic cavity. The contents were reduced manually into the

abdominal cavity. At this moment the pulmonary hypoplasia

could be seen. The suture of the diaphragm was done

without prosthesis. Nowadays, the patient is well with good

weight gain.

A

Image A shows bowel gas (arrows)

B

Image B shows small intestine (a) and colon (b)

C
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D

Images C and D show failure of diaphragm (green arrows), pulmonary

hypoplasia (red arrow), spleen (a), small intestine (b) and colon (c)

Discussion

Bochdalek hernia (BH) is usually congenital, arising due to failed

closure of pleuroperitoneal ducts and represents 2.5%-25% of all late

presenting diaphragmatic hernias. It is generally present in neonates

and is even diagnosed antenataly. By contrast, late presenting BH is

associated with a much wider spectrum of clinical presentation which

may be respiratory and/or gastrointestinal symptoms or, in some

cases, asymptomatic. Pulmonary hypoplasia is one of the most

common associated malformations. Diagnosis is often made by chest

X-Ray, but is associated with a high risk of misdiagnosis because of the

great variability in radiographic appearance. CT scan and MRI are

specific in making the diagnosis. Once diagnosed, early surgical

intervention is necessary for the prevention of any complication and

can lead to a good prognosis.

Conclusion

Congenital diaphragmatic hernia present in late childhood is rare and

shows nonspecific symptoms. Hence, a child with recurrent gastroin-

testinal or respiratory complaints should be assessed thoroughly and

the suspicion of this presentation is needed to successfully diagnose

and manage this condition properly.

Image E: 6 months after the surgery

#N47 − Eosinophilic Granulomatosis with Polyangitis in

Childhood: A Case Report.

Uhereczky G., Gács E.

Pulmonolgy, Heim Pál Children’s Hospital − Budapest, Hungary

Eosinophilic granulomatosis with polyangitis (EGPA) − previously

called Churg-Strauss syndrome − is a multisystem disorder character-

ized by allergic rhinitis, asthma and prominent peripheral blood

eosinophilia. EGPA is classified as a vasculitis of the small and medium

sized arteries, although the vasculitis is often not apparent in the initial

phases of the disease.

In EGPA, the most commonly involved organ is the lung, followed

by the skin. However, cardiovascular, gastrointestinal, renal and

central nervous systems can also be affected. Vasculitis of extrap-

ulmonary organs is largely responsible for the morbidity and mortality

associated with EGPA.

An 11-year-old boy was admitted with cough and dyspnea to our

hospital; he had been treated with high dose ICS + LABA combination

for a year, but his asthma remained uncontrolled. Based on the

laboratory data (peripheral eosinophilia), associated with severe

asthma and nasal polyposis, the first suspected diagnosis was allergic

bronchopulmonary aspergillosis, but the Aspergillus serological test

was negative. After some weeks, new symptoms were observed:

gastrointestinal signs, skin lesions with characteristic histological

finding and facial paresis. Thus the patient fulfilled the diagnostic

criteria of the American College of Rheumatology, and EGPA was

eventually diagnosed.

Neither cardiac nor renal involvements were found. The patient

showed favorable clinical progression after oral prednisone therapy.

In case of therapy-resistant asthma, we should think of

systemic diseases with pulmonary manifestation and search for

their symptoms.

#N63 − Comparison of Sleep Characteristics, Patterns and

Problems in Young Children within the Southeast Asian

Region.

Goh D., Daban K.

Pediatrics, National University of Singapore − Singapore, Singapore

Background and Objectives

Optimal sleeping habits are important for the health and development

of the young. Cross-cultural differences in sleep habits and practices

have been described between Caucasians and Asian children. Our

study aimed to characterize the sleep practices and patternswithin the

Southeast Asian (SEA) region to evaluate if there are differenceswithin

a region with fairly similar socio-cultural populations.

Participants

Parents and caregivers of infants and toddlers (birth to 36 months old)

from countries in Southeast Asia participated in this study.

Methods

Data was collected using the Brief Infant Sleep Questionnaire from

5,987 children from 6 countries in the SEA region (967 Indonesia/ID,

997 Malaysia/MY, 1034 Philippines/PH, 1001 Singapore/SG, 988

Thailand/TH and 1000 Vietnam/VN). Results: The sleep variables

varied amongst SEA children studied. Bedtimes and nighttime sleep

varied across the region by as much as 1 hour 34 mins and 1 hour 15
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mins respectively. There were also significant differences in

sleep settings and parental perceptions of sleep problems in their

children.

Conclusions

Despite being geographically very close together and having some

common socio-cultural characteristics, sleep variables in the young

child within the South East Asian region do differ in significant ways.

This observation is important in evaluation of children within this

region especially where there is substantial cross-boundary medical

tourism.

#N84 − Clinical Analysis of Six Cases of Lung Tumors in

Children.

Xu D., Wang Y., Chen Z.

Department of Pulmonology, The Children’s Hospital of Zhejiang University School
of Medicine − Hangzhou, China

Objective

To discuss the clinical manifestation, imaging characteristics and

outcomes of lung tumors in children.

Methods

We retrospectively collected information regarding six cases of lung

tumors in children in a hospital from Jan 2010 to March 2016. The

information included clinical manifestation, imaging characteristics,

pathological results, treatment and reviews.

Results

(1) All six patients firstly visited pediatric internal medicine depart-

ments. Symptoms included cough (n = 6), dyspnea (n = 4), fever (n = 1),

chest tightness (n = 1), chest pain (n = 1) and lameness (n = 1). We did

not find hemoptysis, wheezing or weight loss in these patients.

Physical examinations revealed unilateral decreased breath sounds

(n = 4), moist rales and wheezes (n = 1), and normal (n = 1). We did not

identify finger clubbing, anemic appearance, lymph node enlargement

or hepatosplenomegaly, etc. (2) Laboratory examination showed all

the parameters of complete blood count, liver functions, blood

glucose, blood fatty and uric acid overlapped with 95% confidence

interval. Two cases of increased tumor markers. (3) Imaging results

showed multiple cystic lesions in lungs (n = 2) (both with pleuro-

pulmonary blastoma), multiple nodes (n = 2), endobronchial soft tissue

mass (n = 1) pulmonary round-shaped mass (n = 1), and mediastinal

mass (n = 1). Imaging results also found atelectasis (n = 3), pneumonia

(n = 2), pneumothorax (n = 2), longitudinal diaphragmatic hernia (n = 2),

pleural effusion (n = 1), subcutaneous emphysema (n = 1). (4) All

patients underwent tumor puncture biopsy or tumor resection.

Pathology revealed the final diagnosis of pleuropulmonary blastoma

(n = 3), squamous cell carcinoma of the lung (n = 1), thyroid papillary

carcinoma (n = 1), malignant germ cell tumor (n = 1). All of the latter

were malignant tumors. Patients were followed up. Two patients died

(both with pleuropulmonary blastoma). Two patients survived

(followed up for 7 months and 1 month, respectively). Two cases

were lost to follow-up.

Conclusion

Lung tumors are rare diseases in children. Patients usually firstly

visit the pediatric internal medicine department. Clinical signs and

symptoms may be nonspecific. Tumor marker examination and

imaging examination are helpful for the diagnosis of lung tumors.

Biopsy should be performed to confirm the final diagnosis.

The long-term prognosis of these patients is still needed to be

followed-up.

#N88 − Malignant Thoracic Tumors: A 5-year Experience of

an Oncology Reference Center

Vaz Rodrigues S 1, Knoblich M 1, Alves R 1, Sá Couto H 1,
Pascoal J 1, Pereira F 2.
1Pediatric Surgery, Hospital Dona estefânia − Lisboa, Portugal; 2Pediatrics,
Instituto Português de Oncologia de Lisboa − Lisboa, Portugal

Aim of the Study

To perform a survey of all malignant thoracic neoplasms operated at

our center in the last 5 years; to evaluate the types of tumors, the intra-

and postoperative complications as well as surgical mortality.

Malignant neoplasms in the pediatric population are rare, affecting

about 2% of children. Of these, 30% are solid tumors. The most

common types of solid tumors are CNS tumors, Neuroblastomas,

Rhabdomyosarcomas, Nephroblastomas and Osteosarcomas.

Thoracic malignancies are divided into primary or secondary

malignancies. The primary malignancies have as primitive location the

thoracic cavity, from the thoracic wall to the mediastinum. Secondary

tumors are distant metastases from other solid tumors.

Methods

A retrospective review of medical data of patients submitted to

surgical resection of malignant thoracic neoplasms.

Main Results

In the last 5 years, 19 patients with thoracic malignancies have

been operated in our center. Of these, thirteen patients had

primary tumors (Neuroblastoma, Ganglioneuroblastoma, PNET/

Ewing’s sarcoma) and the remaining six had secondary tumors

(Nephroblastoma, Testicular Sarcoma, Osteosarcoma of the Femur).

Of the primary tumors, the most prevalent was Neuroblastoma.

Of the secondary tumors, the most common was metastatic

Nephroblastoma.

There were no complications associated with the surgical

procedures performed.

Conclusion

Although rare, thoracic neoplasms should be considered as an integral

part of the list of differential diagnoses in pathologies commonly

observed in the emergency department.

From the surgical point of view, it requires the approach of varied

and noble anatomical regions and it is therefore of utmost importance

to concentrate the procedure in a reference center so that there can be

an optimization of results with impact on survival.
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#N95 − Etiology of Chronic Cough in Children: A Study of

370 Cases.

Quintella T 1, Rozov T 2.
1Pediatrics, Pontificial Catholic University of Campinas − Faculty of Medicine −
Campinas, Brazil; 2Pediatrics, University of São Paulo − Faculdade de Medicina −
Instituto da Criança − São Paulo, Brazil

Introduction

Chronic cough (CC) is frequent in children at any age and a diagnostic

and therapeutic challenge to pediatricians. Published data show that it

occurs in 5–10% of children at any time, despite different definitions:

previously more than 4 weeks and recently more than 8 weeks.

Pediatric causes are particular and adult algorithms are useless.

Viral infections, frequent in acute cough, can lead to CC by eliciting

hyperreactivity of cough receptors (CRHR).MycoplasmaandBordetella

are causal in about 30% of CC in teenagers. Upper airways cough

syndrome (UACS), formerly post-nasal drip, is common in atopic

childrenwith asthma, coughvariant asthma, sinusitis andallergic rhinitis.

Non-recognized aspirations such as inadequate feeding practices (IFP)

are very common and usually underdiagnosed − even more frequent

than gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) and dysphagias.

Objective

To verify the etiology of CC in the prontuaries of 370 children followed

by pediatric pneumologists, whose diagnosis was based on a

successful therapeutic trial or specific tests.

Methods

Inclusion criteria: 1) CC lasting>4weeks, 2) Atopic status: atopic stigma,

high IgE level, familiar atopy, specific IgE (blood or skin test). 3) CC

resolved. We determined the main and the secondary causes of CC in

this group.

• Diagnostic procedures: UACS: clinical + cure after antibiotics. •

Asthma: ISAAC + responsive to β2-agonist, peak-flow, resolution after

inhaled corticoids. • Cough variant asthma TEA: Diretrizes Bras TC,

2006. • GERD: pH-metry (ESPGAN, ZMD positive or temporal

association), another test associated with resolution with treatment. •

Minor aspiration after IFP: clinical picture, partial or total resolution

with IFP correction and healthy sleeping rules.

Results

• IFP was the main cause of CC in 26.5% of this sample, and it was

the single cause in 14% of cases.

Conclusion

In our study, approximately 80% of CC lasted ≥ 8 weeks and 55%

were non-atopic − these findings should be kept in mind when

managing CC.

Two existing etiologies were frequent (> 40%) in both groups

(A and NA). The first cause of CC was asthma/CV asthma. Atopy was

related to: older age, UACS and asthma but not to CRHR or wheezy

baby syndrome.

IFP was the most important secondary cause (50%) and the other

was CRHR.

Minor aspiration by IPF was the main etiology in 26.5% of cases

and was underdiagnosed. It seems that GERD may be misdiagnosed

with IFP − so we should be alert to feeding practices.

#N167 − Viral Bronchiolitis and Risk Factors for Severe

Outcome.

Leite S 1, Lachado A 1, Correia-Costa L 2, Fernandes A 1, Ramos A 3,
Reis MG 3.
1Serviço de Pediatria, Centro Materno-Infantil do Norte − Centro Hospitalar do
Porto − Porto, Portugal; 2Nefrologia Pediátrica, Centro Materno-Infantil do Norte,
Centro Hospitalar do Porto e EpiUnit −Instituto de Saúde Pública da Universidade
do Porto − Porto, Portugal; 3Unidade de Pneumologia Pediátrica do Serviço de
Pediatria, Centro Materno-Infantil do Norte − Centro Hospitalar do Porto − Porto,
Portugal

ATOPY ATOPICS = 167(45%) NON-ATOPICS = 203(55%) TOTAL = 370

SEX ♂ 94 (56%) 107 (59%)

AGE (months, median) 44mo (4–146) 28mo (2–179)

DURATION(wk, median) 16wk (≥8wk = 76%) 14wk (≥8 wk = 79%)

# ETIOLOGIES: one 80 (47.9%) 96 (47.3%)

two 71 (42.5%) 87 (42.9%)

three 16 (9.6%) 20 (9.8%)

ASTHMA 24.5% 5.4% 14%

CV ASTHMA 28% 22% 25%

IFP 27% 26% 26.5% *

GERD 25.7% 27.6% 27.6%

CRHR 12.6% 25.6% 19.7%

UACS 25.7% 11% 19%

POSTINFEC 17% 16% 16.5%

DYSFAGIA 2% 5% 3%

WHEEZY BABY SYND 2% 3.5% 2.7%

OTHERS – – 4%
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Introduction

Viral bronchiolitis (VB) is a highly prevalent disease in children that

carries great morbidity worldwide. We aimed to test the association

betweenwell-recognized risk factors for severe VB and hospitalization

outcomes.

Methods

Retrospective study of hospitalizations for 1st episodes of

community-acquired cases of VB in children aged ≤2 years, admitted

between July 2010 and June 2016, in a tertiary center. Data on

clinical variables: hypoxemia (peripheral O2 saturation <92%) at

admission, and risk factors for severe VB − age younger than

12 weeks, prematurity (gestational age <37 weeks), pre-existent

chronic disease (congenital heart defect, chronic lung disease of

prematurity, neuromuscular disease and Down syndrome), early

breastfeeding cessation (< 4 months) and tobacco smoke exposure −

were collected. Total length of stay, days of oxygen supplementa-

tion, ICU admission and mechanical ventilation (MV) were the

outcomes considered.

Results

602 children (55.8% male) were included with a median age of 3

(1–7) months. In 507 children, respiratory virus testing was

performed: 66.5% respiratory syncytial virus, 11.0% rhinovirus,

9.3% adenovirus were identified. At least one risk factor was

present in 91% of children, with age ≤12 weeks (59.1%), tobacco

smoke exposure (55.3%) and early breastfeeding cessation

(52.8%) being the most prevalent. The median (P25-P75) length

of stay was 5 (3–7) days, increased in presence of chronic disease

[(17 (9–45), p < 0.001)]. In a multivariable model, adjusted for sex

and age, the presence of chronic disease, younger age and

hypoxemia at admission significantly increased the length of stay

by 6.8 (95% confidence interval (95% IC) 4.9–8.7), 1.6 (95%IC

0.6–2.7) and 1.8 (95% IC 0.7–2.8), respectively. The median days

of oxygen supplementation was significantly higher in children

with chronic disease (7 (1–10) vs. 6 (4–9), p = 0.016) and aged

≤12-weeks (7 (4–10) vs. 5 (4–7), p = 0.003). In a multivariable

model, adjusted for sex, age and hypoxemia, only the presence of

chronic disease significantly increased the need for O2 supple-

mentation by 2.7 (95% IC 1.3–4.0). In the multivariable logistic

regression models, adjusted for sex and age, ICU admission was

significantly predicted by age ≤12-weeks (odds ratio (OR) 5.2,

95% CI 2.7–10.1, p < 0.001), family atopy (OR 0.3, 95% CI 0.1–06,

p = 0.001) and hypoxemia at admission (OR 6.2, 95% CI 3.3–11.6,

p < 0.001) and the need for MV was significantly predicted by age

≤12-weeks (OR 6.3, 95% CI 2.9–13.7; p = 0.005), family history of

atopy (OR 0.3, 95% CI 0.1–0.7, p < 0.001) and hypoxemia at

admission (OR 7.8, 95% CI 3.7–16.5, p < 0.001). Discussion: As

expected, in this study, we identified the presence of chronic

disease, younger age and hypoxemia at admission as being

significantly associated with worse hospitalization outcomes.

Despite not being considered a risk factor for severe VB, family

atopy was shown to be associated with increased need for ICU

and mechanical ventilation.

#N171 − A Rare Cause of Unilateral Hyperlucency on

Chest X-ray (CXR) − Sawyer James Syndrome (SJS).

Yip YF 1, Ng KK 1, Mak WS 2.
1Department of Pediatrics, Kwong Wah Hospital − Hong Kong SAR, Hong-Kong;
2Department of Radiology and Intervention, Kwong Wah Hospital − Hong Kong
SAR, Hong-Kong

Introduction

SJS is a rare disease that is frequently misdiagnosed as pneumothorax.

We report a case of an adolescent who had SJS misdiagnosed as left

pneumothorax for 10 years. We report this case to bring attention to

SJS and the importance of careful consideration of differential

diagnosis.

Method

Case report.

Case Report

We report a 15-year-old male patient who suffered from adenovirus

pneumonia in 2001 and “spontaneous left pneumothorax” in 2005. He

was otherwise well until Jan 2015 when he presented with persistent

productive cough requiring antibiotics treatment. Physical examination

found decreased left chest expansion, hyperresonant percussion,

decreased breath sound, expiratory rhonchi and crepitation heard at

lower zone. Other examination was unremarkable. CXR showed

hyperinflated left chestwithdecreasedvascularmarking.HRCTshowed

small left lung with hyperinflation and decreased vasculature.

Bronchiectasis was present. Bronchoscopy showed normal anatomy.

BAL grew Haemophilus influenzae. Diagnosis was revised as pulmonary

exacerbation on top of SJS with bronchiectasis. Bronchiectasis was

concluded to be secondary to infection after investigation. Pulmonary

function test showed fixed obstructive and restrictive physiology.

ECHO showed no pulmonary hypertension. Radiologist’s comment on

CXR in 2005 was SJS but not pneumothorax. Antibiotic was given for

Haemophilus influenzae infection. Hypertonic saline nebulizer and chest

physiotherapywere given formucus clearance.Maintenance treatment

for non-CFbronchiectasiswas started.Ourpatient hada quick recovery

and follow-up showed no clinical or lung function deterioration.

Discussion

SJS has a prevalence of 0.01%. It results from post-infectious BO

which onsets in early childhood. Adenovirus is the most common

causative organism. The salient features are hyperaeration due to air

trapping and hypoperfusion due to vascular bed atrophy at the same

region. SJS presentation varies from asymptomatic to that of

bronchiectasis. Unilateral hyperlucency on CXR is universal. HRCT

confirms the diagnosis. No active intervention is required but prompt

treatment of infection prevents bronchiectasis. Prognosis is poor for

those with saccular bronchiectasis. Unilateral hyperlucency on CXR is

infrequently misdiagnosed as pneumothorax. Careful physical and

radiological examination allows differentiation. Presence of pleural

line on CXR, presence of breath sound and lack of respiratory distress

despite significant pneumothorax speaks against the diagnosis.

Bedside ultrasound showing sliding pleura rules out pneumothorax.

Other differential diagnoses, including chest wall abnormality, lung
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parenchymal abnormalities, pulmonary vasculature abnormalities,

central airway abnormality and mediastinal abnormality require

HRCT for confirmation.

Conclusion

SJS is a rare cause of unilateral hyperlucency on CXR. Careful

examination with a systemic approach helps to tease out the correct

diagnosis.

#N180 − Persistent Chest Pain in An Adolescent- Could Be

a Bronchogenic Cyst?

Barroso F. 1, Freitas AC 1, Ramos AB 2, Gonçalves A 3, Barbosa T 1,
Reis G 1, Morais L 1, Ramos A 1.
1Unit of Pediatric Pneumology, Department of Pediatrics, Centro Materno-Infantil
do Norte, Centro Hospitalar doPorto − Porto, Portugal; 2Department of
Radiology, Centro Hospitalar do Porto − Porto, Portugal; 3Unit of Pediatric
Pneumology, Hospital de Braga − Braga, Portugal

Introduction

Bronchogenic cysts (BC) are tracheobronchial tree developmental

anomalies with an estimated incidence of 1 per 68 000 in the general

population. Clinical presentation includes respiratory distress or

recurrent infections secondary to airway compression. Differential

diagnosis includes lung abscess, fungal disease, tuberculosis, hydatid

cysts, vascular malformations and tumors.

Case Presentation

Wedescribe the clinical case of a 15-year-oldmalewith systemic lupus

erythematosus (SLE) and a class IV diffuse lupus nephritis, medicated

with mofetil mycophenolate, hydroxychloroquine and prednisolone.

At 11 years of age, left superior lobe pneumatoceleswere suspected as

pneumonia sequelae. Three months before admission, he presented

left pleuritic pain with a bilateral hilar infiltrate on chest x-ray and

elevated C-reactive protein (CRP − 165mg/L). One month later, he

complained of fatigue and anorexia with 6.1% weight loss in one

month, followed by nocturnal cough, night sweats and dyspnea for

ordinary activities. There was no personal or family history of asthma

or tuberculosis. Investigation showed leukocytosis (16040 leuco-

cytes/μL and 13150 neutrophils), elevated CRP (97.4 mg/L) and

erythrocyte sedimentation rate (40mm/hr) and left upper lobe opacity

on chest x-ray (image A). Electrocardiogram and echocardiogramwere

both normal. Thoracic CT scan depicted a parenchymal consolidation

with air bronchogram, with multiple cystic cavitations at the anterior

segment of the left upper lobe (image B), suggesting an infected BC.

Flexible bronchoscopy showed reduction in the diameter of the left

main bronchus in its terminal portion and hyperemic mucosa with

abundant secretions. Microbiological studies were negative for

bacterial, mycobacterial and fungal agents. He was medicated with

amoxicillin and clavulanate for 14 days with gradual clinical

improvement.

Conclusion

In infants and small children, bronchogenic cysts can present with

respiratory distress but symptomatic older children may present with

recurrent infection and persistent/unexplained chest pain. Despite

this, many infants and children are asymptomatic and the cystic lesion

is found incidentally during routine chest radiograph. In the present

case, the patient has a multisystemic disorder without a flare or recent

adjustment of immunosuppressive therapy. It was documented as a

parahilar cystic lesion in previous radiographs, and, after excluding an

“atypical“ respiratory infection, a pulmonary congenital malformation

was considered. At clinical follow-up, the patient is asymptomatic. The

definitive diagnosis of a BC depends on the histological study. The

excision was considered and not accepted.

#N183 − Giant Pneumatocele as Late Evolution Mimics

Pneumothorax.

Pereira L 1,, Nunes N 2, Milhomem P 1, Macedo B 1, Moutinho T 1,
Vieira W 2, Tavares M 3.
1Pediatric Department, Fundação Santa Casa − Belem, Brazil; 2Radiology, Funda
− Belém, Brazil; 3Surgery, Fundação Santa Casa − Belém, Brazil

Introduction

Pulmonary Pneumatocele (PC) usually is asymptomatic and

disappears spontaneously. Most often, it occurs as a sequela
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from acute pneumonia, commonly caused by microbial agents and

also by noninfectious etiologies. Incidence of post-infection

pneumatocele formation ranges from 2% to 8% of all cases of

pneumonia in children. It may be treated conservatively or

surgically, depending upon the occurrence of complications, such

as tension pneumatocele, pneumothorax or secondarily-infected

pneumatocele.

Case Presentation

A six-year-old Brazilian boy previously healthy, followed-up as

outpatient at a tertiary hospital for ten months, because of

pneumatocele evolution after chest drainage. Thoracotomy with

decortication was performed for complicated bacterial pneumonia

with empyema. A follow-up chest Computerized Tomography (CT)

disclosed a giant cystic lesion involving the entire anterior region of

the right lung and mediastinum shift to the contralateral side. The

patient was asymptomatic at hospital admission, with no distress.

His physical examination revealed a peripheral O2 saturation of 99%

in room air, heart rate of 96 beats/min and respiratory rate of 26

breaths/min. His chest examination revealed decreased breath

sounds on the right hemithorax and hyperresonance on chest

percussion. He underwent water-seal thoracic drainage and the

atelectatic lung was reexpanded. On day 21, he was discharged from

the hospital with close follow-up.

Discussion

Pneumatocele develops as a consequence of localized bronchio-

lar and alveolar necrosis, which allows one-way-passage of air

into the peripheral airways and alveoli. Late development of PC

has been described after an acute inflammatory process. The

diagnosis has often been made with simple posterior and/or

lateral CX-Ray, but chest-CT scan might be helpful for differential

diagnosis. Nonetheless, a giant pneumatocele could be misinter-

preted as massive pneumothorax. Most often PC is symptomatic

and usually regresses spontaneously with pneumonia process

improvement, varying from weeks to more than one year; it

requires surgical intervention for complications such as pneumo-

thorax, secondarily-infected pneumatocele and tension PC, as in

the present case.

Conclusions

The chest CT scan at first mimicked pneumothorax, however

anamnesis and clinical features were essential for radiological

conclusion. The treatment of PC is conservative in most circum-

stances, with close follow-up, because during the resolution period

they may cause serious, sometimes fatal, complications requiring

urgent intervention.

References#1:Serebrysky, D: Pneumatocele. Updated Jan 31, 2016.

http://emedicine.medscape.com/article/1003289-overview#a6 (ac-

cessed in Feb 15,2016)#2: Chin W Yao, Te C Shen, Chih Y Tu. Giant

pneumatocele with lung herniation. Internal medicine 2013 Jun. 52

(20):2377–78.#3: Kunyoshi V, Cataneo D.C.Cataneo DJ. Complicated

pneumonias with empyema and /or pneumatocele in children.Pediatr

Surg Int. 2006 Feb.22(2):186-90

#N192 − The Evaluation of the Acute Effect of a Single Use

of Waterpipe Smoking on Lung Clearance Index.

Toukan Y 1, Bentur L1, Hakim F 1; Elemy A2.
1Pediatric Pulmonary Institute and CF Center, Ruth Rappaport Children’s
Hospital, Rambam Health Care Campus − Haifa, Israel; 2Department of Pediatrics
A, Ruth Rappaport Children’s Hospital, Rambam Health Care Campus − Haifa,
Israel

Background

Waterpipe smoking (WPS) has been spreading steadily from Eastern to

Western countries especially among teenagers. A single session ofWPS

increases the levels of carboxyhemoglobin (COHb) in the blood, has a

negative effect on cardiopulmonary parameters, and a controversial

effect on lung function indices. Lung clearance index (LCI), an index of

ventilation inhomogeneity, has not been evaluated in WPS subjects.

Purpose

To evaluate the acute effect of a single 30-minute session of WPS on

LCI.

Methods

This prospective study evaluated the acute effects of a single session

ofWPS on LCI. Due to ethical concerns, the study was performed only

in adults.

The primary outcome parameter was the change in LCI.

Carboxyhemoglobin (COHb) levels, pulmonary function tests and

vital signswere evaluated in volunteerWPS group smokers before and

after 30min of WPS session.

Results

26 volunteers (21 men, 5 women), aged 25.6 ± 4.88 years, were

recruited. Following one session of WPS, LCI values did not change

(6.52 lit ± 0.83 vs. 6.30 lit ± 0.66, p = 0.22). COHb levels rose

significantly, from 2.66% ± 1.61% (median 2.35) to 10.28% ± 4.42%

(median 9.80), p < 0.001. Heart rates increased from 86.5 ± 12.67

beats/min (median 83) to 92.92 ± 17.04 beats/min (median 91.5), p <

0.05. Respiratory rate increased from 14.85 ± 2.01 breaths/min to

19.39 ± 4.97 breaths/min, p < 0.001. There was a significant decrease

in both FEV1/FVC and FEF 25%-75%.

Conclusions

This first study evaluated the effect ofWPS on LCI. In this small sample

size, no significant changes in LCI values after one session of WPS

were noted. Further larger studies evaluating the possible effect of

WPS on LCI measurements with multiple clinical and physiological

parameters should be performed to assess the clinical benefit of LCI

measurement in WPS subjects.

#N193 − Necrotizing Pneumonia in Children: Open Issues.

Oliveira L 1, Constant C 1, Saianda A 1, Ferreira R 1, Pereira L 1,
Lobo L 2, Bandeira T 1.
1Pediatric Respiratory Unit. Department of Pediatrics, University Hospital Santa
Maria (CHLN), Lisbon Academic Medical Center − Lisboa, Portugal; 2Imaging
Department. University Hospital Santa Maria (CHLN), Lisbon Academic Medical
Center − Lisboa, Portugal
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Necrotizing pneumonia (NP) is increasingly being identified as a

complication of community-acquired pneumonia in children, for the

last 20 years.

Aims

The purpose of this study was to analyze clinical presentation and

management of NP from a single-center experience.

Methods

A retrospective chart review of cases of NP hospitalized in a Tertiary

Care Pediatric Pulmonology Unit during a five-year period (Octo-

ber 2012-November 2016) was performed. Primary outcome

variables were total duration of fever and hospital length of stay

(LOS). A secondary outcome included imaging methods used.

Demographic, clinical, etiology, treatment and imaging variables

were summarized by standard descriptive statistics. Results were

summarized as medians (min-max) for continuous variables and

percentages for nominal variables. Children with comorbidities were

excluded.

Results

Thirty-three children were included (45.5% males), median age

40 months (min. 1 month; max. 14 years). The median duration of

disease before hospitalization was 5 days (1–15). Most children

(78.8%) were referred from local hospitals; median timing of referral

was day 2 of admission (1–16). Only one child did not comply with the

national vaccination plan and 19 (57.6%) had pneumococcal vaccine.

Overall fever lasted for a median of 15 (9–33) days and median

LOS at our unit was 12 (4–34) days. Children were hospitalized for a

total of 16 (7–35) days. One child with S. pyogenes infection developed

toxic shock syndrome. Eight (24.2%) children were already under oral

antibiotic at admission, and 23 (69.7%) patients were initially

prescribed intravenous ampicillin. Fifteen (51.5%) were admitted to

the Intensive Care Unit, mostly (97.0%) for pleural drainage with

fibrinolysis. No children needed ventilatory support. Nineteen (57.6%)

children were submitted to oxygen supplementation, during a median

time of 8 (2–25) days.

All children underwent chest X ray (CXR) diagnostic for NP on

evolution, 26 (78.8%) also showed pleural effusion, 27 (81.8%)

underwent lung ultrasound scan (USS) and seven (21.2%) chest

computed tomography (CT) (5 before referral), which added nothing to

previous knowledge.

Blood cultures (BC) were available for all cases and pleural fluid

cultures (PFC) for 20 (60.6%). Bacterial yield was higher in PFC

compared with BC (61.5% positive vs. 6%). The two positive BC

isolated Streptoccoccus spp. and S. pneumoniae; regarding pleural

liquid, S. pneumoniae serotype 3 was identified in 8 cases from PCR

methods and 7 cultures were positive (3 S. pneumoniae, 3 S. pyogenes

and 1 S. aureus). No deaths occurred, one child was re-admitted due

to oral intolerance to antibiotic.

Comments

NP is a severe pulmonary complication with prolonged morbidity and a

large amount of hospital resource use. CXR and USS for diagnosis are

probably sufficient in themajority of cases.We discuss that NPmust be

referred to a tertiary care hospital early in the evolution of the disease.

#N210 − Domiciliary Overnight Oximetry Has a Role on

Oxygen Weaning in Bronchopulmonary Dysplasia Infants

on Long-term Oxygen Therapy.

Oliveira L 1, Descalço A 2, Saianda A 1, Ferreira R 1.
1Pediatric Respiratory Unit. Department of Pediatrics, University Hospital Santa
Maria (CHLN), Lisbon Academic Medical Center − Lisboa, Portugal; 2Pediatric
Respiratory Unit, Pediatric Lung Function, Sleep and Ventilation Center. Depart-
ment of Pediatrics, University Hospital Santa Maria (CHLN), Lisbon Academic
Medical Center − Lisboa, Portugal

Long term oxygen therapy (LTOT) is indicated in bronchopulmonary

dysplasia (BPD) to treat chronic or intermittent hypoxemia and its

consequences. Discontinuation of oxygen therapy should be prompt

when respiratory stability and ascending weight and height are

achieved. As suggested in international guidelines, assessing oxygen-

ation during sleep by continuous overnight oximetry (COO) or

polysomnography is recommended when weaning infants from

supplemental oxygen; for the comfort of children and families,

monitoring should preferably be made at home, in the child’s

environment.

Aim

To describe the role of domiciliary COO on the weaning from LTOT in

patients with BPD.

Methods

A retrospective chart review of patients on LTOT during a 7-year

period (January 2010–December 2016) was performed. Data regard-

ing demography, pulmonary disease, oxygen therapy and follow-up

were collected. Clinical stability for daytime weaning was defined as

adequate growth, stable respiratory frequency and stable levels of

oxygen saturation (SpO2) >92% on spot oximetry. A COO was

performed when favorable weight gain was maintained and awake

stable respiratory (according to different ages) frequency was

referred; a minimum time of 6-hour recording was considered valid.

Descriptive statistics were performed and the results are presented in

medians (minimum − maximum).

Results

A total of 34 exams were performed with respect to 24 DBP

patients. Five (14.7%) were inconclusive due to short recording time

(< 1 hour) or due to artifacts and were excluded. The 29 valid exams

concerned 19 patients (a median of 1.5% exams per patient), with a

median age of 16 (5–69) months. The median of gestational age of

patients was 26 (24–28) weeks and most children (13; 68.4%) had

BPD grade 3 (severe). All children were accompanied by a

domiciliary unit of respiratory care. The oxygen weaning during

wake periods occurred when clinical stability as defined was

achieved, being the median age 8 (3–28) months. A COO without

oxygen support was performed when stability criteria were present,

5.5 (2–32) months after daytime weaning, at a median age of 15.5

(5–60) months; the median desaturation index was 3.7 (0.6–36.8)%,

the median basal SpO2 was 97.35 (94.3–99.6)% and the median

minimum SpO2 was 85 (77–90)%. After COO, two children still

maintain oxygen therapy during sleep periods (currently with 16 and

29 months), and two children were lost to follow-up; in all the other
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children, the weaning of LTOT was possible after COO and no

children needed to resume the therapy. The frequency of clinical

evaluations changed according to disease stage: every two months

before oxygen withdrawal, monthly immediately after oxygen

withdrawal and then every three months.

Comments

Domiciliary COO can provide relevant information in the weaning of

supplemental oxygen in BPD patients, leading to a confirmation of

clinical findings. A spot oximetry cannot cover all critical times of the

day and night, such as all sleep stages.

#N192 − The Evaluation of the Acute Effect of a Single Use

of Waterpipe Smoking on Lung Clearance Index.

Toukan Y 1, Bentur L1, Hakim F 1; Elemy A2.
1Pediatric Pulmonary Institute and CF Center, Ruth Rappaport Children’s Hospital,
Rambam Health Care Campus − Haifa, Israel; 2Department of Pediatrics A, Ruth
Rappaport Children’s Hospital, Rambam Health Care Campus − Haifa, Israel

Background

Waterpipe smoking (WPS) has been spreading steadily fromEastern to

Western countries especially among teenagers. A single session of

WPS increases the levels of carboxyhemoglobin (COHb) in the blood,

has a negative effect on cardiopulmonary parameters, and a

controversial effect on lung function indices. Lung clearance index

(LCI), an index of ventilation inhomogeneity, has not been evaluated in

WPS subjects.

Purpose

To evaluate the acute effect of a single 30-minute session of WPS

on LCI.

Methods

This prospective study evaluated the acute effects of a single session

ofWPS on LCI. Due to ethical concerns, the study was performed only

in adults.

The primary outcome parameter was the change in LCI.

Carboxyhemoglobin (COHb) levels, pulmonary function tests and

vital signswere evaluated in volunteerWPS group smokers before and

after 30min of WPS session.

Results

26 volunteers (21 men, 5 women), aged 25.6 ± 4.88 years, were

recruited. Following one session of WPS, LCI values did not change

(6.52 lit ± 0.83 vs. 6.30 lit ± 0.66, p = 0.22). COHb levels rose

significantly, from 2.66% ± 1.61% (median 2.35) to 10.28% ± 4.42%

(median 9.80), p < 0.001. Heart rates increased from 86.5 ± 12.67

beats/min (median 83) to 92.92 ± 17.04 beats/min (median 91.5), p

< 0.05. Respiratory rate increased from 14.85 ± 2.01 breaths/min to

19.39 ± 4.97 breaths/min, p < 0.001. There was a significant decrease

in both FEV1/FVC and FEF 25%-75%.

Conclusions

This first study evaluated the effect ofWPS on LCI. In this small sample

size, no significant changes in LCI values after one session of WPS

were noted. Further larger studies evaluating the possible effect of

WPS on LCI measurements with multiple clinical and physiological

parameters should be performed to assess the clinical benefit of LCI

measurement in WPS subjects.
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